Welcome

Dear colleagues

Welcome to COLA 2015! This conference is shaping up to be a wonderful exposé of the latest developments in laser ablation and in a broader area of laser-induced modification of material properties. Lasers have become an indispensable tool for processing of materials in nanoscience and nanotechnology, which is one of the fastest growing areas in research globally. The recent appearance of coherent X-Ray free electron lasers, developments in mega-Joule lasers for laser fusion, remarkable achievements in atto-science and toward generation of single-cycle laser pulses show how the area has expanded from a rather limited area of laser ablation presented in the first COLA conferences 20 years ago. The developments are a wonderful example of how the fundamental discoveries of light interaction with matter led to the technological marvels of the past 50 years, from internet to laser surgery. There are real chances that the multidisciplinary research fields of laser material modification will solve major world problems in energy, information, transport and health.

The purpose of this conference is to present a forum for the discussions and exchange of ideas in various areas of laser transformation of materials. This is the first COLA conference in the Southern Hemisphere and we hope that it will enhance interaction and strengthen links between Australian, New Zealand and many international research groups working in this multidisciplinary field. We hope that students and early career scientists will use the COLA 2015 conference as a chance to network widely with researchers from around the world, with the exposure to the broad diversity of this research field and its potential and opportunities. We also hope it will give our more senior colleagues a chance to catch up with old friends and meet many new ones. Finally, we hope that the conference will be enjoyable, enlightening and fun, with a high-quality program and social events to add to what will be a memorable COLA.

We would like to thank the many Committee members and our professional conference organisers Conference Logistics, who have worked hard to prepare the conference and social events for your enjoyment. We would like to extend our warm welcome to you all, and we hope you enjoy the conference technical and social programs.

Andrei Rode, Chair of COLA 2015

On behalf of the Chairs and co-Chairs:
Koji Sugioka, Hong Bo Sun, Marta Castillejo, Leonid Zhigilei, Saulius Juodkazis, Debora Kane
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General information

Conference venue
Pullman Cairns International Hotel
17 Abbott Street
Cairns QLD
Phone (+61)7 4031 1300

Conference registration desk
The registration desk is located in the Grand Ballroom foyer and will be open for the duration of the conference to serve as your main point of contact for all conference related enquiries. The registration desk can be contacted throughout the conference on mobile +61 448 357 251.

The registration desk will be open during the following times:

- Sunday 30 August 1500–1900
- Monday 31 August 0800–2030
- Tuesday 1 September 0800–2030
- Wednesday 2 September 0800–1300
- Thursday 3 September 0830–2030
- Friday 4 September 0830–1300

Catering
Morning and afternoon teas and lunches will be held each day in the exhibition. Lunches will be served as an informal stand-up buffet. Dietary requirements noted on your registration have been passed on to the catering staff. Vegetarian options are available within the main catering options. A dedicated table is available for those delegates that advised of other specific dietary requirements. Please ask the catering staff to assist if required.

At the Conference Dinner, dietary meals will be provided as requested on your registration. Please advise the banquet staff of your request.
**Exhibition hours**

The exhibition will be open as follows:

- **Sunday 30 August**: 1730–1900
- **Monday 31 August**: 0800–2030
- **Tuesday 1 September**: 0800–2030
- **Wednesday 2 September**: 0800–1300
- **Thursday 3 September**: 0830–2030
- **Friday 4 September**: 0830–1100

**Internet access**

Wi fi will be available free of charge to all conference delegates. Please access the **Pullman Cairns Public server** via your device’s settings. You will then need to open your browser and you will be prompted for a unique code. Please enter **COLA2015** to continue.

**Lost or found property**

Please report any lost or found property to the registration desk.

**Medical emergency**

In case of an emergency, please contact any staff member of the Pullman Cairns International Hotel or the registration desk staff.

**Messages**

A message board is situated near the conference registration desk and should be checked regularly. Telephone +61 448 357 251.

**Mobile phones and pagers**

As a courtesy to other delegates and speakers, please ensure all mobile telephones and pagers are turned off or in ‘silent’ mode during all sessions and social functions.

**Name badges**

Your name badge is your entry to all sessions, lunches, morning and afternoon teas and the Welcome Cocktail Reception and should be worn at all times.

**Participant list**

A participant list was emailed to delegates prior to the conference. Anyone who indicated on their registration form that they did not want their name and organisation to appear on the participant list was not included.
Posters

Posters will be located in the Tully Room. The following scheduled sessions have been allocated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster session</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poster session 1</td>
<td>Monday 31 August</td>
<td>1830–2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster session 2</td>
<td>Tuesday 1 September</td>
<td>1830–2030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poster session 3</td>
<td>Thursday 3 September</td>
<td>1830–2030</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Poster presenters have been asked to stand beside their poster during these times.

Posters will be available for viewing during each of these days during the breaks. The posters on display will change each day. Please refer to the poster program on page 40 for a detailed listing for each of the three days.

Smoking

Please note that smoking is prohibited in all hotels, clubs, restaurants and workplaces in Queensland, as well as in commercial outdoor eating and drinking areas and in outdoor public places. If you wish to smoke you will need to go outside the Cairns Pullman International Hotel conference venue.

Speakers’ preparation area

The speakers’ preparation area is located in the Grand Ballroom foyer. Upon arrival at the Conference, all speakers who have not previously emailed their presentation, should take it as soon as possible to the speakers’ preparation area. Presentations will then be pre-loaded for the appropriate session room. Speakers may run through their presentations in the speakers’ preparation area at their leisure.

All speakers are requested to report to their allocated room 20 minutes prior to the start of the session to meet with the session chair and to check that their presentation has been correctly loaded.

Special requirements

If you have not previously advised the Secretariat of any special dietary or disability requirements, please see the staff at the registration desk as soon as possible.

Taxis

13 10 08

Travel to Cairns Airport

A taxi will cost approximately $25.
**Sun Palm Transport** operates a shuttle service to the Cairns Airport every hour from 0400 to 2000. Bookings can be made on line at http://www.sunpalmtransport.com.au/ or by phoning +61 7 4099 1191.

**Useful contact numbers**

**Airlines**

Qantas 13 13 13  
Virgin 13 67 89  
Jetstar 13 15 38

**Local conference secretariat**

Conference Logistics  
PO Box 6150 Kingston ACT 2604  
T +61 2 6281 6624 F +61 2 6285 1336  
E conference@conlog.com.au  
W www.conferencelogistics.com.au
Social functions

Welcome reception
Sunday 30 August 2015
1800–1900
Grand Ballroom Foyer, Pullman Cairns International Hotel

Join us in the foyer of the Grand Ballroom for Welcome drinks on the evening before the conference.

Cost: Included in all full registrations only. Day delegates and full delegates wishing to purchase additional tickets may purchase these at a cost of $60 per ticket.

Conference dinner
Wednesday 2 September 2015
1900–2200
Daintree Pool Deck, Pullman Cairns International Hotel

Join us on the Daintree pool deck of the Pullman Cairns International Hotel for a three course meal and beverages.

Cost: Included in all full registrations only. Day delegates and full delegates wishing to purchase additional tickets may purchase these at a cost of $120 per ticket.

Poster sessions
Monday 31 August, Tuesday 1 September and Thursday 3 September
1830–2030
Tully Rooms, Pullman Cairns International Hotel

Poster sessions will be held in the Tully Room of the hotel on the above days. Delegates are encouraged to attend the poster sessions as the posters are an integral part of the conference program. Please note that posters will change each session.

Cost: Tickets to each session are included in all full registrations only. Day delegates and full delegates wishing to purchase additional tickets may purchase these at a cost of $40 per ticket per session.

Please refer to the poster program on page 40 for a detailed listing for each of the three days.
Invited speakers

A/Prof Ariando
Department of Physics & NUSNNI-Nanocore, National University of Singapore

After his post-doctoral fellowship at the NanoNed and University of Twente in the Netherlands, A/Professor Ariando moved to the National University of Singapore (NUS) as an assistant professor at the Department of Physics and NUSNNI-Nanocore Institute in 2008, where he initiated and is leading a research group on advanced functional materials with a research focus on physics and devices of multifunctional oxides and control of oxide interfaces at the atomic level. Currently, he manages a research group including four postdoctoral fellows and 10 PhD students. He has published over 70 refereed research articles, including Nature, Science and PRL, on superconducting, magnetic and new emerging properties at thin films, heterostructures, and interfaces of complex oxides, and filed 5 patents. He has been the pioneer of the oxide interface field in Singapore and contributed various important work in the progress and understanding of the two dimensional electron gas at oxide interfaces and in other field of complex oxides. The work has been highlighted in Nature Physics and selected as Editorial’s choice in Science magazine. In recognition of his work, he was awarded the Omicron Medal for Nanotechnology and the Young Scientist Award of Faculty of Science NUS.

A/Prof Yves Bellouard
Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Switzerland

Dr Yves Bellouard is Associate Professor in Microengineering at Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Switzerland, where he heads the Galatea lab and the Richemont Chair in micromanufacturing. He received a BS in Theoretical Physics and a MS in Applied Physics from Université Pierre et Marie Curie in Paris, France in 1994-1995 and a PhD in Microengineering from Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL) in Lausanne, Switzerland in 2000. Before joining EPFL in 2015, he hold a faculty position at Eindhoven University of Technologies (TU/e) in the Netherlands, for nearly ten years and prior to that, Research Scientist at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI) in Troy, New York for about four years where he started working on femtosecond laser processing of glass materials. His current research interests are on new paradigms for system integration at the microscale and in particular laser-based methods to tailor material properties for achieving higher level of integration in microsystems, like for instance integrating optics, mechanics and fluidics in a single monolith. These approaches open new opportunities for direct-write methods of microsystems (3D printing).
Prof Nadezhda Bulgakova
HiLASE, Institute of Physics ASCR, Chech Republic

Professor Nadezhda M. Bulgakova received her PhD degree in Physics and Mathematics from the Institute of Thermophysics (ITP) SB RAS in 1985 for studies of impacts of space flights and transport aircrafts on chemical content and radiation absorption in ionosphere and stratosphere. In 90th she focused on theoretical studies of laser-matter interaction and from 1997 she leads the Group of Laser Ablation Theory in the ITP. Prof Bulgakova has published more than 150 journal papers, conference proceedings and book chapters in English and Russian. In 2010 she received a Marie Curie International Incoming Fellowship and in 2011 she joined the Optoelectronics Research Centre at the University of Southampton for two years. In 2012 Prof Bulgakova was awarded the Diploma Di Merito and Golden Medal of the European Scientific-Industrial Chamber in recognition of contribution to the theory of laser-matter interaction. Since 2014, she works at the HiLASE Centre of the Institute of Physics AS CR, Czech Republic. Her research interests include processes in solid targets absorbing laser radiation; dynamics of plasma plumes during pulsed laser ablation of solids; cluster formation in free gaseous jets and laser-ablation plumes; plasma-chemical reactions.

Prof Henry Chapman
Centre for Free Electron Laser, DESY, Germany

Professor Henry Chapman is a director of the Center for Free-Electron Laser Science at the Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron and the University of Hamburg in Germany. He carried out his PhD in X-ray optics at The University of Melbourne, Australia, work for which he was awarded the Bragg Gold Medal from the Australian Institute of Physics. Henry develops methods in coherent X-ray imaging, which began at Stony Brook University in New York. Later, at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in California, he led a team to demonstrate the concept of ‘diffraction before destruction’ where an intense X-ray free-electron laser pulse gives rise to a pristine diffraction pattern of an object before its destruction by that pulse. This solves a serious limitation in X-ray structure determination by increasing the tolerable dose for high-resolution imaging and crystallography by many thousands of times. He led a large international collaboration to extend this work to the atomic scale with the method of serial femtosecond X-ray crystallography, which promises to overcome current bottlenecks in protein structure determination. His current research is focused on developing this method and extending it to the smallest possible crystals: that is, single molecules. In 2015 he was a recipient of the Leibniz Prize from the DFG (German Research Foundation).
**Prof Ya Cheng**  
Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Science, China

Professor Ya Cheng is a professor of the Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics (SIOM), Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the deputy director of the State Key Laboratory of High Field Laser Physics, SIOM. He received his BS from Fudan University, China, in 1993 and PhD from SIOM in 1998. Since 1995, he has been working in the fields related to ultrafast photonics. His current research interests include femtosecond laser micromachining and ultrafast nonlinear optics. He has published more than 100 papers in peer-reviewed journals and given more than 100 invited talks at international conferences. He is an editor of Laser Micro/Nanoengineering and Chinese Physics Letters and a Fellow of the Institute of Physics, UK.

---

**Prof Jean-Philippe Colombier**  
Universite Jean Monnet, Saint-Etienne, France

Professor Jean-Philippe Colombier graduated in 2002 from Université de Lyon, France. He was with the Commissariat à l’Energie Atomique and received his PhD degree in 2005 from Université Jean Monnet (France). He is currently assistant professor at Université Jean Monnet, and performs his research activities at Laboratoire Hubert Curien, St-Etienne, France. His interests include theoretical approaches related to ultrafast laser interaction with materials and laser processing.
Prof Alessandro De Giacomo
University of Bari, Italy

Dr Alessandro De Giacomo is a staff research professor of the Chemistry Department of the University of Bari in Italy and an associate researcher of the Institute of Inorganic Methodologies and Plasmas of the National Council of the Researches (IMIP-CNR). He has been carrying out fundamental studies on laser induced plasmas in different applications, spacing from material science to analytical chemistry, which include Plasma Assisted Pulsed Laser Deposition, Laser Spectroscopy, Nanoparticles and carbon nanostructures synthesis by pulsed laser ablation in liquid, and Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy for over sixteen years. At the present he is the head of the laser-matter interaction and laser plasmas joint laboratories of University of Bari and IMIP-CNR, whose activities focus on the production of metal nanoparticles for application in biological sciences and for the development of diagnostic tools for space exploration, cultural heritage and geological applications. In addition to this research activity and the academic work, Dr Alessandro De Giacomo is an active member of scientific committees of international conferences and a member of editorial boards of international journals, as well as a reviewer for several funding agencies in Europe.

Prof Min Gu
Swinburne University of Technology, Australia

Professor Min Gu is a Laureate Fellow of the Australian Research Council as well as is Pro Vice-Chancellor (Research Capacity), Director of the Centre for Micro-Photonics and University Distinguished Professor at Swinburne University of Technology. He is a sole author of two standard reference books and over 800 publications in nano/biophotonics. He is an elected Fellow of the Australian Academy of Science as well as the Australian Academy of Technological Sciences and Engineering. He is also an elected fellow of the Australian Institute of Physics, the Optical Society of America, the International Society for Optical Engineering, the Institute of Physics (UK), and the International Institute of Electric and Electronic Engineers. He was President of the International Society of Optics within Life Sciences, Vice President of the Bureau of the International Commission for Optics, and a Director of the Board of the Optical Society of America. He was awarded the Einstein Professorship of the Chinese Academy of Science, the W. H. (Beattie) Steel Medal of the Australian Optical Society, and the Ian Wark Medal and Lecture of the Australian Academy of Science. He was a Finalist of The 2013 Australian Innovation Challenge Competition.
A/Prof Stephen Madden
Australian National University, Australia

A/Professor Steve Madden currently leads research on Chalcogenide, Tellurite, and polysiloxane integrated optical devices at the Laser Physics Centre, Australian National University. His research career in fibre & integrated optics spans the period from 1984 to the present in start-ups, Multi-nationals, and academia covering a diverse range of areas including Liquid Crystals, seven different materials systems for planar devices, all fibre devices, Hybrid integration, Bragg gratings and devices, planar tunable lasers, optical transmission systems and all optical networking, and non-linear effects in SOAs and planar waveguide devices. The spectrum of work has covered fundamental science through to putting new high technology products into volume production and out onto the market. Most recently a strong focus has been on Mid-infrared photonics and rare earth doped planar waveguides, where notable firsts have been achieved in lasing and gain in tellurite and chalcogenide hosts promising a range of new laser opportunities and applications.

Prof Ion Mihailescu
National Institute for Lasers, Plasma, and Radiation Physics, Romania

Main field: Laser interactions; lasers and plasma physics; nanostructured thin films technology, nanopowders generation and characterisation, surface physics and engineering, laser spectroscopy.

Other fields: Biophysics and biomedicine; nano- bio- technologies, gas- and bio- sensors, plasma and laser theory.

Current research interests: Pulsed laser deposition, modification and characterisation of nanostructured thin coatings; matrix assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE); laser surface studies and processing; biomaterials thin layers; tissue engineering; biomimetic metallic implants; optoelectronics and sensors.
**Prof Masa Murakami**  
Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Japan

Professor Masakatsu Murakami (Dr Eng., electrical engineering, Osaka University, Japan, 1988) is Professor of Institute of Laser Engineering (ILE), Osaka University. After he defended Doctor thesis, he worked for three years at Max-Planck-Institute for quantum-optics (MPQ) in Germany on laser-matter interaction and heavy ion fusion physics.

After MPQ, he engaged himself in laser isotope separation for two years at Institute for Laser Technology (ILT) in Japan. Since 1993 he has worked at ILE, Osaka University. He now leads a theoretical group at ILE. The scope of current scientific interests concerns interactions with intense laser and matter, high temperature plasma, laser ion acceleration, hydrodynamic phenomena in astrophysics.

Recently he has proposed ‘Nanotube Accelerator’ (Physics Today 66, (2013) p.17), to generate MeV-order proton beams. The proton beams thus generated will have a number of future applications are expected, including cancer therapy, compact neutron sources, and ion-driven fast ignition for medicine, industry, and fusion energy, respectively.

---

**Prof Stefan Nolte**  
Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Germany

Professor Stefan Nolte is a Professor for Laser Physics at the Friedrich-Schiller-University in Jena, Germany, where he is heading the Ultrafast Optics group at the Institute of Applied Physics. He is also head of Laser Materials Processing at the Fraunhofer IOF, Jena. He studied physics at the University of Hannover, Germany, from where he received his diploma in 1995 and his PhD in 1999 on micromachining with ultrashort laser pulses.

His research topic is the application of ultrashort laser pulses with the main focus on ultrashort pulse micromachining and materials modification for industrial and medical applications, where he has been actively engaged since the field’s inception in the mid-1990s. This work has spurred the industrial use of ultrashort pulse lasers in materials processing. Apart from ablation and surface structuring another research focus is the three-dimensional structuring within the volume of transparent materials. This opens the opportunity for realising various photonic devices.

The results of this work are published in more than 250 scientific articles in premier peer-reviewed journals, 10 book contributions as well as in more than 300 invited and contributed conference presentations.
Prof Roberto Osellame
Politecnico di Milano, Italy

Professor Roberto Osellame received the Laurea Degree (cum laude) in electronic engineering from the Politecnico di Milano (Italy) in 1996 and the PhD degree in Physics from the Politecnico di Torino (Italy) in 2000. Since 2001 he is a Staff Researcher of the Institute for Photonics and Nanotechnologies (IFN) of the Italian National Research Council (CNR), where he became Senior Researcher in 2007. From 2001 he is also a Contract Professor at the Politecnico di Milano, teaching Physics in the Faculty of Engineering. His research interests include femtosecond laser micromachining of transparent material for the fabrication of quantum photonic and optofluidic devices. He is author of more than 120 publications on major international journals and holds 4 patents in the field of optics and photonics technologies. He has been awarded the ‘Ricerca.tissimi’ prize of Regione Lombardia as one of the 20 best researchers in the ‘life sciences’ field. He has been awarded the CNR prize in 2009 for ‘results of particular excellence and strategic national and international relevance’. He is a program committee member in CLEO-Europe and Photonics West international conferences. He has been involved in several European projects and has been the Coordinator of FP7-STREP project ‘microFLUID’.

Prof David Villeneuve
Attosecond Science Laboratory, National Research Council, Canada

Professor David Villeneuve obtained a PhD in physics from the University of Waterloo in 1980. After a postdoc at the University of Rochester, he joined the National Research Council in Ottawa. He is currently head of the Attosecond Science Group at NRC, and the NRC head of the Joint Attosecond Science Laboratory (JASLab), a joint undertaking between NRC and the University of Ottawa. He has over 170 publications in refereed journals, is an adjunct professor of physics at the University of Ottawa, and is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada, of the American Physical Society and of the Optical Society of America. His interests include the generation of attosecond-duration pulses, soft x-ray coherent imaging, high harmonic spectroscopy, and the study of atoms and molecules in intense laser fields.
Prof Martin Wolf
Fritz-Haber Institut der Max Planck, Germany

Professor Martin Wolf received his PhD there in 1991 with Gerhard Ertl for studies on surface photochemistry from Freie Universität Berlin. After a postdoc period in Austin, Texas, with Mike White, he set up a laboratory for femtosecond surface spectroscopy at the Fritz-Haber-Institute of the Max-Planck Society and was also a visiting scientist at IBM Yorktown Heights with Tony Heinz. In 2000 he was appointed full professor for experimental physics at the Freie Universität Berlin. Since 2008 he has been director of the Physical Chemistry department at the Fritz-Haber-Institute in Berlin.

His research focuses on the dynamics of elementary excitations at surfaces, interfaces and in solids, ultrafast photoinduced dynamics and transient electronic structure in correlated materials, interfacial electron transfer, photochemistry and vibrational spectroscopy at interfaces.

Dr Vassilia Zorba
Lawrence Berkeley Lab, USA

Dr Vassilia Zorba is a Staff Scientist and Principal Investigator at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory in Berkeley CA, where she also serves as the Deputy Director for the Laser Technologies Group. She received her PhD in 2008 from the University of Crete and the Ultraviolet Laser Facility at IESL-FORTH on femtosecond laser surface structuring technologies and biomimetic material functionalisation.

Dr Zorba’s current research focuses on ultrafast laser-material interactions and their use in novel optical far- and near-field laser-ablation based spectroscopic techniques. Her research interests include non-linear optics, laser-induced plasma chemistry, and laser ablation-based chemical analysis in electrochemical energy storage, with emphasis on next-generation Li-ion batteries. Dr Zorba’s credits include more than 50 publications in peer-reviewed journals, numerous invited talks and the 2011 R&D 100 Technology Award.
Sponsor and exhibitor information

Platinum co-sponsors
Australian National University
Research School of Physics and Engineering and Laser Physics Centre

Australian National University—Research School of Physics and Engineering
The Research School of Physics and Engineering represents Australia's largest university based research and teaching activity in the physics discipline. Hundreds of academics, technical staff and students form the School's greatest asset, its people. This critical mass of researchers is of fundamental importance in fostering the kind of interdisciplinary interactions that create modern research excellence.

The underlying impetus of our research is a belief in the fundamental importance of physics to all of science and technology and the key role physics must play in addressing the challenges facing the modern world. For example in medicine, further development of new procedures, such as positron therapy for cancer treatment, will not be possible without advancing the basic physics that underlies them. The communications revolution that is changing the world is driven by physics, and if progress is to continue, research must harness advances in electronic materials, lasers and optoelectronic devices.

There is no better place to study and research physics than The Research School of Physics and Engineering at The Australian National University.

Prof Tim Senden
Director
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering
The Australian National University
Building 60, Mills Road
ANU Campus
Canberra ACT 0200

+61 2 6125 5111 [ph]
director@physics.anu.edu.au
Gold sponsor

Agilent Technologies

Agilent is a leader in life sciences, diagnostics and applied chemical markets. Agilent provides laboratories worldwide with instruments, services, consumables, applications and expertise, enabling customers to gain the insights they seek.

The market leading Agilent 7900 ICP-MS offers high sensitivity, fast detection and wide dynamic range makes it perfectly suited to laser ablation analysis of a wide range of samples. With sequence control via ICP-MS Mass Hunter software workstation, LA-ICP-MS is highly flexible and can be used to ablate a single spot for inclusion analysis, ‘raster’ (moving track) for bulk analysis, or for precise depth profiling studies. Contact us for more details.

Direct solid sampling is beneficial in the analysis of archaeological and forensic samples, and for elemental distribution or zonation studies in geochemistry, bio-imaging and environmental monitoring.

Stewart Carter
Agilent Technologies Australia Pty Ltd
679 Springvale Road
Mulgrave VIC 3170

1800 802 402 [ph]
+61 3 9560 2901 [fx]
Agilent_assist@agilent.com
www.agilent.com/chem
Student and Early Career Researcher Sponsor

Australian Nanotechnology Network

The Nanotechnology field is one of the fastest growing areas of research and technology. The Australian Nanotechnology Network (ANN), is dedicated to substantially enhancing Australia’s research outcomes in this important field by promoting effective collaborations, exposing researchers to alternative and complementary approaches from other fields, encouraging forums for postgraduate students and early career researchers, increasing nanotechnology infrastructure, enhancing awareness of existing infrastructure, and promoting industry and international links.

The ANN will achieve these goals through its dedication to bringing together all the various groups working in the field of Nanotechnology and related areas within Australia.

The International Conference on Nanoscience and Nanotechnology is the major forum designed to achieve these goals.

Ms Liz Micallef
Australian Nanotechnology Network
Research School of Physical Sciences and Engineering (Building 60)
The Australian National University
Canberra ACT 0200

+61 2 6125 5952 [ph]
+61 2 6125 3915 [fx]
ann@ausnano.net
Student Presentation Prize Sponsor

Centre for Ultrahigh bandwidth Devices for Optical Systems (CUDOS)

CUDOS is a research consortium between seven Australian Universities and national as well as international collaborators in optical science and photonics technology. Funded by the Australian Research Council under the Centres of Excellence program, CUDOS aims to lead research which creates a world-best on-chip photonic platform for information transfer and processing technologies.

Ms Shelley Martin  
CUDOS, School of Physics (A28)  
The University of Sydney NSW 2006

+61 2 9351 3979 [ph]  
+61 2 9351 7726 [fx]  
cudos@physics.usyd.edu.au  
www.cudos.com.au
Exhibitors

Coherent Scientific

Coherent Scientific specialises in the supply and support of scientific lasers, spectroscopy systems, microscopes and related equipment. We are the local distributor for highly reputable companies such as Bruker, Coherent Inc, Nikon, Princeton Instruments, and TMC. Coherent Scientific has supported its customers for over 25 years with its highly experienced sales and service personnel located throughout Australia and New Zealand.

Coherent Scientific
116 Sir Donald Bradman Drive
Hilton SA 5033

+61 8 8150 5200 [ph]
sales@coherent.com.au
www.coherent.com.au

Lastek Pty Ltd

Lastek Pty Ltd is a specialist distributor of advanced lasers and laser systems. We have been in this business for over 27 years. We are able to install, service, train, repair systems to a high level as well as design and build custom systems. On our display at COLA we will be presenting several major manufacturers of industrial femtosecond lasers, including Light Conversions of Lithuania.

Alex Stanco
Lastek Pty Ltd
10 Reid Street
Thebarton SA 5031

+61 8 84438668 [ph]
+61 8 84438427 [fx]
alex.stanco@lastek.com.au
www.lastek.com.au
Stratpharma

Stratpharma specialises in products for treating open wounds and preventing abnormal scarring; including Stratamed®, a silicone-based gel dressing approved for non-epithelialised wounds. Stratamed® is invisible when dry, and can be applied immediately after procedures providing faster re-epithelialisation, and leading to a reduction in inflammation and down time for patients. Stratpharma also produces: Strataderm® treating old/new scars; Stratamark® for prevention/treatment of stretch marks and StrataXRT® for treating radiation dermatitis and burns.

Mignon Furnell
Stratpharma
174 Willoughby Road
Crows Nest NSW 2065

1800 567 007 [ph]
+61 2 9437 0777 [fx]
mfurnell@stratpharma.com
www.stratpharma.com
LEAD TOGETHER
YOUR JOURNEY TO INNOVATIVE SOLUTIONS STARTS HERE

Agilent Technologies leads the way in atomic spectroscopy innovation. Our comprehensive and trusted portfolio offers you the most diverse application coverage for AA, ICP-OES and ICP-MS, while our unique MP-AES and ICP-QQQ technologies deliver new possibilities for your lab. Now we introduce the next generation atomic spectroscopy equipment that will redefine the way you work. Choose Agilent, together we’ll take the path to success. [www.agilent.com/chem/AtomicSpec](http://www.agilent.com/chem/AtomicSpec)

Learn about the new Agilent 5100 ICP-OES:

Agilent Technologies
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## Program

### Sunday, 30 August

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1800–1900</td>
<td>Welcome Reception</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Pullman Cairns International Hotel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Monday, 31 August

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>from 0800</td>
<td>Delegate registration</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830–1030</td>
<td>Session 1—Promising New Laser Technologies</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Prof David Geohegan, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>Welcome and Opening</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0845</td>
<td>I-01 INVITED</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A/Prof Yves Bellouard, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, Switzerland</td>
<td>Femtosecond laser-induced material modifications to control stress states in silica: a step toward metastable polymorphic phase generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0915</td>
<td>O-01 Dr Razvan Stoian, Laboratoire Hubert Curien, CNRS, Université Jean Monnet, France</td>
<td>Spatio-temporal dynamics of non-diffractive ultrafast laser excitation and nanostructuring in bulk silica glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>O-02 Remi Lachaine, École Polytechnique de Montréal, Canada</td>
<td>Physical mechanisms of bubble formation induced by ultrafast laser irradiation of resonant plasmonic core-shells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td>O-03 Dr Stefano Orlando, Institute for Structure of Matter, National Research Council, Italy</td>
<td>Femtosecond Laser texturing of CVD Diamond surface for Solar Conversion Application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>O-04 Dr Emmanuel Haro-Poniatowski, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana Iztapalapa, Mexico</td>
<td>Synthesis of bismuth-based nanosheets by ultrasound assisted liquid laser ablation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td>O-05 Dr Tatiana Itina, Hubert Curien Laboratory, UMR CNRS 5516/Lyon University, France</td>
<td>Ultra-short laser interactions with nanoparticles: from melting and shape change to fragmentation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1030–1100</td>
<td>COFFEE BREAK</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Presenter/Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td><strong>Session 2—Lasers in Nanoscience</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Prof Marta Castillejo, Instituto de Química Física Rocasolano, CSIC, Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1100</td>
<td>I-02</td>
<td>INVITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>O-06</td>
<td>Dr Christos Boutopoulos, École Polytechnique de Montréal, Canada</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td>O-07</td>
<td>Tetsuya Shimogaki, Kyushu University, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>O-08</td>
<td>Prof Nikita Bityurin, Institute of Applied Physics, RAS, Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>O-09</td>
<td>Prof Xianfan Xu, Purdue University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230</td>
<td>O-10</td>
<td>Dr Yasuhiko Shimotsuma, Kyoto University, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1245</td>
<td></td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td><strong>Session 3—Promising New Laser Technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chair: Prof Michel Meunier, Polytechnique Montreal, Canada</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>I-03</td>
<td>INVITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>O-11</td>
<td>Dr Marco Ernst, Australian National University, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445</td>
<td>O-12</td>
<td>Dr Alexandra Palla-Papavlu, National Institute for Lasers, Plasma, and Radiation Physics, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>O-13</td>
<td>Dr Richard Russo, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515</td>
<td>O-14</td>
<td>Dr M Mahjouri-Samani, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530</td>
<td>O-15</td>
<td>Dr Ricardas Buividas, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1545</td>
<td></td>
<td>COFFEE BREAK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Presenter/Institution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-----------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1615  | I-04    | Prof Martin Wolf      | Invited  
Fritz Haber Institute of the Max Planck Society, Germany  
*Fundamental aspects of laser-matter interaction: Ultrafast dynamics of insulator-to-metal transitions probed by time-resolved photoemission* |
| 1645  | O-16    | Dr Elena P Silaeva    | Dr. Elena P Silaeva  
Tokyo University of Science, Japan  
*Laser-matter interaction in ultra-high DC fields: First-principles calculations* |
| 1700  | O-17    | Dr Jian Xu            | Dr. Jian Xu  
RIKEN Center for Advanced Photonics, Japan  
*Femtosecond laser fabricated electrofluidic devices enabling 3D flexible manipulation and observation of microorganism motions* |
| 1715  | O-18    | Prof Michael Withford | Prof. Michael Withford  
MQ Photonics Research Centre, Australia  
*3D Integrated Photonics: A new enabling technology for astronomy, telecommunications, sensing and quantum science* |
| 1730  | O-19    | Prof Zhisong Xiao     | Prof. Zhisong Xiao  
Beihang University, China  
*Tuning Dispersion by Controlling Phase Variation in a Ring Resonator Coupled with Mach-Zehnder Interferometer* |
| 1745  | O-20    | Dr Maria Isabel Sanchez | Dr. Maria Isabel Sanchez  
Aix Marseille Universitè, CNRS, France  
*Laser induced Forward Transfer for improving fine line metallization in photovoltaic applications* |

**1830–2030 Poster Session 1 (see page 40 for details)**

**Tully Rooms**
## Tuesday, 1 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker, Affiliation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>I-05</strong></td>
<td><strong>INVITED</strong></td>
<td><strong>Prof David Villeneuve</strong>, National Research Council, Canada <strong>High Harmonics and Attosecond Pulses—Seeing Inside Molecules</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>O-21</strong></td>
<td>Dr Jiri Bulir, Institute of Physics, ASCR, Czech Republic</td>
<td>Photoluminescence excitation of rare earth doped fluoride films by surface plasmon resonance in the Kretschman configuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>O-22</strong></td>
<td>Nick Cvetojevic, University of Sydney, Australia</td>
<td>Towards Planet Hunting on a Chip: First Successful On-Telescope Deployment of Integrated 2D–3D Hybrid Photonics using Extreme Adaptive Optics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>O-23</strong></td>
<td>Dr Guillaume Duchateau, Centre Lasers Intenses et Applications (CELIA), France</td>
<td>Laser structuration of dielectric materials by a train of femtosecond pulses through cumulative effects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>O-24</strong></td>
<td>Alessandro Maffini, Politecnico Di Milano, Italy</td>
<td>Laser Cleaning of Pulsed Laser Deposited diagnostic mirrors for nuclear fusion applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>O-25</strong></td>
<td>A/Prof M Cather Simpson, The University of Auckland, The MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology and The Dodd Walls Centre for Quantum and Photonic Technologies, New Zealand</td>
<td>Quantitative Comparison of the Efficiency of Laser Ablation for Bessel, Vortex and Gaussian Beam Shapes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th><strong>COFFEE BREAK</strong></th>
<th>Grand Ballroom Foyer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>I-06</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>O-26</strong></td>
<td>Glen Douglass, Macquarie University, Australia Feasibility Study of Femtosecond Laser Written Arrayed Waveguide Gratings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>O-27</strong></td>
<td>Dr Michael Lee, Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland Laser direct-write of complex materials: towards multi-layered micro/nano-structured optoelectronic devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>O-28</strong></td>
<td>Prof Michel Meunier, Polytechnique Montreal, Canada Plasmonic nanoparticles enhanced ultrafast laser locally inducing stimulation of hippocampal neurons</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>O-29</strong></td>
<td>Dr Mitsuhiro Honda, Institute of Innovative Science and Technology at Tokai University, Japan ZnO nanostructures prepared through millisecond pulsed laser ablation in liquid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>O-30</strong></td>
<td>Prof Anquan Jiang, Fudan University, China Temperature dependence of semiconducting BiFeO3 thin films deposited by pulsed laser deposition for resistive memory application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------</td>
<td>----------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230–1400</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400–1545</td>
<td>Session 7—Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400</td>
<td>I-07</td>
<td>INVITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1430</td>
<td>O-31</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1445</td>
<td>O-32</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500</td>
<td>O-33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1515</td>
<td>O-34</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1530</td>
<td>O-35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1545–1615</td>
<td>COFFEE BREAK</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1615–1800</td>
<td>Session 8—Emerging trends in photo-excitations</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1615</td>
<td>I-08</td>
<td>INVITED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1645</td>
<td>O-36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1700</td>
<td>O-37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1715</td>
<td>O-38</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1730</td>
<td>O-39</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1745</td>
<td>O-40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1830–2030</td>
<td>Poster Session 2 (see page 44 for details)</td>
<td>Tully Rooms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
# Wednesday, 2 September

## Session 9—Laser Interactions with Organic and Biological Materials
**Chair:** Prof Xianfan Xu, Purdue University, USA  
**Grand Ballroom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>I-09</td>
<td><strong>INVITED</strong></td>
<td>Prof Ion Mihailescu</td>
<td>National Institute for Lasers, Plasma and Radiation Physics, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Soft pulsed laser technologies for transfer of organic materials</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>O-41</td>
<td><strong>Dr Carmen Ristoscu</strong></td>
<td>National Institute for Lasers, Plasma and Radiation Physics, Romania</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Combinatorial Matrix—Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation for fabrication of maps of biomaterials</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0915</td>
<td>O-42</td>
<td><strong>Dr David McPhail</strong></td>
<td>Imperial College, United Kingdom</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Studies in Laser Cleaning from London Museums Including Some Recent Work Laser Cleaning of PMMA</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>O-43</td>
<td><strong>Dr Anatoliy Vorobyev</strong></td>
<td>University of Rochester, USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Biomimetic multifunctional metallic surfaces produced by femtosecond laser</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td>O-44</td>
<td><strong>Dr Anna Paola Caricato</strong></td>
<td>University of Salen, Italy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>MAPLE deposition of polymer multilayer structures: overcoming the limitation of solvent-based techniques</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>O-45</td>
<td><strong>Dr Esther Rebollar</strong></td>
<td>Instituto De Qlmica Física Rocosolano, CSIC, Spain</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>In situ monitoring of Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures formation on polymer films by Grazing Incidence Small Angle X-ray</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Coffee Break

**Grand Ballroom Foyer**

## Session 10—Laser Interactions with Organic and Biological Materials
**Chair:** Prof Thomas Lippert, Paul Scherrer Institut, Switzerland  
**Grand Ballroom**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>I-10</td>
<td><strong>INVITED</strong></td>
<td>Prof Henry Chapman</td>
<td>Center for Free-Electron Laser Science, DESY Synchrotron, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Diffraction before destruction: Imaging bio-molecules with high-intensity X-ray Free-Electron Laser (XFEL) pulses</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>O-46</td>
<td><strong>Dr Csaba Vass</strong></td>
<td>University of Szeged, Department of Optics and Quantum Electronics, Hungary</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Time-resolved study on periodic microstructure fabrication in polymers</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>O-47</td>
<td><strong>Dr Vincent Daria</strong></td>
<td>The Australian National University, Australia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Ultrafast laser surgery of dendrites</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td>O-48</td>
<td><strong>Prof Michael Ziskind</strong></td>
<td>Laboratoire De Physique Des Lasers, Atomes Et Molécules Laboratoire De Physique, France</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Substrate mediated laser ablation and droplet capture for biomolecules analysis by mass spectrometry</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>O-49</td>
<td><strong>Hunjae Jang</strong></td>
<td>Seoul National University, Korea</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Skin ablation for efficient drug delivery via the laser-induced microjet injector</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Lunch Break

**Grand Ballroom Foyer**

## Excursions

### Conference Dinner

**Daintree Pool Deck, Pullman Cairns International Hotel**
## Thursday, 3 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Speaker/Title</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0830–1015</td>
<td><strong>Session 11—Fundamentals of Laser-Material Interactions</strong></td>
<td>Chair: Prof Leonid Zhigilei, University of Virginia, USA</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>I-11</td>
<td><strong>INVITED</strong> Prof Nadezhda Bulgakova, HiLASE Centre, Institute of Physics AS, Czech Republic</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Numerical modelling of laser interaction with transparent materials: From description to prediction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>O-50</td>
<td>Prof Juergen Reif, Brandenburg Tech. University BTU Cottbus-Senftenberg, Germany</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laser Induced Periodic Surface Structures of Thin, Complex Multi-Component Films</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0915</td>
<td>O-51</td>
<td>Dinithi Namarat, Queensland University of Technology, Australia</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Modelling field propagation with spatially varying light intensity in photorefractive media</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>O-52</td>
<td>Dr Norbert Linz, University of Luebeck, Institute of Biomedical Optics, Germany</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Wavelength dependence of nanosecond IR laser-induced breakdown in water: evidence for multiphoton initiation via an intermediate</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0945</td>
<td>O-53</td>
<td>Dr Konstantin Khishchenko, Joint Institute for High Temperatures RAS, Russia</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Multiphase equations of state for metals under intense laser influences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>O-54</td>
<td>Dr Alexey Volkov, University of Alabama, USA</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Non-equilibrium effects in laser-induced plasma plumes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015–1045</td>
<td><strong>COFFEE BREAK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045–1230</td>
<td><strong>Session 12—Fundamentals of Laser-Material Interactions</strong></td>
<td>Chair: Dr Richard Russo, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>I-12</td>
<td><strong>INVITED</strong> Prof Stefan Nolte, Friedrich-Schiller-Universität Jena, Germany</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ultrashort pulse laser processing of transparent materials—potential and applications</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>O-55</td>
<td>Lasse Haahr-Lillevang, Aarhus University, Denmark</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Short-pulse laser excitation of quartz: Experiments and modelling of transient optical properties and ablation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>O-56</td>
<td>Ayumu Matsumoto, Kyoto University, Japan</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Absorption spectroscopy of atoms in the bubble produced by laser ablation in aqueous solutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td>O-57</td>
<td>Prof Wolfgang Husinsky, Technische Universität Wien, Austria</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Sub-10fs to 30 fs laser ablation: Experimental studies of key features during the first steps of laser ablation around the threshold</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>O-58</td>
<td>Prof Masaki Hashida, Kyoto University, Japan</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Orientation of periodic grating structures controlled by double pulse irradiations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td>O-59</td>
<td>Prof Mishik Kazaryan, Lebedev Physical Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Laser processing with specially designed laser beam</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Chair</td>
<td>Location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1230–1400</td>
<td>LUNCH BREAK</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom Foyer</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1400–1545</td>
<td>Session 13—Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
<td>Grand Ballroom</td>
<td>Chair: Dr Razvan Stoian, Laboratoire Hubert Curien, France</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 1400       | I-13    | INVITED               |                               | Prof Ya Cheng, Shanghai Institute of Optics and Fine Mechanics, China

**Nanoscale ablation and 3D structuring in porous glass: mechanism and applications**

| 1430       | O-60    | Prof Thomas Lippert   | Paul Scherrer Institute, Switzerland

**Thin film compositional variations in three distinct pressure regimes during pulsed laser deposition**

| 1445       | O-61    | Kirill Migdal         | All-Russia Research Institute of Automatics, Russia

**Laser-induced spalling of thin metal film from silica substrate followed by inflation of microbump**

| 1500       | O-62    | Tatsuki Owashi        | Tokai University, Japan

**Tin oxide nanostructures prepared by laser ablation in water**

| 1515       | O-63    | Reece Oosterbeek      | The University of Auckland, New Zealand

**Ultrashort pulsed laser ablation threshold dependence on incident wavelength in monocrystalline silicon**

| 1530       | O-64    | Dr Evgeny Zamburg     | Southern Federal University, Russia

**Influence of Plume Parameters on Properties of Nanocrystalline ZnO Films Obtained by Pulsed Laser Deposition**

| 1545–1615  | COFFEE BREAK | Grand Ballroom Foyer |       |       |
| 1615–1800  | Session 14—Pulsed Laser Deposition | Grand Ballroom | Chair: Prof Deb Kane, Macquarie University, Australia |       |
| 1615       | I-14    | INVITED               |                               | Prof Jean-Philippe Colombier, Laboratoire Hubert Curien, France

**Dynamics of nanostructure formation on metal surfaces induced by ultrashort laser irradiation**

| 1645       | O-65    | Prof Ovidiu Crisan    | National Institute for Materials Physics, Romania

**Interfacial mechanisms and potential applications of novel laser ablated L10-based nanocomposite magnets**

| 1700       | O-66    | Prof Daniel Bubb      | Rutgers University, USA

**The influence of cavitation bubble dynamics and laser fluence on mean particle diameter in laser ablation of metal targets in liquids**

| 1715       | O-67    | Toshinobu Tanaka      | Graduate School of Information Science and Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University, Japan

**Synthesis of Mg-doped ZnO microspheres by laser ablation in air and their crystal and photoluminescence properties**

| 1730       | O-68    | Dr Johannes Roth      | University Stuttgart, Germany

**Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Laser Ablation of Al-Ni alloys and Al-Ni layer systems**

| 1745       | O-69    | Prof MK Jayaraj       | Cochin University of Science and Technology, India

**Enhanced dielectric properties of Bismuth Zinc Niobate-Silver composite thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition**

| 1830–2030  | Poster Session 3 (see page 49 for details) | Tully Rooms |       |       |
## Friday, 4 September

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session Title</th>
<th>Chair(s)</th>
<th>Venue</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td><strong>Session 15—Laser-Based Analytical Methods</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Dr Koji Sugioka, Riken, Japan</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0830</td>
<td>I-15 <strong>INVITED</strong></td>
<td><strong>Dr Vassilia Zorba,</strong> Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>High-resolution ultrafast laser ablation-based chemical imaging of energy materials</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0900</td>
<td>O-70 <strong>Prof Javier Laserna,</strong> University of Malaga, Spain</td>
<td>LIBS spectroscopy meets the ocean. Chemical analysis of archeological materials in Mediterranean waters</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0915</td>
<td>O-71 <strong>Prof Cristian Focsa,</strong> University of Lille, France</td>
<td>Two-Step Laser Mass Spectrometry (L2MS) analysis of soot particles surface composition: new developments on the VUV single photon</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0930</td>
<td>O-72 <strong>Dr Sebastian Trusso,</strong> Istituto Per I Processi Chimico-Fisici, CNR, Italy</td>
<td>Decoration of silicon nanowires with laser ablated silver nanoparticles for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1000</td>
<td>O-73 <strong>Nathan Goodfriend,</strong> University of Edinburgh, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Comparison of fs and ns lasers for Blister-Based Laser-Induced Forward-Transfer</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015</td>
<td><strong>COFFEE BREAK</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td><strong>Session 16—Ultrafast Phenomena and Phase transformations</strong></td>
<td><strong>Chair:</strong> Dr Olivier Uteza, LP3 – CNRS – AMU, France</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1045</td>
<td>I-16 <strong>INVITED</strong></td>
<td><strong>A/Prof Stephen Madden,</strong> Australian National University, Australia</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Ultrafast lasers on a chip: Progress towards making the femtosecond world mainstream</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1115</td>
<td>O-75 <strong>Dr Erik Wagenaars,</strong> York Plasma Institute, University of York, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Plasma-Enhanced Pulsed Laser Deposition of metal-oxide films: studying the plasma physics for enhanced process control</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1130</td>
<td>O-76 <strong>Dr Peter Gregorcic,</strong> University of Ljubljana, Slovenia</td>
<td>Resonance effect of the secondary vapor-bubble’s oscillations induced by a synchronized delivery of Er:YAG-laser pulses</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1145</td>
<td>O-77 <strong>Dr Rie Tanabe,</strong> Nagaoka University of Technology, Japan</td>
<td>Dynamics of laser-induced cavitation bubble in liquid studied by high-speed stroboscopic videography: Effects of liquid viscosity</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1200</td>
<td>O-78 <strong>Prof Koichi Sasaki,</strong> Hokkaido University, Japan</td>
<td>Dynamics of cavitation bubbles induced by laser ablation in liquid nitrogen at various temperatures</td>
<td><strong>Grand Ballroom</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1215</td>
<td><strong>COLA 2015 Awards and Closing</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Poster program

**Monday, 31 August**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Tully Rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1830–2030</td>
<td><em>Poster Session 1</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Fundamentals of Laser-Material Interactions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poster Number</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-001</td>
<td>Mr Xuewen Wang, Swinburne University of Technology, Australia</td>
<td>Colour centres in KBr induced by femtosecond laser pulses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-002</td>
<td>Dr Csaba Vass, University of Szeged, Department of Optics &amp; Quantum Electronics, Hungary</td>
<td>Study on effects induced by ultrashort laser pulses focused inside transparent materials</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-003</td>
<td>Dr Csaba Vass, University of Szeged, Department of Optics &amp; Quantum Electronics, Hungary</td>
<td>Two dimensional numerical modeling of TWIN-LIBWE method for interpretation of submicrometer grating fabrication in fused silica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-004</td>
<td>Dr Olivier Uteza, Aix Marseille Univ., CNRS, LP3, France</td>
<td>Time-resolved measurement of femtosecond laser energy deposition in fused silica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-005</td>
<td>Remi Lachaine, Polytechnique Montréal, Canada</td>
<td>Comparative study of nanoparticle-assisted resonant and non-resonant ultrafast laser nanocavitation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-006</td>
<td>Prof Haizheng Tao, Wuhan University of Technology, China</td>
<td>Origin of photoinduced change in optical properties of chalcogenide glass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-007</td>
<td>Toufik Tamsaout, Center for Development of Advanced Technologies (CDTA), Algeria</td>
<td>Three-dimensional modelling of laser cutting process with compressible and incompressible assisting gas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-008</td>
<td>Dr Juan Song, Jiang Su University, China</td>
<td>The three-level ripples induced by femtosecond laser on a 6H-SiC single crystal and the formation mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-009</td>
<td>A/Prof Maria Doubenskaia, Lyon University, Ecole Nationale d’Ingenieurs de Saint-Etienne (ENISE), LTDS Laboratory, France</td>
<td>Integrated analysis of millisecond pulsed laser irradiation of metals by comprehensive optical diagnostics and numerical simulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-010</td>
<td>Prof Arvinder Singh, National Institute of Technology Jalandhar, India</td>
<td>Second Harmonic Generation of q-Gaussian Laser Beam by Localization of Upper Hybrid Wave in Collisionless Plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-011</td>
<td>Prof Nek Shaikh, Institute of Physics, University of Sindh, Pakistan</td>
<td>Effect of Transverse Magnetic Field on Dynamics of Sn Plasma Produced by CO2 Laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Session</td>
<td>Presentation Title</td>
<td>Speaker Details</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P-012   | Dr Alexander Samokhin, Prokhorov General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
On different regimes of condensed matter laser ablation: molecular dynamic simulations | |
| P-013   | Dr Alexander Samokhin, Prokhorov General Physics Institute, Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
Laser ablation of absorbing liquids under transparent cover: acoustical and optical monitoring | |
| P-014   | Dr Mohamad Javad Sobhani, Iran University of Science and Technology, Iran
Fabrication of 3d microfluidic channels in PMMA with Nd:YAG laser | |
| P-015   | Dr Mohamad Javad Sobhani, Iran University of Science and Technology, Iran
N\textsubscript{s} laser fabrication of 2D micro-channels in PMMA followed by wet chemical etching | |
| P-016   | Dr Smijesh Nadarajan Achary, Prof Reji Philip, Raman Research Institute, India
Influence of laser pulse width on the ablation of Zinc in nitrogen ambient | |
| P-017   | Ayumu Matsumoto, Kyoto University, Japan
Effects of pulse duration on overall temporal behavior of the bubble produced by nanosecond laser ablation in water | |
| P-018   | Dr Marta Castillejo, Institute Physical Chemistry 'Rocasolano'—CSIC, Spain
Double Pulse Femtosecond Laser Ablation and Deposition of Co/Zn/S nanostructures | |
| P-020   | Toufik Tamsaout, Center for Development of Advanced Technologies (CDTA), Algeria
Optimisation of laser cutting process in relation to the maximum cutting speeds using numerical modelling | |
| P-022   | Dr Kuo-Cheng Huang, Instrument Technology Research Center, National Applied Research Laboratories, Taiwan
Section Analysis of Fabric materials Cut Using Ultraviolet Laser Ablation | |
| P-023   | Prof Dr Alexander Horn, Laserinstitut Hochschule Mittweida, Germany
Simulation of the spherical aberration by focusing laser radiation in transparent materials: Comparison of different simulation approaches | |
| P-024   | Dr Arvinder Singh, National Institute of Technology Jalandhar, India
Excitation of Upper Hybrid Wave by Cross-Focusing of Two Cosh-Gaussian Laser Beams in Preformed Parabolic Plasma Channel | |
| P-025   | Dr Olivier Uteza, LP3 – CNRS – AMU, France
Space-time study of microplasmas inside silicon induced by infrared ultrashort laser pulses | |
| P-026   | Dr Miklós Füle, Department of Experimental Physics, University of Szeged, Hungary
Structure and surface morphology evolution of amorphous carbon surfaces during transformation by 0.2-20 ps laser pulses | |
| P-027   | Prof Cristian Focsa, University of Lille, France
Electrical and optical investigations of plasma plumes generated by femtosecond laser ablation of various metals | |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Number</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-028</td>
<td>Dr Guillaume Duchateau, Centre Lasers Intenses et Applications (CELIA) / CEA, France</td>
<td>Energy deposition in dielectric materials by few cycles laser pulses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-029</td>
<td>Jason Becker, CMUXE, School of Nuclear Engineering, Purdue University, USA</td>
<td>Effect of Metal Thermal Properties on LIBS Plasma Emission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-030</td>
<td>Patrick Skrodzki, CMUXE, School of Nuclear Engineering, Purdue University, USA</td>
<td>Effects of Transverse Magnetic Fields on nanosecond and femtosecond Laser Produced Plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-031</td>
<td>Jason Becker, CMUXE, School of Nuclear Engineering, Purdue University, USA</td>
<td>Improving the conversion efficiency of EUV emission using CO2 reheating of Nd:YAG pre-pulse produced Sn plasma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-032</td>
<td>Dr Wen-Tse Hsiao, Instrument Technology Research Center, National Applied Research Laboratories, Taiwan</td>
<td>Optical constant of molybdenum film in CuInGaSe solar cell and the estimated ablating temperatures with a moving laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-033</td>
<td>Prof Marta Castillejo, Instituto de Química Física Rocasolano, CSIC, Spain</td>
<td>Femtosecond laser ablation plasmas of metals as nonlinear optical media for low order harmonic generation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-035</td>
<td>Chris Baldwin, Macquarie University, Australia</td>
<td>Nanostructuring of diamond via two photon UV etching at sub-ablation fluences</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Lasers in Nanoscience—Photonic Fabrication at Nanometer Scale***

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper Number</th>
<th>Presenter/Institution</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-037</td>
<td>Dr Rosalina Zakaria, University of Malaya, Malaysia</td>
<td>Laser Annealing of Thin Films using NdYAG laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-039</td>
<td>Cheng-Yu Shih, University of Virginia, USA</td>
<td>Molecular dynamics simulation study of femtosecond laser ablation of silver thin films and bulk targets in water environment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-040</td>
<td>Prof Leonid Zhigilei, University of Virginia, USA</td>
<td>Large-scale atomistic modeling of structural modification of metal surfaces in femtosecond laser processing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-041</td>
<td>Dr Maria Lucia Pace, CNR – ISM UOS Tito Scalo, Italy</td>
<td>Fs laser pulses for ablation and deposition of noble metal nanoparticles with tunable optical properties</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-044</td>
<td>Dr Lebogang Kotsedi, University of South Africa/iThemba LABS-National Research Foundation, South Africa</td>
<td>Molybdenum thin films interaction with femtosecond laser to form Molybdenum dioxide nanorods</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-045</td>
<td>Jeonghong Ha, Pohang University of Science &amp; Technology, Korea</td>
<td>Plasmonic nanowelding of silver nanowires using a femtosecond laser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-046</td>
<td>Prof Dongsik Kim, Pohang University of Science &amp; Technology, Korea</td>
<td>Structural transformation of single-walled carbon nanotubes by femtosecond laser irradiation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P-047 | **Prof Wolfgang Husinsky**, Technische Universität Wien, Austria  
*Influence of the pulse duration on the ablation threshold and the incubation coefficient of copper and silicon upon irradiation by femtosecond laser pulses* |
| P-048 | **Dr Wen-Tse Hsiao**, Instrument Technology Research Center, National Applied Research Laboratories, Taiwan  
*Surface modification nanoporous titanium oxide films for dye-sensitized solar cell application using Nd:YVO4 and CO2 lasers* |
| P-049 | **A/Prof Ranran Fang**, College of Science, Chongqing University of Posts & Telecommunications, China  
*Time-resolved microscopy of femtosecond laser-induced surface nanostructures on metal* |
| P-050 | **Dr Won Seok Chang**, Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, Korea  
*Design and Fabrication of a Tip-On-Aperture Probe for Resolution Enhancement of Optical Patterning* |
| P-051 | **Dr Won Seok Chang**, Korea Institute of Machinery and Materials, Korea  
*Fabrication of solution-based electronics using laser selective scanning* |
| P-052 | **Prof Nikita Bityurin**, Institute of Applied Physics, RAS, Russia  
*Diffusion-assisted laser writing for 3D nanostructuring by means of multiphoton polymerization* |
| P-053 | **Carlos Acosta Zepeda**, Universidad Autónoma Metropolitana, Mexico  
*Slit diffraction patterning of silicon surfaces by ns-laser irradiation: theory and experiment* |
| P-054 | **A/Prof Yoshiki Nakata**, Institute of Laser Engineering, Osaka University, Japan  
*Sub-Micron Period Metal Lattices Fabricated by Interfering Ultraviolet Femtosecond Laser Processing* |

**Promising New Laser and Optical Technologies**

| P-055 | **Prof Tomasz Tanski**, Institute of Engineering Materials & Biomaterials, Poland  
*Influence of laser alloying of AlMg5Si2Mn on structure and mechanical properties obtained layers* |
| P-056 | **Prof Andrei Rode**, Australian National University, Australia  
*Mapping laser-induced thermal forces acting on particles in air in a diverging hollow-core vortex beam* |
| P-057 | **Prof Krzysztof Labisz**, Institute of Engineering Materials & Biomaterials, Poland  
*Ceramic particles feeding in carbon prepared aluminium surface using diode laser* |
| P-058 | **Prof Leonid Zhigilei**, University of Virginia, USA  
*Strong enhancement of surface diffusion under the action of laser induced nonlinear surface acoustic waves* |
| P-059 | **Chi-Chung Yang**, Instrument Technology Research Center, Taiwan  
*Hybrid laser cutting technology of Ti-6Al-4V thin sheet using diode-pumped-solid-state ultraviolet laser* |
P-060  Dr Egor Loktionov, Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Russia
**Improvements in combined laser interferometry technique for laser ablation research**

P-061  Dr Yuji Sato, Joining & Welding Research Institute, Osaka University, Japan
**Investigation of micro structure and surface morphology of Ti64 plate fabricated by vacuum selective laser melting**

P-062  Dr Maria Lucia Pace, CNR – ISM UOS Tito Scalo, Italy
**Laser ablation parameters as fundamental key factors for controlling the 3D Additive Manufacturing process: considerations**

P-063  Dr Citlali Sanchez-Ake, National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico
**Real-time study of gold nanoparticles formation by pulsed laser annealing**

P-064  Dr Alexandra Palla-Papavlu, National Institute for Lasers, Plasma & Radiation Physics, Romania
**Fabrication of a lab-on-a-chip device by laser micromachining**

P-065  Prof David Geohegan, Oak Ridge National Laboratory, USA
**Synthesis of Ultrasmall Nanoparticles by Laser Vaporization as ‘Building Blocks’ for Nanostructures and Thin Films**

P-067  Dr Olaf Krueger, Ferdinand-Braun-Institut, Leibniz-Institut für Höchstfrequenztechnik (FBH), Germany
**Precision UV laser scribing for cleaving mirror facets of GaN-based laser diodes**

P-068  Dr Sayarifah Nur Aqida Syed Ahmad, University Malaysia, Pahang, Malaysia
**Surface modification of AISI H13 tool steel by laser cladding with NiTi powder**

---

**Tuesday, 1 September**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1830–2030</th>
<th>Poster Session 2</th>
<th>Tully Rooms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Promising New Laser and Optical Technologies</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| P-069  Changho Seo, Department of Mechanical Engineering, POSTECH, Republic of Korea  
**Removal of 5 nanometer gold particles from solid surfaces by laser-induced spray jet** | | |
| P-070  Dr Seung-Man Kim, Korea Institute of Machinery & Materials, Republic of Korea  
**Laser based edge zone release process for ZoneBOND temporary bonding and debonding** | | |
| P-071  Dr Jaegu Kim, Korea Institute Of Machinery And Materials, South Korea  
**Selective lift-off of GaN LED from sapphire substrate using 266 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser irradiation** | | |
| P-072  Prof Helena Jelinkova, Czech Technical University In Prague, Czech Republic  
**Dysprosium thiogallate laser—source of mid-infrared radiation** | | |
| P-073  Falko Jahn, University Of Applied Sciences Mittweida, Germany  
**Microstructuring of tetrahedral amorphous carbon films (ta-C) using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser** | | |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenter and Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-074</td>
<td>Optimization of laser-pulse energy during selective laser trabeculoplasty by detection of cavitation bubbles formation</td>
<td>Dr Peter Gregorcic, Faculty of Mechanical Engineering, University of Ljubljana, Slovenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-075</td>
<td>Characterization of titanium oxide layers produced by nanosecond laser irradiation</td>
<td>Dr Toufik Tamsaout, Centre De Développement des Technologies Avancées, Algeria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-076</td>
<td>Characterization and controlling the size and density of polyethersulfone membrane pores with excimer lasers</td>
<td>Dr Mohamad Javad Sobhani, Iran University of Science and Technology, Tehran, Iran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-077</td>
<td>Laser photoacoustic technology for measurement of gas ablation products at sub-ppb level</td>
<td>Prof Dan C. Dumitras, National Institute for Laser, Plasma &amp; Radiation Physics, Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-078</td>
<td>Creating and utilizing spatially varying light intensity profiles to enhance nonlinear responses</td>
<td>Robert Donaldson, Queensland University of Technology, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-079</td>
<td>Excimer Laser Assisted Growth of Group IV Alloys</td>
<td>Dr Burkhard Fechner, Coherent LaserSystems GmbH &amp; Co. KG, Germany</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-081</td>
<td>Femtosecond surface nanostructuring by means of colloidal particle lens array</td>
<td>Prof Nikita Bityurin, Institute of Applied Physics, RAS, Russia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Pulsed Laser Ablation and Deposition**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Session</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Presenter and Institution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P-082</td>
<td>Laser-detonation facility for acceleration of gaseous materials: Etching and deposition of solid materials</td>
<td>Kumiko Yokota, Kobe University, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-085</td>
<td>TiO2 PLD nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticles for application to visible-light-operating plasmonic photocatalysts</td>
<td>Tei Watanabe, National Institute of Technology, Anan College, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-086</td>
<td>Epitaxial growth of Sc2O3 films on Gd2O3-buffered silicon substrates by Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
<td>Dr Rongping Wang, Australian National University, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-087</td>
<td>Nanosecond laser ablation of aluminium-oxide dielectric films for the formation of p-type doped silicon for photovoltaic applications</td>
<td>Dr Marco Ernst, Australian National University, Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-088</td>
<td>Synthesis of ZnO Micro-Spheres by Laser Ablation and Their Application to Refractive Sensor</td>
<td>Takeshi Ueyama, Graduate School of Information Science &amp; Electrical Engineering, Kyushu University, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-089</td>
<td>Numerical analysis of flow field during laser ablation process for formation of Si clusters</td>
<td>Eri Ueno, Hitachi Zosen Corporation, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper No.</td>
<td>Author(s)</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-----------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-090</td>
<td>Dr Shih-Feng Tseng</td>
<td>Graphene resistance chip fabricated by ultraviolet laser beams for a high-sensitivity electrochemical impedance spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-091</td>
<td>Dr Suwon Kim</td>
<td>A Study on Laser Joining of Metal and Plastic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-092</td>
<td>Prof Kouichi Takase</td>
<td>Vanadium Oxide thin film preparation by PLD for Resistive switching memory In/VOx/Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-093</td>
<td>A/Prof Masahito Tagawa</td>
<td>Property of the hyperthermal CO2 beam formed by a laser-detonation facility for space environmental effect studies in upper Martian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-094</td>
<td>Dr Hendrik Swart</td>
<td>Luminescence properties of Pulsed Laser Deposited Y2O3:Bi3+ thin films</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-095</td>
<td>Yi Sun</td>
<td>Flexible Transparent ZnO Thin-Film Transistors by Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-096</td>
<td>Dr Sergey Starikov</td>
<td>Atomistic simulation of surface modification by laser pulse: comparison of models with various scales</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-097</td>
<td>Dr Maria Dinescu</td>
<td>Growth of SrxBa1-xNb2O6 and Ca-doped SrxBa1-xNb2O6 thin films on MgO and Nb:SrTiO3 substrates by PLD and RF-PLD technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-098</td>
<td>Ville Kekkonen</td>
<td>Picosecond pulsed laser deposition process of porous ceramic coating for Li-ion battery separator film</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-099</td>
<td>Dr Jørgen Schou</td>
<td>Pulsed Laser Deposition of absorber and buffer layer for thin-film earth-abundant solar cells</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-100</td>
<td>Dr Maria Dinescu</td>
<td>Small band-gap thin film of doped and pure BiFeO3 obtained by pulsed laser deposition for photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-101</td>
<td>Dr Maria Dinescu</td>
<td>Dielectric properties enhancement in epitaxial BCZT thin films with nanoscale strain domains.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-102</td>
<td>Prof Koichi Sasaki</td>
<td>Spectrum of laser light scattered by nanoparticles in ablation-induced cavitation bubble</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-103</td>
<td>Dr Citlali Sanchez-Ake</td>
<td>NaCl thin films obtained by pulsed laser deposition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-104</td>
<td>Dr Citlali Sanchez-Ake</td>
<td>A pulsed photo acoustic study of the laser ablation synthesis of Ag nanoparticles in ethanol</td>
</tr>
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<td>P-110</td>
<td>Growth and Characterization of Y2O3 thin films on Gd2O3 buffered Si substrates using Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
<td>Rongping Wang, Australian National University, Australia</td>
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<td>P-112</td>
<td>An Apparatus to Control the Spatial Beam Characteristics for Femtosecond Laser Ablation of a Wide Variety of Materials</td>
<td>Owen Bodley, The University of Auckland / The MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology and The Dodd Walls Centre for Quantum and Photonic Technologies, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-113</td>
<td>Laser reduction of graphene oxide to reduced graphene oxide: an experimental and simulated comparison between methods</td>
<td>Rakesh Arul, The University of Auckland / The Dodd Walls Centre for Quantum and Photonic Technologies and The MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-115</td>
<td>Optimisation of femtosecond laser ablation parameters for efficient cutting of sintered alumina wafers</td>
<td>Thomas Ward, The University of Auckland / The MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology and The Dodd Walls Centre for Quantum and Photonic Technologies, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-116</td>
<td>Femtosecond laser cutting speed optimization for single crystal quartz wafers</td>
<td>Zhiwei Han, The University of Auckland / The MacDiarmid Institute for Advanced Materials and Nanotechnology and The Dodd Walls Centre for Quantum and Photonic Technologies, New Zealand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-117</td>
<td>Effect of applied electric field in Pulsed Laser Deposition</td>
<td>Satoshi Ohmuro, Graduate School of Science and Technology, Nihon University, Nihon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-118</td>
<td>Numerical Simulation of Laser Processing of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics Including Combustion Effect</td>
<td>A/Prof Tomomas Ohkubo, Tokyo University of Technology, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-119</td>
<td>The properties of rare-earth doped zinc oxide/phthalocyanine structures for optoelectronics</td>
<td>Dr Michal Novotny, Institute of Physics, Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic, Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-120</td>
<td>Formation of Diamond-Like Carbon Thin Films by Femtosecond Laser Ablation of a Frozen Cyclohexane Target</td>
<td>Dr Takahiro Nakamura, Institute of Multidisciplinary Research for Advanced Materials, Tohoku University, Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-121</td>
<td>Light Induced Toxicity of Silver Nanoparticles Produced by Laser Ablation in Liquid</td>
<td>J.J. Naddeo &amp; Matt Ratti, Rutgers University, USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-123</td>
<td>Confined atmospheric pulsed laser deposition of nanostructured ultrathin films</td>
<td>Prof Dermot Brabazon, Dublin City University, Ireland</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
P-124 Dr Andreea Matei, National Institute for Lasers Plasma & Radiation Physics, Romania
PLD of layered double hydroxides for hydrophobic coatings

P-125 Dr Andreea Matei, National Institute for Lasers Plasma & Radiation Physics, Romania
Thin films of ferrocene derivatives for non-linear optical applications: laser processed thin films and printed pixels

P-126 Yong-Won Ma, Pusan National University, Republic of Korea
Fabrication of Polyimide Spheres by Pulsed Laser at 355 nm

P-127 Dr Antonella Lorusso, Department of Mathematics and Physics ‘E. De Giorgi’, Italy
Structural and morphological properties of metallic thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition for photocathode application

P-128 Prof Jingquan Lin, Changchun University of Science & Technology, China
Systematic investigation of plasma shock evolution from Al target induced by nanosecond Nd:YAG laser ablation

P-129 Dr Zhibin Lin, Electro Scientific Industries, USA
Experimental and Numerical Studies of Nanosecond Laser Processing for Industrial Micromachining Applications

P-131 Dr Ok Sik Kim, Laser Application Center, South Korea
Laser ablation of CFRP by using picosecond laser and femtosecond laser

P-132 Prof Mishik Kazaryan, Lebedev Physical Institute of Russian Academy of Sciences, Russia
Printing and surface patterning in liquids by laser and ultrasound ablation

P-133 Prof Deb Kane, Macquarie University, Australia
Laser removal of a coating from glass slides of consolidant materials relevant to museum conservation practice

P-134 Mr Ryota Kajimoto, Osaka Institute of Technology, Japan
Preparation of visible-light-responsive titanium oxide by laser ablation in liquid

P-135 Prof Miroslav Jelinek, Institute of Physics ASCR, Czech Republic
Bonds and bio-properties of hybrid laser Cr-doped DLC for implants

P-136 Prof Miroslav Jelinek, Institute of Physics ASCR, Czech Republic
Thermoelectric YbCoSb Laser Prepared Layers

P-137 Prof Miroslav Jelinek, Institute of Physics ASCR, Czech Republic
Scanning thermal microscopy: Characterization of PLD films

P-138 Ryuchi Ishihara, Nihon-University, Japan
Synthesis of Rod-Shaped Iron Nanocrystals Using Blue Laser-Assisted Pulsed-Laser Ablation in Liquid

P-139 Dr Kuo-Cheng Huang, Instrument Technology Research Center, National Applied Research Laboratories, Taiwan
Planar Square-spiral Inductor Generated from the ITO Film Removal by Using UV Laser Ablation
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<td><em>Rare earth doped cobalt ferrite thin films grown by PLD: influence of the deposition conditions</em></td>
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<td>P-150</td>
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<td>Dr Maria Dinescu, National Institute for Lasers, Plasma &amp; Radiation Physics, Romania</td>
<td><em>Tailoring the physical properties of plasma mirrors antireflection coatings</em></td>
</tr>
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<td>P-151</td>
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<td>Dr Luis Escobar-Alarcon, Instituto Nacional De Investigaciones Nucleares, Mexico</td>
<td><em>Preparation of vanadium oxide thin films modified with Ag using an hybrid deposition configuration</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-152</td>
<td></td>
<td>Prof Francis Dejene, University of The Free State, South Africa</td>
<td><em>Characterization of structural and luminescence properties of blue-green SrAlxOy:Eu2+, Dy3+ thin films deposited by PLD system</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Prof Francis Dejene, University of The Free State, South Africa</td>
<td><em>Structural and luminescence properties of yellow Y3Al5O12:Ce3+, thin film phosphors prepared by Pulsed Laser Deposition</em></td>
</tr>
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P-157 Prof Marta Castillejo, Instituto de Química Física Rocasolano, CSIC, Spain
Pulsed Laser Deposition and Characterization of Single Crystal Cobalt Ferrite Films with Biphasic Composition

P-158 Dr Anna Paola Caricato, Department of Mathematics and Physics ‘E. De Giorgi’, University of Salen, Italy
Decoration of silica nanowires forests with Au nanoparticles by PLD

P-160 Dr Florent Bourquard, Laboratoire Hubert Curien, France
Nitrogen plasma assisted Femtosecond Pulsed Laser Deposition of a-C:N films for environmental analytical microsystems and in situ plume analysis

P-162 Stefano Orlando, CNR-ISM, Italy
ZnSb-based thermoelectric thin films by PLD and combined PLD-sputtering system

P-163 Abdub Ali, University of The Free State, South Africa
The effect of different species of gases on material properties of Eu3+ doped Y2O2S thin films phosphor deposited by Pulsed Laser

P-164 Abdub Ali, University of The Free State, South Africa
Effect of annealing temperature on structural and luminescence properties of Eu3+-doped Y2O3 red phosphor thin films by PLD method.

P-168 Dr Olivier Uteza, University Aix-Marseille, France
Control and optimization of an energetic sub-picosecond laser-driven hard x-ray K-alpha source with a high pulse repetition rate

P-169 Prof Andrei Rode, Australian National University, Australia
New High-Pressure Silicon Phases Formed in Fs-Laser Induced Confined Microexplosion

Laser Interactions with Organic and Biological Materials

P-171 Prof Jack J. Yoh, Seoul National University, Korea
Thermal effects on the rapid bubble growth in the laser-induced microjet injector for transdermal drug delivery

P-172 Dr Akimichi Shibata, Keio University, Japan
Biodegradability of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) after irradiation of femtosecond laser pulses

P-173 Dr Jørgen Schou, DTU Fotonik, Technical University of Denmark, Denmark
Thin film production from a compressible organic target by laser irradiation: from material destruction at high target pressure to material

P-174 Dr Yuji Sato, Joining & Welding Research Institute, Osaka University, Japan
Femtosecond laser induced periodic nano-structure on PET surface for controlling of cell elongation

P-176 Dr Esther Rebollar, Instituto De Química Física Rocasolano, CSIC, Spain
Simultaneous laser induced periodic nanostructuring and diffraction-assisted micropatterning of thin polymer films
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Ultrashort laser ablation of load bearing and skull cortical bone tissue: A comparative study

P-179 Dr Egor Loktionov, Bauman Moscow State Technical University, Russia
Laser ablation of UV curing polymer and compositions
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<td>Romania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-186</td>
<td>Sericin-tethered graphene artificial composite matrix obtained by MAPLE for MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts studies</td>
<td>Dr Premysl Fitl, University of Chemical Technology Prague, Czech Republic</td>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-187</td>
<td>Indirect laser surgery</td>
<td>Prof Nikita Bityurin, Institute of Applied Physics, RAS, Russia</td>
<td>Russia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-188</td>
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<td>Dr Koji Sugioka, RIKEN Center for Advanced Photonics, Japan</td>
<td>Japan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-189</td>
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<td>France</td>
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Femtosecond laser-induced material modifications to control stress states in silica: a step toward metastable polymorphic phase generation

Yves Bellouard
Galatea Lab, STI/IMT, Ecole Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL)
Rue de la Maladière 71b, Case postale 526, CH - 2002 Neuchâtel Switzerland
yves.bellouard@epfl.ch

1. Summary
Femtosecond laser exposure of silica in the non-ablative regime induces localized volume changes resulting in a stress-field surrounding laser affected zones. Here, we review these effects and illustrate potential applications of laser-induced controlled stress-state in silica, and in particular, we explore its use for the control and localized generation of metastable polymorphic phases of silica.

2. Tunable stress-state during non-ablative exposure of silica
Non-ablative femtosecond laser pulses applied on fused silica induce mainly two types of modifications: homogeneous modifications and self-organized nanogratings [1,2]. Noteworthy, a localized net volume expansion is associated with the occurrence of self-organized nanogratings [3] which orientation affects stress distribution [4]. For shorter pulses (< 200 fs) and low-energy – corresponding to the regime of homogeneous modifications, densification is observed [5]. The laser pulse duration can therefore be used to introduce either tensile and compressive stress, which intensity and direction can be fine-tuned by controlling the pulse energy and the laser polarization.

3. Effect on micromachining, applications of laser-induced stress
The ability to control stress state as illustrated above have practical consequences on the laser exposure process but also interesting applications. As a direct consequence, the stress generated during laser exposure can lead to path-dependent machining if the stress introduced in the material is sufficiently high to induce elastically irreversible transformations, can be used to create controlled stress state (see for instance [6]) and offers a path for high-pressure phase generation in silica. The later has a high innovation technological potential in the field of highly integrated microsystems and more generally for better understanding the formation of high pressure phases in silica which is of particular interest for Earth sciences.

4. References
Ultrafast laser volume interaction with transparent materials can achieve localized structural transformations and embedded changes of the dielectric function. Matter compaction or rarefaction can be determined by material properties, its thermal history or the level of the energy deposition, having strong influence on the fabrication quality and accuracy in 3D laser-material processing.

Employing non-diffractive nonlinear ultrafast Bessel optical beams with quasi-stationary characteristics allows remarkable potential for energy localization beyond the diffraction limit. The ability to maintain near-constant intensity profiles over an appreciable distance along the propagation direction, sustaining nonlinear absorption, recommends non-diffractive concepts for high aspect ratio submicron structuring applications. Furthermore, in the presence of nonlinear propagation, the material response can be critically determined by the pulse temporal envelope, impacting on photo-inscription regimes, i.e. formation of various types of refractive index structures. If smooth positive index structures can be produced for ultrashort exposure, one-dimensional void structures are obtained for tailored dispersion-engineered pulses, highlighting the important contribution of delayed ionization and light diffusion on excited carriers. Nonlinear simulations confirm the different energy balance driven by the pulse envelope. Thus photoionization mechanisms can be synchronized and self-limiting effects in carrier plasmas can be overcome leading to an unprecedented localization of laser energy on scales well below the incident wavelength, and the laser pulse duration becomes key in deciding the type and morphology of the structures. To understand the formation mechanisms, we specifically follow the characteristic dynamics of electronic excitation and relaxation in confinement conditions and point out particular times of energy deposition, serving as guidelines for time control. Fast electronically-induced structural changes or slower thermodynamic transformations can thus be discriminated. Space- and time-resolved absorption and phase contrast microscopy reveals two main carrier relaxation paths, triggering specific structural and morphological changes of the silica matrix. Fast exciton self-trapping in self-induced matrix deformations results in soft positive index contrast linear traces driven by a swift accumulation of non-bridging oxygen hole centers, a defect marker of this regime. High excitation densities determine a thermomechanical path for the induced modification, visible in the onset of phase-like transition towards low-viscosity states and the release of pressure waves. Nanosized embedded channels are thus created via rarefaction and liquid cavitation, accompanied by the decomposition of the silica matrix, release of oxygen and generation of oxygen deficiency centers. Temporal pulse dispersion engineering allows thus driving unique carrier dynamics and offers precise control over energy deposition down to the 100 nm nanoscale. Extreme high-aspect-ratio uniform void structures can thus be fabricated in conditions of sub-micron transverse light confinement.

Fig. 1. (a) Example of ultrafast Bessel beam nanostructuring. (b) Concept of time-resolved investigations. (c,d) Fast absorption electronic and phase shifting excitonic effects in positive refractive index change structures observed time time-resolve transmission and phase contrast microscopy. (e) Slow electronic decay for conditions of excitation above the cavitation threshold.


Physical mechanisms of bubble formation induced by ultrafast laser irradiation of resonant plasmonic core-shells
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The generation of bubbles around plasmonic nanoparticles has drawn lots of attention in the past decade. The use of nanoparticles to locally produce bubbles finds many applications in the biomedical field such as nanosurgery and cell transfection [1].

In previous work, we have shown that micron-size bubbles can be generated by irradiating off-resonance gold nanoparticles (NPs) with near infrared ultrafast laser pulses [2]. We demonstrated that cavitation is controlled by the production of nanoplasma in the vicinity of the NPs rather than by the heating of the particle. Producing these bubbles require peak laser fluences above 150mJ/cm², which is high enough to hinder some biomedical applications. Using resonant silica/gold core-shell nanoparticles (CSs) enable reducing the cavitation threshold, owing to the wide tunability of their plasmon resonance.

In this work, we use CSs to produce micron-size bubbles with peak fluences around 15mJ/cm², about 10 times lower than with NPs, while avoiding the complete CSs explosion. A complete study of the CSs damages have been performed using TEM and in-situ spectroscopy. We found the existence of three damaging regimes in which the CSs are subsequently cracked, melted and completely degraded (Figure 1).

We then characterized the bubble generation using scattering pump-probe technique and shadowgraphy imaging, focusing on the physical mechanisms leading to the bubble formation. Bubbles can arise from two main energy sources: heat transfer from the hot particles and plasma relaxation in the water surrounding those particles. For picosecond pulses, only the heat transfer contributes to bubble formation. However, for ultrafast pulses (45fs), we show that a combination of those two mechanisms leads to cavitation, facilitating bubble production. Indeed, generating similar bubbles requires twice the amount of energy per pulse when its duration is increased from 45fs to 150ps. This is consistent with modeling results based on nonlinear plasma contribution that become significant for femtosecond pulses.

This unique combination of laser heating and plasma production opens up new possibilities to further reduce the bubble generation threshold without completely destroying the plasmonic nanoparticles in the process.

Nanoscale periodic texturing on diamond surface has been performed by femtosecond laser and optimized on CVD polycrystalline diamond to obtain a significant increase of optical absorbance and, specifically, of responsivity to visible and infrared radiation (Fig. 1, left). The horizontal polarized laser beam has been focused perpendicularly to the diamond plate surface with a fluence of 20 mJ/cm$^2$ so that plates have been treated with an intensity higher than the diamond damage threshold. Fs-laser ultrashort pulses induce a controlled periodicity of ripples of 170 nm and length of several µm (Fig. 1, right), able to dramatically increase the diamond absorption[1], which is intrinsically visible-blind due the wide bandgap of 5.47 eV.

Fig. 1. Left: Comparison of Optical Grade CVD diamond before (top) and after (bottom) the Fs-laser treatment. Right: SEM image of Optical Grade CVD diamond surface treated by Fs-laser where the formation of nanoscale periodic structures is evident.

The surface treatment has been performed in a high vacuum chamber ($<10^{-7}$ mbar) by moving the X axis of the X-Y translational stage with different speed resulting in a variation of the effective treatment dose on the sample. A study of the influence of dose on absorbance and responsivity has been performed, highlighting an optimum condition. A defect engineering strategy is at the basis of the surface texturing, supported by the evidence of an enhanced responsivity (about 100 times and 10 times at 350 nm and 500 nm, respectively, higher than the untreated one, shown in Fig. 2). The operating mechanisms of the first optimized surface-textured diamond is discussed and explained by disentangling the optical enhancement from an electronic increased density of states within the diamond bandgap. The enhanced diamond sensitivity to solar radiation, demonstrated for the first time, can open the path for development of high performance wide spectrum detectors as well as solar energy converters based on PETE (photon-enhanced thermionic emission) energy converters[2].

Fig. 2. Responsivity of Optical Grade CVD diamond before and after the treatment: the enhancement due to the Fs-laser treatment is evident, especially in visible range.
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Synthesis of bismuth-based nanosheets by ultrasound assisted liquid laser ablation
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Abstract.
The preparation of nanostructures, such as nanoparticles, nanowires and nanotubes, have become the focus of intense studies over the last few years due to their potential applications. Among the physical techniques, the laser ablation of solids in liquid media has emerged as an important route for the synthesis of nanostructures. The preparation of bismuth nanosheets ablating a high purity Bi target immersed in water subjected to an ultrasound wave is reported. The effect of the laser fluence used for ablation on the size and shape of the nanostructures synthesized was investigated. The nanosheets were characterized by Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (EDS), UV-Vis and Raman spectroscopies. The obtained results reveal the formation of nanosheets with square-like shape and sizes from approximately 140 to 543 nm as is showed in the figure 1. The bismuth nanosheets, are highly crystalline and depending on the conditions of preparation, either Bi or Bi2O3 are obtained. UV-Vis measurements show the typical band absorption characteristic of bismuth with nanometric size. Raman spectra confirm the formation of Bi or Bi2O3 nanostructures. The presence or of the ultrasound wave together with appropriate energy densities seems to favor the formation of nanosheets. Further studies of this particular effect are underway.

Fig. 1. Bismuth-based nanosheets prepared in distilled water, under ultrasonic conditions, using the third harmonic of a Nd: YAG laser, 355 nm, 5 ns of pulse duration, working at a repetition rate of 10 hertz.
Ultra-short laser interactions with nanoparticles: from melting and shape change to fragmentation

Tatiana E. Itina and Laure Delfour
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Femtosecond lasers are powerful tools used not only for nanoparticle synthesis but also that can help to trigger nanoparticle size and to better control over their size distributions [1-2]. The resulted nanoparticles are particularly attractive for bio-sensing, medical application, as well as for catalysis. In the present paper, we consider ultra-short laser interactions with nanoparticles both in vacuum and in liquids. The objective is to elucidate the major mechanisms of particle fragmentation in order to better control over nanoparticle shape and sizes. First, laser energy absorption is considered. The roles of laser wavelength, particle size and concentration are underlined. Then, ultra-short laser-induced dynamics of nanoparticles is considered by using molecular dynamics simulations. The obtained results help us to elucidate the roles of thermal, mechanical and electrostatic effects in the particle decomposition. It is found that as a result of a quite moderate ultra-short laser irradiation, voids can be formed in the initially spherical metallic particles turning them into hallow ones. With the increase in laser fluence, particle decomposition is observed resulting from both thermal and mechanical effects (Fig 1.).

Furthermore, a series of calculations are performed to elucidate the major particle decomposition mechanisms as a function of particle size and laser parameters. On one hand, we calculate laser fluences required to reach the Coulomb explosion and for particle boiling ($F_{ce}$ and $F_{th}$, respectively in Fig. 2). On the other hand, the absorbed laser fluence depends on the absorption cross-section. The corresponding absorbed fluence is referred as $F_{abs}$ in the Figure. The intersections of the absorption curve with $F_{ce}(r)$ and with $F_{th}(r)$ are then determined.

The performed analysis allows us to predict optimum laser parameters for nanoparticle size manipulation, but also to recommend nanoparticle properties for the enhanced absorption, which is particularly interesting for the development of novel energy sources and for photo-thermal applications.

Femtosecond laser fabrication for nanophotonics

Min Gu
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When a femtosecond laser beam is focused by a high numerical aperture objective, it can be confined to a diffraction-limited region. The highly spatially and temporally concentrated focal volume can result in nonlinear effects such as two-photon absorption in a variety of media, enabling the fabrication of three-dimensional structures at a micro-scale. Therefore, femtosecond laser fabrication is a powerful tool toward the development of ultimate 3D photonic devices. We will show our new achievement on optically-digitalised holography for floating display. Because of the increasing demand for realising nano-geometries, the diffraction-limited resolution associated with femtosecond laser fabrication should be overcome to access to the nano-scale. We will show how this diffraction limit can be broken in the development of superresolution photoinduction-inhibited nanolithography (SPIN) and the application of SPIN in optical big data storage.
Mechanism investigations of gold nanoparticle enhanced ultrafast laser near field optical breakdown and nanocavitation
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Plasmonic nanoparticle (NP)-enhanced laser nanocavitation (or plasmonic bubble (PB)) is crucial for a variety of biomedical research fields such as cancer treatment, imaging, disease detection, drug and gene delivery. Our group recently demonstrated that PB generation with near-infrared off-resonance femtosecond (fs) laser irradiation minimizes the laser energy absorption by the AuNPs, thus ensuring the preservation of their optical and structural properties [1]. In this work, we further investigate the role of the near-field and laser pulse width in the nanocavitation mechanism around threshold laser fluences. In order to ensure a systematic alteration of the near-field we used a variety of AuNPs with sizes ranging from 80 nm to 210 nm. Pulse widths in the range from 70 fs to 5 ps pulse at 800 nm wavelength were examined. We employed single-particle ultrafast imaging for PB detection (Fig. 1a and 1b), while the AuNP disintegration at high fluences was examined by in-situ dark field imaging. Experimental results were correlated with plasma calculations around the vicinity of the AuNP and modelling of the AuNP thermodynamic response.

We observed a clear dependence of both the nanocavitation laser fluence threshold (F_{PB,th}) and the AuNP disintegration laser fluence threshold (F_{D,th}) on the nanoparticles size. Depending on the AuNP size and the laser pulse width, the F_{D,th}/F_{PB,th} ratio varies between ~ 3.5 to ~ 7, indicating a broad processing window. Within this processing window, the AuNPs present noticeable ability to generate multiple PB without any decrease in cavitation efficiency. AuNPs excitation in the fs regime optimizes the effect in terms of both threshold sharpness and processing window. We calculated the effective power density threshold at the AuNP poles (I_{eff,th}), which considers the AuNP size dependent near-field enhancement (Fig. 1c). We show that I_{eff,th} is almost independent of the particle size for a given pulse duration. Furthermore, I_{eff,th} values are in good agreement with the reported power density range for conventional optical breakdown, caused by laser focusing in aqueous media [2]. These findings, in agreement with our analytical plasma modelling, indicate that the optical breakdown is the dominant nanocavitation mechanism for the PB generation at the threshold regime, within the 70 fs - 5 ps pulse width range. AuNP disintegration was observed for high laser fluences. The disintegration mechanism will be discussed using both experimental and simulation results.

In conclusion, systematic alteration of the AuNP near-field and laser pulse width enabled insights into the AuNP enhanced off-resonance laser nanocavitation mechanism. Indeed, optical breakdown around the AuNP poles was proved as the dominant mechanism in the 70 fs - 5 ps regime. Optimum selection of the AuNP size (150 nm - 170 nm) and laser pulse width (70 fs) minimizes the PB generation threshold and prevents AuNP disintegration for an extended laser processing window. The latter can be the basis for further development of PB-based nanosurgery as a unique therapeutic tool for safe in vivo treatments.

Effects of UV-Laser Processing on ZnO Nanocrystals: Controlling the Crystal Growth, Electrical and Optical Properties
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Zinc Oxide (ZnO) nanocrystals, which are characterized by their unique configurations, fine structures and large surface-to-volume ratio, are expected to be the building blocks of novel photo electronic devices. In particular, one-dimensional-grown ZnO nanocrystals can be ultraviolet light emitting diodes (UV-LED) with high efficiency due to their large surface area and excellent crystallinity. It is difficult, however, to control the electrical property of ZnO nanocrystals for practical applications because of their quite-small sizes. Therefore, many researchers are trying to establish the fabrication method of morphology and position-controlled ZnO nanocrystals using catalyst or zinc acetate layers as seed layers. [1-3] In this study, we report the controllability of electrical and optical property of ZnO nanocrystals and the high-throughput fabrication of ZnO nanocrystals using some kinds of UV-laser processes. These processes do not require any seed layer or catalyst, so that they have a great potential to improve the conventional procedures of the study filed of ZnO nanocrystals.

ZnO nanocrystals were fabricated by various UV-laser processing. The core technique of crystal-growth is nanoparticle-assisted pulsed laser deposition (NAPLD). Densely-packed ZnO nanorods, which are shown in Fig. 1(a), were fabricated by NAPLD on a c-cut sapphire substrate. We have achieved to fabricate p-n homo junction on ZnO nanorods using phosphorous-ion implantation followed by UV-laser annealing. [4]

Additionally, periodically-aligned ZnO nanowires, which have more suitable structures for UV-LEDs, UV-LDs and field emitters, were obtained by the development of NAPLD. A ZnO buffer layer with the thickness of about 150 nm was deposited by conventional pulsed laser deposition on an a-cut sapphire substrate. Subsequently, it was laser-patterned with four-beam interference UV-laser. The surface of ZnO buffer layer was ablated periodically, as shown in inset of Fig. 1(b). A circular area with diameter of about 150 μm was patterned by only one pulse of interference UV-laser, as shown in Fig. 1(b). Then, ZnO nanowires were fabricated on the laser-patterned ZnO buffer layer by NAPLD. Figure 1(c) shows obtained periodically-aligned ZnO nanowires after ultrasonic cleaning process, which was performed to remove excess ZnO nanowires. It was found that each ZnO nanowire has good crystallinity and photoluminescence property. Additionally, rectified I-V characteristics was obtained after phosphorous-ion implantation followed by UV-laser annealing.

Thus, we have demonstrated the effectiveness of some kinds of UV-laser processes on the study of ZnO nanocrystals. These techniques can accelerate the study field of applying ZnO nanocrystals to photo electronic devices or other devices.

Fig. 1(a) An SEM image of densely-packed ZnO nanorods, (b) SEM images of the laser-patterned ZnO buffer layer, the inset is high magnification view, (c) An SEM image of periodically-aligned ZnO nanowires grown on the laser-patterned ZnO buffer layer.

Plasmonic, excitonic and exciton-plasmonic photoinduced nanocomposites
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UV irradiation of materials consisting of a polymer matrix that possesses precursors of different kinds followed by annealing can result in creation of nanoparticles within the irradiated domains. Such photoinduced nanocomposites are promising for photonics applications due to the strong alteration of their optical properties compared to initial nonirradiated materials [1].

We report our results on the synthesis and investigation of plasmonic, excitonic and exciton-plasmonic photoinduced nanocomposites. Plasmonic nanocomposites contain metal nanoparticles of noble metals (gold, silver, etc.) with pronounced plasmon resonance [2]. Excitonic nanocomposites possess semiconductor nanoclusters (quantum dots) [3]. Exciton-plasmon media consisting of both quantum-sized semiconductor nanoparticles and plasmonic metal nanoparticles placed in a dielectric matrix are of an increasing scientific interest. Materials of this kind have unique optical properties, such as the giant optical nonlinearity and the complex luminescent behavior, especially in the case when the exciton and plasmon frequencies of the particles are close to each other. These materials can be used to implement “active” 3D plasmonics, which deals with plasmonic structures in the media with inverted population of the electron states. It is important that in case of photo-induced nanocomposites before the irradiation such the media do not contain any nanoparticles, being totally homogeneous. The nanoparticles are induced by the laser and thus are localized only within the irradiated domains.

With plasmonic photoinduced nanocomposites, we investigate PMMA+ Au precursors. Here, we theoretically and experimentally consider opportunities to control the size distribution of nanoparticles using special regimes of laser material alteration. In particular, we examine the effect of laser swelling on kinetics of nanoparticles formation.

With excitonic photoinduced nanocomposites, we investigate PMMA+CdS precursors of different kinds. We follow the pulse-to-pulse kinetics of laser induced green luminescence pumped by UV CW laser for different concentration of precursor and different modes of sample preparation. We employ nanosecond pulses of the UV harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser at different fluences and repetition rates. This allows us to determine the mechanisms of precursor reduction and nanoparticle formation. We also obtain and investigate samples containing precursors of both Au and CdS. It is important that CdS nanoparticle luminescence spectrum is close to the plasmon resonance band of the gold nanoparticles.

One of the most intriguing problems with exciton-plasmon photoinduced nanocomposites is obtaining the correlated spatial distribution of plasmonic and excitonic nanoparticles. With this respect, we analyze the opportunities provided by the plasmonic nanoparticles inserted into the bulk of a transparent medium to modify the material by laser light irradiation [4]. We separately consider two different mechanisms of material alteration by femtosecond laser pulses. First, we analyze a photochemical reaction initiated by the two-photon absorption of light near the plasmonic nanoparticle within the matrix. We show that the spatial distribution of the products of such a reaction changes the symmetry of the material, resulting in the appearance of anisotropy in the initially isotropic material or even in the loss of the center of symmetry. Second, we analyze the efficiency of a thermally-activated chemical reaction at the surface of a plasmonic particle and the distribution of the product of such a reaction just near the metal nanoparticle irradiated by an ultrashort laser pulse.

Sub-Diffraction-Limit Laser Lithography assisted by Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structures (LIPSS)
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For the past decades, advances in optical techniques and processing have achieved a rapid reduction in the feature size of nanostructures. In particular, optical lithography has been the primary tool to create the fine-scale patterns required for nano-fabrication. However, as the feature size shrinks beyond the diffraction limit of light, conventional optical lithography can no longer improve the required high resolution. Although several alternative lithographic techniques, such as extreme ultraviolet lithography, nano-imprint lithography, and two-photon laser direct writing lithography have demonstrated their capability to achieve high resolution, these approaches require either high-cost, complex systems, or offer limited flexibility. On the other hand, direct writing of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) has been an active area of ongoing examination as a flexible and low-cost method to create features well below the processing laser wavelength. LIPSS can form on nearly all kinds of materials, including metals, semiconductors, and insulators \[1,2\], but the poor quality and the random nature of LIPSS have remained an obstacle to widespread applications. In this work, we demonstrate a laser-direct-writing technique to exploit the small feature size of LIPSS for lithography. The formation of LIPSS is deliberately controlled and sub-20 nm feature sizes are demonstrated on photoresist (Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). Our approach has the capability to create a single line by controlling the laser power such that only the centre fringe in the LIPSS pattern exceeds the required processing power threshold. This is unlike other LIPSS techniques where multiple, periodic line structures are formed. The created features are characterized using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). We expect that our approach could be a promising alternative for high-resolution lithography with its simplicity and flexibility.
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Space-selective nanostructuring inside various materials has been accomplished by focused irradiation of femtosecond laser pulses. In the case of isotropic material such as glass [1,2], the localized form-birefringence can be successfully induced. We have proposed the mechanisms of the self-organization based on the interference between the electric field component of the incident light and the generated electron plasma wave [3]. Whereas, another group has also proposed the formation mechanism of nanoplanes due to nanoplasmonic effects [4]. More recently, we have also revealed that periodic nanostructures were formed inside single crystal of silicon (c-Si) and gallium phosphide (GaP) by using the infrared femtosecond laser double-pulse configuration [5]. Self-organized nanostructures inside semiconductor could be induced empirically only if it is indirect band gap semiconductor. The strained silicon regions with a width of about 100 nm are self-aligned parallel to the polarization direction of the first arriving pulses, despite of the polarization direction of the secondly arriving pulses. AFM inspections reveal that such strained silicon nanostructures exhibit high electric conductivity and low thermal conductivity [5]. The formation mechanisms would be interpreted in terms of the electrostrictive force through the interaction between electron-hole plasma and phonon. We have observed the backscattering electron images (BEIs) on the polished sample surfaces to the depth of focal spot inside SiO$_2$ glass, GeO$_2$ glass, c-Si, GaP, gallium nitride (GaN) and gallium arsenide (GaAs) crystal (Fig. 1). Although BEI for c-Si and GaP are analogous to the nanogratings constituted by oxygen deficiencies inside of glass, the principal difference in the periodic nanostructure between c-Si and SiO$_2$ glass is the alignment direction of the periodic nanostructure. These stripe-like darker regions in the BEI correspond to lower-density material. Although there is a big difference in refractive index between c-Si and SiO$_2$ glass, the period of the nanostructures for c-Si (~200nm) is similar to that for SiO$_2$ glass. Furthermore, the dark regions with a width of t ~ 100 nm were aligned parallel to the polarization direction of the first arriving pulses ($E^{1st}$), despite of the polarization direction of the secondly arriving pulses ($E^{2nd}$). In addition, the similar periodic nanostructure of c-Si was observed in GaP. On the other hand, we have also carried out the observation of the modified region inside GaAs after the femtosecond double-pulse irradiation. No apparent periodic nanostructures were observed in the case of the direct-transition type semiconductors, such as GaAs and GaN. In the case of GaN, the nanovoids are distributed in the triangular shape corresponding to the hexagonal wurtzite type crystal structure without depending on the laser polarization. Another group has also observed that the formation of periodic strained layers associated with nanovoids inside a SiC single crystal [6]. Since a SiC is an indirect bandgap semiconductor, their results are consistent with our interpretation that the nanostructures can be formed inside a material only if it is an indirect bandgap semiconductor. Apart from the basic understanding, such periodic nanostructures will open the door to the innovative applications including the 5-dimensional optical storage, polarization imaging sensor and the self-contained thermoelectric devices.

![Figure 1: Backscattering electron images (BEIs) on the polished sample surfaces to the depth of focal spot inside various materials.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>SiO$_2$ glass</th>
<th>GeO$_2$ glass</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>GaP</th>
<th>GaN</th>
<th>GaAs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Polarization direction</td>
<td>$E^\parallel$</td>
<td>$E^\parallel$</td>
<td>$E^{1st}$</td>
<td>$E^{2nd}$</td>
<td>$E^{1st}$</td>
<td>$E^{2nd}$</td>
<td>$E^\parallel$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$E^{1st}$ and $E^{2nd}$ indicate the polarization direction of the first and the second arriving pulse in double-pulse train respectively.


Fundamental aspects of Nanoparticles production by laser ablation in liquids
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In the last decade Pulsed Laser Ablation in Liquids (PLAL) has been widely investigated from the fundamental point of view, and various theories have been proposed. Although many important achievements have been obtained by the scientific community, many aspects still need to be clarified and many contradictions arise when comparing the interpretation of similar experiments carried out by different authors. In this paper we have reconsidered previous works focused on specific processes and stages of the PLAL, in order to outline a modern and comprehensive point of view of the overall physical aspects of PLAL. Experiments of single and double pulse Laser Ablation in Liquids (LAL) were carried out for studying the production of nanoparticles (NPs) in water, which revealed the fundamental role of plasma evolution and relaxation, as well as cavitation bubble dynamics produced by the laser plasma itself, in the formation of nanostructure and in their corresponding properties. Different techniques were used for studying the phenomena occurring during LAL at different conditions (single pulse [1], double pulse and external pressure [2]). These include Optical Emission Spectroscopy and fast camera shadowgraph for studying the laser induced plasma characteristics and other shadowgraph-like experiments for the cavitation dynamics and material ejection, and combination of spectroscopic and microscopic techniques for investigate the correlation between the ablation process and the produced nano particles [3,4].

Fig. 1. Plasma evolution and cavitation bubble formation during LAL.


Laser welding for handling of thin crystalline Si wafers
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1. Introduction

Thin crystalline Si films (< 100 µm) are used in many applications, such as sensors [1, 2], photovoltaic absorbers [3], and optical and particle filters [4]. Such thin crystalline Si films are difficult to handle [5] and break easily under standard semiconductor processing. We present a laser welding process for the mechanical connection of a thin Si film with a separate stabilizing support that is also made of crystalline Si. We aim at easing low volume handling of very thin compact and porous Si layers in the laboratory. We join the thin Si film and a thick Si support wafer by laser welding without contaminating the Si wafers with any foreign materials. We measure the tear-off stresses as a function of the laser energy and investigate the chemical and mechanical stability in typical semiconductor processes such as plasma deposition, oxidation, and wet chemical cleaning.

2. Laser welding procedure and results

The laser welding procedure is performed with a pulsed laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm, a pulse duration of 1.3 µs, and average pulse energy of 1.4 mJ. We investigate the laser welding procedure for two cases. With this process we join an approximately 30 µm-thick macroporous Si layer to a Si frame with a typical thickness of 200 µm to 300 µm (case 1) and two approximately 80 µm-thick crystalline Si films (case 2).

Figure 1a shows a cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the laser joint for case 1. The sample was prepared by breaking. The heating by the laser pulse melts and ejects Si from the porous Si layer and from the substrate. Some of the molten Si solidifies at the interface of the substrate and the thin macroporous Si layer and establishes thereby a mechanical connection.

Figures 1b shows a top view SEM micrograph of the laser welding spot after separating the joined wafers of case 2 by applying sufficient mechanical force. The micrograph shows about 20 µm-wide solidified Si melt around the laser spot. A small area fraction of this molten Si shows a flat surface. We attribute this flat region to the area that was broken when separating the two Si layers.

We test the processing stability of our laser joints with processes that are typically used for fabricating Si solar cells. Furthermore, we determine the tensile strength of the laser joints. Figure 1c shows the effective tear-off stress $\sigma$ as a function of the laser pulse energy $E_p$ with five laser pulses per position. The effective tear-off stress $\sigma$ increases from (16.9 ± 8.0) kPa to (49.9 ± 14.3) kPa with increasing laser pulse energy.

![Fig. 1.](image-url)

(a) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of a laser-welded spot for case 1. (b) Top view SEM micrograph of a laser welding spot after mechanical separation of the films (case 2). (c) Tear-off stress $\sigma$ as function of laser energy $E_p$.
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Environmental monitoring of air pollution is of great interest for industry, e.g. automotive (detection of polluting gases from cars), health, and chemical plants as well as for many research groups to develop better systems. Since sensors are the main components in products and systems used to detect different analytes in air, there are always new and innovative sensor technologies emerging. Several key requirements for sensors include sensitivity, response speed, reversibility, energy consumption, and fabrication costs. Therefore, cheap devices on light and flexible substrates i.e. plastic or paper are required.

Here, we focus on the application of carbon nanotubes (CNT) as sensor material which can be used in room temperature operable devices. The most important drawback for the application of CNTs is the necessity to find techniques to deposit them with high enough conductivity on the active area of a chemiresistor. Therefore, we evaluated laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) as a new approach to fabricate CNT sensor arrays, for the detection of low analyte concentrations.

In LIFT, a laser beam is focused through a transparent support plate onto the backside of a photodegradable triazene polymer (TP) thin film coated with the material to be transferred (CNT). The TP acts as a dynamic release layer and also protects the material to be transferred from direct laser irradiation. Each single laser pulse promotes the transfer of the thin film material onto a receiver substrate (flexible paper, polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyimide) that is usually placed parallel and facing the thin film at a short distance. The donor-receiver system is placed on a \(xyz\) stage, thus allowing the fabrication of well-defined 2D and 3D patterns.

As the functionality of the LIFT-ed sensors depends on the LIFT parameter, an optimization of the process parameters was performed first, followed by a physicochemical characterization of the active material, while the performance of the laser-printed devices was evaluated by exposure to different analyte vapors. Different sensitivities (in the ppb range) and selectivity to the selected chemical agents have been measured, thus proving the feasibility of our LIFT approach for applications in sensors and biosensors.

\textit{This work was supported by the Commission for Technology and Innovation (KTI-Nr. 16713.1 PFNM-NM) and Scientific Exchange Programme between Switzerland and the New Member States of the European Union (project no. 13.251).}
Laser ablation is an excellent technology for rapidly measuring the chemistry (elemental and isotope content) of a sample. The laser pulse duration and energy drives the process of ablation, which converts a portion of a sample into a luminous optical plasmas that condenses to a fine aerosol. Chemical analysis is instantaneous by measuring the emission spectra in the optical plasma, or by transporting the aerosol to a secondary source for excitation and analysis. No sample preparation or consumables are needed. The physics of the laser matter interaction influences chemical analysis capabilities, including range of elements detected, sensitivity of converting laser photons to ablated mass, and accuracy and precision of analysis. Traditionally, laser ablation sampling has been coupled with ICP-MS (Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry) for sensitive isotopic analysis. Alternatively, optical emission from the luminous plasma initiated by the ablation process at the sample surface can be monitored and provide elemental analysis and in some cases isotopic analysis. This well-known optical approach is called LIBS (Laser-Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy). Overall, LIBS is not ideally suited for isotopic analysis due to poorly resolved spectral shifts in atomic and ionic spectra from isotopes, especially in atmospheric pressure laser plasmas. However, our new technology LAMIS (Laser Ablation Molecular Isotopic Spectroscopy) shows the ability to perform isotope measurements in these laser plasmas at atmospheric pressure. By expanding the capabilities of classical LIBS to emphasize the measurement of molecular emission spectra in addition to elemental, LAMIS provides the ability to measure all elements and their isotopes, especially light elements like Li, Be, C, N, O which are impossible with XRF. Molecular isotopic shifts are orders of magnitude greater than atomic and ionic transitions. By measuring molecular emission spectra as the plasma cools, isotopic spectral splitting is enhanced up to several orders of magnitude. We developed LAMIS to date by demonstrating its ability to measure B, C, H, D, Sr and other isotopes. We demonstrated low percent levels for sensitivity and have experimental plans to meet ppm levels. For some isotopes, we have achieved < 0.1% precision. The talk will describe the isotope work that has been reported in LIBS plasmas and show how LAMIS expands those capabilities.
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Controlled Growth of Two-Dimensional Layered Semiconductors from Laser-Synthesized Nanoparticles
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Two-dimensional layered semiconducting materials, notably the metal chalcogenides and dichalcogenides (GaS, GaSe, GaTe, InSe, etc. and MoS2, WS2, MoSe2, NbSe2 , etc.) have recently attracted significant renewed attention due to the novel physical, chemical, electrical and optical properties that can emerge when they are isolated in nanosheets of single- or few-layer thickness [1,2]. Developing new methods for the facile synthesis of layered materials is crucial for emerging applications in functional devices.

Here we demonstrate the use of pulsed laser vaporization (PLV) to form stoichiometric nanoparticles that serve as building blocks for the synthesis of 2D GaSe and MoSe2 layered semiconductors [3,4]. Our PLV approach offers a new synthesis solution to address the challenges of conventional vapor phase growth methods (e.g., CVD), by taking advantage of the spatial confinement of the ablation plume in relatively high background gas pressures to preserve the stoichiometric transfer of material from a bulk target to predefined locations on the substrate while providing sufficient kinetic energy for surface diffusion. After ablation of crystalline targets, the propagation of the laser ablation plume was characterized by in situ ICCD-imaging and ion probe analysis. As shown in Fig. 1, we demonstrate the formation of 2D crystals in either nanosheet networks (200 nm domain sizes) or large single crystalline domains (100 µm lateral sizes) with controlled stoichiometry, number of layers, crystallite size, and growth location. Small-domain nanosheet networks are formed by direct deposition of stoichiometric nanoparticles onto heated substrates in an argon background pressure of ~1 Torr.

To grow large 2D crystals from nanoparticles grown by laser vaporization, room temperature-deposited nanoparticles were sandwiched between two substrates to form a confined vapor transport growth system. Heating from the source substrate side in an inert background gas develops a natural temperature gradient that evaporates the confined nanoparticles from the source substrate to the cooler receiver substrate where crystalline 2D nanosheets are observed to grow in pre-patterned locations. This novel PLV-based synthesis and processing method offers a unique approach for the controlled growth of large-area, metal chalcogenides with a controlled number of layers and sizes in patterned growth locations for optoelectronics and energy related applications.


Research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences (BES), Materials Sciences and Engineering Division and performed in part as a user project at the Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, which is a DOE Office of Science User Facility.
Cubic-BN has mechanical properties similar to diamond however it is not oxidizing at high temperatures in air ambient. Its low-pressure hexagonal phase has a 2D graphene structure with appealing optical, mechanical, and electrical properties; bandgap of c-BN is 6.4 eV and bulk modulus 400 GPa.

Laser pulses of 230 fs duration at 1030 nm and 515 nm wavelengths were focused at a 20 µm depth below the surface of a facet plane inside c-BN crystals. Millimeter-sized grains of c-BN were formed at high pressure conditions using belt-type high pressure apparatus [1]. Tight focusing with numerical aperture NA = 1.42 was implemented to form arrays of damage sites recorded at different pulse energies \( E_p \) at a single pulse conditions. Strong contrast changes were observed at threshold values of \( E_p = 4.5 \) nJ (515 nm) and 80 (1030 nm) estimated at the focus. Separation between irradiation spots was 10 µm to eliminate a cross talk for void-formation and optical characterisation. For comparison, dense sub-surface array of void-structures were fabricated with 800 nm /150 fs pulses focused with NA = 0.95 at a 10 µm depth.

Raman scattering and photoluminescence (PL) was measured from the laser modified void-structures in c-BN. Characteristic TO and LO phonon modes were observed with small broadening at the high-energy side of the modes (Fig. 1). Back-scattered Raman signal excited by 785 nm irradiation was collected with NA = 0.4 lens averaging response from area with several void-structures. Wide peak at 520 cm\(^{-1}\) was the largest modification observed from sub-surface void-structures (800 nm/150 fs). Presence of a lower density h-BN was not confirmed in the void-structures which would be recognisable by its 1350 cm\(^{-1}\) \( E_{2g} \) mode [2]. Under 405 nm excitation, PL from the void regions (Fig. 2(a)) has recognizable features which can be identified as atomic neutral nitrogen N emission at 455, 556, 577 nm [3]. This implies that photolysis of c-BN occurred under high intensity driven by nano-/micro-explosion at the focus. N atoms should be trapped inside the laser shocked region of the void-structure.

Molecular N\(_2\) PL which occurs in 300-400 nm window was out of the range of observation in this first test. The PL excited at 405 nm/30 ps illumination showed close to a single exponential decay with time constant of 4 ns (Fig. 2(b)); under the 532 nm/100 ps excitation the decay was similar 4 ns (not shown here). The PL decay times from the laser structured regions and pristine c-BN were similar; only intensity was different. Formation of voids in materials with the highest bulk modulus exceeding pressures at the Earth’s center can bring fundamental understanding how high-pressure/temperature materials are formed. Conditions at the focal region and energy deposition are discussed.
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Fundamental aspects of laser-matter interaction: Ultrafast dynamics of insulator-to-metal transitions probed by time-resolved photoemission
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Photoexcitation of insulating or semiconducting materials above the band gap leads to non-equilibrium processes on ultrafast timescales. Depending on excitation density their dynamics are governed by exciton formation and electron-phonon scattering or more complex processes like material ablation or laser induced phase transitions. Examples are charge-density wave (CDW) materials where at low temperatures a periodic lattice distortion leads to an opening of an electronic gap at the Fermi surface. Here we study femtosecond laser excitation of wide band gap semiconductors as well as more complex materials with strong electron-phonon coupling and many-body correlation effects leading to the formation of insulating, broken symmetry ground states. We use time- and angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (trARPES) to study surface exciton formation (ZnO) as well as ultrafast insulator-to-metal (IM) transitions in several materials (VO$_2$, TbTe$_3$, TiSe$_2$).

On ZnO surfaces we observe the formation surface-bound excitons within only 200 fs after photoexcitation, which are stable in the presence of a charge accumulation layer caused by hydrogen adsorption. Strong excitation close to the Mott limit enhances the screening of the Coulomb interaction and reduces the exciton formation probability [1]. On the other hand, for the correlated electron material VO$_2$, strong photoexcitation leads to an quasi-instantaneous band gap collapse upon photo-excitation, followed by hot carrier relaxation within 200 fs. In conjunction with many body theory, these results show that the photoinduced phase transition is caused by doping of the valence band with photoholes, leading to an significantly enhanced screening of the Coulomb interaction and drastic band gap renormalization [2]. Furthermore, we have studied the ultrafast dynamics of the electronic structure during photo-induced phase transition in the in charge-density wave compounds TbTe$_3$, DyTe$_3$ and TiSe$_2$. Using trARPES we can directly map the transient changes of the Fermi surface and the opening and closing of the CDW gap (see Fig.1) [3]. For TiSe$_2$ we find an unusual binding energy dependence of relaxation rate back to the CDW phase and scaling like the imaginary part of a model self-energy [4]. This is identified as a signature of strong electron-hole scattering driving the electronic instability in phase transition in TiSe$_2$.

Fig. 1. Time- and momentum-resolved photoemission spectroscopy of the ultrafast band gap collapse in DyTe$_3$ after fs laser excitation.

Laser-matter interaction in ultra-high DC fields: first-principles calculations
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When a semiconductor or insulator is subjected to high electrostatic DC field, its electrical and optical properties can be strongly altered [1,2]. This phenomenon has dramatic consequences in the domains of Atom Probe and Field Ion Microscopies, Field Emission Microscopies and many field-effect nanodevices, where a semiconductor or insulator nanostructure is biased to a high voltage and DC field can reach huge values up to 1 V/Å (Fig. 1a). Moreover, ultrafast lasers are often employed in these techniques to attain better performance. Thus, the study of laser-matter interaction in high DC field becomes crucial for the advancement in these domains.

In this work, using first-principles calculations we study the behavior of Si and MgO atomic clusters in high DC field and illuminated with a laser pulse (Fig. 2b). First, we performed Density-Functional Theory (DFT) calculations and showed that the HOMO-LUMO gaps of Si and MgO clusters drastically decrease in DC field on the order of 1 V/Å (Fig. 1c). Note that HOMO-LUMO gap for molecules and atomic clusters corresponds to band-gap for bulk materials. Then, Time-Dependent DFT study allowed us to introduce the laser illumination and calculate the absorption spectra of Si cluster, demonstrating clear features of the DC-field-induced change in the electronic structures. Finally, the combined TD-DFT and Molecular Dynamics calculations [3] showed that at sufficiently high DC fields, femtosecond laser pulse can trigger the detachment of a Si atom from the cluster.

The theoretical results can be verified using Atom Probe setup (Fig. 1a) [4]. By measuring a flux of atoms emitted from a biased Si and MgO nano-tip as a function of fs-laser pulse intensity and wavelength, we follow experimentally the changes of absorption related to the presence of high DC field.

Fig. 1. (a) Typical setup of Atom Probe and Field Ion Microscopy with a semiconductor or insulator nano-tip biased to high DC voltage $V_{DC}$; (b) MgO and Si atomic clusters used in first-principles calculations, DC field $E_{DC}$ direction is shown by the arrow (c) HOMO-LUMO gaps of clusters as a function of applied DC field.

We gratefully acknowledge the financial support from Tokyo University of Science.

Dynamic observation and analysis of the motion of microorganisms is of importance to understand the functions of specific regions in biosamples such as a flagellum for biologists. For this purpose, e.g., studying the rapid motion of the flagellum, a slide glass with a cover glass or a petri dish is generally used under an optical microscopy equipped with a high-speed camera and a high-numerical-aperture objective lens. However, due to the limitation of visually imaging volumes and long observation time, it is very difficult to efficiently capture the flagellum’s moving images and thereby analyze the movement dynamics. We previously reported the use of glass microchip with three-dimensional (3D) microfluidic structures fabricated by femtosecond (fs) laser for scaling down the observation site as well as preventing the evaporation of water in the medium, which successfully performed the dynamic observation of 3D motion of *Euglena gracilis* (one kind of single-celled, motile microorganisms) with extraordinarily reduced observation time [1]. Considering random swimming behavior of *Euglena* cells in the previous work, 3D flexible control of the swimming direction of cells in a nondestructive manner will enable us to perform more functional observation for precisely quantitative analysis of flagellar movement. In this paper, we propose the use of monolithically integrated electrofluidic devices in glass based on hybrid fs laser microfabrication for flexible electro-orientation and high-performance observation of 3D motion of *Euglena* cells. In this process, 3D glass microfluidic structures with the smooth inner surface are first prepared by fs laser direct-write modification followed by annealing, successive chemical etching and additional annealing processes. Then, using the same laser, the water-assisted laser ablation on the internal walls of fabricated glass microfluidic structures is performed in a space-selective manner. Finally, the electroless metal plating performs the selective deposition of conductive metal structures on the ablated regions to realize electrofluidics [2]. Compared with conventional fabrication methods, electrodes with designable geometries can be flexibly prepared at any positions in microchannels by this technique. To test the electro-orientation performance, *Euglena* cells were introduced into electrofluidic devices as shown in Fig. 1. As seen from Figs. 1a, 1c and 1e, the cells were randomly swimming in the channels when no electric field was applied. Once the proper electric field was applied between the electrodes, the movement of cells dramatically changed to be bidirectionally oriented along the direction of electric field (Figs. 1b, 1d and 1g). Particularly, swimming of cells can be oriented along z-direction using outlined square electrodes formed at the top and bottom of the channel (see Fig. 1d), which makes it much easier to observe the flagellar motion from the front side. In contrast, four electrodes confronting each other at a right angle formed on the bottom of the channel successfully demonstrate controllable electro-orientation of cell movement in the x-y plane by changing the direction of electric field generated in the microscale space (Figs. 1f and 1h). The fabricated electrofluidic devices allow us to perform tracking observation of specific cells manipulated with the electric field with high efficiency as well as to quantitatively analyze the effects of electrical forces on manipulation.

Fig. 1. 3D manipulation of movement of *Euglena* cells in fs laser fabricated electrofluidic devices. (a-b) a pair of electrodes formed at the bottom of a channel; (c-d) outlined square electrodes formed at the top and bottom of a channel. (e-h) four electrodes confronting each other form at the bottom of a channel. Black areas are the electrodes. “ON” and “OFF” refer to electric power. “+” and “−” indicate the transient polarity of the applied AC electric field (10 Vp-p, (b) 0.9 MHz and (d, f, g, h) 2 MHz), i.e., “+” and “−” mean the opposite polarities. The arrows indicate the direction of electric field. Electrode spacing in (a-b) and side length of the observation widow in (c-d) are ~500 μm.
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3D Integrated Photonics: A new enabling technology for astronomy, telecommunications, sensing and quantum science

S. Gross, I. Spaleniak, Z. Chaboyer, A. Arriola, M. Ams, P. Dekker, A. Fuerbach, L. Helt,
M. J. Steel and M. Withford
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There is an ever-growing need for compact and low cost integrated optical devices for use in applications such as communications and sensing. Standard technologies used for the fabrication of such guided wave devices include ion exchange and etching of silicon-on-insulator and silica-on-silicon wafers. These are inherently 2D in nature. A relatively new fabrication method that also shows good promise in this field is that of ultrafast laser direct-writing. It was shown in 1996 that focussed ultrafast laser pulses can induce a permanent refractive index change inside dielectric media; a process initiated via various nonlinear mechanisms. Because the absorption is nonlinear, material modification remains localised at the focal point where the laser intensity is highest. Thus, by translating the material through the focus of an ultrafast laser beam, a pathway of refractive index change can be produced. By varying the writing geometry, the material and ultrafast laser properties, 2D and 3D optical waveguide devices with different characteristics can be fabricated in the bulk of many transparent materials. In addition, ultrafast laser direct writing can be applied to a range of different glasses (and crystals) without the requirement for photosensitivity, and different glass geometries including bulk, fibre and micro-structured fibre.

The capacity for 3D architectures enables device designs that are not achievable using standard planar fabrication methods based on lithography. Embedded waveguide circuitry inside a single piece of bulk glass introduces additional advantages such as high tolerance to vibration and temperature variations. These attributes have been exploited to create integrated photonic lanterns that map multimode light to single mode channels [1], multimode-multimode filters [2], high bandwidth mode selectors [3] and pupil remappers planned for future exoplanet searches [4]. The wavelength range of passive devices of this type span from the visible to the mid – IR, with low propagation losses of < 0.3 dB/cm measured from 1.0 to 4.0 µm. Recent outcomes of 3D integrated photonics applied to the fields of astronomy, telecommunications and quantum science will be presented.

Tuning Dispersion by Controlling Phase Variation in a Ring Resonator Coupled with Mach-Zehnder Interferometer
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Abstract
The group velocity of light pulses $v_g$ can be controlled in dedicated media through material dispersion, in which
the group velocity may be lower than the light velocity in vacuum $c$ (slow light) or larger than $c$ (fast light) or
negative (backwards light). Otherwise, tuning dispersion to control the group velocity can also be attained
through structural dispersion such as optical ring resonators which are very dispersive around its resonant
frequency. In a ring resonator there are two methods to control $v_g$: one is tuning coupled coefficient between
ring resonator and straight optical waveguide, the other is introducing active gain to change propagation loss in
the resonator. However, the coupled coefficient is determined by processing technology and cannot be
changed after fabricating. And introducing active gain such as doping rare-earth ions Er$^{3+}$ into optical
waveguide material is a complicated process. What’s more, tuning range of the group velocity of light is limited
by the luminescence capability of rare-earth ions in the optical waveguide material. In this paper, we propose a
ring resonator coupled with Mach-Zehnder Interferometer (MZI) structure in which the dispersion is tunable
through two phase shift variation points in the MZI’s arm and into the ring resonator respectively. In this way,
the group velocity of light into the ring resonator can be controlled easily into the “slow light”, “fast light” and
“backwards light” region and in this structure we can obtain positive and negative group velocity in larger range
than a single ring resonator coupled with a straight optical waveguide structure. Moreover, the capability of
tuning dispersion of the cascade of MZI-coupled resonator structure is analysed and compared with cascade of
ring resonator structure.
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Laser Induced Forward Transfer for improving fine line metallization in photovoltaic applications.
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Introduction

Grand challenges to create new front metallization techniques in photovoltaics focus considerable attention on LIFT approach. This alternative method aims to overcome the limitations of the well-established and mature screen-printing technique. Such limitations are for instance: restrictions in the grid pattern design, high temperature steps, and poor aspect ratio of the line contact [1]. Although different new front contact metallization concepts have been studied like ink-jet printing, light induced plating or photolithography, etc., most of them require relatively complicated or expensive processing steps and are not attractive for industrial production [2, 3]. As a result it is desirable to find innovative metallization techniques to improve the cell efficiency without significantly increasing the cost. As mentioned before, a very promising metallization concept, which can be implemented in production lines, is based on a single-step LIFT from thick film Ag inks [4]. But many challenges remain before obtain high-quality, robust and high performance LIFT contacts formation and it is required a fully theoretical and experimental assessment.

With this intention the direction which is followed by Lasers, Plasmas and Photonic Processes Institute (LP3) was to develop and optimize LIFT technique to create front side metallization for photovoltaic applications. This paper presents the results of a study of LIFT technique to create high quality and good relation aspect contacts prepared from thick Ag-based inks. The process provides precision deposits of silver inks films onto a working substrate. The beam of a picosecond pulsed laser (Continuum Leopard SS-10-SV Nd:YAG, 10hz, 50ps, at 355 nm third harmonic) is imaged on the donor. The receiver substrates are located on micrometer translation systems (x, y, z). The laser pulses interact with the liquid film and propel the ink away from the substrate. The ejected material exhibits different regime of ejection depending of the viscosity of the liquid [5, 6]. We focus on this paper on the ejection of high viscosity paste. For successful LIFT front contact formation a full understanding of the fluid dynamics of the accelerating ink films is critical.

Finally, complete morphological study was carried out with Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Energy Dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectrometry and Confocal microscopy. The fluid dynamics of the ejected material has been studied by time-resolved imaging technique. The results and fundamental investigations of the processes underlying the technique illustrate the role played by different laser parameters in the evolution of microstructure and electrical properties of the deposited material.

Fig.1. LIFT printed lines of Ag NP paste (NPS from Harima Inc.) annealed at 220°C during one hour. The line width is 180 µm. a) printing on Si, b) printing on polyimide c) the analysis of the lines by confocal microscopy demonstrates a very good homogeneity and spatial resolution obtained with the LIFT process.
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Poster presentations
Colour centres in alkali halides have many practical applications in high density memory devices, tunable lasers, single molecule trapping, and super-continuum sources [1-4]. For these applications a simpler femtosecond laser direct write method can be used. It is the most efficient and controllable 3D coloration as compared to electron, ion bombardment and X or γ-ray irradiation. One layer of exposed laser regions was coloured in pure KBr crystal at a 100 μm depth with direct laser writing (DLW). KBr become dark blue in locations irradiated by 1030 nm wavelength, 220 fs duration pulses focused by a numerical aperture NA = 0.7 objective lens. The 5 mm long lines with 2 μm separation were fabricated with 5 - 20 nJ (at focus) energy pulses at pulse density of 10 pulses per 1 μm and 1 mm/s scan speed. The absorption spectrum as shown in Fig. 1a with five distinct bands designated as V, F, R1, R2 and M bands, which were in good accordance with the theoretical prediction for the alkali halides [5]. Each band has a particular charge pattern illustrated in Fig. 1b. From the absorption spectrum, the density of colour centres was calculated using Smakula formula (Fig. 1b). The density of the F centre was estimated as high as 5.3 x 10^{18} cm\(^{-3}\), which colored KBr in dark blue. Under the red(white) light illumination centered at F-band the coloration faints. When structural damage was created with 20 nJ pulses (irradiance 3.6 TW/cm\(^2\)) the coloration becomes permanent at the focal region where structural changes of crystal matrix are created. Polarization effects of the writing beam on the transmission of a linearly polarized light at the colour center absorption band were investigated.

Fig.1 (a). The absorption spectrum of KBr after DLW with fs-laser pulses. (b) The density of different colour centres and their configuration (e.g., F centre was formed by a Br\(^{-}\) ion vacancy with a trapped electron.)
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1. Introduction

Tight focusing of femtosecond laser pulses gives the possibility of reaching ultrahigh intensities and creating extreme conditions during laser - material interactions.

Formation of particular structures consisting of nanovoids has potential applications in plasmonics and nanophotonics. Such voids can be produced in transparent dielectric materials by single- or multipulse irradiation with focused high intensity femtosecond lasers [1]. It was demonstrated that the focusing of the laser power in a volume of diameter in the order of the laser wavelength can result in multiple ionization of the atoms forming a quickly expanding plasma and shock wave with pressures in the order of terapascals [2]. Since this pressure value exceeds with orders of magnitude the strength (Young modulus) of the irradiated material, at the compressing and rarefaction period of the shock wave reversible (melting/solidifying) and irreversible phase changes (e.g. transition from crystalline into amorphous state) can occur. Besides the amorphous material the presence of nano-crystallites with increased density was also demonstrated by transmission electron microscopic and X-ray diffraction studies [3, 4].

Our aim was to study effects induced by focusing of femtosecond laser pulses inside different optical materials and to form modified regions around the produced nanovoids having optical and mechanical properties different from that of starting material.

2. Experiments and results

Pulses of a Ti-sapphire laser (CPA-2001, Clarc MRX: \( \lambda = 775 \) nm, FWHM=150 fs) operated at 1 kHz repetition rate were focused into the transparent targets with a 50X microscope objective (NA=0.8). During the processing the target was placed onto an XYZ translator and was continuously scanned over a range of \( 0.5 \times 0.5 \times 0.2 \text{ mm}^3 \) resulting in a 3D array of 50×50×10 focal sites, each of them receiving one single laser shot. The pulse energy reaching the sample surface was varied in 7-170 µJ range. The irradiated materials were fused silica, \( \text{YVO}_4 \), \( \text{CaCO}_3 \), \( \text{KTiOPO}_4 \) (KTP) and \( \text{LiNbO}_3 \). The polarisation plane was set as to avoid the multiple focusing in anisotropic samples.

The threshold pulse energy for void formation was estimated for the applied materials. The largest lateral size of the produced voids was \( \approx 4\mu \text{m} \). At the elevated pulse energies the cracking of the crystals was observed which makes difficult the study of effects related to high energy shock waves generated inside the materials.

The prepared voids and their neighbouring layers could be analysed after proper cutting, polishing and etching of the samples. The characteristic properties of the modified volumes were examined with different methods: optical microscopy, micro-Raman spectroscopy, electron microscopy and optical energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. On the basis of the obtained results further, more detailed studies will be made using promising experimental parameters.

3. References

The periodically structured transparent materials have a wide range of application possibilities: these can be applied as transmission gratings, in sensing and special spectroscopy techniques (OWLS), etc. The two-beam interferometric laser-induced backside wet etching (TWIN-LIBWE) method is a well suited, competitive procedure for structuring of these materials (especially for grating fabrication in fused silica surface) due to the achievable high resolution (reachable minimum grating period is ≈100 nm) and good controllability [1].

The reachable minimum grating period is limited in TWIN-LIBWE by optically: the applied laser wavelength, the incident angle and the relevant refractive indexes determined the achievable minimum grating period. Beside this obvious optical limitation, the thermal effects also limit the achievable resolution. If the heat diffusion length [2] is comparable with the grating constant, the material can be removed not only from the intensity maximums of the interference pattern, but from the minimums, too. This could be the reason that the modulation depth of structure drastically decreased if the period reach the magnitude of the heat diffusion length [1]. However, the heat diffusion length does not describe completely the lateral heat diffusivity. Therefore our motivation was to simulate numerically the grating fabrication during TWIN-LIBWE procedure to verify our above described assumptions. We aimed to study the effects of lateral heat diffusion in this periodical irradiation pattern on the resulted grating structure. To achieve this objective, we extended our previously published one dimensional LIWBE model [3-4] to two dimensional, including the lateral heat diffusion.

The material removal during LIBWE procedure can be attributed to basically thermal (high temperature target surface), chemical (modification of hydrocarbon absorber and the carbon contamination of target surface) and mechanical (high pressure jet and bubble) effects. The latter one was not taken into account in this model. During our calculation the two-dimensional heat flow equation was solved by the finite differences method. The phase changes and the temperature-dependent thermal parameters of the relevant materials are included. The absorption of thin, carbon contaminated fused silica film and the removal of boiled layer from the transparent target surface are also taken into consideration. The incoming laser intensity has sinusoidal profile: one grating period was taking into account with the consideration of proper boundary conditions. In our model the heat can propagate both perpendicularly to the liquid-target boundary and parallel to the surface (perpendicularly the grooves). The average laser fluence and the grating periods were swept in the following ranges: fluence: 200-600 mJ/cm²; period: 100-1000 nm. The etched profiles were perfectly calculated with our model.

The results were similar as we expected: in the smaller period cases (p=100 and 200 nm) the lateral heat diffusion become dominant and the modulation depth decreases, while for higher periods (p>5-600 nm) the decreasing of modulation depth is not significant.

Time-resolved measurement of femtosecond laser energy deposition in fused silica
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Aix Marseille Univ., CNRS, LP3 UMR 7341, 163 avenue de Luminy C.917, 13288 Marseille, France
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Pump-and-probe experiments are routinely implemented in science to investigate the physical mechanisms governing matter transformation submitted to an external excitation [1]. In this context, due to their brevity, femtosecond pulses are an ideal tool to study the dynamics of the physics taking place during laser-matter interaction [2].

In this work, we develop laser-matter interaction experiments with a 500 fs pump pulse and a 60 fs probe pulse, with their characterization relying on an adapted frequency-resolved optical gating technique [3]. Major advantage of the developed set-up is that the time calibration is directly realized in-situ (using the sample itself), and in the exact configuration of the pump-probe experiment, thus allowing us to determine with high precision the dynamics of laser energy deposition in dielectrics.

In particular, by monitoring the change of transient optical properties read by the short probe, we are able to retrace the time-resolved evolution of pump absorption by the free-electron plasma developing at the surface of a fused silica target irradiated by a single femtosecond pulse as a function of laser fluence (see Figure 1 as an example for \( F = 3.9 \times F_{th,LIAT} \), with \( F_{th,LIAT} \) the laser-induced ablation threshold fluence) [4]. The precise calibration of time zero allows us to measure precisely the effective duration of i) absorption of the fs laser pulse and ii) of plasma relaxation as well as iii) the characteristics of the plasma mirror formed at the surface of the transparent material. These results and related knowledge help to fully understand laser energy deposition and ionization in dielectrics and to optimize laser-based micromachining processes [5,6].

![Fig. 1. Transmitted (green circles), reflected (grey triangles) and absorbed (red squares) intensity fractions of the pump pulse resulting from the interaction with the plasma at \( 3.9 \times F_{th,LIAT} \). The black dashed and dash-dotted lines indicate the reflectivity and transmissivity of SiO\(_2\) at rest, respectively. \( F_{th,LIAT} = 5.8 \ J/cm^2 \), with \( F \) expressed in terms of peak fluence \( (F = \frac{2E}{\pi w_0^2}) \). In these experiments, \( w_0 \approx 14.1 \ \mu m \).](image)
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Comparative study of nanoparticle-assisted resonant and non-resonant ultrafast laser nanocavitation
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Plasmonic nanoparticle (NP)-enhanced laser nanocavitation (or plasmonic bubble (PB)) is crucial for a variety of biomedical research fields such as cancer treatment, imaging, disease detection, drug and gene delivery [1]. In this paper, we present a comparative study of nanobubble generation using non-resonant gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) and resonant silica/gold core-shell nanoparticles (CSs) under infrared ultrafast laser irradiation. We investigated the different PB generation mechanisms and the cavitation/disintegration thresholds using a variety of techniques, such as pump-probe single NP imaging, scattering pump-probe PB detection, in-situ dark-field imaging, in-situ spectroscopy and TEM.

For non-resonant AuNPs, we investigated the role of the near-field and laser pulse width in the nanocavitation mechanism around nanocavitation threshold laser fluences. In order to ensure a systematic alteration of the near-field we used a variety of AuNPs with sizes ranging from 80 nm to 210 nm. We observed a clear dependence of both the nanocavitation laser fluence threshold ($F_{PB,th}$) and the AuNP disintegration laser fluence threshold ($F_{D,th}$) on the AuNP size. Depending on this size and the laser pulse width, the $F_{D,th} / F_{PB,th}$ ratio varies between ~ 3.5 to ~ 7, indicating a broad processing window. Within this processing window, the AuNPs present noticeable ability to generate multiple micron-size PBs with fluences ranging from 80 to 200 mJ/cm² without any decrease in cavitation efficiency. Further experimental investigations and plasma modeling both show that optical breakdown is the dominant mechanism for the PB generation in the fs regime. Ultrafast AuNPs excitation thus enabled the PB generation without any particle damaging.

For resonant CSs, we observed micron-size PB generation with fluences ranging from 8 to 20 mJ/cm², 10 times lower than with AuNPs, while avoiding the complete particle destruction. The PB formation can arise from two main energy sources: heat transfer from the hot particles and plasma relaxation in the water surrounding those particles. For ultrafast pulses, we show that a unique combination of those two mechanisms leads to cavitation, facilitating PB production. A complete TEM CSs damaging characterization revealed three damaging regimes in which the CSs are subsequently cracked, melted and completely destroyed. We show the existence of a processing window for which the CSs are melted (not destroyed) and can generate PB.

Comparing the two particle types, non-resonant AuNPs result in an optical breakdown driven cavitation mechanism that leaves the particles intact. Generating PB requires relatively high fluences, in the order of few hundreds of mJ/cm². Those high fluences could limit in-vivo treatments. On the other hand, resonant CSs result in a unique combination between heat transfer and breakdown cavitation mechanisms followed by CSs melting. This melting limits the possibility of multiple treatments using the same particles. However, generating PB with resonant CSs requires much lower fluences than with non-resonant AuNPs. This low fluence (few tenths of mJ/cm²) could allow for treatment in deeper tissue.

In conclusion, we demonstrate that ultrafast laser PB generation strongly depends on the NP selection. Future in-vivo applications would have to meet both low threshold treatment and NP integrity requirements. In this context, our findings can be the basis for further development of PB-based nanosurgery as an efficient therapeutic tool.

Origin of photoinduced change in optical properties of chalcogenide glass
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Chalcogenide glasses have been intensively investigated during the last several decades due to their potential applications in many fields such as information storage and integrated optics. Recently significant achievements have been made regarding the understanding of microscopic mechanism of some photo-induced effects. However, the nature of many intriguing phenomena in these glasses is not well understood. In this report, the phenomena of photoinduced transmitting change and photoinduced second harmonic generation in chalcogenide glass were focused. Based on the detailed structural characterization before and after irradiation, together with corresponding theoretical analysis, the origin of the above-mentioned photoinduced phenomena in chalcogenide glass is proposed.
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Three–dimensional modeling of laser cutting process with compressible and incompressible assisting gas
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Abstract

The understanding of the fundamental physical phenomena occurring during laser cutting of metals is still only slightly understood. Indeed, the models used in literature are often highly simplified and focus on some effects such as considering the cutting gas as a force balance applied to the gas–material interface, neglecting other important physical mechanisms. In the presented work, a three–dimensional model has been constructed to study laser cutting process in the case of compressible and incompressible applied inert gas. It is based on the Navier–Stokes equations with the energy conservation one and the implementation of the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method to track the formation of the kerf. The laser energy which is absorbed at the cutting front is introduced as source term into the energy equation. By using a phase change model, we simulate the dynamics and geometry of a growing laser-cutting generated kerf until it becomes fully developed. All these physics are coupled and solved simultaneously by Fluent CFD®.

The figure below shows sequences of kerf formation evolution under the effect of assisting gas jet.

Fig. 1. Kerf formation during laser cutting process at different time step t.
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The three-level ripples induced by femtosecond laser on a 6H-SiC single crystal and the formation mechanism
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1. Introduction
For controlling the physical properties of 6H-SiC as functional devices, microstructuring of 6H-SiC by femtosecond lasers has been intensively studied[1]. In this paper, by a line-scanning laser irradiation at different velocities, the textured 6H-SiC surface progressively involved from first 200nm-period ripples, then 580nm-period ripples, and finally to 315nm ripples. The finite-difference-time-domain method(FDTD) was adopted to analyse the formation mechanism of the three-level ripples.

2. Experiments and results
In our experiment, a laser beam of 800 nm,120-fs and 1kHz was focused by a 5x microscopic objective on the surface of a (0001) 6H-SiC wafer. For laser fluence of 2.2 J/cm², as the moving velocity of the laser focus decreased from 1000 μm/s to 100 μm/s, the morphologies of the ablation lines are shown in Fig.1, which demonstrate the progressive growth of 200nm, 580nm, 315nm-period ripples.

3. Discussion and conclusion
We agree with the proposal of M. Obara that the interference of incident wave with the wave scattered by surface scratches is the most possible reason for inducing 200nm-period and 580nm-period ripples[2]. Main discussions were focused on the orientation characteristics of ripples that M. Obara did not consider. Both isolated scratches (Fig.2(a-d)) and crossed scratches with different orientation angles (Fig.2e) were constructed. The detailed FDTD simulation in Fig.2 indicate that for scratches oriented 90° with respect to laser polarization generate a pair of strongest ripple-like optical field enhancement compared to scratches with other orientation angles, which generate most competitive ripples perpendicular to laser polarization. In Fig.3(a), a group of NSW ripple is constructed to analyse their interaction with the incident wave. The simulated results of Fig.3(b) show that periodic optical field enhancement appears among the 580nm-period ripple gap, which is responsible for the formation of 315nm-period MSW ripples.
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Integrated analysis of millisecond pulsed laser irradiation on metals by comprehensive optical diagnostics and numerical simulation
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Physical phenomena in pulsed Nd:YAG laser irradiation with millisecond pulse duration could be considered as the most simple case of laser–material interaction: thermodynamic equilibrium, heat transfer as the main energy transfer mechanism, limited convection in a shallow molten pool with flat surface, no intensive evaporation and plasma formation [1,2]. However it appears that when applying comprehensive optical diagnostics supported by numerical simulation, the real situation is not so simple and evident: to explain evolution of surface temperature evaporation should be taken into account in mathematical model, restoration of real temperature measured by pyrometer is not possible without definition of emissivity variation with temperature, interaction of metallic vapour with laser beam exists even at low energy density flux such as the order of $10^5$ W/cm$^2$.

Comprehensive analysis of heat-and mass transfer under the pulses of Nd:YAG laser irradiation on INOX 304L substrates was carried out by simultaneous application of complimentary optical diagnostic tools. The following optical devices were used: (a) original multi-wavelength pyrometer in the near infrared range (1,370- 1,531 µm); (b) IR-camera FLIR Phoenix RDASTM equipped by InSb sensor with 3 to 5 µm band pass arranged on 320x256 pixels array; (c) Phantom V7.1 camera with SR-CMOS monochrome sensor, up-to 105 frames per second for 64x88 pixels array. Laser irradiation parameters: variation of energy per pulse in the range 15-30 J at a constant pulse duration of 10 ms with and without protective gas (Ar). True temperature was restored based on the method of multi-wavelegths pyrometry; this way, melting/solidification was analysed. Emissivity hysteresis with temperature was found. Variation of intensity of the surface evaporation visualised by camera Phantom V7.1 was linked with the surface temperature evolution.

Variation of the melt lifetime, duration of solidification and the instant when melting starts with parameters of pulsed action obtained from pyrometer measurements are compared with the results of numerical simulation. The influence of initial surface roughness on near-surface mass transfer was analysed: It was shown that rapid heating and evaporation of the micro-picks at the surface, in particular in case of high initial roughness, strongly contribute to material removal from the irradiated surface. Evaporation and micro-particles ejection in case of high surface roughness was seen even before the beginning of melting.
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This paper presents a scheme of second harmonic generation (SHG) of an intense $q$-Gaussian laser beam in a hot collisionless plasma magnetized perpendicular to the direction of propagation of laser beam. On account of $\nabla \times B$ force, an upper hybrid wave (UHW) at pump frequency is generated. Following moment theory approach in W.K.B approximation the solution of the pump laser beam has been obtained. Filamentary structures of the laser beam are observed due to ponderomotive nonlinearity. There filaments are the regions of very high intensity and hence the UHW gets localized in these regions thereby producing steep density gradients in the transverse direction that in turn act as a source of S.H.G of pump beam. Numerical simulations have been carried out to have appreciation of laser filamentation and to delineate its effect on localization of UHW as well as on conversion efficiency of second harmonics. It has been observed that that intensity profile of the laser beam and strength of static magnetic field have significant effect on localization of UHW as well as on conversion efficiency of second harmonics.
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Abstract:

In the present work we report the effect of magnetic field on the emission intensity of the neutral and singly ionized transition line, spatial and temporal variation in the plasma properties of the tin plasma in vacuum produced by the CO$_2$ laser. The plasma electron temperature is inferred by the Boltzmann plot method from singly ionized Sn emission lines, and plasma electron density is inferred using Stark broadened profiles. In the temporal variations, the temperature with and without magnetic field of 0.64T is estimated as (1.48 - 0.63) eV and (1.04 - 0.58) eV at the delay of (200 – 1100) ns. Another experiment the electron temperature is measured in the range of (0.53 - 1.28) eV, and electron density is measured in the range of (9.19×10$^{15}$ - 7.45×10$^{16}$) cm$^{-3}$, as the laser intensity is varied from (1×10$^{10}$ to 2.5×10$^{10}$) W/cm$^2$. The plasma shielding effect has been observed within the laser intensities of (2×10$^{10}$ – 2.5×10$^{10}$) W/cm$^2$.

In order to get more information regarding the time taken by a particular state of the constituent to evolve after the onset of plasma, TOF emission studies were made for tin with and without magnetic field. This technique gives details on the velocity and K.E of the emitted particles. TOF profiles were taken at different distances from the target surface with and without magnetic field, in order to study the effect magnetic field. Time resolved studies were made for Sn II (556.19 nm) and Sn I (317.5 nm) species at a distance of 0mm, 1mm, 2mm and 3mm from the target surface in the presence and absence of the magnetic field. The expansion velocities of the Sn II were found to be greater than the excited neutrals. The expansion velocities of Sn II at 556.19 nm for 1mm distance from the surface with and without magnetic field were found to be 0.19×10$^{6}$ cm/sec and 0.23×10$^{6}$ cm/sec respectively. Similarly, expansion velocities of Sn II at 556.19 nm for 3mm distance from the surface with and without magnetic field were found to be 0.27×10$^{6}$ cm/sec and 0.32×10$^{6}$ cm/sec respectively. The observed deceleration of neutrals and ions compared to the field free case is consistent with magnetohydrodynamics model in which K.E of expansion is converted into joule heating.

We explain the results by considering the role of various atomic processes viz. electron impact excitation and recombination
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Absorption of intense laser pulses gives rise to various non-equilibrium processes in condensed matter which result in ablation of irradiated materials. Some of the processes are not sufficiently investigated and need more adequate descriptions than that formulated in previous decades and used [1] until today without necessary modifications.

Here the laser ablation processes are analyzed in the framework of molecular dynamic simulations combined with continual description of electron subsystem in metals. At nanosecond pulse duration in metal (Al) film targets with 48 and 430 nm thickness which is initially in liquid states with temperature 6400 K four different ablation regimes are observed depending on laser pulses intensities: surface evaporation, explosive (volume) boiling, spinodal decomposition and supercritical fluid expansion [2-4]. At shorter (picosecond) pulses spallation effect (see, e.g. [5,6]) due to negative pressure values generated in the thin film (48 nm) is also observed. Thin dielectric films demonstrate similar behavior except for repetitive explosive boiling process observed in 430 nm metal film.

Appearance of explosive boiling in metals irradiated with intense laser pulses is not evident beforehand because of high values of thermal conductivity and small radiation penetration length. Nevertheless, the explosive boiling process at absorbed radiation intensity \( I = 44 \text{ MW/cm}^2 \) is clearly visible in Fig 1a which shows several flying away target fragments formed after explosions at earlier moments 1.16 ns, 1.5 ns and 1.79 ns. The fragments with initially well defined boundaries then become thinner and disintegrate due to surface evaporation process. Remnants of the first fragment which was formed due to the first explosion at 0.71 ns are not visible here. Fig 1b shows spinodal decomposition regime where density fluctuations have no such distinct boundaries as in the explosive boiling case. Initial thickness of the explosive boiling fragment is of the order radiation penetration length (about 10 nm). This result means, in particular, that in theoretical description of the explosive boiling process in irradiated metals [1] it is necessary to take properly into account finite value radiation penetration length.

Pressure pulses generated during explosive boiling in the considered model have durations 100-200 ps with amplitudes 200-300 bar above preceding recoil pressure level and they can be used as experimental markers for near critical region approaching.
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Laser ablation of absorbing liquids under transparent cover: acoustical and optical monitoring
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Phase transitions are among many others non equilibrium processes which take place during laser ablation of condensed matter. Despite a lot of papers on the theme experimental investigations of the phase transition and related phenomena in laser ablation remain somewhat incomplete, in particular, due to a lack of simultaneously measured different parameters in the experiments. In interesting papers [1,2], e.g., the lack of straightforward experimental information on pressure behavior in irradiated targets impedes unambiguous quantitative interpretation of the results obtained.

In Ref [3] it was shown how the recoil pressure and irradiated surface displacement can be measured simultaneously during action of nanosecond laser pulses with periodically modulated intensity.

In the present work this method combined with optical diagnostic is used to investigate laser ablation of absorbing liquids (water, ethanol) under transparent cover. Erbium laser pulses (wavelength 2.94 µm, 200 ns duration) are delivered to the liquid surface covered with different plates (silica, sapphire and lithium fluoride) transparent to the laser radiation. In water the radiation absorption length is about 1 µm. Optical monitoring set up consists of probe laser beam (cw-laser, wavelength 0.53 µm, 150 mW) directed to the boundary surface plate-liquid at 10 deg. Reflected signals were detected by photodiode with nanosecond time resolution.

Observed optical signals have threshold behavior and last for about several hundred microseconds at laser fluency 0.1 – 0.6 J/cm². Occurrence of optical signals during action of laser pulse is consistent with the results [4] where the bipolar photoacoustic signals were observed in the case of covered liquid surface. Such photoacoustic signals are typical for the free surface case and suggest vapor cavity formation under the transparent cover. Optical signals end which is rather abrupt correlates with arising acoustical perturbations. Our results also suggest cavity formation beneath the transparent plate boundary when the surface of plate is covered by submicron layer of liquid. Fig.1 shows optical signals oscillations after the laser pulse ending.

Fig. 1. Reflected probe beam signals from ethanol and water, covered by sapphire plate; a) full length the signals, b) initial part of the signals.
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Fabrication of 3D microchannels in PMMA by Nd:YAG laser
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Nowadays, microfluidic chips are very attractive for different application especially medical ones. Among various methods used for fabrication of microfluidic devices, fs laser direct writing has been addressed by several researchers [1-3]. Using fs pulses leads to clean ablation with at least thermal damage to the surrounding area. On the other hands, in ns laser ablation, the surface roughness of the orders of microns formed on the ablated area. However typical microfluidic structures are on the orders of ten to hundred microns. Then this amount of roughness is acceptable. In this paper, we study ns direct writing of microchannels in PMMA. The second harmonic of a Q-switch Nd:YAG laser (τ ~ 8 ns) is used as irradiation source. The effect of laser parameters on the quality and dimensions of channels is investigated.

Ns laser fabrication of 2D micro-channels in PMMA followed by wet chemical etching
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Ns laser ablation is used for the fabrication of 2D microfluidic channels in PMMA. Influence of operating parameters such as the pulse energy, the translation speed, the focal length of the lens, the number of pulses and the repetition rate on the quality and depth of channels is investigated. A chemical wet etching by HNO3 solution is used after irradiation to improve the surface quality of the fabricated channels. The optimum time for a define concentration of the solution is found.
Influence of laser pulse width on the ablation of Zinc in nitrogen ambient
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We report time of flight (TOF) spectral measurements of laser produced plasmas (LPP) generated by irradiating a solid Zinc target with lasers of nanosecond (7 ns, 1064 nm) and femtosecond (100 fs, 796 nm) pulse durations respectively, carried out in a broad ambient pressure range of 0.05 to 100 Torr of Nitrogen. At the relatively high input fluence of ~ 16 J/cm² used, fast and slow atomic species are found to appear at different times in the TOF spectra, the dynamics of which are primarily determined by the pulse durations of the irradiating laser[1-3]. In fs LPP, the average speed of fast species is unaffected by an increase in ambient pressure, while in ns LPP average speed is found to reduce with pressure. Slow species shows a sharp peak in TOF spectra with a narrow velocity distribution for fs LPP, indicating a large number density ($N_e$) and low electron temperature ($T_e$), which is confirmed through optical emission spectroscopic studies. Whereas for ns LPP, the TOF of slow species is found to have more broadened profile due to strong plume-laser interaction. The dynamics of slow species is heavily influenced by the presence of shock waves, which leads to the occurrence of a much slower species at larger pressures. The optimum ambient pressure for maximum emission intensity and emission life time is determined to be 10 Torr.
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1. Introduction

Liquid-phase laser ablation is expected to be applied to various applications, such as underwater in-situ elemental analysis and synthesis of nanoparticles in liquid. However, the mechanism is not fully clarified due to complex interactions among pulsed laser, solid, liquid, plasma and bubble induced in the process. To improve the performance of the elemental analysis and the synthesis of nanoparticles, we have to understand the behavior of the ablated species and the bubble, and their relationship should be also controlled. Plasma emission images and shadowgraph images have been observed to investigate the ablated species and the bubble. However, in the case of the shadowgraphy multiple events are required to capture the bubble dynamics during its whole lifetime. Therefore, it is difficult to evaluate the temporal behavior precisely since in our case the shot-to-shot fluctuations are significant. Gregorčič et al. have used a laser-beam-transmittance probe (LBTP) to measure the whole bubble dynamics from a single pulse [1]. In the case of LBTP the continuous-wave (CW) illumination probe is needed to illuminate the interaction area. The portion of the CW laser is scattered and deflected by the bubble. Thus, the transmitted light power, which is collected by a lens to a photodetector, decreases by increasing the bubble’s diameter. In such a way, the whole bubble dynamics is detected from a single laser shot, which is especially important in the case of non-repeatable conditions due to the significant shot-to-shot fluctuations. In the present study, the behavior of the ablated species and the bubble induced by laser ablation in water are investigated by employing LBTP. We study the effects of laser-pulse duration, which could control the relationship between the ablated species and the bubble [2].

2. Experimental

A Q-switch Nd:YAG laser with the wavelength of 1064 nm, the pulse duration of 20 ns (short pulse) or 100 ns (long pulse), and the pulse energy of 6 mJ (fixed) was focused onto a Cu target in water. As a CW probe we used a He-Ne laser (632.8 nm) expanded by 10 times by using a beam expander. The probe passed through the bubble on the ablation spot in the direction parallel to the target surface. The transmitted probe light was collected by a lens into a photodiode. The photodiode signal was measured by an oscilloscope. In the case that we observed the signal immediately after the laser irradiation, the band-pass interference filter (632 ± 1.5 nm) was placed in front of the photodiode to avoid the detection of the plasma emission as well as the scattered light of the pulsed laser. The temporal profile of the pulsed laser was observed by another photodiode which detects the reflected light from a beam splitter that was placed on the laser pathway.

3. Results and discussion

When a bubble starts to expand the LBTP signal decreases since less light is transmitted through the interaction area. In our experiments, the several negative peaks were obtained in the LBTP signal due to multiple oscillations of the bubble. Here, the amplitude and the duration of a single peak in LBTP signal decreases with the repetition. From peak widths, which were from ~10 μs to ~100 μs, the time of a single bubble oscillation can be obtained. The peaks attributed to the third and subsequent bubbles in the case of the short pulse had higher amplitude and were wider than that in the case of the long pulse, although the peaks attributed to the first bubble were almost the same for the both cases. This is probably because the ablated species remains in the bubble in the case of the long pulse compared to the case of the short pulse, which may enhance the viscosity of the bubble. Unexpectedly, a scattering signal with the width of ~1 μs was observed immediately after the laser irradiation. This is probably related to the ejection and dispersion of the ablated species into the water phase. The beginning of the signal was steep and the profile fluctuated shot-by-shot in the case of the short pulse compared to the case of the long pulse. This might indicate that relatively large amount of the ablated species are ejected into the water phase in the case of the short pulse in contrast to the case of the long pulse. This could affect the contents of the bubble and consequently the repetition behavior of the bubble might be changed as discussed above.


1. Abstract

Ultrafast laser ablation techniques are powerful tools for the synthesis and processing of materials; fs pulses, shaped in different temporal and spatial configurations, can be used to influence the outcome of material ablation either acting on the laser/target interaction dynamics [1] or by the control of the phase state of the ablation plasma [2]. Nanostructures consisting of II-VI semiconductors doped with transition metal atoms can potentially bear magnetic and optical functionalities [3]. In previous work [4] we have investigated the ablation of Co/ZnS targets irradiated by two 100 fs pulses, at 800 nm with individual pulse energies below the threshold for ion detection by TOF-MS; with pulses separated by time delays in the range of 0 to 300 ps, the yields of Co, Zn and S ions were found to be strongly dependent on the relative energy and delay between the two pulses.

In this work the products deposited by double pulse (DP) ablation were collected on appropriate substrates and the dependence on delay and pulse energy of the composition, morphology and structure of the deposits was investigated. Previously the DP ablation plasma was studied by Optical Emission Spectroscopy to characterize the composition and dynamics of the ejected neutrals. DP ablation and deposition was carried out under vacuum and the growth of the deposit layer on Si substrates was monitored “in situ” by measuring the varying reflectivity of a He-Ne beam.

The threshold fluence of a single fs pulse (SP), giving rise to a measurable layer of deposited material, was investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Analysis of the deposit layer obtained after $10^6$ laser shots showed that SP ablation at a fluence of ~ 0.15 Jcm$^{-2}$ yielded a ~10 nm thick layer on the Si substrate whereas a layer nearly one order of magnitude thicker was obtained with $10^6$ DP sequences of two identical pulses of the same fluence, delayed by 1 ps. Moreover, the layer height measured at delays of 300 ps between pulses was five times larger than the expected from two uncoupled single fs pulses. The AFM images are shown in Figure 1.

Finally, we unambiguously show that the delay between the pulses, in the picosecods range, plays a determining role on the total yield of the ablation process. This fact, and the more subtle effects on the composition of the PLD-synthesized deposits, will be discussed in terms of the efficiency of the laser energy coupling and the relaxation processes in the material.

2. References

Abstract
Laser cutting of steel is nowadays a well established industrial process. Manufacturers using laser cutting in their production are particularly interested in attainment of high cutting speeds for maximization of productivity and cutting reproducibility by Optimization of the processing parameters.
In the present study, the maximum cutting speed is investigated as a function of laser power and gas jet velocity. For this purpose, a three-dimensional transient finite volume model has been constructed, based on the Navier–Stokes equations and energy conservation equation for the description of momentum and heat transport phenomena, and the Volume of Fluid (VOF) method for free surface tracking. The Fresnel absorption model is used to handle the absorption of the incident wave by the surface of the liquid metal and the enthalpy-porosity technique is employed to account for the latent heat during melting and solidification of the material. The main objective of using a transient phase change model in the current case is to simulate the dynamics and geometry of a growing laser-cutting generated kerf until it becomes fully developed.
It was observed that when the cutting speed is increased high enough for a given laser power level, a maximum cutting speed is reached beyond which the laser power is insufficient to produce complete cutting. The maximum cutting speed is defined as the speed for which the calculated cutting profile is just deep enough to cut through a workpiece of a given thickness.
The results show that maximum cutting speed increases by rising the laser power and assist gas velocity. The results indicate an intense influence of the laser power on the maximum cutting speed.

Fig. 1. Temperature distribution and groove formation during laser processing of 1 mm thickness sheet steel.
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Laser ablation is widely applied in cutting, engraving, and marking and it is regarded as a novel technique in the fashion clothing industry. In the past, the fabrics such as cotton, silk, lace, polyester and leather, were cut by using traditional tools (i.e. knife or shear). However, these tools would be easily wearing after a period of time and sometimes the edge of some fabrics would be fraying. To solve the above problems, the laser cutting technology with the characteristics of fast, high precision, repeatability and high flexibility of shapes can be applied. Therein, the thermal properties and quality of cut surface on cloth-reinforced polyester was discussed in previous study [1-2], and the laser technology applied in fabrication of three-dimensional patterns for textiles was represented in recent years [3-4]. However, the properties and the edge effects of the fabrics before and after the laser ablation were not investigated.

This article aims to analyze the variation of the component and the contour of fabrics cut using ultraviolet laser system with a wavelength of 355 nm. The processing parameters include the laser powers, pulsed frequencies, scanning speeds can be adjusted, and the shrink ratio and the oxidation degree are discussed. Then, the suitable parameters in cutting process for fabrics are determined. The experiments and the results showed: 1) the cross section and the morphology of the composite materials cutting by the laser ablation and knife were evaluated by three-dimensional confocal laser scanning system and discussed; 2) the powers and pulsed frequency were fixed at 14 W and 100 kHz, and the scanning speed ranged from 5 to 30 mm/s to develop the repeat cycles and shape distortion of silk materials. The results showed scanning speed of 5 mm/s and repeat 6 cycles would cause the minimum distortion of silk; 3) the pulsed frequency was adjusted from 60 to 200 kHz to analyze the oxidation and carbonize degree at the edge of non-woven. In addition, the suitable parameters of laser systems for different types of fabric were investigated as the reference information and the laser cutting system can provide the high speed, without fraying and smooth edge of patterns for clothing industry.

Figure 1: (a) Schematic of the fabric cutting using laser ablation, (b) the microscopic and (c) the profile images of edge of fabrics cut using knife and laser ablation.
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The possibility of creating micro cavities, cracks or refractive index modifications due to the interaction of laser radiation with transparent materials by focusing the laser radiation into the material offers many promising applications. Holographic data storage, laser-written waveguides or optical gratings are some examples [1,3]. For further improvements in the quality of the named applications, a deep understanding of the involved processes during the laser radiation material interaction is necessary. In this work, the change of the laser intensity distribution by spherical aberration caused by the transition of the radiation from air to matter is discussed. The simulations are compared with experimental data with respect to the calculated intensity distributions and the lateral size of the laser-generated cavities.

Experiments were performed producing micro cavities by ultrashort-pulsed laser radiation (wavelength $\lambda = 1030 \text{ nm}$, pulse duration ($\text{sech}^2$) $\tau_0 = 180 \text{ fs}$, gaussian beam diameter before objective $d_\sigma = 5 \text{ mm}$, pulse energy $E_p = 60–230 \text{ nJ}$) PMMA (refractive index $n = 1.48$, surface at $z = 0$) at the optical distances $d_{\text{opt}} = n \cdot z_0$ by using an infinity-corrected microscope objective with NA = 0.65, focal length $f = 4 \text{ mm}$. $z_0$ represent the set geometrical positions with 50 µm, 80 µm, 110 µm, 140 µm and 170 µm. The threshold intensity was estimated to $I_{\text{thr}} = 27 \text{ TW/cm}^2$. Longer cavities are formed when the radiation is focused deeper into the transparent material (Fig. 1).

Simulations were performed to interpret the results including the calculation of the beam propagation in air and PMMA using a propagation operator, like Kirchhoff’s diffraction formula or the Spectrum of Planes Waves (SPW), which is based on Fast Fourier Transformation (FFT) [1]. Another approach for beam propagation is solving the Maxwell equation e. g. by Finite Differences Time Domain (FDTD) [2]. Kirchhoff’s diffraction formula and FDTD can be used unrestricted but have a long computation time in which FDTD has the highest computational effort. While SPW is very fast, it has only a restricted applicability. To avoid these restrictions, some solutions are given and discussed, which includes a semi-analytical proceeding of Kirchhoff’s diffraction formula, automatic refinement of the sampled area for the SPW, and the coupling of the two approaches with FDTD. All simulations were performed using Graphic Processor Units (GPU) to reduce the calculation time.

The calculation with Kirchhoff’s diffraction formula of the intensity distribution describes the same effects that were observed in the experiments (Fig. 1 and 2). Due to an increasing spherical aberration with increasing depth of the material, the beam size gets larger and the threshold intensity for the modification of the material is not reached anymore. This calculation could also be achieved by an analytical solution [3]. However, the further work will include simulations of the temperature distribution due the heating of matter and thermal stress induced by ultrashort pulsed laser radiation leading to non-ideal simulation conditions. In that case, an analytical solution is no longer valid.


Fig. 1. Left: Laser-induced cavities by ultrashort laser radiation in PMMA for different pulse energies at distinct $z$-positions (surface $z = 0$, light microscopy). Right: calculated intensity distribution corresponding to the experimental parameters. Middle: Area with higher intensity than $I_{\text{thr}}$.

Fig. 2. Calculated Intensity distribution at the beam waist for $d_{\text{opt}} = n \cdot 170 \text{ µm}$ and $E_p = 230 \text{ nJ}$.
This paper presents a scheme for excitation of upper hybrid wave (UHW) by beating two Cosh-Gaussian (ChG) laser beams in a preformed parabolic plasma channel magnetized in a direction perpendicular to propagation of laser beams. The mechanism for laser induced nonlinearity is assumed to be a ponderomotive force. The ponderomotive force depends not only on the intensity of first laser beam but also on that of second laser beam. Therefore, the dynamics of one laser beam is governed by that of other and hence cross-focusing of the two laser beams takes place. Starting from Maxwell’s the coupled differential equations governing the evolution of spot size of laser beams with distance of propagation have been derived with the help of moment theory approach in W.K.B approximation. Numerical simulations have been carried out to investigate the effect of laser as well as channel parameters on cross-focusing of the laser beams and further to delineate its effect on power of generated UHW. It has been observed that decentered parameters of the laser beams and strength of static magnetic field have significant effect on excitation of UHW.
Long-wavelength femtosecond lasers are highly desirable for three-dimensional (3D) microfabrication applications in semiconductors that are opaque at the fundamental wavelength of Ti:sapphire lasers. However, experiments show that the intrinsic properties of narrow gap materials prevent the occurrence of confined breakdown in the bulk with tightly focused interaction arrangements.

We perform a pump-probe microscopy experiment at 1300-nm wavelength and ≈50 fs pulse duration [1] to investigate the specificity of microplasmas formed by two-photon ionization [2] when the beam is focused below the surface of silicon crystals (NA=0.3). Figure 1 shows an image of a plasma acquired for a delay of 10 picoseconds after the interaction of a pulse of ≈10 nJ energy. This allows us to study the space-time characteristics of the plasmas for laser intensities up to 10^{12} W/cm^2. The measurements reveal a self-limitation of the excitation at a maximum free-carrier density of ≈10^{19} cm^3, which is more than one order of magnitude below the threshold for permanent modification. In parallel, we perform a pump self-absorption measurement to translate the observations in terms of energy balance inside the material and discuss the potential factors that prevent bulk micromachining. We observe that the plasma develops in a pre-focal region for pump pulse energies exceeding 40 nJ leading to a clamping of the intensity at the focus. This is a major reason for the saturation of the maximum free-carrier density that can be achieved. At higher pulse energies, the shape of the microplasma is changed progressively. The observation likely relies on nonlinear propagation effects due to the low threshold for self-focusing in silicon. The overall results underline the limits in local control of silicon excitation, which are inherent to the use of single near-infrared ultrashort Gaussian pulses.

In addition, the experiment allows us also to study directly free-carrier dynamics in bulk silicon. We observe that the plasma cylinders expand in 2D and we measure a microplasma lifetime of ≈1.5 ns. By combining the observations with simulations, we extract directly the free-carrier diffusion coefficient and recombination time in bulk silicon as a function of free-carrier density up to ≈10^{19} cm^3. This provides an original set of experimental data which must be beneficial for modelling the responses of silicon in various contexts.
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1. Introduction

Different kinds of amorphous materials are used in industry and science for various purposes: they serve as protecting materials, solar cell base materials, bio-compatible coatings for implants, etc. The surface texture of these materials modified by laser pulses below or above the ablation threshold plays an important role in different applications: the surface area can be increased, cell adhesion can be modified etc. The laser induced processes are strongly influenced by the ambient and laser pulse parameters: wavelength, fluence, and pulse number. In our earlier experiments the surface texture formation processes were studied on different type of crystalline materials as function of the pulse number and laser fluence. Based on these results a possible scheme for the formation processes was sketched, but further examination is needed to reveal the processes being most significant from point of view of surface texturing.

A further parameter of which variation can help to determine the main processes of surface texturing is the duration of the laser pulse. Its variation in the 100 fs to several tens of ps range allows investigating the effect of processes of different characteristic times (electron thermalization, electron phonon interaction, rearranging the bonding system, phonon relaxation, fixing of bonding structure). Increasing the pulse duration causes decreasing cooling rate in the laser heated material which can lead to increase the size of the ordered domains in the amorphous material, effecting the bonding structure besides surface morphology. In this paper our results concerning the pulse duration and pulse number dependence of the surface texture formation and bonding structure modification of different carbon surfaces just below the ablation threshold are presented.

2. Experimental realization

A titanium sapphire and a unique excimer-dye laser system were used on different kind of carbon surfaces. The energy, pulse duration time and repetition rate of titanium sapphire pulses were 175 μJ, 0.03-30 ps and 100 Hz, respectively. In case of the excimer dye laser system these parameters were 5 mJ/200 μJ, 0.2-30 ps and 1 Hz, respectively. The number of pulses was varied from 1 to 100. The textured and transformed surfaces were investigated by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FESEM) and Raman spectroscopy.

3. Results

In our previous work diamond-like amorphous layers were deposited by pulsed laser deposition. As can be seen on the FESEM images in Fig. 1. TiS laser treatment results in appearance of surface texture in 20-50 nm scale.

Fig 1. SEM image and Raman spectrum of the intact (left) and the TiS laser modified amorphous carbon layer (right).

Raman spectra of laser treated area shows characteristic changes in the bonding structure (as an example see insets in Fig.1.). After laser treatment the diamond-like layer transforms to a more graphitic-like amorphous carbon layer. The dependence of surface structure scale length and the change in sp^3/sp^2 ratio on laser pulse duration and other processing parameters will be presented.
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Plasma plumes generated by femtosecond laser ablation on several metals (W, In, Te, Mn, Ni, Cu, Al) were studied by optical and electrical means. The aim of these experiments has been to investigate the link between the plasma parameters (electron temperature, particle density, plasma potential, expansion velocity) and the physical properties of the targets (electrical and thermal conductivities, melting, boiling points etc.). The experiments were performed at various background pressures ($10^{-2} \div 10^{-5}$ Torr), target biases and probe-target axial distances. The probe current was analyzed in terms of a shifted Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution function. Similar temporal behaviors were found for both positive and negative polarities. Consequently, we hypothesize that unified distribution functions should exist for both types of charged particles. This was further confirmed by common oscillation frequencies evidenced in both polarities. Plasma temperatures ("hot" and "cold" particles) and average charge states were deduced from the model. Moreover, by applying various probe biasing voltages and collecting the plasma current, the I-V characteristics were reconstructed at different evolution times, in order to study the temporal evolution of plasma properties. Two different behaviors of laser generated plasma plumes were evidenced, with an important effect of the applied target bias at short evolution times.

The optical investigations were focused on studying the dynamics of the expanding plume as well as of the excited plasma particles. Background pressure was proved to be the major factor on the expanding velocity of the global plume. The target bias only influenced the expansion of plume produced on materials with low atomic mass. ICCD imaging revealed the presence of two or three plasma structures, depending on the background pressure, result which is in good agreement with the Langmuir probe investigations.
Energy deposition in dielectric materials by few cycles laser pulses
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Optical materials such as silica, Sb₂O₃ (BK7), KH₂PO₄ (KDP), or sapphire, are commonly used in laser systems for pulse shaping or to be structured to obtain new optical functionalities as wave guides, nano-gratings, etc. These materials are dielectrics with large bandgaps which electronic properties may significantly evolve when interacting with intense femtosecond (fs) laser pulses. At the same time, laser-pulse characteristics such as the frequency spectrum may be strongly affected in the course of propagation. The modifications of electronic properties initiate with the photo-ionization stage. It is followed by the laser-assisted electron dynamics in the conduction band leading to the energy deposition in the lattice and possible ablation. The latter can be accurately described by modelling coupled electron dynamics and laser propagation.

In the case of short pulses of tens of fs, spectral broadening becomes significant and the assumption of a fixed monochromatic wave should be abandoned, i.e. time-dependent descriptions are required. The best way to describe the propagation of short laser pulses in dielectric materials under these conditions is to solve numerically the three-dimensional Maxwell equations [1]. A good candidate for modeling the primary ionization stage is the so-called BVkP approach, which is based on Bloch-Volkov states describing the quantum dynamics of an electron in both the lattice and laser electric fields [2]. It has been shown to correctly account for the possible temporal evolution of the frequency spectrum through the time-dependent electric field, thus being able to describe consistently the simultaneous presence of various multiphoton orders due to spectral broadening or temporal evolution due to a frequency chirp for instance. An illustration is provided by Fig. 1 with the following parameters: 100fs, 413nm, 50TW/cm², and bandgap of 9eV. The electron density evolution consists of peaks corresponding to the absorption of different numbers of photons. This time-dependent ionization model has been coupled to a code solving the Maxwell’s equations to account for a temporal evolution of the pulse frequency spectrum [1]. An illustration of this effect is provided by Fig. 2 which shows the evolution of the maximum of the free-electron density as a function of the propagation distance in a frequency converter KDP crystal with parameters: 80fs, 633nm, 7.5TW/cm², and bandgap of 7.8eV. When the frequency conversion is not allowed, the black curve shows an exponential decrease in the electron density associated with the depletion of the laser pulse. When frequency conversion takes place (red curve), this behavior is dramatically changed due the additional ionization path created by the second-harmonic generation. When the latter becomes significant, roughly after a few tens of μm of propagation, the two-photon ionization rate is such that it compensates the laser depletion leading to the observed increase in the density.

In the case of ultra-short pulses of a few fs which may have less than 2 optical cycles, the BVkP ionization model remains fully valid whereas the well-known Keldysh formula should no longer be used since it has been established for stationary conditions. Regarding the electron dynamics in the conduction band, electron heating based on collisional processes may not be significant since temporal interval between two collisions lies in the fs range, i.e. the pulse duration. Within this regime, electron heating may take place through direct multiphoton transitions between states of the conduction band [3]. A quantum description of this process as well as its introduction in the Maxwell’s equations will be presented. Preliminary results show a strongly nonlinear heating and subsequent energy deposition with respect to the laser intensity.
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Abstract

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) serves as an efficient, non-invasive method for material analysis through ablation of target materials with single or multiple lasers followed by investigation of the spectral characteristics of materials plasmas. Laser-material interaction plays a critical role in the evolution of LIBS plasma which ultimately affects the LIBS spectral response. This study demonstrates the role of sample thermal properties on LIBS signal intensity, continuum emission, species persistence, plasma temperature, and plasma electron density. This information is crucial in optimizing the parameters for improvement of LIBS signal for various applications. The plasma was generated using a 1064 nm, 9 ns full width half maximum (FWHM) laser pulse from Nd:YAG laser. Nine different metals have been selected for this study, ranging from low-z to high-z materials. These metals were selected based on their varying atomic mass, melting point, boiling point, ionization potential, thermal parameters, and optical properties. Signal intensity, S/N, S/B, species persistence, and continuum emission were determined for all samples at various laser pulse energies and correlated to thermal properties of the metal samples. Principal component analysis and dendogram analysis were performed to identify dominating material properties influencing LIBS plasma emission. Shadowgraphy of LIBS plasma induced shockwaves showed varying shockwave velocity, which was correlated to laser-material interactions. Detailed mechanisms of laser-material interactions and influence of material properties on LIBS plasma are discussed.
Effects of Transverse Magnetic Fields on Nanosecond and Femtosecond Laser Produced Plasma
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Laser produced plasmas (LPP) are used for many applications including LIBS, EUV production, pulsed laser deposition (PLD), and nanoparticle generation, where both nanosecond and femtosecond pulses have been used. A magnetic field is able to manipulate LPP properties for plasma confinement, debris mitigation, plasma focusing, emission enhancement, etc. In this study, the influence of transverse magnetic field on both nanosecond and femtosecond laser produced plasma is presented. To generate a nanosecond plasma, a Continuum Surelite Nd:YAG pulse laser (λ:1064 nm and FWHM:6 ns) is used, while for femtosecond LPP, a Ti:Saphire (λ:800 nm and FWHM:40 fs) pulse laser is used to ablate 3 different samples: aluminum, brass, and tungsten. A permanent magnetic trap was designed with nearly uniform magnetic field of 0.8T. Samples were ablated using varying fluences (spot size and energy) in vacuum. Three different plasma diagnostics were used to study the dynamics of the transient plasma. Faraday cup analysis was used to determine the velocity (kinetic energy) and ion flux. It was observed that fluence and atomic mass of the target material play critical roles in determining the reduction in velocity in the presence of magnetic field. Secondly, fast photography was performed using an intensified charged coupled device (ICCD) to study the plume dynamics. In the presence of transverse magnetic field, the plume expansion was confined; the plume front traveled a shorter distance as compared to free expanding plasma. Femtosecond LPP appear to be significantly influenced by laser fluence in determining the LPP plume shape as well as expansion in the presence of magnetic field. Finally, optical emission spectroscopy was used to determine the temperature, electron density, and ionization rate of the plasma plume. In the presence of transverse magnetic field, enhancement in the emission of some ionic lines was observed along with a slight reduction in electron density and increase in plasma temperature.
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Current photolithography methods utilize a 193 nm light source in the microfabrication of electronic circuits. While this technique has served its purpose for the past three decades, an inherent restriction on the minimum detail prescribed to an etching process is imposed by the large photon wavelength limits its continued practice. In meeting this challenge, next-generation lithography technologies are being developed to reduce the limits of wafer etching. Extreme ultraviolet lithography (EUVL) is a leading lithography technique in next-generation lithography due to the small 13.5 nm photon emission from tin and the availability of 2%-BW Mo/Si multilayer mirrors with 70% reflectivity. In order to meet the throughput demand, a high conversion efficiency of EUV light is required. Additional techniques have shown that the conversion efficiency of 13.5 nm light can be improved by exercising pre-pulse LPP of Sn followed by CO$_2$ laser reheat.

This study is to optimize the conversion efficiency (CE) of 13.5 nm Sn-based light by varying several parameters – spot size and wavelength of pre-pulse Nd:YAG laser, and time delay between pulses. Using HEIGHTS package, the effect of spot size on EUV emission and conversion efficiency was studied. The modeling results were then compared with the experimental findings to further benchmark and optimize the experiments. Spot sizes of the Nd:YAG laser were varied to identify the optimal focus for enhanced conversion efficiency. The experiment was conducted with both single-pulse Nd:YAG and double-pulse Nd:YAG with CO$_2$ laser reheat. Inter-pulse delay study was conducted to identify the behavior of CE across a range of time delays, making note of the optimal time delay producing the highest CE. This procedure was then repeated operating the Nd:YAG laser at its 266 nm fourth-harmonic. The experiment was conducted using a TEA CO$_2$ laser ($\tau_p = 35$ ns, $\lambda = 10.6$ $\mu$m) and Nd:YAG laser ($\tau_p = 6$ ns, $\lambda = 1064$ nm) capable of operating at fourth harmonic. An absolutely calibrated EUV Power Tool coupled with a 1 GHz digital oscilloscope was implemented to determine the CE, and the EUV emission spectra were acquired from an EUV transmission grating spectrograph (TGS).
Optical constant of molybdenum film in CuInGaSe solar cell and the estimated ablating temperatures with a moving laser
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1. Introduction

The laser is a versatile tool for surface patterning and direct microstructure machining on a variety of materials. It helps in the solar cell industries to operate the edge isolation for the square silicon wafer cells and to scribe a large area thin film panel into isolated, individual cells for the thin film solar cells. The direct observations on the edge isolation and cell scribing are difficult because the time period of interaction between laser and material is short, usually less than μs, and the laser spot is small, usually in the range of the μm. That is the reason why the experimental phenomena from the material ablations influenced by the laser operational parameters are well-documented, however, the mechanism discussions or interaction descriptions are few. The simulation can provide an efficient method to shine a light on the material and light interaction mechanism. A nano-second laser pulse is applied on the molybdenum metal film deposited on a glass substrate and the temperature profile in this substrate is examined with the time. The calculated maximum temperature are reasonably to explain the lower laser fluence required for condition, in which the laser penetrates the substrate before hits the metal film, than that for condition, in which the laser hits first the metal film [1]. We also extend the numerical method to evaluate the temperature when the laser is moving relatively to the working piece.

2. Numerical methods

We use the Matrix method first to solve the optical constants of the examined materials from their reflectance and transmittance measurements with the wavelengths. The laser parameters and the materials used in this simulation are given in Table 1. The laser wavelength used is 355 nm and a pulsed train with different frequency is applied to determine the response of Mo film to the laser when the laser is stationary. An alternating direction-implicit technique is used to solve the two-dimensional heat condition partial differential equation with time.

3. Preliminary Calculated Results

The material properties used in the simulation are list in Table 1. Two schematic structures are plotted in Fig. 1. The laser penetrates into the glass substrate, hits the Mo film and goes through the air, shown in case I. The laser goes through air layer, hits the Mo film and enters into the substrate, shown in case II. The reflectance and transmittance of a Mo film of 97 nm thick on glass substrate varied with wavelengths and their corresponding optical constants are shown in Fig. 2. The temperature distributions along the laser central axis for case I at the 10 W for 25 ns are shown in Fig. 3 and the temperature distributions for case II are shown in Fig 4. The calculated temperatures in case I are much higher than that for case II.

Table 1: Material characteristics used in simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>k</th>
<th>Cp</th>
<th>κ</th>
<th>Tm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>25 μm</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.0105</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>0.5 μm</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>2896</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air</td>
<td>100 μm</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0013</td>
<td>0.00024</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

n= refraction index, k= extinction coefficient, Cp= heat capacity in terms of J/cm³-k, κ= thermal conductivity in terms of J/cm·k·s, Tm= melting temperature in terms of kelvin

Fig. 1 two schematic diagrams

Fig. 2 optical constants of Mo film

Fig. 3 temperature distribution for case I, the peak temperature is 4000 k

Fig. 4 temperature distribution for case II, the peak temperature is 2700 k
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Laser ablation plasmas are current subject of study as media to generate short wavelength coherent radiation by nonlinear optical frequency up-conversion [1]. In particular, for metal targets under femtosecond irradiation, the presence of nanoparticles in the laser plume brings specific advantages associated with resonant enhancement of the conversion efficiency, extension of the cut-off frequency of the newly generated radiation and others [2].

In this work we examine the nonlinear response of complex metal plasmas, generated by femtosecond laser ablation, by using them as media for third and fifth-order harmonic generation (HG) of a 1064 nm 8-ns Nd:YAG driving laser. The experimental set up, based on a system described previously [3,4] includes the use of 80-fs ablating pulses, centred at 800 nm, generated in a Ti:sapphire system. Full electronic control of the relative timing between the femtosecond (ablation) and nanosecond (HG driving) pulses, together with the control of the geometry of the interaction, allowed to search optimum delays, distances from the target and ablation focusing conditions. Complementary diagnostic of the ablation plumes, carried out by optical emission spectroscopy (OES), allowed collecting both time-resolved 2D projections of the broadband emission and 1D spatially-resolved spectra.

The work covered the metals Ag, Cu, Al and Mn, for which both common trends and markedly differing features were found. Among the behaviours shared by all materials it is interesting to note that the ablation beam focusing conditions on the metal surface played the most determining role on the overall nonlinear response, and also on the optimum delay for HG. This is shown in Fig. 1 for the case of Cu. On the contrary, it was found that both the global nonlinear response, and the relative efficiency for third and fifth HG were strongly dependent on the choice of the metallic target.

As also exemplified in Fig. 1, the harmonic signal presents a characteristic dependence with the delay between the fs ablation event and the ns driving pulse, which accounts for the contribution to the nonlinear signal of various plume species in different temporal ranges. Correlation with OES measurements in the corresponding plumes has allowed distinguishing the contribution of atomic ions and neutrals and nanoparticles to the low order nonlinear response of the studied plumes.

Fig. 1. Third harmonic generation in a fs-laser ablation Cu plasma, as a function of the delay between the fs ablation event and the ns driving pulse, and for three different focusing geometries of the ablation laser.
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Nanostructuring of diamond via two photon UV etching at sub-ablation fluences
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Two photon UV etching of diamond is a relatively newly discovered process, wherein exposure of a diamond surface in air to UV light with fluence below the ablation threshold results in slow, controllable removal of material with average rates typically much less than one atomic layer per pulse. Numerous experiments have been performed to investigate the properties of this process, the results of which will be presented. These include measurements of etch rate under a variety of conditions, imaging of nanostructures arising from etching, analysis of surface chemical states via x-ray spectroscopy, post-process modification of complex nanostructures by UV etching, and observation of the behaviour of etching as a function of oxygen partial pressure.

It has been found that the rate of material removal has a quadratic dependence on the laser intensity, and the profile of etched pits are proportional to the square of the etching beam’s intensity profile; both of which are indicative of a two photon process[1]. It also appears to be thresholdless – average etch rates have been observed from as low as $10^{-9}$ nm/pulse to as high as $10^{-2}$ nm/pulse with consistent behaviour. The presence of atmospheric oxygen is necessary for etching to occur [2], indicating that the process is photo-chemical in nature and sustained by surface oxidation. X-ray spectroscopy has found the etched diamond surface to be free of graphite (which is normally associated with the laser ablation of diamond), and instead shows a clean, oxygen terminated surface. The lack of redeposited detritus indicates that material leaves as highly volatile species; likely CO or CO$_2$.

Etching also causes roughening of the surface, as the diamond tends to form microfacets along (111) planes. Interestingly, the morphologies of these structures are strongly dependent on the angle between the polarisation of the etching laser and the underlying crystal lattice. Figure 1 shows an example of a (001) oriented surface and the differences in nanostructure which arise from rotation of the beam polarisation. This seems to indicate an interaction with highly directional components of the surface – likely surface bonds.

These characteristics of material removal, which to the authors’ knowledge are distinctive to diamond, have led to a broad description of a ‘cold’ etch mechanism where two photon absorption occurs at the diamond surface, which results in the ejection of carbon and oxygen atoms followed by readsoption of oxygen from the atmosphere to regenerate the oxygen termination layer. However, many aspects of the mechanism are poorly understood. Important characteristics that determine minimum feature size, as well as the smoothness and chemical characteristics of etched surfaces are yet to be elucidated. Crucially, little is known about the two photon excitation and how it results in the desorption of material. It is the goal of our ongoing work to learn more about the etching mechanism, both to identify physical processes not observed elsewhere, as well as to assess the viability of UV etching for technological applications.
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Laser Annealing of Thin Films using NdYAG laser
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ABSTRACT

In this report, experiment was performed to study the effect of pulsed laser annealing of two different types of thin films using Nd:YAG laser at fundamental wavelength (1064nm). The two thin films been subjected to pulsed laser annealing are: amorphous-silicon (a-Si) thin film and gold (Au) thin film. For a-Si thin film, the samples are annealed with single laser pulse at different laser fluence to obtain polycrystalline (poly-Si) thin films. From the result obtained, it was proven that the crystallinity of poly-Si thin films increases as the laser fluence increases up to 3J/cm\textsuperscript{2} with no ablation effect observed. However, the result shown that a-Si thin filmed annealed with the fluence of 2.1J/cm\textsuperscript{2} and 3J/cm\textsuperscript{2} contains large number of defects within crystalline structure formed. Also, the higher the fluence is used to anneal a-Si thin film; higher internal compression stress will reside within the microstructure of poly-Si thin film produced. Also, it was discovered that laser annealing of Au thin film with fundamental wavelength laser enables formation of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) through. It was also proven that the maximum absorbance and respective wavelength of maximum absorbance of AuNPs are tunable through manipulation of the laser annealing parameter, at which annealing Au thin film using higher fluence or greater number of laser pulses will greatly enhancement in absorbance of AuNPs.
Molecular dynamics simulation study of femtosecond laser ablation of silver thin films and bulk targets in water environment

Cheng-Yu Shih, Chengping Wu, Maxim V. Shugaev, and Leonid V. Zhigilei
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Laser ablation of metal target in liquid environment is actively used for generation of clean colloidal nanoparticles with unique shapes and functionalities. The fundamental mechanisms responsible for the nanoparticle formation and the key processes that control the nanoparticle size distributions are not yet fully understood. In this presentation, we report the results of the first atomistic simulations of laser ablation of metal targets in liquid environment. A model combining a coarse-grained representation of liquid (parameterized for water), a fully atomistic description of laser interactions with metal targets, and advanced acoustic impedance matching boundary conditions is developed for the simulations. The model is implemented in a computationally-efficient parallel code, which is used to perform a series of large-scale simulations of laser ablation of thin silver films deposited on a silica substrate and a bulk silver target.

In contrast to the laser ablation in vacuum, where the superheated Ag undergoes an explosive decomposition into liquid droplets and vapor, the phase decomposition in the liquid environment is partially suppressed and the hot metal vapor/clusters ejected from the irradiated target are localized in a low-density mixing region where the liquid is brought to the supercritical state. Due to the soft confinement provided by the water environment, a thin Ag molten layer forms between the region of high density Ag vapor and the supercritical water as shown in right frame of the Figure. The thin Ag molten layer acts as a source of Ag vapor for continuous growth of nanoparticles in the supercritical water. The main nanoparticle formation mechanism is the condensation of clusters from the Ag vapor, followed by coalescence and coarsening within the supercritical water region. The results of the simulations support the notion of the important role of the cavitation bubble in the process of nanoparticle formation, often suggested in interpretation of experimental observation. The simulations also predict that larger nanoparticles can be generated at high fluence, when active water motion incurs the instability of the floating molten metal layer. The distinct contributions of the vapor condensation and disintegration of a thin metal layer lead to the formation of a bimodal nanoparticle size distribution commonly observed in experiments performed at high laser fluences.

Figure. Snapshots of atomic configurations obtained in molecular dynamics simulations of laser ablation of a 20 nm Ag film in water environment. The snapshots are shown for 3 ns after irradiation by a 40 fs laser pulse at an absorbed fluence of 400 J/m² (left) and 700 J/m² (right). The films are initially located on a silica substrate shown by the solid boxes at the bottom. The water is blanked in the snapshots to provide a clear view of the metal nanoparticles generated in the water-Ag mixing region. The Ag atoms are colored by their potential energies, from red color for vapor-phase Ag atoms to green color for hot liquid layers/droplets and to blue color for small clusters quenched due to the interaction with supercritical water.
Large-scale atomistic simulations are performed to investigate the relations between the basic mechanisms of laser interaction with metals, laser-induced non-equilibrium structural and phase transformations, and the resulting microstructure of laser-treated regions. Two series of simulations are reported in this presentation.

The first series of simulations is motivated by the experimental observation of surface “swelling” of metal targets irradiated at laser fluences below the spallation/ablation threshold [1,2]. The simulations performed for single-crystal Ag targets irradiated by femtosecond laser pulses predict the concurrent occurrence of the fast laser melting and the dynamic relaxation of laser-induced stresses that leads to the generation of sub-surface voids in the transiently melted surface region of the target. Rapid cooling and resolidification of the melted region can trap the voids by the advancing solidification front and result in the formation of a subsurface porous region with an effective increase in the volume of the material (i.e., “swelling”) within the laser spot. The ultrafast cooling of the surface region also creates conditions for massive crystal nucleation and generation of a nanocrystalline surface layer. The layer contains a high density of stacking faults, twins, and pentagonal structural elements, suggesting high hardness and possible enhancement of catalytic activity of the surface [2].

The second series of simulations is motivated by the results of recent electron backscatter diffraction measurements [3] that suggest a substantial influence of crystallographic orientation of single-crystal metal targets on the generation and accumulation of crystal defects [4,5]. We investigate the physical origin of this influence in a series of large-scale simulations of femtosecond laser processing of Ni and Cr targets with different crystallographic orientations.
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The capability of generating nanoparticles by direct ablation of metals through the use of fs laser pulses has been widely confirmed, during the last years, both theoretically and experimentally. The process is characterized by a large fraction of nanoparticles which, as reported by Tsakiris et al. [1] can be in the range of 90% of the ablated material.

In the work here presented the tunability of Au, Ag and Cu core nanoparticles generated by a 800 nm, 120 fs Ti:Sa laser in different vacuum conditions is reported. UV-vis, XRD, XPS, TEM and SEM techniques have been used in order to characterize the obtained deposits. The outcome displays promising perspectives in controlling the tunability of the plasmonic features by varying the experimental conditions employed. With this regard the role played by nanoparticles’ distribution, coalescence and growth seems to be fundamental in determining the optical properties observed. The presence of nanoparticle shell structures, especially for Cu where Cu$_2$O can be considered the most probable species to be formed, do not determine the final properties of the deposit where, instead, the collective noble metal core nanoparticle characteristics play a major role. The comparison among results obtained by the three noble metals highlight how simple experimental parameters changes can tune the plasmonic properties of the nanoparticles generated by fs laser ablation and provide straightforward benefits for potential optical applications.

Molybdenum thin films interaction with femtosecond laser to form Molybdenum dioxide nanorods.
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Abstract

In this study thin films of molybdenum were deposited on glass substrate using the electron beam evaporator. These films were then exposed to the femtosecond fibre laser with the fundamental wavelength of 1064nm and the repetition rate of 78.5 MHz and pulse duration 298 fs. The laser-irradiated samples were then studied using the Raman spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy and high-resolution scanning electron microscope. From the Raman shift data the effect of the laser exposure was the formation of the molybdenum dioxide layer, the scanning electron microscope micrographs showed the nanorods like structure that has formed on the irradiated sample, the density of the nanorods was increasing as the laser fluence increased. Atomic force microscope scan was taken on the irradiated area and 3D images were generated to further consolidate the results of the scanning electron microscope. Resistance measurement as a function of temperature was conducted on the sample to study the effect of the conductivity of the thin film after the laser exposure.
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Plasmonic nanowelding of silver nanowires using a femtosecond laser
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Silver nanowire (AgNW) networks have attracted substantial attention as a promising alternative to indium tin oxide (ITO) films owing to their excellent electrical, optical, and mechanical properties. Welding of AgNW junctions has also emerged as a topic of fundamental and practical importance related with fabrication of future electronics. Successful post-treatment methods such as thermal annealing, Joule heating, pressuring, and plasmonic welding have been reported [1-3]. In this work, we demonstrate that ultrafast laser irradiation can weld junction of AgNWs effectively, significantly reducing the thermal side effects (Fig. 1). A Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (wavelength = 800 nm; full width at half maximum FWHM = 50 fs) and a KrF excimer laser (wavelength = 248 nm, FWHM = 25 ns) were employed to form nanowelded junctions between neighboring AgNWs under various conditions. The morphological and structural changes were analysed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). The four-point probe technique was employed to obtain the sheet resistance of the AgNW networks. Transmittance spectra were measured for AgNW films on polyethylene terephthalate (PET) substrates using a UV-Vis-near IR spectrometer. The laser treatment could reduce the sheet resistance of a AgNWs film to 25 Ω/□ with a transmittance of 93% (Fig. 2). The thermal side effects were negligible in the case of femtosecond laser irradiation while the excimer laser irradiation caused significant melting and breakup of the network.

Structural transformation of single-walled carbon nanotubes by femtosecond laser irradiation
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There is a growing need for technologies to transform the structure of carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and to generate molecular junctions between adjacent tubes because the performance of a CNT network significantly deteriorates due to weak van der Waals interactions between tubes [1]. Previous studies demonstrated significant advances in transforming the CNT structures with formation of covalently bonded junctions between adjacent CNTs by electron beam irradiation [2] and Joule heating [3]. In this work, femtosecond laser irradiation is employed as a tool to induce structural transformations in CNTs (Fig. 1) since an ultrashort laser pulse can selectively deposit energy over a period shorter than the electron phonon relaxation time. We demonstrate that femtosecond laser irradiation can transform single-walled nanotubes (SWNTs) into multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) and form molecular junctions between adjacent SWNTs by femtosecond laser irradiation (Fig. 2). A Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser (wavelength = 800nm, full width half maximum = 50 fs, pulse energy E < 3 mJ, repetition rate = 1 kHz) was employed in the experiment. By inducing the structural transformation, which depended strongly on the number of incident laser pulses, the electrical conductivity of CNT networks could be enhanced substantially.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the structural transformation of SWNTs by femtosecond laser irradiation.

Fig. 2 TEM images of CNTs (a) before and (b)-(d) after laser irradiation with increasing pulse number.

Influence of the pulse duration on the ablation threshold and the incubation coefficient of copper and silicon upon irradiation by femtosecond laser pulses.

Chandra S.R. Nathala\(^1,2\), Ali Ajami, Andreas Assion\(^2\), Wolfgang Husinsky\(^1\)*
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Laser micromachining of surfaces for applications in Nano-technology require precise information of ablation threshold values. Several authors have reported the ablation threshold values for different materials, however only few authors have investigated the dependence of pulse duration on ablation threshold values \([1-5]\). In this paper we present the ablation studies of copper and silicon using ultra-short pulses of 30-550fs duration in vacuum environment. The threshold fluence is determined using diameter-regression method and time-of-flight (TOF) technique where the ion emission and neutral emission are recorded. We also determined the threshold values for electron emission in air environment. The dependence of pulse duration on threshold fluence for multi pulse ablation, ablation rates and incubation coefficients are reported for these materials. A comparison of the threshold values determined by various techniques is presented.

Fig. 1a. Dependence of multi-shot threshold fluence values of copper on pulse duration and Fig. 1b. Dependence of Silicon ion emission on pulse duration.

This work was supported by the Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft (FFG) Project\# 834325.
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1. Introduction

The utilization of fossil energy with its resulting discharge of exhaust gas has become the primary cause of the greenhouse effect, leading to dangerous environmental consequences. With the energy crisis and increased environmental awareness in late years, many nations are actively seeking to employ renewable energy resources such as solar photovoltaic, wind energy, potential energy, and biomass energy. Of these, one of the best options may be photovoltaic solar power generation engineering, such as silicon based and thin films solar cells. Nano-scale titanium oxide (TiO$_2$) films are used as a working electrode for dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) due to its high efficiency performance. However, the surface morphology of the working electrode can significantly influence cell efficiency. Therefore, the several studies were reporting the surface modification on the TiO$_2$ electrode for DSSCs [1-3]. This study investigated the laser surface modification characteristics of TiO$_2$ films using Nd:YVO$_4$ (1064nm, pulsed mode) and CO$_2$ (10600 nm, continuous wave (CW) mode) laser source combined with moving stage and galvanometric scanning unit with varying parameters, including laser fluence, scanning times, pulse repetition frequency, speed of moving stage and scanning unit.

2. Experimental detail

The commercial TiO$_2$ thin films with thickness of 100 nm were prepared using radio-frequency magnetron sputtering on soda-lime glass substrates, the material properties used in the experiments are listed in Table 1. To enhance the performance characteristics of the TiO$_2$ films, the Nd:YVO$_4$ and CO$_2$ lasers was adopted to surface modification in ambient air. Adjustment of the surface modification parameters is detailed as follows: To obtain favorable surface modification results (i.e., to prevent micro cracks and damage to the substrate), the laser beam was defocused on the surface of substrates with a distance of 20 mm. The laser fluence varied among 20, 40, and 60 mJ/cm$^2$, and the dual-axis moving stage and scanning speeds varied among 9, 90, and 900 mm/s, respectively. To yield favorable surface modified quality, a vertical spacing path with equal spacing of 1 mm was used for each treatment path as shown in Figure 1.

Table 1: Material characteristics used in experiments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Film thickness (nm)</th>
<th>Transmission (400-800nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Soda-lime glass</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>&gt; 80%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the experimental set-up.](image)

3. Performance characteristics evaluation

The film characteristics were systematically analyzed using a field emission scanning electron microscope, an atomic force microscope (AFM), X-ray diffraction (XRD) equipment, and ultraviolet–visible–near-infrared (UV-vis-NIR) spectrophotometer. The experimental results indicate that varying the laser fluence, scanning times, pulse repetition frequency, and speed was strongly affected the optical and structural characteristics of the TiO$_2$ films.
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Surface nano/microstructures play an important role in modifying physical, chemical, and biomedical properties of materials. In recent years, direct nano/microstructuring of a solid surface using femtosecond (fs) laser pulses [1] has become a subject of active research due to many useful applications in such areas as optoelectronics, plasmonics, microfluidics, biomedicine, nanomaterials, and others. Although there have been a few studies on physical processes underlying the formation of laser-induced surface nanostructures [2-4], clear understanding of these processes is lacking. To further advance the understanding of physical processes governing the formation of the femtosecond laser-induced surface nanostructures, we perform a study on time evolution of the morphology of a metal surface from its melting up to its resolidification. The surface morphology evolution is studied using a femtosecond pump-probe microscopy technique. Our study is focused on laser-induced irregular nanostructures, which are commonly generated at low laser fluence. Using time-resolved imaging of the irradiated surface, we find three characteristic times of: (1) Onset of a change in morphology of the melted surface (transient surface structures in a liquid phase), (2) Onset of resolidification of the surface nanostructures, and (3) Complete resolidification of the surface nanostructures for ablation in laser fluence range between 0.1 and 1 J/cm². Our study shows that these characteristic times are a function of incident laser fluence. Increasing laser fluence causes the transient structures onset time to decrease, while the resolidification onset time and complete resolidification time to increase. Explanation of the observed evolution of surface nanostructures is given in terms of available theoretical mechanisms of femtosecond laser ablation.
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The tip of a tip-on-aperture (TOA) probe is illuminated through an aperture at the near-field of the probe and electromagnetic interaction between the structure sharp tip at the end of the probe and the surface is used for measurements and materials processing. A novel TOA probe is described, which has a polygonal cross-sectioned tip that can make the strong and local enhancement of electromagnetic field[1,2]. A right triangular pillar was selected as optimal shape of the tip among the several polygonal pillars. The electromagnetic energy distributions at the near-field of the probe and of a typical TOA probe (with circular tip) were calculated numerically, and the results were analyzed. The results show that a TOA probe with a triangle tip confines electromagnetic energy within the smaller area than a typical tip-on-aperture probe, and has 6.7 times the maximum intensity. Moreover, the electric field distributions at the near-field of a TOA probe were calculated numerically to analyze the effects of polarization direction on the characteristics of measurement and processing. A TOA probe is asymmetric for the axis, since it has a probe at metal coated layer on the aperture. The geometrical relationship between this asymmetric shape and polarization direction is the reason for the change of the electromagnetic energy distributions. Numerical analysis shows that a TOA probe can make the best use of the tip for high resolutions when the tip is located on the parallel axis with the polarization direction. After analyzing the trend in the magnitude of the electric field, it was proposed that a localized, enhanced field at the tip apex was caused by the local electric field at the aperture and surface plasmons excited and propagating on the outer surface of the probe.

An NSOM probe is a tinned, metal coated optical fiber with an aperture. To fabricate a TOA NSOM probe, a tip is generated at the end of the probe. FIB processing is applied to the process to make an aperture and a tip, so the aperture and the tip are generated at the same time. With this process, possibilities to fabricate TOA probes with various tips and were shown. And resolution enhancement for optical measurement and patterning was verified using the TOA probe fabricated in this study.
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Fabrication of solution-based electronics using laser selective scanning
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The fabrication of conductive micro- and nanoscale patterning for electronics application is one of the most important processes. Conventional methods such as vacuum metal deposition and photolithography require expensive vacuum environment, high processing temperature, and toxic chemicals and so on. In this study we present a fine patterning method of conductive lines on polyimide (PI) and glass substrate using silver (Ag) nanoparticles on based on laser scanning for an alternative process method[1,2]. Controlled laser irradiation can realize selective scanning of conductive ink without damaging the substrate. Thus, this technique easily creates fine patterns on heat-sensitive substrates such as flexible plastics. The selective laser sintering of Ag nanoparticles was managed by optimizing the conditions for the various laser scan velocity (1.0-20 mm/s) and power (10-150 mW) in order to achieve a small gap-size, high electrical conductivity, and fine roughness. The fabricated electrodes had a minimum channel length of 5 µm and conductivity of \(4.2 \times 10^5\) S/cm (bulk Ag has a conductivity of \(6.3 \times 10^5\) S/cm) on the PI substrate. This method successfully applied to fabricate an organic field effect transistor (OFET) with a poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT) channel material. Characteristics of P3HT OFET showed 0.1 cm\(^2\)/V·S of hole mobility, -21.6 V of threshold voltage, and -21.1 V/dec of sub-threshold swing, respectively.
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Diffusion-assisted laser writing for 3D nanostruturing by means of multiphoton polymerization
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The photopolymerization process locally initiated by multiphoton absorption of the laser light provides the most versatile modern nanofabrication and nanoprototyping technologies [1-2]. Arbitrarily-shaped three-dimensional solid structures can be made with submicron detail by means of the direct writing with a focused ultrashort-pulse laser beam. Modern polymerizable resins allow for creation of highly transparent and mechanically stable structures for applications in photonics, optoelectronics, plasmonics, micro-electromechanical and microfluidic systems. Biocompatibility of some polymers is important for biomedical applications.

To improve the spatial resolution of the nanostructuring, the technique of diffusion-assisted laser writing (DALW) has been recently introduced [3]. This technique relies on the diffusion of the radical quencher (or the inhibitor), deliberately admixed into the polymerizable resin. Under the certain irradiation conditions, the consumption of the quencher in the focal spot of the beam is being compensated by means of the diffusion from the surrounding non-irradiated volume. As a result, the non-equilibrium quasi-stationary distribution of the quencher concentration with a pronounced zero-minimum within the focal spot is formed. Unless the local quencher concentration is close to zero, the polymerization process is prohibited. Thus, actual polymerization volume becomes constrained by the quencher distribution. Both the minimal size of a single polymer feature (line or voxel) and the minimal distance between the polymer features can be improved.

In this work, we theoretically study the limiting capabilities of DALW. We analyze the effect of the kinetic constants, the diffusion coefficients, the writing speed and the beam average power on the polymer feature size.

Slit diffraction patterning of silicon surfaces by ns-laser irradiation: theory and experiment.
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Pulse laser irradiation of surfaces can have very different effects depending on several processing parameters such as pulse duration, wavelength, and energy density among others [1]. In this work we take benefit from laser irradiation and the optical diffraction effect to realize complex surface structures, reaching micrometer precision on the lateral scale, and nanometer accuracy in the vertical direction. Using the diffraction assisted method (DAM) technique, the morphology of Si wafer surfaces is modified with a single laser pulse, passing through a diffraction mask, chosen as slit of 75 µm width here. Subsequently, the surface topography is characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM). Fig. 1(a) shows the experimental set-up for the laser irradiation experiments of a single-crystalline silicon wafer.

![Experimental set-up for diffraction-assisted micropatterning of the silicon wafer. Typical distances: Z (from lens to mask 60 mm), a (slit width 75 μm), d (sample to mask distance 100-200 μm), and f (focal length of the lens 70 mm) (a). AFM topography image (b) of a DAM-micropatterned region on a silicon wafer surface. A cross-sectional height profiles is shown in (c) and the corresponding calculated diffracted intensity profile in (d).](image)

The diffraction pattern is generated by a single pulse (532 nm, 10 ns, beam diameter 3 mm), generated from frequency-doubled Nd-YAG laser, at a distance d typically a few hundreds of micrometers behind the diffracting slit, which is illuminated at a distance of Z=60 mm through a focal length lens. The structured light illumination field resulting from the diffraction, locally modifies the material (Fig. 1(b)) via melting and displacing fluid flows (Marangoni effect), giving rise to parallel groove-shaped features, with depths up to 10 nm (Fig. 1(c)). That grooves are produced in the regions where the intensity of diffraction pattern is maximum, as seen in the intensity profile calculated with Fresnel diffraction theory (Fig. 1(d)). In order to have a quantitative comparison with experiments we calculate the materials response as approximated analytical solution of a fluid-flow at the surface. In a first step, this includes the calculation of the temperature distribution and the location of the liquid-solid interface, both as a function of time. The equations to be solved are the heat conduction equation in liquid and solid with appropriate spatio-temporal boundary conditions.

\[
\frac{\partial T(z, t)}{\partial t} - \nabla \cdot \left( D \frac{\partial T(z, t)}{\partial z} \right) = P(z, t)
\]  

(1)

In a second step, we use the numerical solution of Eq. (1), to predict a two-dimensional fluid flow, solving numerically the continuity equation and Navier-Stokes Eqs. (2), as described in reference [2].

\[
\nabla \cdot \mathbf{u} = 0, \quad \nabla^2 \mathbf{u} = 0
\]  

(2)

The results of the calculated melt displacements will be compared with experimental topography patterns.
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1. Introduction
Micron or sub-micron metal lattices have been identified as a fundamental component in nano-photonics and include metamaterials which show a negative refractive index and harmonic conversion [1]. Most of them have been fabricated by electron beam (EB) lithography or a focused ion beam (FIB). These methods are ineffective in terms of time and cost, so alternate methods have been researched. Among them, interfering ultra-short pulse laser processing has been investigated: the photonic structure of polymers [2], grating inside dielectrics [3] and material surfaces [4] have been fabricated. We have been investigating this technique since 2000 and have fabricated 2D [5] or 3D [6] nanostructures in lattices. The period of the lattices is the key parameter that defines the characteristics of devices, and the shortest period is restricted by laser wavelength.

In this experiment, we used the second-harmonic (SH) wave of a femtosecond laser at 785 nm. The period was shortened to 760 nm, and characteristic nanostructures in the lattice were fabricated.

2. Experimental set-up
A femtosecond laser system operated at 785 nm with a typical pulse width of 240 fs was used. An SH wave was generated by a barium borate (BBO) nonlinear crystal. It was split into four first-order diffracted beams by a transmission beam splitter, and they were interfered via two convex lenses forming a demagnification system. Here, gold thin film deposited on a silica glass by magnetron sputtering was used as a target.

3. Gold nanostructures in sub-micron lattice
Figure 1 (a) and (c) shows the SEM images of the textured surface on 100 nm thick gold thin film with processing energy of 6.3 \( \mu \)J and 16.6 \( \mu \)J. Figure 1 (b) and (d) shows corresponding bird’s eye views. The period was 760 nm, 40% shorter than the shortest period of 1.3 \( \mu \)m processed by basic wavelength [7]. At lower energy, a nanobump measuring 310 nm in width was fabricated. On the other hand, a mixed structure of nanowisker and nanodrop was fabricated at higher energy. The diameter of a droplet was 84 nm, which is also 40% smaller than that processed with a 1.3 \( \mu \)m period case. They are formed via thermal processes such as melting and freezing, which are known as SLS (Solid-Liquid-Solid) processes. The absorption coefficient at ultraviolet is far higher than that at near infrared. This technique can shorten the period, minimize the unit structure and improve the energy coefficient.

Fig. 1. (a) and (c) are top views of the textured surfaces of 100 nm thick gold films processed at 6.3 and 16.6 \( \mu \)J respectively. (b) and (d) are corresponding bird’s eye views.
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Influence of laser alloying of AlMg5Si2Mn on structure and mechanical properties obtained layers
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Abstract

The goal of this paper was the investigation of laser treatment influence on the microstructure, mechanical and tribological properties of the surface layer obtained during the laser treatment using fiber laser (FL). The performed laser treatment involves remelting and feeding of Inconel 625 powder into the aluminium surface. As a base material was used aluminium alloy AlMg5Si2Mn. The Inconel powder was introduced in the remelting zone by means of milled on surfaces two or three grooves with a depth of 0.5 to 1 mm. The size of applied to alloying Inconel powder was in the range 150 - 220 µm. In order to remelting the aluminium alloy surface has been used the fiber laser, with an applied power of the laser beam 3 kW. The linear laser scan rate of the beam was set 0.5 m/min. Based on the performed investigations it was possible to obtain the layer consisting of the heat affected zone, transition zone and remelted zone (Fig. 1), without cracks and defects as well as has with a much higher hardness value compared to the non remelted material. For investigation of the obtained structure there was used light as well scanning and transmission electron microscopy. This investigation with appliance of a FL laser for Al alloys makes it possible to obtain or develop, interesting technology very attractive for different industry branches [1, 2].

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 1 transition zone between the remelting zone and heat affected zone
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Mapping laser-induced thermal forces acting on particles in air in a diverging hollow-core vortex beam
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Optical trapping of light absorbing particles in gas environment has shown to be governed by optically induced thermal or photophoretic forces [1-3]. The applied photophoretic force propels a particle when an incident light beam nonuniformly heats the surface of the particle [3-5]. Optical guiding of absorbing particles by photophoretic force over large distances in open air was recently realised by an optical pipeline [4,5]. It was performed using a vortex beam, a donut-like intensity structure with a high-intensity ring of light that surrounds a dark core. Optical vortices create a ring-shaped transverse intensity distribution, while the particles are trapped at the intensity minima. Photophoretic force depends on the particle size relative to the mean-free path of gas molecules, absorption of laser light, and thermal conductivity. In the presented levitation experiments the thermal force is two to three orders of magnitude larger than the radiation–pressure force, rendering opaque particles impervious to conventional optical traps.

Here we present the results on quantitative evaluation of the photophoretic force and trapping stiffness by levitating graphite particles and carbon-coated glass shells of calibrated sizes in a vertically directed diverging hollow-core vortex beam. The axial equilibrium position of a suspended particle with known mass in the diverging beam with known intensity distribution immediately provides the axial force acting on the particle. Changing the beam power changes the intensity on the particle surface, which in turn force the particle to find a new equilibrium position. In the transverse plane, the trap’s stiffness was measured using well-established position tracking with a fast CCD [6]. By repeating such experiments with different particle sizes and at different pressure we calibrate the force acting on the particle in the beam. The measurements were conducted at various air pressures from 0.1-1.5 bar and compared with the light pressure forces evaluated for the known intensity illuminating the particle.

Figure 1. Measured force acting on a spherical carbon coated glass shell or graphite sphere (r=1 µm), situated in linearly polarized first order vortex beam (LG01) carrying 1 W, under atmospheric pressure. The left panel shows the magnitude of the vectorial force (red – towards the axis, blue – away from axis) as displayed in the right panel. The contour overlays indicate the intensity distribution.

The forces recovered from our experiments range around \(\sim 10^{-10}\) N per Watt of total power in the beam, at atmospheric pressures, see Fig. 1, with force increasing near linearly with decrease of pressure. The maximum intensity encountered by the particle is \(\sim 30\) kW/cm², given a maximum particle radius to vortex ‘ring’ radius of 1/30. Intensities of this order of magnitude are suitable for handling biological samples without damage. The results provide grounds to link the position and size of a spherical particle in an arbitrary intensity distribution to the value of photophoretic and light pressure forces under various gas pressures.

Ceramic particles feeding in carbon prepared aluminium surface using diode laser
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Abstract

Introduction of ceramic powders into surface layer of ceramic particles into engineering metal alloys is a very well known and widely used technique. The new approach to it is to obtain fine distributed nano-size particles involved in the Al matrix using the traditional laser technology.

In this paper are presented the results of microstructure investigation of the surface layer of cast aluminium-silicon-copper alloys after heat treatment alloyed and/ or remelted with ceramic carbide phase especially WC ceramic powder using High Power Diode Laser (HPDL). The surface layer was especially for the reason of reducing the reflectivity of the surface layer, what is the main problem in the up-to-date MMC (Metal Matrix composites) production. For characterisation of the obtained microstructure there were used electron microscopy methods with EDS microanalysis and SAD (Selected Area Diffraction) methods. By mind of scanning electron microscopy, using secondary electron detection, was it possible to determine the deformation process and distribution of ceramic WC powder phase occurred in the alloy after laser treatment in relation to different silicon addition (Figs. 1 and 2).

The structure of the surface laser changes in a way, revealing three zones - the remelting zone, the heat influence zone, the intermediate zone placed over the Al substrate. The structural changes of the fed ceramic powder, its distribution and morphology as well as the microstructure of the matrix material influence the functional properties especially wear resistance, hardness and corrosion resistance of the achieved layer. Concerning the laser treatment conditions for laser surface hardening also the basic treatment parameters were studied like: laser power, laser scan speed and ceramic powder feed rate. This investigation with appliance of HPDL laser for Al alloys makes it possible to obtain fine distributed nanosized particles in the surface what makes it interesting and very attractive for automobile and machine industry [1, 2].
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Strong enhancement of surface diffusion under the action of laser induced nonlinear surface acoustic waves
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Short pulse laser irradiation of a strongly absorbing target can produce strong transient stresses in the region of the laser energy deposition and result in the generation of acoustic pulses (bulk and surface waves) capable of producing structural changes in the target material at substantial distances from the absorption region. Laser generation of surface acoustic waves (SAWs), in particular, is actively used in many practical applications, ranging from nondestructive evaluation of mechanical properties and surface defects to “atomization” of liquid samples for mass spectrometry analysis. The ability of SAWs to affect atomic/molecular-level surface processes, however, remains largely unexplored and is generally considered implausible due to the large mismatch between the relatively low frequencies of the acoustic waves, typically sub-MHz, and the THz-range vibrational frequencies characteristic of atoms and molecules adsorbed on a surface.

In this presentation we report the results of a joint computational – experimental study aimed at exploring the ability of strong laser-generated acoustic waves to produce non-thermal atomic rearrangements in the regions of the irradiated targets that are not directly affected by the laser heating. The experimental study of the diffusion of small Au clusters on a silicon surface tracked with fluorescence microscopy provides the direct evidence of surface mobility enhancement of molecular species using a wide bandwidth (100 MHz) acoustic source generated by pulsed laser irradiation [1]. The diffusion enhancement is recorded at a distance of about 1 cm from the source. The experimental observations are explained based on the results of large-scale molecular dynamics simulations of non-linear SAW propagation and interaction with surface molecular adsorbates [2]. The results of the simulations demonstrate that while the initial sinusoidal SAW has only a moderate effect on the surface diffusion [3], the wave profile sharpening and shock front formation lead to a very strong, more than 4500-fold, enhancement of the diffusion coefficient [2]. A detailed analysis of the simulation results reveals that the strong diffusion enhancement can be attributed to the dynamic coupling of high frequency harmonics of the non-linear SAW with cluster vibrational modes. While a less dramatic 19-fold increase in the effective diffusion coefficient is observed in experiments for SAWs generated by nanosecond pulse laser irradiation at 100 Hz repetition rate, the linear scaling of the enhancement with the number of the SAW pulses passing through the diffusion region per unit time suggests that a much stronger enhancement can be achieved at higher laser repetition rates. The results of this study may have practical implications in chemical catalysis, low temperature thin film growth, and mass spectrometry of heat sensitive molecules. At a general level, the results indicate that the acoustic activation at ultrasonic frequencies can serve as an effective substitution for heat in a broad range of applications.

Figure. Schematic representation of the results of the experimental and computational investigation of the acoustic enhancement of surface mobility. A typical simulated trajectory of an atomic cluster is shown in the upper left frame. The cluster is set into motion by the non-linear sharpening of the SAW (bottom frame). The results of the simulations are used to explain the experimental observations of the increase in the mean square displacement of the clusters in the presence of SAWs (upper right frame).

Hybrid laser cutting technology of Ti-6Al-4V thin sheet using diode-pumped-solid-state ultraviolet laser
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1. Introduction
Titanium alloy is gradually used in the aerospace and medical industries due to the noticeable mechanical and chemical properties such as light, high strength, good corrosion resistance, nice thermal conductivity and easy manufacturing for complicated components. Especially, Ti-6Al-4V (Grade 5) is a widely used for medical materials due to its excellent biocompatibility and mechanical properties for the human body. However, the titanium alloy material is not easy for machining; therefore, nontraditional micromachining methods [1-2] were presented, such as ultrasonic machining (USM), electric discharge machining (EDM), electron beam machining (EBM), laser beam machining (LBM), are useful and powerful for microstructure fabrication, especially in micro hole of a high aspect ratio. Hybrid laser cutting technology of the titanium alloys thin sheet using UV laser system was proposed in this study.

2. Experimental
Commercial Ti-6Al-4V (Grade 5) alloy thin sheet with thickness of 100 µm are used in these experiments. To investigate the influence on the characteristics (i.e., cutting profile, oxidation, and residual properties) of thin titanium alloy sheet laser cutting by various different operating parameters including laser fluence, machining times, pulse repetition frequency and speed was proposed. The micro hole cutting procedure of the three steps was as follows and shown in Fig. 1 (a-c).

Step1: The contour portion of the micro holes was removed using a fluence laser beam in order to speed up the ablation rate of material and decrease machining time, in Fig. 1 (a).
Step2: Adjusted focus position of focal lens. High fluence laser beams were used to trim residuals and to ensure roundness in the bottom circle of micro holes, in Fig. 1 (b).
Step3: High fluence laser beams were used to trim residuals and to ensure roundness in the top circle of micro holes, in Fig 1 (c).

We significantly compare the relationship between the micromachining parameters of micro hole with UV laser drilling system on titanium alloys to determine the cutting profile, oxidation, and residual properties of the micro holes. These parameters would help us perform the fabrication of a 5x5 matrix, micro holes with a diameter of 600 μm.

3. Preliminary matrix hole cutting results
Fig.2 shows the optical microscope image of Ti-6Al-4V (Grade 5) alloy thin sheet with diameter of 600μm. As the figures could be observed that the contour profile has sharp edge and excellent roundness. In addition, by using the present hybrid cutting method has the little heat affected zone of the cutting region.

Fig. 2. Optical microscope image of the cutting holes.

1. Introduction
Imaging and quadrature phase shift interferometry of laser irradiated surface and laser-induced gas-plasma flows has been used to investigate laser ablation processes in a number of works. Processing of experimental data obtained using these techniques reveals some data insufficiency or results ambiguity, e.g. caused by surface shielding or unknown ablated mass flow rate. Previously [1], we used Michelson scheme for surface & Mach-Zehnder – for plume interferometry. Although some valuable results were obtained [2], there were several restrictions and complications in techniques implementation due to temporal coherence of probing ultra-short laser pulses, reflective properties of irradiated surface and probing wavelength to ablation crater ratio. Also beam-splitting interferometers are not always suitable for multi-wavelength probing and are sensitive to optical paths fluctuations. To solve these problems we investigated performance of the modified Nomarski scheme for multi-wavelength plume and speckle surface interferometry.

2. Experimental performance
Nomarski scheme, where probe beam is split after object in birefringent Wollaston prism (Fig. 1), has been used for laser-induced plasma flows interferometry in [3] for \( n_e \sim 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \) plumes, but in original phase contrast layout resolved electron density lower threshold could be reduced by ca. 3 orders of magnitude (at sub-mm optical path scale). Another feature of this scheme is an ability of easy interference periods inclination and spacing regulation (by prism position and rotation), the latter is extremely useful for quadrature and irradiated surface speckle interferometry. Absence of reflective optical elements makes Nomarski scheme very convenient for multi-wavelength interferometry, that has been implemented by us for 400 and 800 nm probes using single color-CCD. Each of wavelengths images sole treatment results (e.g. for Al-film ablation at ambient conditions) in ca. 5 times electron density mismatch (0.45 and 2.4 \( 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)), combined treatment gives intermediate (1.1 \( 10^{18} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)) value of this parameter and also density of atoms (2.3 \( 10^{19} \text{ cm}^{-3} \)), the latter data are invaluable for the cases when ablated mass flow rate can’t be evaluated or plume consists of target vapors and background gas. Speckle surface interferometry scheme is based not on reflected wave-front shift, but on projected interference periods distortion, this method is suitable for multi-\( \mu \text{m} \) crater depths poorly analyzed using interference microscopy.

3. Conclusions
Use of Nomarski interferometer provides abilities to simplify optical scheme justification (including setting interference period), multi-wavelength and ultra-short pulses probing, to reduce optical paths fluctuation issues, and to broaden application range.

The results have been obtained at “Beam-M” (RFMEFI59014X0001) facility at BMSTU.

Investigation of microstructure and surface morphology of Ti64 plate fabricated by vacuum selective laser melting
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1. Introduction

Selective laser melting (SLM) process, as one of additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, is useful way as direct and complicated shape formation [1]. We demonstrated that Ti6Al4V plates were fabricated 3D structure by SLM process in vacuum. Titanium alloys are clinically employed for artificial bones and hard tissue implants in humans because of their light, nonmagnetic, weather resistant, and biocompatibility properties, but they are difficult to form into complicated structures, such as bionic structures, because they are difficult to cut as machine materials. In our previous study, Ti 64 plates fabricated by vacuum SLM process were investigated correlation between the surface morphology and laser power density. From the results, the surface roughness was depended on the laser power density. At the laser power density of $5.7 \times 10^5 \text{W/cm}^2$, the surface roughness improved from 60 µm to 0.62 µm.

In this study, in order to investigate the laser melting and solidification dynamics, a process of Ti 64 alloy plate (10mm x 10mm x 1 mm), which fabricated by vacuum SLM, was captured by high speed video camera. It was also determined that crystal orientation was evaluated with X-ray diffraction.

2. Experimental procedure and results

The SLM system employs a single-mode fiber laser with a wavelength of 1064 nm and a maximum output power of 300 W in a continuous wave. A three-axis galvanic mirror setup was used to focus on the powder surface by using a z-axis lens. The Gaussian laser beam has a diameter of 60 µm at the 1/e² intensity point. The chamber’s pressure was set to $1.0 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa to prevent the Ti64 powder from oxidizing. The base plate of the powder bed was vertically dropped in determined steps, and Ti64 powder supplied from the powder feeder was then smoothed by a roller on top of the powder bed. The single-mode fiber laser irradiated and melted the powder bed to make a molten pool in order to form 2D metallic structures. A linear raster scan pattern was employed with a scan vector length of 10 mm. These processes are then repeated to build up a 3D fabricated sample.

Melting and solidification dynamics of vacuum SLM process were observed at an oblique view to 45 degrees of the laser with high speed video camera (Fig.1). And the Ti64 plated fabricated by vacuum SLM was evaluated with XRD and SEM to investigate the crystal orientation. From the results, it was recorded from the powder peaks of $\alpha$ (1011), $\alpha$ (0002), $\alpha$ (1010), and $\alpha$ (1012) that the crystal orientation is composed mainly of martensitic alpha. Diffraction peaks corresponding to $\beta$ (110) were detected in vacuum SLM processed samples.

Fig.1 observation of melting and solidification dynamics of Ti64 powder with the high speed video camera.

Laser ablation parameters as fundamental key factors for controlling the 3D Additive Manufacturing process: considerations
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The ability of processing through laser beams different kind of powders for direct production of components with complex geometries by 3D printing has been gaining an impressive and growing attention for specific industrial applications. The process which can be distinguished as Selective Laser Sintering or Selective Laser Melting is even considered, more generally, as Additive Manufacturing where layer by layer material is built by interaction between a laser beam and a powder bed. All effects occurring during the interaction between the laser beam and the powder properties are usually neglected and phenomenological approaches are rather followed. From the work here presented some considerations related to the defect observed during the employment of the Additive Manufacturing process such as: balling, pores production, thermal stresses, micro-structural inhomogeneities, presence of unprocessed powder, capillary instability and so on will be discussed. With this aim, laser parameters (power, spot size, duration, wavelength) both, in plane laser scanning and vertical powder bed translation features (speed, pattern and spacing) power properties (size, density, distribution, composition and layer thickness) already reported in literature will be introduced.

In such a way a deep insight view about the effects played by these parameter will be reported in order to provide some indications on the manifold mechanisms involved. Although non equilibria processes can be considered, thermal effects will be taken into account in first approximation. The rapid heating of the powder due to the laser beam energy transfer process followed by a rapid cooling rate can provide a local latent heat during the solidification process and induce unexpected phases of the final manufactured component. On these bases and taking into account other hypothesis connected to the underneath heat diffusion of the growing up piece of manufacture, heat accumulation effects and sharp decrease of the melted material viscosity, the presence of different kind of defects can be foreseen. In this manner the generated 3D component features and the production parameters used in this survey will be considered for drawing a relationship between fundamental mechanisms occurring during the laser ablation process and the Additive Manufacturing technique.
Real-time study of gold nanoparticles formation by pulsed laser annealing
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The synthesis of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) either covered or embedded in transparent dielectric materials has recently received great attention for its possible applications as plasmonic structures. There are several methods to synthesize metal NPs such as chemical synthesis, photoreduction, thermal and laser annealing among others. The formation of NPs on the surface of different substrates by laser annealing results from the irradiation with nanosecond laser pulses of metal thin films grown previously on these substrates. The main advantages of this method include high precision of nanoparticles placement, room temperature processing in atmospheric conditions and freedom of chemical wastes and lithography requirements [1]. Moreover, it has been shown than for a laser fluences above a threshold, the NPs can be implanted into glass substrates [2,3].

This work focuses on the fabrication of gold NPs on both glass and fused silica substrates via laser annealing of Au films using a Nd:YAG laser (355 nm of wavelength and 7 ns of pulse duration). This study is aimed at the better understanding of the mechanisms involved during the annealing. For this, real-time optical absorption, laser beam deflection and pulsed photocoustic measurements were used to monitor the formation of the NPs as a function of the laser fluence and the number of pulses. The influence of the film thickness, the laser repetition rate and the background pressure on the characteristics of the NPs was also studied. The obtained NPs were characterized by SEM, AFM and UV-Vis optical absorption. The current assessment shows that the annealing induces physical processes with duration of hundreds of microseconds.

Pathogenic microorganisms such as *E*-coli are the third leading cause of hospital associated infections. *E*-coli microorganisms have the capability to adapt to different environments and modify their pathogenic properties, thus appearing the possibility of acquisition and transfer of these genes from and to other pathogens. Therefore, the design and fabrication of new diagnostic systems which can be used in the field of environmental monitoring and control, but also for medicine, and public health are of paramount importance.

This study deals with the design and fabrication of a microfluidic lab-on-chip system to perform the amplification of DNA (through real-time PCR) from *E*-coli. Micro-channels and micro-cavities have been fabricated by laser direct-write in different polymers i.e. PDMS, PMMA for their application in 3D microfluidic systems. Both a Nd:YAG (10 Hz at 1064 nm) and an ArF (193 nm) laser have been used for irradiation. Channel and micro-cavity morphology, dimensional accuracy, and surface conditions have been investigated by optical microscopy, atomic force microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. The difference in width between bottom and top surface has been also studied. In addition, metallic and dielectric thin films are necessary for the integration of the heating elements to carry out DNA amplification. Both for the insulation and conducting purposes materials with high temperature coefficient of resistance i.e. amorphous hydrogenated silicon carbide (a-SiC:H) and Ni have been deposited by pulsed laser deposition.

Our results indicate that the laser micromachining techniques applied here represent an important technical support for the realization of low-cost lab-on-a-chip systems with wide-ranging applications in chemical and biological analysis and clinical diagnostics.

*This work was supported by a grant from MEN-UEFISCDI, project PN-PCCA 34/2014.*
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Synthesis of Ultrasmall Nanoparticles by Laser Vaporization as “Building Blocks” for Nanostructures and Thin Films
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Pulsed laser vaporization (PLV) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD) are versatile nonequilibrium techniques used to discover a wide range of nanostructures synthesized by condensation, vapor-liquid-solid, or condensed phase growth in the gas phase (e.g., discovery of C60, single-wall carbon nanotubes and nanohorns, nanowires, etc.), and all types of thin films (from oxide superconductors and multiferroics to 2D materials such as graphene and metal chalcogenides) [1]. However, it has been unclear how gas-phase nanoparticles produced during PLV incorporate into thin films and nanostructures during PLD.

Here we describe the general phenomena of the formation and assembly of ‘amorphous’ ultrasmall nanoparticles (UNPs) in pulsed laser ablation plumes confined by background gases, and their role as transformable “building blocks” for the synthesis of mesoscale nanoparticle architectures, nanorods, and thin films with interesting metastable phases. We concentrate on TiO2. Using in situ time-resolved diagnostics (ICCD imaging, ion probe, LIF) and ex situ advanced electron microscopy (SEM, TEM, atomic-resolution Z-contrast scanning TEM, nano-beam electron diffraction (NBED), EELS) we characterize both the plume conditions and “amorphous” UNPs produced and collected on room-temperature substrates, and their individual transformations to crystalline phases upon post annealing. As shown in Fig. 1, when deposited at room temperature nearly pure UNP architectures are formed which, when annealed, transform into polycrystalline nanorods can be used as electrodes for dye-sensitized solar cells or photocatalytic water splitting [2]. However, when deposited at elevated temperature, we reproducibly obtain crystalline nanostructures with metastable phases, such as TiO2(B) nanosheets, or anatase nanorods (shown). Theory and simulation, along with NBED and EELS data indicate that the evolution of a particular crystalline phase and preferred growth orientation is linked to the elimination of defects and ordering of TiO6 octahedral units made possible by the metastable nature of the “amorphous” nanoparticle “building blocks”.

Thus, metastable UNPs synthesized by PLV are found to carry the target stoichiometry and transformability to a substrate for the catalyst-free formation of nanostructures and films with metastable phases, depending on their size and arrival rate – explaining a longstanding mystery in PLD. Similar plume conditions and stoichiometric amorphous UNP “building blocks” were recently used to synthesize 2D metal chalcogenide nanosheets and large single crystals, indicating the generality of the technique [3,4].

Research was supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Office of Science, Basic Energy Sciences (BES), Materials Sciences and Engineering Division and performed in part as a user project at the Center for Nanophase Materials Sciences, which is a DOE Office of Science User Facility.

Group-III nitride compound semiconductors (AlInGaN) are of immense interest for laser diodes (LDs) because they can theoretically cover an emission range from the infrared (InN) to the UV (AlN). The present work focuses on LDs emitting at short wavelengths, i.e., in the blue to ultraviolet (UV) region, which consist of InGaN multi-quantum well (MQW) structures and AlGaN cladding layers grown on GaN wafers. Besides growing good-quality lattice-matched ternary alloys, the patterning of narrow ridge waveguides, the formation of Ohmic contacts with low resistivity to the p-type layers as well as the precise cleaving of facets forming the cavity mirrors of Fabry-Pérot LDs are essential for efficient laser operation. Smooth mirror facets are crucial for high output power, deposition of high-quality coatings with defined reflectivity, and device reliability for edge emitting LDs. The threshold current density of the LDs will be corrupted by rough or nonparallel facets. The facet mirror facets must be precisely aligned to the crystal output power, deposition of high-quality coatings with defined reflectivity, and device reliability for edge emitting LDs. The threshold current density of the LDs will be corrupted by rough or nonparallel facets. The group-III nitride layers crystallize in wurtzite structure having a hexagonal lattice, which makes it particularly challenging to cleave rectangular laser bars. Furthermore, the AlGaN cladding layers are lattice mismatched to the GaN substrate and the resulting strain typically causes the wafers to be concavely bowed. Hence, diamond scribing and cleaving, which is well-established for GaAs and InP LDs, suffers from low yield due to imprecise breaking of the GaN-based wafers. In this paper we will show that laser scribing provides a versatile method to fabricate GaN LD dies with high-quality facets. Complemental to our previous work about laser scribing of sapphire to cleave GaN-on-sapphire LDs [1], here we focus on facet formation of GaN-based LDs on GaN substrate. We used a nanosecond-pulsed laser (pulse length < 30 ns) with a wavelength of 355 nm to scribe the material followed by cleaving.

The epitaxial layer structures of the LDs targeting laser wavelengths of 420 nm are around 5 microns thick and were grown on 2 inch GaN substrates of two vendors by metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy. A simple fabrication process for broad-area laser diodes was performed on quarters of 2 inch wafers using contact lithography, metal deposition by electron beam evaporation, and contact formation by thermal annealing. After completion of wafer processing, laser scribing was performed in ambient air on the front of the wafer (epi-side). Using alignment marks on the wafer, pattern recognition, and an air-bearing XY stage coupled to a galvanometer scanner the laser spot was precisely positioned with respect to existing structures on the wafer. The laser beam was focused to a diameter of about 15 µm using a telecentric F-teta objective with a focal length of 56 mm. The bandgap energy of the GaN substrate is 3.4 eV and corresponds to an absorption edge at 365 nm, i.e., at the irradiation wavelength of 355 nm GaN absorbs, decomposes and ablates. Debris caused by laser processing was removed by diluted hydrochloric acid. The 200 µm thick wafers were then affixed to a supporting tape and cleaved by hitting a blade against the back (substrate-side) using a commercial breaker tool.

Laser processing parameters, such as pulse energy, pulse repetition frequency (PRF), scan velocity, and number of repetitive scribing were optimized to avoid damage to the active LD region. Scribe depth and pattern were adjusted to the cleaving process to assure reliable die separation. For pulse energies between 1 µJ and 45 µJ at PRF = 20 kHz and single scan at 100 mm/min trench depths between 15 µm and 180 µm were obtained. For the mirror facets a precise alignment to the crystal’s natural cleaving plane (GaN’s m-plane) is essential. Also, the laser scribe lines must be precisely aligned to properly guide the cleaving. To avoid collateral damage of the epitaxial layer stack, e.g., by thermal effects, a skip-and-scribe pattern was applied leaving non-scribed sections where the active laser regions (p-contacts) are located. A distance of 70 µm between the ends of the laser processed lines and the edges of the p-contacts was chosen such that the broken line keeps the cleaving in the designated track. The trenches scribed perpendicular to the mirror facets must be sufficiently deep to force the hexagonal lattice to break along them. These lines were continuous and run in a distance of more than 200 µm parallel to the active lasing section (p-contacts).

The dies were carefully inspected by scanning electron microscopy and process parameters were optimized to minimize particle contamination and formation of terraces at the mirror facets. Also, experiments with two different water-soluble protective coatings were carried out to prevent adhesion of debris on the wafer surface during laser processing but have not shown a significant advantage. Crystal cracks due to thermal stress caused by local heating of the material during laser processing could be avoided by choosing gentle process conditions. No defects in the MQW could be detected by scanning cathodoluminescence measurements. Also, luminescence and laser spectra of the laser processed LDs did not show evidence for device degradation. Threshold current densities are comparable with LDs fabricated by diamond scribing. All data collected so far prove the concept of laser-assisted fabrication of mirror facets for GaN-based LDs.
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Abstract
This paper presents laser cladding of NiTi powder on AISI H13 tool steel surface. The cladding process was conducted using Rofin DC-015 diffusion-cooled CO2 laser system with wavelength of 10.6 µm. The NiTi powder was pre-placed on H13 tool steel surface. The laser beam was focused to a spot size of 90 µm on the sample surface. The laser parameters were set to give 1515 and 1138 W peak power, 18 and 24 % duty cycle and a 2300 to 3500 Hz laser pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Hardness, properties of the modified layer were characterized by Matsuzawa MMT-X7 Vickers Hardness Tester with Vickers indenter. Metallographic study, chemical composition and phase analysis were conducted using scanning electron microscope (SEM), energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDXS) and x-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Results showed that hardness of modified layer increased two times of the substrate material. The analysis detected α-ferrite and NiTi phase presence in the modified layer. The metallographic study show high metallurgical bonding between substrate and modified layer. These findings are significant to enhance surface properties for the lifetime of components and repair them when worn.

Index terms - Laser cladding, microhardness, XRD analysis, EDXS, NiTi
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High Harmonics and Attosecond Pulses --
Seeing Inside Molecules
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High Harmonic Spectroscopy (HHS) employs femtosecond high harmonic generation as a method to study the electronic structure of molecules. In many ways it is a time-reversed version of photoelectron spectroscopy, with the advantage that the energy, phase and polarization of the emitted photons can be measured for a broad range of energies simultaneously. By applying impulsive laser alignment methods, these measurements can be made in the molecular frame. The original HHS experiment showed that we could look inside a molecule at its electronic structure, and form the image of a single molecular orbital [1].

High harmonic spectroscopy employs two timescales – femtosecond and attosecond. The attosecond time scale results from the sub-optical-cycle nature of the process, and can reveal electron dynamics [2]. The femtosecond time scale enables pump-probe techniques to be employed. We have shown [3] that we can follow the photodissociation of bromine, in which we observe short-term dynamics by quantum interference between atomic centers, and long-term dynamics by interference of electron trajectories between separate atoms. We observed the transition between a molecule and distinguishable atoms.

Applying homodyne high harmonic spectroscopy to NO₂, we can see population transferring between two diabatic states as the excited state wave packet traverses near the conical intersection [4].

Finally, we can observe multi-electron effects, such as 4d-5p interactions associated with the giant resonance in xenon atoms [5].

We report on excitation of the photoluminescence of rare earth doped fluoride by means of the surface plasmon resonance of Al layer. The advantage of this method is high efficiency of the excitation, which is applicable to ultra-thin films. The p-polarized UV diode laser light is coupled to surface plasmon resonance using a fused silica prism in a Kretschman configuration. The angular dependence of reflected intensity is measured using a theta-2theta goniometer. The surface plasmon at resonance condition induces the luminescence in the adjacent doped fluoride layer. The luminescence is collected using a fiber optics and detected by a spectrophotometer. For the experiment, we used pure LiF films and doped by Eu, Pr and Yb. The fluoride layer was deposited on Al-coated fused silica substrate by electron beam evaporation. For the experiment, we prepared several samples with thickness up to 20 nm. We studied effect of color center enhancement in doped fluoride structure upon pulsed laser irradiation. We used KrF excimer laser (wavelength 248 nm) and capillary discharge XUV laser (wavelength 46.9 nm) for the fluoride layer treatment. The results shows that the induced color center photoluminescence can be enhanced by rare earth doping. Optical constants and thickness of the prepared fluoride film were studied by spectroscopic ellipsometry in the wavelength range from 245 nm to 1000 nm. The results were analytically compared with the theoretical simulation of angular dependence of p-polarized reflectivity and electric field intensity induced in the fluoride films.
Towards Planet Hunting on a Chip: First Successful On-Telescope Deployment of Integrated 2D-3D Hybrid Photonics using Extreme Adaptive Optics
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The next generation of telescopes currently under construction are vastly larger than any previously built. While their monumental size will allow astronomers to peer deeper into space, a fundamental scaling law means that instrumentation used by astronomers on these telescopes dramatically increases in both size and cost \cite{1}. This imposes an immediate obstacle for the next generation of instrumentation, and in particular spectroscopic instruments, which are used extensively in the hunt for habitable Earth-like planets in distant solar systems. Furthermore, detecting Earth-like planets places extreme requirements on spectrograph performance in terms of exceptionally high resolution and stability. Constructing conventional spectrographs in this parameter space has led to spiralling costs and complexity, and proved to be the primary limiting factor for the field. Integrated on-chip photonics can potentially provide an unparalleled improvement in spectrograph sensitivity and stability. However, until now, such devices have not been deployed and tested on telescopes with sufficiently high coupling to demonstrate the advantage over competing bulk-optic state-of-the-art instruments.

In this body of work we designed, fabricated, prototyped, and deployed a new kind of hybrid photonic circuit that combines a lithographically fabricated planar Arrayed Waveguide Grating (AWG) microspectrograph and a 3D integrated photonic lantern (multimode-to-single mode tapered transition) \cite{2-3}, fabricated in bulk glass using the femtosecond laser direct write technique. The AWG and lantern (and an injection multimode fibre) form a single integrated monolithic device (Fig. 1) capable of taking the atmospherically distorted light from the telescope’s focal plane, converting it to a series of diffraction-limited (single mode) inputs, and dispersing them simultaneously to form multiple output spectra.

We employed the SCExAO extreme adaptive optics facility at the Subaru Telescope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, to achieve unprecedented levels of on-sky coupling (~60\% and higher) directly into a commercially available fibre (with laboratory benchmarking demonstrating coupling as high at 87\% is possible). The measured throughput from the telescope focus to the detector was 42\%, outperforming high-resolution bulk optic spectrographs, especially on large telescopes.

![Fig. 1. After the telescope light is injected into a multimode-mode fibre it is transported to an integrated photonic lantern and the spectrograph chip (left), which disperses the starlight at NIR wavelengths. The acquired spectrum (right) of the star HD135153 is shown in black, alongside a sample spectrum in blue. The Hydrogen Brackett series of absorption lines from the star’s atmosphere are marked.](image)

Laser structuration of dielectric materials by a train of femtosecond pulses through cumulative effects
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1. Introduction and general phenomenology of the physical processes

Optical materials can be structured by laser pulses to get new material functionalities in various scientific area going from photonics to medicine. For instance, wave guides, nano-gratings, emergence of nonlinear optical properties for data storage [1], cutting and welding of materials are applications of great interest. Structuration driven by a train of laser pulses is strongly emerging due to its advantages: table top laser facility, very well controlled structuration with energy deposition accuracy in the nJ range by adjusting the number of pulses, etc. The material structuration due to pulse-to-pulse cumulative effects should be deeply understood to design specific structures. This may be achieved by modelling the main physical processes and their possible coupling. Briefly, each laser pulse first induces photo-ionization and heats the conduction electrons which can then transfer their energy to the lattice. That leads to a local increase in the material temperature together with heat diffusion and thermally-activated ions migration on longer timescales. Since the laser pulse is partially absorbed, the electron dynamics and the pulse propagation are closely coupled. Due to the low heat diffusion coefficient of dielectric materials, the laser energy may be accumulated in the absorption region, leading to high temperatures even if the single pulse energy is too low to induce itself any significant material modification. A general modelling including all the above-mentioned processes will be presented, including the two following applications of interest.

2. Nanostructures formation in silver-doped phosphate glasses

Here a phosphate glass doped with initially uniformly distributed Ag+ ions is irradiated. The laser-induced ionization first leads to the formation of Ag+ atoms through the reaction Ag0 + e→ Ag+1. The latter species may then associate with Ag+ to form Ag2+, which exhibits luminescence properties allowing to observe the spatial size of modified zone. Fig. 1(a) shows the emergence of a micrometric ring structure after an irradiation by 107 laser pulses [1] with parameters: 1030 nm, 470 fs, 1.2 μm of waist, 100 nJ, 10MHz. Due to the migration of charged species, a static electric field originates leading to the formation of nonlinear optical properties. A model including laser heating, heat diffusion, and thermally-activated diffusion and kinetic reactions of the various silver species, allows us to account for the observed structure (Fig. 1(b)). Details of the modelling, mechanisms for cumulative effects, and influence of laser parameters on the ring characteristics will be presented.

![Fig. 1. (a) Experimental and (b) predicted ring structure (Section 2).](image1)

![Fig. 2. Laser affected zone in sodalime (Section 3).](image2)

3. Refractive index modifications in sodalime glasses

Modification of Sodalime glasses irradiated by a train of 500 laser pulses with various repetition rates (RR) is addressed. Each pulse with 300fs duration, 1030nm wavelength and μJ energy, is focused by a 10x objective in the glass. The affected zone exhibits a particular comet-like shape with characteristic longitudinal and transverse lengths (Fig. 2). Experimental investigations show that this structure only appears for RR larger than roughly 100kHz. Then, both lengths increase with respect to the RR up to 500kHz. In order to shed light on the underlying cumulative effects taking place, the energy deposition is obtained by simulating the laser pulse propagation through a Forward Maxwell code [2]. The thermal effects are modelled by solving a heat diffusion equation with the deposited laser energy as initial condition. The softening temperature is considered as the threshold for a permanent index modification of the matter. The obtained evolutions of both characteristic lengths with respect to the RR are in a good agreement with the experimental data, demonstrating that the material modifications originate from heat accumulation and subsequent phase transition.


Laser cleaning technique has attracted more and more attention from scientist and engineers as a powerful tool for many high-tech applications, in which a solvent-free cleaning process, easy to automate and gentler than abrasive techniques, is required [1].

In the field of nuclear fusion research, laser cleaning is a potential candidate for the cleaning of the delicate First Mirrors (FMs), essential components of the diagnostic systems in future fusion reactors like ITER [2]. Due to the complex interactions with ITER harsh environment, the FMs’ surface may be covered by the materials eroded from the reactor main chamber, leading to a dramatic decrease of FMs reflectivity which can have an ultimate impact on the reactor safety and economics [3]. An effective laser cleaning process has to remove the contaminants without damaging the mirror surface nor altering its optical properties.

In this work, the laser cleaning of ITER FMs is investigated in details, following an integrated approach in which a single Nd:YAG nanosecond laser source is exploited to i) produce rhodium (Rh) coatings suitable as FMs, ii) deposit ITER-relevant contaminants onto mirrors’ surface and iii) study the laser cleaning process of the ITER-like diagnostic mirrors. Nanostructured, high-reflective Rh films with realistic properties as FM coatings (i.e. reflectivity, mechanical properties, behavior under reactor-relevant conditions) are produced by means of Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) [4-6] and are used as test system for cleaning.

The great versatility of the PLD technique is also exploited to deposit ITER-relevant contaminants with controlled features on mirrors’ surface. By properly controlling the deposition it is possible to tune finely the properties of the contaminates. Previously, we successfully cleaned tokamak-like carbon layers deposited on Rh mirror surface [7,8]. Here we discuss the cleaning of tungsten- and aluminium- (as beryllium proxy) based contaminants, with different composition, degree of oxidation, morphology (from compact dense layer to open, very porous structure) and thickness (from 100 nm up to 1 μm).

Laser damaging tests are performed on bare Rh coatings, in order to find a range of laser parameters (fluence, wavelength, number of pulses) safe for the cleaning experiments. The mirrors are cleaned using the fundamental Nd:YAG wavelength (NIR, \(\lambda=1064\) nm) or its fourth harmonic (UV, \(\lambda=266\) nm). The laser fluence per pulse varies from \(-100\)mJ/cm\(^2\) to \(-400\)mJ/cm\(^2\). A suitable remote handling procedure is developed to clean samples of some cm\(^2\) in a few minutes in vacuum condition. Coatings morphology and composition are assessed by SEM, EDS and Raman spectroscopy before and after the contamination and after cleaning. The specular reflectivity (\(R_{spec}\)) of the mirrors is characterized using UV-Vis-NIR spectrophotometry before and after cleaning.

We observe that the cleaning effectiveness depends on the contaminant composition, morphology and optical properties. Nevertheless, by properly choosing the laser parameters, a satisfactory recovery of \(R_{spec}\) (from 70% to 90% of the original value for \(\lambda > 400\) nm) is achieved for most of the samples here considered, thus proving the robustness and the adaptability of the technique also in the context of nuclear fusion industry and research.

An investigation of the structural and morphological changes experienced by the contaminant during the laser irradiation, and their impact on the efficacy of the cleaning process, is also presented. Finally, the effect of repeated cycles of cleaning-contamination-cleaning on the mirrors’ performances is discussed.

Quantitative Comparison of the Efficiency of Laser Ablation for Bessel, Vortex and Gaussian Beam Shapes
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Ultrafast laser micromachining using pulses of < 10 ps duration is a rapidly growing field with applications in areas as diverse as microelectronics, surgery, and dentistry [1]. The mechanism of ultrafast laser ablation gives it significant advantages over longer pulsed and CW laser machining. The initial excitation is multiphoton in nature, and the ultrashort duration effectively decouples the electron and phonon degrees of freedom. Because of these key features, ultrafast laser micromachining is often described as “cold cutting,” able to work for virtually any material, and able to beat the Rayleigh criterion [2]. Unfortunately, despite these tremendous advantages, femtosecond laser micromachining is currently too slow for widespread use in industry.

Here, we apply a new custom-built laser micromachining apparatus to the dependence of the laser ablation efficiency upon the spatial beam shape. The ablation threshold is a routinely used to evaluate ablation for different conditions. A number of established techniques are used to measure this parameter, including the least visible damage, diameter regression, and volume regression [3]. These have significant limitations, however. The first is strongly subjective. The latter often require many time consuming measurements, and have been developed with the assumption of a Gaussian beam shape. The diagonal scan method, first proposed by Samad et al. [4], reduces the number of measurements, but also assumes a Gaussian beam. The current ablation threshold methods are thus inappropriate for a rational comparison of laser ablation as a function of beam shape.

We extend the diagonal scan method to allow the ablation threshold to be measured for non-Gaussian beam shapes of vortex and Bessel beams. For vortex beams we obtain an expression for the damage radius $\rho$ as a function of propagation length $z$, followed by integration to determine the maximum damage radius:

$$F_{th} = \frac{-|l|(l+1)E_0}{|l|! \pi e^{l+1} \rho_{max}^{|l|+1} \left( \frac{|l|+1}{|l|+2} \right)}$$

$F_{th}$ is the ablation threshold in J/cm$^2$, $E_0$ is the pulse energy in J, $\rho_{max}$ is the maximum damage radius in cm, $l$ is the vortex charge, and $W_1$ is the non-principal branch of the Lambert Omega function [5]. We also evaluate the pulse superposition $N$ to explore incubation effects.

In contrast to vortex beams, the fluence distribution of a Bessel beam could not be analytically solved to obtain the damage radius. To extend this technique to Bessel beams, we have therefore developed a numerical solution method to determine the ablation threshold for $n$ order Bessel beams, based on measurement of the maximum feature radius from a diagonal scan ablation feature. Experimental and theoretical comparison of the efficiency of femtosecond laser ablation with a variety of wavelengths, beam shapes and number of pulses is shown as a function of incident laser pulse energy.
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Femtosecond laser micromachining is rapidly becoming a major player in processing transparent materials. Being contactless, maskless, cost-effective and capable of 3D structuring, it proved to be a unique technology raising interest both in scientific as well as in industrial applications. In addition, femtosecond laser micromachining includes many different processes, from gentle modification of materials for waveguide writing, to subtractive approaches like ablation or laser assisted etching to produce microchannels, to additive approaches like two-photon polymerization to produce 3D micro/nano structures. The combination of these processes enables the fabrication of highly innovative devices that integrate microfluidic with optics, giving rise to the so-called optofluidics [1]. A first example of hybrid microfabrication consists in the combination of waveguide writing with femtosecond laser irradiation followed by chemical etching (FLICE) for microchannel creation. This very powerful platform produced several innovative and effective devices in the field of optofluidics [2]. One of the most interesting applications is the on-chip manipulation and analysis of cells. These complex operations, that usually require massive equipment and specialized personnel, can be performed in devices with an extremely small footprint, in the order of a few millimeters, in an almost completely automatized way. In an optofluidic device fabricated by femtosecond lasers, unprecedented 3D layouts are possible, which take advantage of optical forces, delivered by waveguides, to trap and deform cells, sort them and count them [3,4] (see Fig. 1(a)).

A second example of hybrid fabrication consists in combining the microchannel formation with two-photon polymerization. This allows producing 3D micro/nano structures inside a microchannel. One example is the fabrication by two-photon polymerization of a porous filter inside an already sealed microchannel [5] (Fig. 1(b)). This filter can be custom-tailored with pore sizes as small as a few hundred nanometers and can be used to filter plasma from whole blood.

Potentials of hybrid femtosecond laser micromachining are still largely unexplored, but the possibility to combine photonic and microfluidic networks together with three-dimensional micro/nanostructures will definitely make this technology one of the most versatile and powerful microfabrication techniques available.

Feasibility Study of Femtosecond Laser Written Arrayed Waveguide Gratings
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Abstract: The prospect of fabricating arrayed waveguide gratings (AWGs) using the femtosecond laser direct write technique is investigated. Here we successfully demonstrate the fabrication of planar slab waveguides that act as free propagation zones (FPZ), low loss adiabatic tapers and manufacturing strategies to inscribe AWGs ‘on-the-fly’.

AWGs (Fig: 1a) have recently been utilised as integrated compact, low loss, ‘on-chip’ spectroscopic sensors for applications including bio-medicine [1] and astronomy [2]. Since these devices are currently lithographically fabricated, the development of new prototypes require small scale fabrication runs that are expensive and time consuming. Here the laser direct-write technique is proposed as a fast and cost effective alternative for rapidly prototyping new devices. To laser fabricate an AWG both single mode waveguides and large planar slab waveguides are required. To date there has only been three reports on the fabrication of slab waveguides [3-5]. These previous examples however have not fabricated slab waveguides large enough for AWGs.

Here we demonstrate the fabrication of large slab waveguides in boro-aluminosilicate glass (Eagle2000) using a 5.1 MHz repetition rate 50 fs pulse Ti: sapphire oscillator. Slab waveguides were fabricated using the multi-scan technique with a 0.4µm pitch and translation speed of 2000mm/min. These slabs have a refractive index contrast of 1.5x10⁻³ and a transverse standard index deviation of 1.97% relative to the slab index change. Propagation of light within the slabs (Fig: 1b) shows linear diffraction as expected. Low loss linear adiabatic tapers were also developed and shown to reduce the losses at the FPZ-waveguide array interface by 90% (Fig: 1c). Fabrication of a complete AWG using a continuous contouring technique to avoid lossy defects has been demonstrated. Techniques to control the phase in the waveguide array will be presented.

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic of an array waveguide grating. (b) Near-field profiles of light diffraction at different propagation lengths in a laser written slab waveguide seen to the right. (c) DIC image from a complete AWG prototype displaying the low loss adiabatic tapers.
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Laser direct-write of complex materials: towards multi-layered micro/nano-structured optoelectronic devices
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Laser-direct writing (LDW) is a remarkably simple method to fabricate highly ordered and functional micro/nano structured systems from a wide range of materials. The versatility of LDW enables complex materials to be deposited as a liquid, paste or solid with lateral directionality and high selectivity resulting in efficient material usage. Pastes and solids may be deposited with well-defined geometries (tunable by rudimentary optics) and into functional 3D structures assembled through layer-by-layer direct-writing [1]. The ability to pattern structures with great repetition rate, high reproducibility and well-defined spatial coordinates has led to the realisation of metamaterials by LDW [2]. In this work we utilize LDW as a means to provide metallization for high performance Si solar cells. Here, we detail the challenges of conformal coating of micron-scale electrodes of silver nanopastes over rough, randomly textured, pyramidal structures (see Fig. 1); we quantify the suppression of defects in the active layers through fluorescence spectroscopy; and we study the morphological and electronic properties of the deposited silver electrodes. Finally, we provide a progress report on the laser-direct writing of an exciting new breed of materials for optoelectronics: organic-inorganic hybrid perovskites [3].

Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of textured thin film Si solar cells with (left) and without (right) laser printed Ag electrodes

Plasmonic nanoparticles enhanced ultrafast laser locally inducing stimulation of hippocampal neurons
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The physiology of neurons and neuronal circuits is often studied by applying various external stimuli including mechanical, electrical, chemical and more recently optical. Light-induced stimulation with optogenetic tools is a well-established and powerful approach to study circuit function¹. However, it remains difficult with all these techniques to stimulate locally the cell membrane at the nm to µm scale, which would be useful to study the cellular behaviors governing neuronal and dendritic functions. We have developed a new and alternative technique to locally apply a stimulus on neurons using a near-infrared (NIR) ultrafast laser and plasmonic gold NPs (AuNPs). Upon off-resonance irradiation, numerical simulations show that a series of highly localized phenomena at the nanoscale occurred around the AuNPs, including charge creation, heat transfer, pressure wave and eventually nanocavitation²,³. Pump-probe experiments indicate that few hundreds nm to µm size bubbles could be formed around the AuNPs in close proximity with the cell membrane (Figure 1a and b)⁴. Functionalized AuNPs can target specific antigens on the targeted cells (Figure 1c) and induce various highly localized stimuli that may include a combination of mechanical (pressure wave and bubbles), thermal and possibly electrical effects, depending on laser parameters and AuNPs properties. Figure 1d shows a simulation result of a pressure wave interacting locally with a cell membrane located 20 nm from the AuNP surface.

We tested this hypothesis in vitro on rat hippocampal neurons. We have developed a technique to effectively functionalized 100 nm AuNPs with antibodies targeting specific cell membrane receptors⁵. These stable functionalized AuNPs were incubated with neurons. Then, regions of interest on somato-dendritic domains with one or more AuNPs were irradiated with a 800 nm femtosecond pulsed laser. We monitored the neuronal response with confocal imaging of Ca²⁺ fluctuations using GCaMP6 and with patch clamp electrophysiology. Our results indicate that we are able to induce localized or widespread Ca²⁺ elevation inside the neurons, depending on i) laser intensity, ii) surface area of illumination, or iii) number of functionalized AuNPs on targeted cells. Discussion on the physical mechanisms will be presented based on simulation results and pump-probe experiments.
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ZnO nanostructures prepared through millisecond pulsed laser ablation in liquid
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) nanostructures are attractive candidates for a variety of applications, such as gas sensors, photocatalysts, UV LEDs, and nanoscale electronic and optoelectronic devices [1]. The precise control of size, shape, chemical composition and crystallinity of ZnO nanostructures is still a challenge for their use. We prepared ZnO nanostructures with various sizes and shapes through millisecond pulsed laser ablation in liquid. By changing pulse width, laser power and liquid, the product size and shape could be controlled. For the characterization of ZnO nanostructures, transmission electron microscope (TEM) measurement, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis, and Raman spectroscopy were conducted. Figure 1 shows TEM images of ZnO nanostructures prepared using water as a liquid medium. The pulse widths were 0.5 ms and 2 ms, while the laser powers were 1 kW and 5 kW. Nanorod-shaped structures are well seen. With increasing pulse width from 0.5 ms to 2 ms, the aspect ratio of ZnO nanorods was observed to be higher. The increment of the laser power leads to the reduction in size. Figure 2 shows a representative XRD pattern and XPS spectra of a prepared sample. Based on the XRD pattern, the analyzed sample has a hexagonal structure. The XPS spectra indicate that the sample is composed of Zn and O. When using ethanol as a liquid in LAL, the shape of structures was close to sphere. With increasing the pulse width from 0.5 ms to 2 ms, the diameter of nanoparticles became larger. XPS and XRD spectra showed that the composition of prepared structures were zinc and oxygen atoms. We conclude that ZnO nanostructures with the shapes of nanorods and nanospheres, with various sizes, were prepared by millisecond pulsed laser. The ZnO nanostructures prepared by laser ablation in liquid are promising for the applications where extremely pure nanomaterials are needed, for example, bio-imaging and surgery.
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Temperature dependence of semiconducting BiFeO$_3$ thin films deposited by pulsed laser deposition for resistive memory application
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Conducting ferroelectric materials have exhibited emergent electronic properties, including significant electroresistance effects in switchable ferroelectric diodes [1] and multiferroic/ferroelectric tunnel junctions [2] and intriguing charge conduction in ferroelectric domain walls [3], which have attracted considerable attention in high-speed switching and high-density memories as well as in ultrafast electro-optical devices. Ferroelectric-resistive memories based on ferroelectric diodes have demonstrated the ability of high resistive ON/OFF ratios, high speeds and low write powers with the high reproducibility by controlling polarization orientation. Here we fabricated semiconducting (001) BiFeO$_3$ (BFO) thin films with the thicknesses of 30-40 nm on SrRuO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ substrates using a pulsed laser deposition technique. The growth mode of BFO thin film can be controlled by the underlay SrRuO$_3$ bottom electrodes. It was found that the SrRuO$_3$ thin film was 3D island formation at laser energy density of 2.5 J/cm$^2$ but a 2D layer-by-layer growth mode when the energy density was reduced down to 1.5 J/cm$^2$, as shown in Fig. 1. Above-layer growth modes of BFO thin films match with SrRuO$_3$ exactly, though the growing conditions are the same. The 2D thin film at 300 K shows switchable ON/OFF diode currents upon polarization flipping near a negative coercive voltage, which is nevertheless absent from the 3D thin film. From a positive-up-negative-down pulse characterization technique, we measured domain switching current transients in both semiconducting thin films after deduction of time-dependent leakage currents, where domain switching time can be adjusted in the range of ns-ms through the resistance adjustment of the circuit RC time constant. These current transients can be further transformed into standard polarization-voltage (P-V) hysteresis loops. The P-V hysteresis loops after 1 μs-retention time show the preferred domain orientation pointing to bottom electrodes in a 3D thin film. This poor polarization retention can be improved considerably in a 2D thin film. From these P-V hysteresis loops, we extracted domain switching time dependence of coercive voltage at temperatures of 78 - 300 K, as shown in Fig. 2. It is found that the coercive voltages in semiconducting ferroelectric thin films are much higher than those in insulators. Finally, an equivalent resistance model in description of free-carrier compensation of the domain boundary charge during domain growth is developed to interpret this difference. Thesemiconducting thin films can be further integrated into the elements of ferroelectric resistive memories with the sizes of a few tens of nanometers with readout currents on the order of nA.

Fig. 1. Micrograph of atomic force microscopy for a 2D BiFeO$_3$/SrRuO$_3$/SrTiO$_3$ thin film.

Fig. 2. Domain switching time dependence of coercive voltage for a 2D thin film at different temperatures. The solid lines are the best fitting of the data in a semiconducting thin film in comparison to the dotted lines for a ferroelectric insulator.
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Research effort is being made to explore fundamental properties of new materials and their potential impact for future device applications. Recent advances in pulsed laser deposition technique have enabled the growth of atomic-scale thin film and layer-by-layer design of heterostructures, providing unprecedented structural perfection and control of their physical properties which offer potential solutions to the fundamental limits of scalability of conventional semiconductor technology. New physical properties and behavior that are absent in bulk can be engineered.

Among different material systems, complex oxides offer opportunities to develop multifunctional (nano)-devices, owing to the large variety of physical properties resulting from the complex interplay between the electronic, orbital, spin and structural degrees of freedom. This potential is further enhanced by the possibility to combine various oxides in the forms of atomically controlled heterostructures and interfaces, as demonstrated by the discovery of two-dimensional electron gas (2DEG) at the interface between two complex oxide insulators, in particular at the interface between a polar (e.g. LaAlO$_3$) and nonpolar (e.g. SrTiO$_3$) oxides. In this talk, I will present our research effort on oxide interfaces at the National University of Singapore; from basic understanding to tuning the physical properties of the 2DEG by material engineering at atomic level and by electric-field effects. The growth of various oxide interfaces by pulsed laser deposition and the observation of new emerging electronic and magnetic properties and direct imaging and electric field tuning of ferroelectric domain walls at oxide interfaces will be presented.
Nanostructure formation on PLLA and PLGA by femtosecond laser irradiation
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Biodegradable polymers have been attracting increasing attention in tissue engineering due to its biodegradability and high biocompatibility. In vitro studies of cell biology revealed that cells are able to sense their extra-cellular environment and receive signals that regulate cellular functions such as adhesion, morphology, migration and differentiation. Since chemically and geometrically modified material surface are known to affect such cellular functionalities, several methods to process surface of biodegradable polymers have been studied. Among other methods, laser processing has advantages in surface processing of biodegradable polymers because it provides dry processing without using a toxic chemical component and in processing of complex-shaped surfaces even after molding. We have reported successful formation of laser-induced periodic surface structure (LIPSS) on poly-L-lactic acid (PLLA), a typical and widely used biodegradable polymer, by femtosecond laser irradiation. In this work, we investigate LIPSS formation on PLLA and poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) under various irradiation conditions: number of laser pulses, laser fluence, laser wavelength (266, 400 and 800 nm) and laser pulse duration (100 fs to 2.04 ps) to reveal the optimal irradiation condition for LIPSS formation. Biodegradation of PLLA and PLGA was also studied after laser irradiation. As shown in Fig. 1, LIPSS were formed at different incident wavelengths: 266 nm [Fig. 1(a)], 400 nm [Fig. 1(b)] and 800 nm [Fig. 1(c)]. LIPSS was likely formed with 400 nm wavelength compared to 800 nm as electron excitation via multiphoton absorption is likely to occur. However, with 266 nm wavelength, only shallow LIPSS were formed. This result suggests that certain thermal ablation is necessary to form LIPSS on PLLA. To further discuss thermal properties in LIPSS formation, pulse width and repetition rate dependency of LIPSS formation was also studied. LIPSS were formed with wider window of laser irradiation conditions at repetition rate of 1 kHz compared to 100 Hz. It was also found that pulse width of 100 fs is more likely to form LIPSS compared to 2.04 ps. These results suggest the requirement of adequate amount of heat, sufficient interval for photochemical reaction, and high peak intensity to form LIPSS. The biodegradation test shows that the biodegradability of both PLLA and PLGA remained after laser irradiation. For PLLA, the biodegradation characteristics did not change drastically before and after laser irradiation, however, for PLGA the ablation crater formed after laser irradiation at 400 nm expand drastically compared to that formed by 800 nm. Although the surface roughness increased after biodegradation by elapse of time, LIPSS remained almost unchanged for more than 100 min. [Fig. 2]. We could conclude that hydrolysis less occurred on LIPSS due to its hydrophobicity.

![Fig. 1. SEM images LIPSS formed on PLLA under the irradiation condition of (a) 1.0 J/cm² for 10000 pulses at 800 nm, (b) 0.40 J/cm² for 5000 pulses at 400 nm, (c) 7.5 mJ/cm² for 5000 pulses at 266 nm. The bi-directional arrows indicate laser polarization.](image1)

![Fig. 2. SEM images of LIPSS formed at 75 mJ/cm² with 12000 pulses at 400 nm (a) before and (b) after degradation for 80 minutes.](image2)
Phosphors have many uses today, such as information display, medical imaging, and theft prevention. The phosphors are often used as powders, even though thin films offer higher resolution and better chemical stability. We have investigated the cathodoluminescent (CL) and photoluminescent (PL) properties of thin films of several phosphors (e.g. SrAl$_2$O$_4$:Eu$^{2+}$,Dy$^{3+}$; SiO$_2$:PbS; SiO$_2$:Ce$^{3+}$,Tb$^{3+}$ and CaS:Eu$^{2+}$) that were ablation deposited onto Si (100) substrates using either conventional pulsed laser deposition (PLD) or pulsed reactive crossed beam laser ablation (PRCLA). Several deposition parameters were varied, including vacuum versus partial pressure of gas (O$_2$ or Ar), type of laser pulse, and substrate temperature using either a 307 nm XeCl or 248 nm KrF excimer laser. The CL spectrum and intensity were measured in vacuum from films irradiated with 2 keV electrons for a prolonged period of time, while PL data were collected in air under excitation by either a 325 nm HeCd laser or a monochromatized xenon lamp. Both the CL and PL intensities were strongly dependent on the deposition conditions and post-deposition annealing. Data from scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) show that the major influence of the deposition conditions on the CL/PL intensity was through changes in the morphology and topography of the films, which affects light scattering and out-coupling. Finally, the CL intensity from the films decreased significantly during prolonged electron beam irradiation. The degraded CL intensity resulted from the formation of non-luminescent oxide layers on the film surfaces. The chemical composition and electronic states of the ‘dead’ layers were analyzed using x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The influence of the various deposition conditions on the luminescent intensities will be discussed. The mechanism leading to lower CL intensities will be concluded to be electron stimulated surface chemical reactions.

Figure 1 shows the PL spectra of the pulsed laser deposited SrAl$_2$O$_4$:Eu$^{2+}$,Dy$^{3+}$ thin films prepared in different background gases with the film prepared in argon showing the highest PL intensity and the least PL intensity was observed from the film prepared in vacuum. The surface topography of the films in figure 2 shows that the films prepared in vacuum was smoother than those prepared in oxygen and argon. This explains why the film prepared in vacuum was less intense than those prepared in oxygen and argon.
Fluoride-metals nanostructured films fabricated by Pulsed Laser Deposition with auxiliary Electron beam evaporation
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Fluoride materials occupy an original and strategic position in modern optics. The fluorides exhibit unique optical features (low photon energy, high transparency in UV region, low refractive indices for infrared radiation) associated with the presence of rare-earth (RE) ions, which make them excellent candidates for variety of optoelectronics and photonics applications. One of the way how to enhance luminescence properties of RE³⁺ ions is using plasmonic behaviour of metallic nanoparticles (NPs) [1].

Most of the plasmonic research has so far focused on “classical” materials Ag and Au. Beyond this noble metals however, other, less used metals exist, whose specific characteristic could significantly bring new functionalities [2]. For example Al NPs yield an localised surface plasmon (LSP) resonance within the deep ultraviolet optical range [2] and by tuning the size of the NPS the resonance frequency could be shifted up visible spectral range. As was demonstrated in [3] the Al plasmonic behaviour could enhanced the luminescence properties of the Eu doped oxide film. Despite potential and low cost of Al, the exploitation of its plasmonics is very recent and still facing both scientific and technical challenges. One of the crucial problems is the degradation of plasmonic properties induced by rapid oxidation. This problem could be solved by using fluorides matrices, which will embed the Al NPs.

In our work we demonstrated successfully fabrication of either pure fluoride or RE doped fluoride thin films with metals NPs by means of combination of two PVD deposition techniques: Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) by means of pulsed Nd:YAG laser operated at 266 nm and Electron Beam Evaporation (EBE). The fluoride thin films were fabricated be EBE [4] while the PLD technique is very suitable to fabricate metals NPs or to ablate very precisely amount of materials for RE doping [3]. The silver and aluminium NPs embedded by CaF₂ films were fabricated by PLD with auxiliary EBE (fluoride matrix) at UHV deposition chamber. Before the deposition the vacuum chamber was evacuated down to 10⁻⁷ Pa to minimise the oxygen contamination. The thickness and optical properties of the films was investigated in-situ by spectral reflectometry.

The nanometric size distribution of RE doping was performed by PLD from metallic targets during CaF₂ deposition by EBE. The precise level of doping was easily controlled by the repetition rate of laser. The separation between RE³⁺ ions and metallic NPs were performed by computer controlled targets system together with the appropriate triggering of the pulsed laser with a purpose to study the influence of the fluorescence properties similar to work presented for oxides [3]. The prepared layers were analysed by spectral ellipsometer in the spectral range from 245 to 1000 nm. Characteristic interference oscillations are seen in the curves of spectral dependence of ellipsometric angles psi and delta. The analysis of the measured data revealed an absorption band at about 250 nm, which corresponds to localized plasmon resonance of incorporated silver and aluminium NPs, respectively. The plasmon resonance absorption band was parameterised using Lorentz oscillator model in the dispersion curve [5]. The excitation and luminescence spectra were measured in consequence of the metals NPs and nanometric distribution in the films. The results were compared and discussed with the results of analysis structural properties performed by methods (SEM, HRTEM, AFM, XRD).

Our experiments show great potential of combination of EBE and PLD for fabrication of metallic NPs in fluoride matrices. The plasmonics structure also some other “non usual metals”, which exhibits either plasmonics behaviour in UV such as Bi, or could easily oxidised like Cu could be also prepared by the similar way.

Dynamics of laser ablated colliding plumes in background gas
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Pulsed laser ablation in background gas is well known as one of the methods to prepare nanoparticles. Dynamics of plume expansion, which depends on background gas pressure, is essential for formation of nanoparticles. Collision of two plumes induces drastic change in plume expansion dynamics and accordingly modification of nanoparticles structure is expected. In the present paper, two pulsed lasers and targets are equipped and plumes from both targets are collided head-on[1-2]. Effects of delay time between two laser pulses, t_d, are discussed. We found that non-luminous Si species in emission-decayed plume is re-excited by collision with counter plume and re-emission is observed. This technique might be applied for preparation of core/shell nanostructures.

Si and Ge targets were placed at opposed position and they were irradiated by delay controlled two pulsed lasers. Helium gas was introduced in a chamber and kept at constant pressure. Plume collision dynamics was controlled by varying timing of laser pulses. The Si target was irradiated at t=0 followed by irradiation of the Ge target at t = t_d. Expansion dynamics of the plumes was measured using the ICCD camera equipped with spectrometer. Spectroscopic method enables us to measure expansion of Si and Ge plume individually.

When background gas pressure is around 150Pa, the stagnation layer is formed and the plume expansion is suppressed by the counter plume at t_d=0. The delay time, t_d, was varied under this background pressure. The expansion dynamics of Si plume is similar to that of simultaneous irradiation, t_d=0, when delay time t_d is less than 1 μs. Emission of the Si plume decays with time and disappears at t=5 μs. Therefore, when t_d > 5 μs, emission of Si plume cannot be observed just before the Ge target is irradiated. Interestingly, the emission of Si species is observed around the Ge target after the irradiation of the Ge target. These results indicate that non-luminous Si species in the emission-decayed Si plume reach around the Ge target and is re-excited by collision with luminous Ge plume. The intensity and time constant of the Si re-emission gradually decrease up to about t_d=55μs and sudden decrease is observed above this delay time as shown in Fig.1. Since the time constant of the plume increases with the collision of atomic species in the plume, the reduction of time constant corresponds to the decrease in the collision. Figure 1 indicates that the collision of atomic species rapidly decreases above t_d=55 μs. One of the possible origins of the decrease in the collision is the formation of the Si nanoparticles, which results in decrease in the number of the atomic Si species. The previous report has shown that the formation of Si nanoparticles starts from a few hundred μs after the irradiation[3]. If we take into account difference in experimental conditions, agreement with the previous report is not bad. This result implies a possibility to control the structure of nanoparticles by setting delay time. When delay time is larger than 55 μs, collision between the Si nanoparticles and the Ge atomic species and formation of Si nanoparticles covered by Ge thin layer, that is Si/Ge core/shell structure, is expected. The result of energy dispersive X-ray spectrometers equipped with the transmission electron microscope measurement is consistent with the existence of Si/Ge core/shell structure.

![Fig. 1. Intensity and time constant of re-emitted Si species as a function of delay time t_d.](image)
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Picosecond pulsed laser deposition of metal and metal-oxide layers with controllable porosity for sensor applications
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Picodeon Coldab® industrial Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) platform has been utilized for generating layers of various metals (e.g. Cu, Au, Pt, W) and metal-oxides (e.g. Al2O3, TiO2, WO3). By controlling laser parameters and deposition conditions, the layer structures can be designed to be either porous with controllable level of porosity or fully dense with neither pores nor pinholes.

Nowadays, thin layers of a couple to hundreds of nanometers, either fully dense or with defined level of porosity, find their use in wide range of applications from optics and electronics to biomedicine. A major application area of metal-oxide nano-layers is sensors. In particular nanostructured porous coatings and nanoparticles are used as sensing layers and catalysts in gas sensors. Furthermore, a gas sensor structure in some cases requires dense metal-oxides and metals as a passivation layers and heaters respectively. Both mentioned layers could be produced by PLD as sequential processes, which makes PLD highly attractive.

Picodeon Coldab® PLD platform enables industry-standard level of wafers processing and allows effective manufacturing of various coating layers for wide range of applications. Here, we demonstrate production of coating layers consisting of metal or metal-oxide nanoparticles of controllable size with exceptional uniformity across 4” wafers. Furthermore, we report performance of the sensing layers in functional gas sensors with and without catalyst particles. Technical approaches for efficient control of the coatings porosity and particle size are discussed.
Ion acceleration driven by ultraintense ultrashort laser pulses has been intensively studied in the past decade, because a number of future applications can be expected using such MeV-order protons. For practical use of the accelerated ions, it is crucial to produce high-quality proton beams that are monoenergetic and collimated. Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are hardy and versatile, with remarkable material and electronic properties. And they could be useful in some extreme conditions as well. We here propose a novel ion acceleration scheme using CNTs [1, 2], where embedded hydrogen-rich fragments - which could be water ice, paraffin, or some other low-Z material but were modeled as hydrogen nanotubes - are irradiated by an intense laser to eject substantial numbers of electrons. Due to the resultant unique electrostatic field, the nanotube and the embedded materials play the roles of the barrel and bullets of a gun, respectively, to produce highly collimated and quasimonoenergetic proton beams. Such beams are of great interest in fields as diverse as medicine, fusion energy, and materials engineering.

Figure 1 shows the schematic view of the nanotube accelerator. The double-nested nanotubes are irradiated by an ultrashort ultraintense laser pulse. The outer carbon nanotube is assumed to be chemically adsorbed with heavy atoms such as gold, while the inner nanotube is made of light materials such as hydrogen and carbon to form the projectiles. After blowing off the electrons, the remaining nanotubes composed of positive ions generate a unique electrostatic Coulomb field so that the inner ions are accelerated along the axis symmetrically toward both ends of the outer nanotube. The size of CNT for the simulation was 30 nm. Particle simulations has demonstrated that quasimonoenergetic protons with an energy of about 1.5 MeV are produced. If the hydrogen atoms are replaced by carbon atoms, the maximum ion energy increases to 10 MeV for the same target structure.

We have conducted experiment to show that such nano-structures can produce MeV-order protons, using Peta-Watt laser. Figure 2 shows the top view of SEM image of the nanotube target used in the experiment, that is made of Titanium-Oxide. The diameter and the axial length of the nanotubes are about 100 nm and 2 microns, respectively. Those nanotube structures are put on the surface of a 100 micron-thick Titanium plate, the opposite surface of which is then irradiated by an intense femt-second laser pulse at an intensity of ~ 10^{20} W/cm². The proton signals obtained by the experiment are very interesting; Without the nanostructures, no signal was observed, while with the nanotube structures 10 MeV protons are obtained. This suggests there exists an unrevealed physical mechanism to enhance proton generation under the existince of nanostructures on the rear surface.

Abstract

This paper will provide a detailed overview of the most recent advances and emerging laser applications used in the processing diverse materials for both the flat panel display and printed circuit board industries. Higher power UV and shorter pulse length laser sources are enabling component and device manufacturers in the consumer electronics industry to shrink device dimensions and create completely new device geometries. Recently developed laser processes in combination with new materials are helping designers build a whole new generation of thinner, lighter, more battery friendly portable and wearable devices. The unique characteristics of lasers allow users to harness photons to cut, ablate, drill, anneal, pattern or join materials precisely and selectively without mechanical force and with feature sizes not possible with any type of mechanical tool. This paper will give a overview of exciting new applications for lasers, including fine patterning of conductors, laser lift-off carrier separation, microvia drilling in glass and polymers and seed metal patterning for ultra-fine featured IC substrates. We will detail processes that are in full 24/7 production and review the relevant types of ultra-high precision laser sources.
Influence of ink properties on the dynamics of high velocity laser printing
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The deposition of conductive lines of few tens of micrometers width is of prime interest for the manufacturing of electronic devices, especially on flexible substrates. Laser printing, based on LIFT process (Laser-Induced Forward Transfer), always appears very attractive for such application. This technique allows the deposition of silver nanoparticle inks with a wide range of viscosities [1, 2] and the formation of 2D/3D structures with high resolution [3]. The dynamics of formation and expansion of the liquid jet, which is the basic mechanism of the LIFT process in liquid phase, has been extensively studied by means of time-resolved shadowgraphy [4, 5, 6].

Recently, micrometer conductive lines have been laser printed at velocities up to 4m/s in multi-passes configuration with a picosecond laser operating at 500kHz and a scanning mirror to move the laser at the surface of the donor film [7]. Time-resolved shadowgraphy studies showed that the instabilities induced by the interactions between two adjacent cavitation bubbles and/or two adjacent liquid jets prevent the deposition of a continuous line in a single step at high velocity with standard silver nanoparticle inks (20% silver content) [8, 9]. In this study, we investigate the influence of silver ink donor film properties (thickness, density, viscosity) on the dynamics of the liquid transfer at high velocity and the morphologies of the printed lines. In particular, we observe a new deposition mechanism when inks with higher densities (40% silver content) are used to print conductive lines at high velocity. As shown in figure 1b, all the successive jets are linked together and the specific properties of this ink maintain the stability of this multi-jet structure. In these conditions, we printed 30µm width silver lines at velocities up to 17m/s in a single pass, using a UV picosecond laser operating at 1MHz.

(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Shadowgraphy images of ink transfer at high velocity. (a) 20% silver content ink, ps operating at 500kHz, image taken 9µs after the first shot (5 jets). (b) 40% silver content ink, ps operating at 1MHz, image taken 13.9µs after the first shot (13 jets). Only the left part of the images must be considered, the right part being a mirror effect from the ink donor film.

1. Introduction

Use of an ultra-fast laser irradiation has opened a new window for forming periodic nano-grating structures on the metal surface [1]. The formation mechanism of the periodic nano-grating structure has been investigated by 2D PIC code [2]. Irradiating the laser pulses of 500 fs pulse, wavelength 800 nm, incidence angle 0º, p-polarized and intensity of $10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$-µm$^2$, the formation of periodic nano-grating structures has been confirmed, and the new formation mechanism has been identified by the Weibel instability.

2. Simulation Work

In the simulation, we have assumed low density mimic plasma in front of the target plasma instead of initially preformed plasma in the experimental area. Under the effect of the laser beam on hydrogen plasma which is used to facilitate the calculation instead of metal plasma, counter streams of electrons have been formed. The first stream is called the fast electron stream and it flows in the propagation direction of the laser beam with lower electron density. Conversely, the second stream of higher electron density is called the return stream, and it flows in the reverse direction of the fast stream to maintain the current neutrality. If the magnetic field perturbation exists, both streams have been bent under the effect of Lorentz force. This bending causes net currents, which enhance initial magnetic field. This growth of the magnetic field is well-known as the Weibel instability. The degree and the direction of bending can be easily analyzed. The enhancement to the magnetic field leads to concentration of the return electron density near the plasma boundary.

The magnetic field and the electron current density at t= 200 fs are shown in Fig. 1 (a) and (b), respectively. The structure between the magnetic field and the electron current density in figures proves the growth of the Weibel instability. As return electrons are concentrated by the magnetic field near the boundary, which are shown in Fig. 1 (c), the electron density increase and tips are formed at the boundary. These tips are essential for forming the periodic nano-grating structures.

Fig.1. shows the physical values which used to explain periodic nano-grating formation mechanism. (a) the magnetic field, (b) the net electron current density and (c) the electron density profiles.
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In this work, Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is exploited to produce W and WO$_x$ films with tailored properties. In particular, the effect of ablation and deposition parameters on film properties and modifications induced by post-deposition annealing treatments are investigated.

Because of Tungsten (W) properties, such as high thermal stability, hardness and low electrical resistivity, W films are extensively studied, mostly as barrier layers in the field of semiconductor integrated circuits, absorption layers in X-ray lithography and layers in multi-layer X-ray mirrors [1]. In the field of nuclear fusion, W coatings are used for plasma-facing components in tokamaks [2]. W oxide films are deeply investigated due to their electronic and optical properties that make this material a good solution in electrochromic devices [3] and gas sensors [4].

Due to the strict connection between films properties and their morphology, structure, crystallographic phase and stoichiometry, it is necessary to have fine parameter control during deposition and post-deposition treatments in order to realize films with the appropriate properties required by the specific application field.

In previous works we demonstrated the PLD capability to deposit W-based coatings with a wide range of structures and morphologies and different types of nanostructured W [5]. W coatings are dense, non-porous and exhibit different crystalline structures, from nanocrystalline to “amorphous-like”, with high levels of nanometric defects; materials with “amorphous-like” structure are deeply investigated because they exhibit peculiar and enhanced properties, such as resistance towards highly aggressive environments (e.g. plasma). Furthermore, we deposited W-O [6] and W-N systems, in which gas (O, N) could be either bounded or trapped in films as impurities.

In this work, the role of crucial PLD parameters, such as laser wavelength and fluence and background gasses pressure, was explored in order to understand how they influence films properties. All films were characterized by high resolution SEM, XRD, EDXS, Raman spectroscopy. Moreover, electrical resistivity measurements were used to estimate defects concentrations in films [7]. Firstly, the effect of different wavelengths ($\lambda=532$ nm and $\lambda=1064$ nm) on films nanostructure was addressed. Successively, the effect of laser fluence, in relation with laser energy and laser focalization, was investigated. Fine control in films properties and also in content of gasses (Ar, He and O) trapped in films were achieved by using different background noble gasses (Ar, He) during films deposition. Furthermore the confinement effects due to different pressures of He and Ar were explored in relation with film properties. Moreover, preliminary results of films deposited with PLD assisted by an Ar plasma were presented. Finally, using a reactive gas (O), W-O systems with peculiar properties, in relation with pressure used during deposition processes, were obtained: it was possible to deposit compact metallic films with a high concentration of trapped O or sub-stoichiometric amorphous W oxide (a-WO$_x$) films with structure from compact to porous. All the films were annealed at different conditions of temperature and time. In particular, three representative types of W coating were selected to be annealed. Using characterization techniques above mentioned, modifications due to thermal processes were evaluated in order to understand the films defects, crystallinity and morphology variations. Finally, it was achieved a proper control in films properties, such as the films stoichiometry and structure, by annealing W-O systems.

Effective generation of fast particles and X-ray from nano-structured targets irradiated by ultra-short intense laser pulses
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Abstract

Interaction of an ultrashort and ultraintense laser pulse with nano-structured targets is considered. Maximum energy of fast particles, conversion efficiency of laser energy to fast ion one and the divergence of particle beams are compared for various types of targets. The optimal is the target with the maximum absorption and the minimum mass. One variant of efficient target consist of a bunch of parallel or tapered carbon nanofibers. Such targets generate effectively a big current of relativistic electrons, propagating along the fibers and following their curvature. It follows that the optimal fiber thickness should be of several length of the skin layer of the electrical field and has to be in the order of magnitude of tens of nanometers. The distance between the fibers can vary between several Debye radiuses up to values of a few laser wavelengths. Collecting all fibers in only one allows to reduce the transverse size of fast electron cloud. The density of the energy flux of the hot electrons in such bunch, propagating along one nanofiber exceeds several times the intensity of the laser pulse. The absorption of laser energy in optimal nanostructure targets is about 100%. The factor of conversion of laser energy in energy of fast ions for such target can come approximately to tens percents. Efficient conversion of fundamental laser radiation into characteristic sub-femtosecond X-ray radiation and generation of tunable up-converted radiation are predicted. The results of the simulations were compared with the experimental data and have shown a good coexistence.
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Removal of 5 nanometer gold particles from solid surfaces by laser-induced spray jet
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Removal of nanoscale particles from solid surfaces will be increasingly important in semiconductor industry [1]. Laser-induced spray jet cleaning has recently been proposed as one of the promising techniques for nanoscale particle removal [2]. When an intense laser pulse is focused inside a liquid droplet, laser-induced plasma is generated. Expansion of the plasma breaks up the droplet, forming a pulsed micro spray jet. The speed of jet is high enough to remove the nanoscale particles from solid surfaces [3]. In this work, we examine the cleaning power of the cleaning process using 5 nm gold particles. Additionally, the effect of the liquid cleaning agent on the cleaning performance was analysed for isopropyl alcohol (IPA) and deionized water (DIW). Pulsed micro spray jet composed of micron-sized atomized droplets much smaller than the original droplet was produced with velocity up to ~700 m/s. Particles were then removed by hydrodynamic impact, i.e., direct impingement of atomized droplet and/or the radial flow generated by the droplets [4]. The process parameters, such as laser energy, plasma position and droplet size, were adjusted to maximize the cleaning power. Remaining particles and surface damage were analysed by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The results indicate that the spray jet using DIW could remove 5 nm gold particles from the silicon surface with no surface damage (Fig. 1). The spray jet using IPA as a non-water cleaning agent could remove the 10 nm gold particle. The cleaning power of IPA was slightly lower than that of DIW, but it could eliminate the watermark problem without a special rinsing and drying process.

Figure 1 TEM images of the sample surface with 5 nm gold particles (a) before and (b) after cleaning.

1. Introduction of laser based EZR process

Thin wafer handling is extremely important for 3D multichip packaging because ultra-thin wafers of below 50 μm thickness are difficult to produce and easy to break. Temporary bonding and debonding (TBDB) is necessary process for thin wafer handling. Device wafers that are attached to rigid carrier wafers using temporary adhesives in temporary bonding process don’t break during thinning and patterning process. After that processes, the thin wafers can be detached to carrier wafers by debonding process, and ultra thin device wafers are finally produced without breakage. The TBDB process using ZoneBOND carriers are recently introduced as powerful solution for thin wafer handling [1]. The ZoneBOND carriers have two zones; the edge zone possesses a full adhesion in several millimeter widths, while the center zone has a lower adhesion. In order to separate ZoneBOND carriers to the thin device wafers after bonding process, the edge zone only need to release. In this study, the laser based edge zone release (EZR) shown in figure.1 is presented as a faster debonding method without damages for ZoneBOND TBDB process. In addition, the results of feasibility tests to find optimal debonding valuables of laser are shown in this paper.

2. Characteristics of temporary adhesives and laser sources for laser based EZR process

The adhesive used for this research has thermal curing characteristics [2-3]. The adhesive absorbs 355 nm wavelengths light with 40 % absorbance. For Laser EZR debonding process, 355 nm UV ns pulse laser with about 5 watts power and 50 kHz repetition rate irradiates the adhesive. The heat generated by absorbed light in the adhesive makes that the adhesive turns gels to films which have little adhesive by thermal curing.

3. Experimental results and discussion

Debonding feasibility tests using bonded specimens with chip size were conducted to find optimal debonding conditions that the device wafers can be easily detached from ZoneBOND carrier wafers without damages from laser irradiation. From these tests, the optimal process valuables such as the laser energy density, pulse overlap index and stage rotation speed are determined. The laser based EZR deboning test for a full size ZoneBOND wafer is finally demonstrated using the optimal process valuables in this work.
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Selective lift-off of GaN LED from sapphire substrate using 266 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser irradiation
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The demand of selective lift-off of GaN LED from sapphire substrate should be necessary for the repair of the damaged LED which comes out in many complicated processes. When the damaged LED occurs, one should eliminate it and replace new single LED in the same position. In addition, one can handle a LED with high degree of freedom in manipulation when we have single LED. Mainly, Excimer laser (193 nm ArF, 248 nm KrF and 308 nm XeCl) is used for lift-off GaN LED by projection technique in wafer level transferring. To get single GaN LED with an area of 100 μm x 100 μm, we demonstrate that a 266 nm diode-pumped solid-state laser irradiation with a direct writing technique is applicable to lift-off single GaN LED from the sapphire substrate to the thermal release flexible tape. For an optimal condition of lift-off, we investigated the effects of laser processing parameter such as focal position, scanning speed, pulse overlap and laser power. We found out the irradiation power per unit area plays an important role for a good lift-off quality regardless of a fluence energy which is in higher or lower regime.
Dysprosium thiogallate laser – source of mid-infrared radiation
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1. Introduction
Due to growing demand of using laser radiation for atmospheric investigation and also for spectroscopic or medical purposes, a compact and reliable laser sources in mid-IR (2–5 μm) spectral region are required. One of effective laser materials allowing to cover this spectral region can be a lead thiogallate crystal doped by dysprosium ions (Dy: PbGa₂S₄ – Dy:PGS) [1]. The capability of Dy³⁺ ions in low phonon energy PGS crystal to generate various wavelengths has not been fully investigated yet. Previously most attention was paid to lasing at 6H11/2 - 6H13/2 transition with pumping by 1.32 μm, 1.66 μm or 1.7 μm radiation [2, 3]. In this work we studied the transitions originating from 6H9/2 + 6F11/2 level and terminating at 6H11/2 or 6H13/2 levels (Fig.1 - left) resulting in generation of 5.4 μm and 2.4 μm radiation, respectively, and compare it with the 4.3 μm line generation. The properties of oscillations at 2.4 μm were studied also for cryogenic temperatures.

2. Dy:PGS laser characteristics
Dysprosium doped lead thiogallate crystal with diameter 19.2 mm and length 16.2 mm synthesized using Bridgman technique in quartz ampoules from the melt served as an active medium for developed mid-IR laser. The concentration of the Dy³⁺ in melt was 0.7 at %. The dependence of absorption coefficient on wavelength is shown in Fig. 1-right. As pump source Nd:YAG laser operating in free-running mode was used with the 160 mJ output energy, the pulse length of 200 μs and wavelength 1.318 μm. In case of 5.5 μm radiation lasing at RT the maximum reached energy was 107 μJ. As the same condition the maximum pulse energy for 2.4 μm radiation was 2.35 mJ with efficiency of 8.5 %. For 2.4 transition and low temperature (80 K), the threshold was sufficiently (~3 times) lower and the efficiency increased (1.4 times).

4. Conclusions
Different Dy:PGS laser transitions originating from 6H9/2 + 6F11/2 level for 1.32 μm pumping were investigated. Laser generation at 2.4, 4.3, and 5.4 μm with the maximum pulse energy of 2.35 mJ, 850 µJ, and 450 µJ respectively, were obtained at RT. It proves that Dy:PGS material can be used for generation laser radiation in the interesting mid-IR region. From the low temperature spectroscopic measurements it follows that the temperature decrease down to 80 K does not influence strongly the absorption spectrum of Dy³⁺ ions. Laser generation at 4.3 μm was not influenced significantly by the temperature decrease. In the case of 2.4 μm generation the laser threshold decreased at 80 K.
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Microstructuring of tetrahedral amorphous carbon films (ta-C) using a 248 nm KrF excimer laser
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The special properties of tetrahedral amorphous carbon (ta-C) films with low internal stress, such as extremely high hardness in the range of 60 GPa and low friction coefficient in the range of 0.15, result in increasing interest for using them in industrial applications. For some applications it may, however, be beneficial to modify the surface of those films by microstructuring, for example.

A method for microstructuring of thin films of ta-C on different substrates will be presented. With this method the microstructures are fabricated using a KrF excimer laser LPX Pro 305 F by Coherent, Inc. with a wavelength of 248 nm. The laser micromachining station along with its specification concerning laser parameters, beam guidance, beam shaping and positioning of the samples will be presented.

The microstructures were generated on ta-C films by using mask projection technique. Depending on the mask geometry and the structuring parameters the produced structures have different shapes, sizes and depths. Several selected structuring examples will be presented, two of these are shown in Fig. 1. For measuring the microstructures surface profilometry, scanning electron and optical confocal microscopy were used.

It will be demonstrated that mask projection technique with a wavelength of 248 nm is suitable to produce microstructures with resolutions down to a few micrometers in ta-C films. Optimum structures can result in reduced friction coefficients of less than 0.05. The hardness of the structured films was found, however, to decrease simultaneously down to values in the range of 35 to 40 GPa. Thus it remains still very high so that microstructured ta-C films may have tremendous potential for tribological applications.

Further investigations on the modified ta-C films were directed to the relationship between the microstructure and the mechanical properties, the results of which will also be presented. There were indications that the microstructures are not only the effect of material ablation but also of phase changes. Particularly, it was found that the structured regions were higher than neighboring unstructured regions, which can be accounted for by sp³ to sp² bonding transformation in the amorphous carbon films due to the microstructuring process. Further experimental results on this and on the microstructure of the transformed hard films along with calculations supporting the assumption will be the final main part of the presentation.
Optimization of laser-pulse energy during selective laser trabeculoplasty by detection of cavitation bubbles formation
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The selective laser trabeculoplasty (SLT) is a pulse-laser treatment for the reduction of intraocular pressure in eyes with open angle glaucoma and ocular hypertension [1]. It was introduced by Latina and Park [2], who demonstrated the possibility of selective targeting of the pigmented trabecular meshwork cells by using a Q-switched frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser with low fluences. This enables treatment without producing collateral damage to the adjacent non-pigmented eye cells and tissues. Moreover, in comparison with an older technique, called argon laser trabeculoplasty [3], the SLT method does not cause coagulation of the trabecular tissue. Instead, the selective absorption in melanin stimulates and facilitates draining of aqueous humour.

The trabecular meshwork cells contain melanin granules, which absorb visible light. This absorption in the pigment turns the absorbed laser-pulse energy in a local rise of the tissue temperature. In such a way, the fluid is vaporized on the surface of melanin granules and therefore micro-meter (transient intracellular) cavitation bubbles are formed around the laser-irradiated cells containing the pigment [4]. By increasing the laser-pulse energy the radius of these bubbles grows to the dimensions, when they become visible by ophthalmoscopy.

The cavitation bubbles induced by selective absorption of the laser pulse represent a kind of microscopic underwater explosions leading to cavitation damage. The cavitation damage is confined to the scale of single cells containing the pigment only when pulse energy is low enough to produce bubbles that are only few micrometers in size [5]. Consequently, proper setting of the laser energy is essential for ensuring that the target cells are successfully and selectively treated without creating excess damage to the tissue. To ensure this, the operation protocol of SLT is as follows. The spot size is fixed during the entire treatment (typically 400 μm), while laser pulses have wavelength of 532 nm and are shorter than 5 ns. The treatment starts with low energy (typically 0.8 mJ) and it is increased or decreased by an increment of 0.1 mJ until the threshold energy is achieved [6]. The threshold energy is defined as the energy, where the ophthalmologist visually recognizes the formation of cavitation bubbles by ophthalmoscopy. When bubbles are visually detected, the operating surgeon lowers the laser energy just below the threshold for bubbles’ formation. In such a way the ophthalmologist subjectively regulates the laser energy during the operation.

Since an automatic method to monitor the bubbles’ formation can make the SLT process more reliable and less time consuming [5], we have developed an automatic detection of cavitation bubbles formation on the patient’s eye [7]. In this contribution we will present ex-vivo and in-vivo experiments, the optical system for image acquisition and the solution for image processing that enable us to develop the automatic adjustment of the laser-pulse energy during the treatment. This allows the execution of the procedure closer to the threshold for the cavitation bubble’s formation, thereby making the entire procedure more reproducible and effective.

Characterization of titanium oxide layers produced by nanosecond laser irradiation
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1. Abstract

The laser marking technique is used to induce colors on titanium surface by varying the different processing parameters. The issued beam from a Q-switched diode pumped Nd:YAG green laser (λ=532 nm, τ pulse=5 ns) scans the treated material surface under normal atmospheric conditions. The aim of our study is to determine the effects of the working parameters (i.e. pulse frequency, beam scanning speed, and pumping energy) and those raising, when these parameters are combined. We can cite the accumulated fluencies and the overlapping rate of the laser impacts, on the resulting mark quality. From the experimental results, we can conclude that the accumulated fluencies and scanning speed are the most important operating parameters during laser marking, since they strongly influence the surface roughness, the surface reflectance and the occurrence of several oxide phases like TiO, TiO₂ (± TiO₂, anatase and rutile).

The figures below show SEM images, EDS spectrums and the contents of mass and atomic identified items for the titanium oxides obtained at different scanning speeds.
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Abstract

Polyethersulfone membrane with different compositions of polyvinyl pyrrolidone blend was irradiated with XeCl and ArF excimer lasers. The morphology of the irradiated surface was examined with scanning electron microscopy. The pore density and mean value of the pore sizes were measured following different irradiation conditions. The results show that the number density and size of pores on the surface of the membrane is changed with laser irradiation. These changes affect more by the inner structure and less the composition of the membrane.
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Laser photoacoustic technology for measurement of gas ablation products at sub-ppb level
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A very sensitive photoacoustic instrument was designed and implemented to measure precisely trace gas concentrations at sub-ppbV (parts per billion by volume) level. Laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) is primarily a calorimetric technique and, as such, differs completely from other previous techniques, as the absorbed energy can be determined directly, instead of via measurement of the intensity of the transmitted or backscattered radiation. A home-built, frequency-stabilized CO$_2$ laser was used as a laser source which is tunable in the range 9.2-10.8 μm. In this infrared region hundreds of molecular gases/vapors of environmental concern for atmospheric, industrial, medical, military, and scientific spheres exhibit strong absorption bands and their concentration can be accurately measured. The most important features of this gas sensor include high sensitivity and selectivity, large dynamic range, high accuracy and precision, good temporal resolution, ease of use, versatility, reliability, robustness, and multicomponent capability [1]. Also, at small laser power levels the saturation effects are negligible [2].

A typical experimental setup based on resonant LPAS principles is shown in Fig. 1. The continuous wave laser radiation is amplitude-modulated by a mechanical chopper operating at an acoustic resonance frequency of the photoacoustic (PA) cell. It is then focused by a lens and directed through the resonant PA cell. The transmitted laser power is monitored with a powermeter (signal $P_L$ in Fig. 1). Inside the cell the radiation produces pressure modulation recorded by a microphone as an acoustical signal $V$, which is processed by a lock-in amplifier locked to the chopper frequency. The normalized absorption can then be deduced as being proportional to $V/P_L$ ratio.

![Fig. 1 Typical laser photoacoustic setup for trace gas measurements.](image)

We calibrated our PA cell with the widely used reference gas ethylene, whose absorption coefficients are accurately known at CO$_2$-laser wavelengths [3]. In particular it exhibits a characteristic absorption peak at the 10P(14) laser transition at 949.49 cm$^{-1}$. Using this PA cell and an optimized experimental arrangement (for a resonance frequency of 564 Hz and a quality factor of 16.1) we measured a cell responsivity $R = 433$ V-cm/W. With the total responsivity of the four microphones $S_M = 80$ mV/Pa (20 mV/Pa each), a cell constant $C = 5410$ Pa-cm/W can be calculated [4]. The minimum detectable concentration obtained by us in ethylene (0.58 ppbV with a low power laser and 0.21 ppbV with a high power laser) are the best values reported in the literature, improving this parameter by a factor of 6.5 in the first case and by a factor of 18 in the second case. In a molecular gas with a high absorption coefficient (e.g. SF$_6$), the minimum detectable concentration could be as low as 0.026 ppbV.

With this instrument we measured absorption coefficients for ethylene, ammonia, carbon dioxide, ethanol and methanol, human biomarkers, surgical smoke, cigarette smoke, plant hormones, ablation products etc.

Creating and utilizing spatially varying light intensity profiles to enhance nonlinear responses
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The modification of the optical and material properties of material systems is reliant on high light intensity, and is usually only possible by utilising laser light[1]. Typical laser systems produce a beam with an intensity characterised by a Gaussian distribution in cross section, such as the rectilinear Hermite-Gaussian or cylindrical Laguerre-Gaussian modes. Thus the bulk of research performed into investigating intensity dependent nonlinear optical effects utilizes or assumes a $\text{TEM}_{00}$ fundamental Gaussian mode light intensity distribution. However, this particular distribution may not be optimal for inducing a specific nonlinear effect or may lead to other unwanted outcomes such as sample damage. In this paper, we seek to generate superimposed combinations of higher order Gaussian (HOG), or non-Gaussian (NG) beams and understand their effect on the sample and in inducing nonlinear optical response.

Here we use spatially varying beam profiles produced by HOG or NG beams in the particular application of zscan, a common experimental technique that involves scanning a sample material along the direction of beam propagation through a tightly focussed laser beam [2]. Since nonlinear effects are intensity dependent, a stronger nonlinear response will occur at the beam focus than away from this location and by measuring the difference the materials nonlinear properties can be characterized. This widely adopted technique is useful as it is easy to implement and can quite quickly and accurately determine the sample materials nonlinear absorption and refraction.

To induce significant nonlinear optical response in a sample often requires peak intensities that can approach the damage threshold of the material. Therefore, when conducting a zscan experiment there exists the real risk of increasing the incident laser light intensity too high, damaging the sample through ablative or thermal effects. Often then there needs to be a balance between the intensity needs of the nonlinear process against the possibility of damaging the sample. In this paper it is proposed that modified Gaussian beam profiles such as the ‘doughnut’ or $\text{TEM}_{01}$ mode have the potential to produce significant nonlinear response while lowering the risk of sample damage. Compared to a $\text{TEM}_{00}$ fundamental mode Gaussian beam, the doughnut has lower peak intensity while maintaining a higher average intensity. This combination of attributes ensures that sufficient intensity is applied to the sample that the desired nonlinear effect can be evoked, while maintaining intensity below the damage threshold.

In this paper we demonstrate techniques and methods to realize the doughnut mode and other user defined beam profiles as shown in figure 1.

Initially, these profiles were developed computationally using a nematic SLM via diffractive holography, as shown in figure 2. However the SLM has a low damage threshold, limiting its use. Given that zscan typically uses intense pulsed radiation intensities one solution that allows use of the SLM is continuous wave version of zscan[3]. However, this would be problematic in samples with weaker nonlinearities. Other solutions discussed here for the physical realisation of HOG or NG beams are phase plates, novel lenses (axicon), etc. Gauss-Bessel beams have some potential utility in enhancing the zscan process[4], and are readily usable with the simple addition of an axicon lens into the zscan array.

By experiments both physical and numerical this paper will investigate and compare the effectiveness or not of these different beam profiles on the nonlinear diffraction and refraction using the zscan approach.
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Abstract

Fabrication of Photonic Integrated Circuits (PICs) using CMOS compatible direct bandgap Group-IV heterostructures is of increasing concern from scientific, technological, and economic point of view. Growth of group IV alloys, such as the Silicon-Germanium-Tin (SiGeSn) binaries and ternaries through CMOS compatible techniques is therefore of particular interest. Pulsed Laser Induced Epitaxy (PLIE) is a reliable and CMOS compatible laser assisted technique that therefore sparked particular interest. This thin film fabrication route is best to be based on UV-excimer laser systems as broad beam irradiation tools. In view of transferring PLIE from lab to fab, it is of advantage that excimer laser technology has been dramatically improved over the last two decades in terms of beam quality, power stability and component lifetimes. Apart from established heteroepitaxial growth techniques, like Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE) and Chemical Vapour Deposition (CVD), PLIE using powerful, short wavelength excimer lasers can be regarded as a particularly fast and precise processing route for CMOS compatible group IV alloys. This contribution will concentrate on PLIE using 193 nm excimer lasers. The PLIE technique (see fig.1) is based on rapid local melting of a heterostructure with the elements desired in the final alloy and fast solidification of the molten volume, that are induced by 25 ns short ArF-Excimer laser pulses and are completed within very short time scale (~500 ns). Synthesis of epitaxial (Si)GeSn alloys with above 10% Sn in large areas and of SiGeSn/GeSn micropatterns, through scanning and mask projection assisted PLIE, respectively, will be discussed. Emphasis will be placed on the influence of laser processing parameters on compositional and structural properties of the epitaxial alloys.

Fig. 1. Schematics of the PLIE technique for producing (Si)GeSn alloys.
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We consider laser nanostructuring of material surface by means of colloidal particle lens array. Here, the monolayer of dielectric micro- or nanospheres placed right on the surface acts as an array of near-field lenses that focus the laser radiation into the multitude of distinct spots, allowing formation of many structures in a single stage [1].

Experimentally, the layer of polystyrene spheres with diameters of about the wavelength of the second harmonic of a Ti:Sapphire laser deposited to a dielectric substrate focuses the radiation of the second harmonic (SH) and does not focus the radiation of the fundamental frequency (FF). When using two-color laser pulses (FF+SH) for surface nanostructuring by means of colloid particle lens array, the second harmonic provides seed structure formation while the FF radiation provides energetic effect [2]. We experimentally show that converting several percent of the energy of the FF pulse to the SH offers opportunity to obtain structures on the surface by means of the spheres with the diameter close to the wavelength of the second harmonic. It is not possible to obtain such structures only by means of the FF radiation. At the same time, the formation of the structures by means of the solely SH requires significantly higher energy density than the energy density of the SH within the two-color pulse. Thus, the use of the two-color pulses allows significant increase in the structure recording density comparing to the opportunity provided by the initial FF beam and allows one to enlarge the processed area comparing to the opportunity provided by the highly focused pure SH beam.

The spherical shape of microparticles is not optimal for the beam focusing due to strong aberrations. In the case of silica or polymeric microspheres with refractive index of about 1.5, the field maximum is situated close to the surface of the sphere resulting in a small aspect ratio of the obtained nanostructures. In the case of the higher refractive index, the maximum is placed inside the sphere, thus rendering such particles inapplicable for the surface nanostructuring.

In this work, we study the possibility to employ spheroidal microparticles instead of the spherical ones in order to reduce the aberrations. With self-made FDTD code, we calculate the laser field intensities provided by monolayers of spheroidal particles and analyze the advantages and disadvantages of such focusing systems for surface nanomodification. In particular, we demonstrate the possibility to improve the aspect ratio of the nanostructures and increase the density of the modification spots.

Laser-detonation facility for acceleration of gaseous materials: 
Etching and deposition of solid materials
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1. Introduction
Spacecraft orbiting low Earth orbit (LEO), where 200 to 500 km in altitude, has been subjected to severe material degradation by the hyperthermal collisions of O-atoms in upper atmosphere of Earth [1]. Simulation of the hyperthermal collision phenomena in laboratory requires a formation of intense O-atom beam with velocity of 8 km/s that corresponds to orbital velocity of spacecraft. Acceleration of electrically neutral O-atom beam has been achieved by the laser-induced detonation of O$_2$ gas. However, the collision phenomena in sub-LEO region which is lower than 200 km in altitudes, needs to simulate simultaneous collisions of O-atoms and N$_2$ in the same collision velocity, i.e., different collision energies due to their different molecular masses. In this presentation, we introduce the laser-detonation facility to form multiple composition beams with different energies for sub-LEO material degradation studies, which has deposition capability as well.

2. Apparatus
The laser detonation O-atom beam source used in this study was developed at Kobe University in order to study high-energy collision of O-atom with solid materials [2]. This source is based on an original design by Physical Sciences Inc. (PSI). The laser-detonation beam source uses a pulsed supersonic valve (PSV) and a carbon dioxide laser (10.6 $\mu$m, 5-7 J pulse$^{-1}$) [3]. The target gas supplied to PSV is preliminary mixed by the gas mixture system installed in the gas supply line with a buffer tank. The PSV introduces target gas into the nozzle and the laser light is focused into the gas in the nozzle. The energy for dissociation and acceleration of target gas is provided by the inverse Bremsstrahlung process. The hyperthermal atomic beam, thus generated, was characterized by a time-of-flight (TOF) distribution measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) with a scintillation detector that is installed in the beam-line. Translational energies of the species in the beam were calculated using TOF distributions with the flight length of 238 cm.

3. Results and Discussion
Compositions of the beam formed by the premixed target gases were analyzed by TOF-QMS spectra. It has been found that the gas composition introduced in the nozzle was close to the mixture ratio set by the gas mixture system between the mixture ratios of 10-90%. Firing the TEA CO$_2$ laser pulse decomposes N$_2$ into N as well as O$_2$ into O. This is not suitable for simulating high-energy collision effect of N$_2$ in sub-LEO region. In order to avoid the decomposition of molecules in the target gas, N$_2$ was replaced to Ar. The TOF-QMS spectra of O, O$_2$ and Ar indicated that the decomposition of O$_2$ was promoted by the addition of Ar in the laser-induced plasma. It has also been clearly observed that the high-energy collision of chemically inactive Ar accelerates the mass-loss rate of polymeric materials induced by O-atoms, which has not been considered in the space material society. This system was also applied for material deposition to the substrate surfaces. CH$_4$ gas was selected as a test case. It was demonstrated that diamond-like carbon film with microscopic hardness of 50-60 GPa was successfully deposited on Si(001) substrate.

4. Conclusions
Hyperthermal multiple composition beam can be formed with a laser-detonation beam facility in Kobe University. The beam composition of O$_2$ and Ar mixture beam could be controlled by the gas mixture system. Since the effect of Ar addition into O-atom beam is clearly observed, effect of high-energy collision needs to be considered for material degradation phenomena in sub-LEO region. The laser-detonation system introduced in this presentation is capable to be applied both for etching and deposition of solids.
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TiO$_2$ PLD nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticles for application to visible-light-operating plasmonic photocatalysts
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1. Introduction
In recent several years, plasmonic excitation phenomena of noble metal nanoparticles have been introduced to visible-light-operating photocatalysts [1]. Focusing on photocatalytic particles, first of all, high purity and highly controlled composition are important. Secondary, nanometer-sized synthesis is significant because of increasing specific surface areas to realize high catalytic activities. Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) in reactive background gases is a candidate process to synthesize high performance nanocrystalline TiO$_2$ photocatalysts [2]. In this study, we prepare TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticles using PLD in O$_2$ background gas.

2. Experiments
The TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline films were formed by the PLD of a TiO$_2$ target in O$_2$ background gases. O$_2$ gas was introduced into the vacuum chamber and maintained at constant pressure 13 Pa. The fourth harmonics of a Nd:YAG laser beam (wavelength: 266 nm, pulse width: 6 ns, energy density: 2.4 J/(cm$^2$·pulse), pulse energy: 50 mJ/pulse, repetition rate: 10 Hz) was focused onto the TiO$_2$ target for 15 min. Distance from the target to the unheated deposition Si substrates was 25 mm. Au thin films were deposited on the TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline films by resistance-heating vacuum evaporation with 4 nm apparent thickness. The specimens were annealed at 300°C for 3.0 h in a furnace. During the annealing process, as-deposited island-like Au balled to nanoparticles. We used a methylene blue (MB) decomposition method. The TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticle on the Si substrates in MB aqueous solution (0.01 mmol/L), were irradiated by an excitation light (interference-filtered Xe arc lamp: 490-500 nm, irradiation density: 3 W/m$^2$).

3. Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows a plane-view image by FESEM of the Au nanoparticles on the TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline film. It was found that the Au nanoparticles of which mean diameter was about 10 nm were dispersed on the TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline film. The photocatalytic activities were described by absolute values of absorbance decrease of the 664 nm peak (|ΔAbs.|). In this experimental condition, little portion of the incident light could excite and decompose shorter wavelength tail of the 664nm absorption peak, directly. Therefore, we introduced “net |ΔAbs.|” defined as follow: (|ΔAbs.|: Au nanoparticles/TiO$_2$ films/Si sub.)- (|ΔAbs.|: TiO$_2$ films/Si sub.). These results are shown in Fig. 2. The net |ΔAbs.| increased linearly with increasing irradiation time. It means that our TiO$_2$ PLD nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticles verified visible-light-operating photocatalytic activity which can be attributed to the plasmonic excitation.

Even though this result is primitive, we expect to refine the composite photocatalysts by tuning the size and number density of the Au nanoparticles, and introducing secondary agglomerated structures of primary TiO$_2$ nanocrystallites, to increase specific surface area of these. In addition, surface localized plasmonic resonance band of Au nanoparticles are in the wavelength range of 500-600 nm. Hence, it is necessary to change MB as indicator to anything not having the absorption band in this wavelength range.

Fig. 1 SEM plane-view image of Au nanoparticles on TiO$_2$ nanocrystalline film.
Fig. 2 Photocatalytic activity of TiO$_2$ PLD nanocrystalline films supporting Au nanoparticles.
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We aim at developing waveguide devices that can transform the performance of the gradient echo quantum memory based on bulk crystals. Essentially this requires thin crystalline films of rare-earth doped oxides with low levels of impurities and defects. We therefore investigated the optimal conditions to prepare high quality Sc$_2$O$_3$ films on Gd$_2$O$_3$-buffered silicon wafers using pulsed laser deposition technique since (1) integration of the oxide on silicon will be compatible with standard semiconductor processing; (2) the oxides have minimum lattice mismatching with silicon; (3) there is a refractive index contrast between oxide and silicon in order to create the waveguide-based devices. Under the optimal conditions, X-ray θ-2θ scan of the film showed that, sharp oxide (222) peaks overlaid with silicon (222) and rocking curve of Sc$_2$O$_3$ (222) peak has a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 0.10°. In-plain epitaxial relationship was confirmed by X-ray pole figure where Sc$_2$O$_3$ (111) is parallel to Silicon(111). High resolution Transmission electron microscopy images in Figure 1 indicated clear interfaces and perfect lattice images with sharp electron diffraction dots. All these confirm that the oxide films we deposited on silicon are single crystalline with high quality.

Figure 1. (left) morphology of the interface; (middle) high resolution image of the interface between silicon and Gd$_2$O$_3$; (right) high resolution image of the interface between Ga$_2$O$_3$ and Sc$_2$O$_3$. 

Nanosecond laser ablation of aluminium-oxide dielectric films for the formation of p-type doped silicon in silicon photovoltaic applications
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1. Introduction
Laser ablation of dielectric films is a promising fabrication technique for silicon photovoltaics. High efficiency silicon solar cells require localised, micro-scale contacts, where the dielectric film is selectively removed and the subsurface region of the silicon substrate chemically doped. In the laboratory, this has traditionally required photolithography processing, a low-throughput technique that is of limited applicability in industrially environments. In contrast, nanosecond to continuous wave laser ablation of dielectric thin films has been shown to achieve both dielectric patterning and silicon doping simultaneously. In photovoltaic applications, the anti-reflection surface coatings are optically transparent, and incident laser irradiation from the UV to the near-infrared is predominantly absorbed in the silicon substrate. With optimised laser energies, the corresponding rise in substrate temperature vaporises the dielectric, while simultaneously melting the silicon substrate. The laser-vaporised elements of the dielectric diffuse into the melt and, if the dielectric is of a suitable elemental composition, form a doped region that favours electrical contact with low resistance and low electronic recombination. As a result, complex multi-step photolithography processing can be replaced by a single, indirect laser ablation process.

2. Results
In this work, we present a fundamental analysis of laser ablation and concurrent silicon doping via the irradiation of aluminium oxide-coated silicon substrates with a single pulse of a homogenised, 248 nm, nanosecond pulse-length excimer laser system. Aluminium oxide (Al₂O₃) is a high-performance, so-called ‘passivating’ dielectric film that is also rich in aluminium, a p-type dopant element in silicon. Thus, Al₂O₃ laser-ablation/doping is an attractive processing step for high efficiency cell techniques. We consider the Al₂O₃ film in two configurations: as a single layer, from 5 to 20 nm thick, and as an intermediate layer in a 20 nm Al₂O₃, 80 nm titanium dioxide (TiO₂) stack. We characterise the rate of ablation, the depth and elemental composition of the doped region, and the changes in surface electronic recombination, all as a function of energy density.

In the stack configuration, the TiO₂ layer strongly absorbs the 248 nm laser radiation, resulting in direct laser ablation as confirmed by profilometry measurements (Fig. 1, left). Nonetheless, aluminium doping is still observed, both as a result of thermal energy transfer to the substrate, and via the transmission of a portion of the laser energy following ablation of the TiO₂ layer within the pulse duration. As a single layer, Al₂O₃ is highly transparent at 248 nm, resulting in indirect ablation at a threshold energy density. The melt-phase diffusion, however, does not discriminate between dopant species, resulting in substantial doping with both aluminium and oxygen, as demonstrated by SIMS measurements (Fig. 1, right). Characterisation of the electronic recombination properties of Al- and O-doped silicon provides evidence for the formation of highly recombination active Al-O complexes. Implications for solar cell performance will be briefly discussed.

Fig. 1. (left) The ablation rate of Al₂O₃/TiO₂ dielectric stack using measured with profilometry illustrating the direct and uniform ablation of the TiO₂ capping layer, and (right) the concentration profile of both aluminium and oxygen in the silicon substrate following indirect ablation of a 20 nm Al₂O₃ layer with a single excimer laser pulse at 1.5 J cm⁻². The dopant depths are equivalent to those achieved with traditional solid-state furnace diffusion in silicon.
Synthesis of ZnO Micro-Spheres by Laser Ablation and Their Application to Refractive Sensor

1. Introduction

The microsized resonators have attracted attention as a sensing device [1,2]. The resonance mode called whispering gallery mode (WGM) arise from light confinement within a resonator via total internal reflection and has high Q factor. The WGM spectrum shifts in response to the refractive index change surrounding of the resonator [1,2]. These WGM resonators are generally made from silica or polystyrene, so that they require to guide light into the resonators using a coupling fiber [1]. In addition, the resonators have a limitation on the refractive index of the surrounding materials, which must be less than that of the resonator, or light can not be confined in the resonator. On the other hand, we have succeeded in fabricating ZnO microspheres by a simple laser ablation method in air [3]. In addition, ultraviolet WGM lasing from the photoexcited ZnO microsphere have achieved, which does not need to guide light and enable to deal with high refractive indices up to that of ZnO. In this study, we investigated surface refractive index dependence on the oscillation peak of a photoexcited ZnO microsphere.

2. Fabrication of ZnO microspheres

ZnO microspheres were fabricated by ablating a ZnO sintered target on which Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) was focused in the air. The fabricated ZnO microspheres were coated with a SiO$_2$ film by spin coating to fix on a substrate and prevent dissolving of ZnO in water. Figure 1 (a) show the SEM image of the ZnO microsphere coated with SiO$_2$. We have confirmed that the synthesized ZnO microspheres have wurtzite-structured ZnO crystal from the X-ray diffraction and micro-Raman measurement [3].

3. Experiment results

Figure 1 (b) shows the WGM spectrum from the ZnO microsphere in water under photoexcitation by Nd:YAG laser (λ = 355 nm). Modal structure from the ZnO microsphere were observed in UV region, which corresponds to the near band edge emission in ZnO. The mode spacing of the lasing spectra corresponds to the WGM-theoretical mode spacing. With increasing the refractive index of the surrounding liquid (water ethanol mixtures), a red-shift in the peak wavelength of the WGM spectrum was observed. Figure 1 (c) shows that the experimental peak shifts in response to refractive index change.
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1. Introduction
Among many techniques to prepare clusters, pulsed laser ablation (PLA) under background gas is a good technique to acquire clusters with the desired size under strong a non-equilibrium state [1]. However spectroscopic observation of plume dynamics have little information on effects of shock waves on cluster formation. However, diffraction and reflection of shock waves are important for cluster formation and growth. In the present work, we perform numerical investigations about the flow field between the silicon target and substrate.

2. Numerical procedure
To solve the entire flow field in the closed space, it is necessary to know the state of vapor atoms of the target material in the vicinity of the outlet of the Knudsen layer under laser irradiation.

We assume that the original energy of the pulsed laser, $E_{\text{las}}$, can be divided into four terms as

$$E_{\text{las}} = E_{\text{ref}} + E_{\text{evap}} + E_{\text{trans}} + E_{\text{ion}}$$

Here, $E_{\text{ref}}$ is the energy loss by surface reflection, $E_{\text{evap}}$ is the energy expended for evaporation of the target material, $E_{\text{trans}}$ is the energy given to translational movement of the vapor atoms, and $E_{\text{ion}}$ represents the energy spent for ionization of the vapour atoms. The energy $E_{\text{evap}}$ can be estimated under the assumption that the number of vaporization atoms is proportional to the logarithm of the effective laser fluence [2]. The distribution ratio of remaining energies is determined to balance the translational kinetic energy with the ionizing energy of the vapor atoms. Temperature and pressure at the outer boundary of Knudsen layer is obtained from the solution of the Boltzmann equation and is determined by Clausius-Clapeyron equation, respectively.

We use the one- and two-dimensional Eulerian equations for the governing equations. The equations were solved by a finite volume method using total variation diminishing (TVD) scheme. The third-order Runge-Kutta scheme was adopted for time integration in order to estimate the traveling shock wave interacting with the expanding plume and with the deposition substrate.

3. Results and Discussions
The results of two-dimensional analysis under the thermodynamic conditions are shown in Fig.1. In each figure, the top and bottom sides represent substrate and target, and the left and right side is the centerline of plume and the free surface, respectively. The left and right figures in (A) ~ (D) show gas pressure and cluster density, respectively. Elapsed times after laser irradiation are indicated at the left top of each figure. The accelerated cluster growth near the plume front is apparent due to the influence of the reflected shock wave in (D) of Fig.1.

4. Conclusions
We performed numerical investigations about the flow field in the closed space. The accelerated cluster growth near the plume front is apparent due to the influence of the reflected shock wave. Based on the results, we could confirm that growth of clusters is promoted by the influence of the reflected shock wave.

5. References
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1. Introduction
An emulsion is a mixture of two immiscible liquids consisting of oil-in-water or water-in-oil [1]. The emulsion products include foodstuffs, cosmetics, paints, agrochemicals, pharmaceuticals and oils [2]. To estimate the stability of emulsion products is an important factory that not only can affect the appearance and safety of manufactures but also directly affect the safety and pleasure of consumer’s purchase. Some of different inspection skills of emulsion stability were discussed, including machine vision, electrical conductivity, photodensitometry, droplet counting, light scattering, centrifugation and droplet lifetime [3-6]. Consequently, this study aims to develop graphene resistance chips of a high-sensitivity electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) used for helping the users to measure rapidly the stability of emulsion products. This instrument can record with parallel continuous real-time data during the dynamic behavior of phase change emulsion (PCE).

2. Experiments
The graphene-based multilayer films are coated on the glass substrate by the Mayer rod method. Figure 1 shows the schematic diagram of the ultraviolet laser (wavelength 355 nm) processing system combined with a XY-axis laser scanning system. This machined system can adjust laser parameters including the laser fluence, the pulsed repetition frequency, and the scanning speed of galvanometers to pattern the finger electrode structures on graphene films as the resistance chips. Figure 2 shows the schematic diagram of finger electrode structures of graphene resistance chips. The ablated gap of each finger electrode is 50 μm. The ablated line width and depth, edge quality, and three-dimensional (3D) topography of the patterned graphene films are observed and analyzed using a confocal laser scanning microscope. In addition, the reagent with only 0.3 mL volume can immediately use to inspect different types and concentrations of emulsions and to investigate the effects of the stability of emulsion products.

3. Summary
This study presents the fabrication of graphene-based resistance chip by UV laser beams for a high-sensitivity electrochemical impedance spectroscopy. The finger electrode structures have a clear and uniform ablated depth and edge quality after the fast, maskless, and flexible laser processing by selecting optimal parameters. In the future, the developed instrument can deal with a great quantity of the requirements of emulsion products and can save the inspection time and the manpower cost.

4. References
Recently, several researchers have studied about excellent properties of material. Furthermore, Researchers have been issued joining of heterogeneity materials that having different unique properties. Among joining of heterogeneity materials, joining technique of thermoplastics used generally using by low power of diode laser system. And, research to joining of plastic and metal have been studied these days.[1,2]

In existing method of bonding plastic, laser-beam is transmitted to the upper layer and lower layer absorbed laser-beam. And then, the absorbed laser-beam changes the heat energy and it characteristics strong bonding properties. However, when joining of metal and plastic, the joining force is weaker than the joining of plastic and plastic.[3-5]

So, we studied the joining characteristics and enhance adhesion of metal and plastic. First of all, we confirmed that a phenomenon of mutual between plastic and metal transmission joining The material used in the experiment is SUS(SUS316L) and PC(Polycarbonate). PC is thickness 5mm and have transmittance of 91%. SUS is thickness 2mm. Laser source has a wavelength of 1070nm, beam size 10mm, output power 79.57W. And the melting point(about 300°C) of the PC kept by adjustment of processing speed.

In order to enhance excellent joining force, we experimented a number of ways such as reducing the gap between the each material, fine patterning surface of the SUS by femtosecond laser, surface texturing. So, the melted PC were tested to more sturdy attach to the joining surface of SUS.

Vanadium Oxide thin film preparation by PLD for Resistive switching memory In/VOx/Al
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1. Introduction
Recently, next generation memories such as ferroelectric RAM (FRAM), phase change RAM (PRAM), magnetic RAM (MRAM), resistive change RAM (ReRAM) with non-volatility have been extensively studied due to the fast response speed. In ReRAM consisted of a sandwich structure (metal/insulator/metal), many combinations of metallic and insulating materials have been investigated. A Mott insulator, which is basically in a metallic state in “one electron picture”, is a treasure house of physical properties, for example superconductivity, giant magnetoresistance, metal – insulator transition, because they are well controlled by electron correlations. With regard to application to ReRAM, a metal – insulator transition, which is not a classical thermodynamic phase transition but a quantum phase transition, has been expected due to their extremely fast response speed of the order of femtosecond [1]. When choosing a Mott insulator from many choices, it is very important for controlling electron correlation to select a material with small $U/t$, where $U$ is a Coulomb integral and $t$ is a transfer integral. In this study, we have focused on vanadium oxide with small $U/t$ from Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen phase diagram [2]. There are many phases in vanadium oxides. For a practical application, an insulating state at room temperature is, of course, required in the high temperature phase. So, VO$_2$, V$_2$O$_3$ are our targets. In this study, we have tried phase control of vanadium oxides using pulsed laser deposition (PLD) with oxygen gas and fabricated an In/VO$_x$/Al ReRAM which can be operated at room temperature.

2. Experimental
VO$_x$ was prepared using PLD with oxygen gas on an Al metal substrate, where an ablation source was a Nd:YAG laser with wavelength = 355 nm and laser fluence = 1.2 J/cm$^2$, a background pressure was 10$^{-3}$ torr, and an oxygen flow rate was 500 sccm. The substrate temperature was kept to 390 °C. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurement was carried out to evaluate the phase of the deposited oxide thin film. Indium metal as the top electrode was attached on the VO$_x$ surface. The current – voltage ($I$-$V$) characteristics were measured by a conventional two-probe method at room temperature, where the current was limited to 1 mA in a “SET” process, switching from a high resistance state to a low resistance state, to guard a device from a complete dielectric breakdown.

3. Results and Discussions
XRD profiles consist of peaks from V$_2$O$_3$ with others and they are different from our target materials. The $I$-$V$ characteristics measured by a mono-polar operation using a voltage sweep mode indicate clear switching behaviors. The initial state of this capacitor is a high resistance state (insulating state). This means that the composition ratio deviates from V$_2$O$_3$ due to the existence of other impurity phases because the high temperature state of pure V$_2$O$_3$ at room temperature is a metallic state. At the threshold voltage (SET voltage), the resistance state changes to a low resistance state (metallic state). Once the bias voltage returns to zero and applying again without a current limit, the current increase with bias voltage, following to Ohm’s law and drops off suddenly at another threshold voltage (RESET voltage). In this way, our capacitor which could endure 110 times $I$-$V$ tests indicates non-volatile properties in the $I$-$V$ characteristics.

We will show the other results for samples prepared under different conditions and discuss the sample preparation and the switching properties of our ReRAM on the day.

7. References
Property of the hyperthermal CO$_2$ beam formed by a laser-detonation facility for space environmental effect studies in upper Martian atmosphere
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1. Introduction
Hyperthermal collisions of molecule in upper atmosphere of planets severely affect spacecraft materials. On Earth, O-atom, which is dominant upper atmospheric species in the altitude of 200–800 km, is widely recognized as a major origin of material erosion. For simulating material erosion phenomena in the ground-based facility, acceleration of electrically neutral O-atom is achieved by using pulsed CO$_2$ laser [1]. On the other hand, hyperthermal collision of CO$_2$ could lead to material degradation in upper Martian atmosphere. CO$_2$ is chemically inert compared to O-atom; however, collision energy of CO$_2$ in the beginning of aerobraking phase is greater than that in the low Earth orbit (LEO). For simulating this event in the Earth-based facility, acceleration of CO$_2$ over 8 km/s is needed. We have attempted to form hyperthermal CO$_2$ beam in our laser-detonation facility and analyze the basic beam formation properties.

2. Apparatus
The laser detonation atomic beam source used in this study is reported in the companion paper [1]. However, gas mixture system was not used in this study and 99.8% CO$_2$ gas was used as target gas. The hyperthermal CO$_2$ beam was characterized by a time-of-flight (TOF) distribution measured by a quadrupole mass spectrometer (QMS) with a scintillation detector that is installed in the beam-line. Translational energies of the species in the beam were calculated using TOF distributions with the flight length of 238 cm. On the other hand, composition of the beam was analyzed from the area intensity of the TOF-QMS spectra with considering relative ionization cross-sections.

3. Results and Discussion
A similar experiment related to energy accommodation of CO$_2$ molecule was performed in NASA/JPL in 1995, which was published in 2004 [2]. In this study CO$_2$ beam at 12 eV (7.4 km/s) was formed, however, the CO$_2$ fraction was as low as 40%. It was not an ideal pure CO$_2$ beam, however, the energy accommodation of CO$_2$ was not affected by the other components in the beam, thus, the accurate experiment on the energy accommodation could be performed with this beam. However, the other components, especially high-energy or chemically active species, could affect the material degradation phenomena. Therefore, precise beam characterization including impurity analysis was carried out in this study. As a result, it was analyzed that the CO$_2$ fraction in the beam was 44% at the translational energy of 3.5 eV and 30% at 5.4 eV. The other components observed in the beam were C, O, CO and O$_2$. These species were formed by the decomposition of CO$_2$ molecule in the laser plasma. The experimental results clearly indicated that the pure CO$_2$ beam, which is required to material degradation simulations in upper Martian atmosphere, is difficult to form by the current laser-detonation facility. A new idea for prevent decomposition of CO$_2$ molecule in the laser-induced plasma in nozzle is needed.

4. Conclusions
Hyperthermal CO$_2$ beam formed by the laser-detonation source was analyzed by the TOF-QMS system. Decomposition of CO$_2$ molecule in the laser-induced plasma produced C, O, CO and O$_2$ impurities in the beam as high as 60%. Such high-energy or chemically active species could affect the results on material degradation during exposure. A method to restrict the decomposition of CO$_2$ molecule in the nozzle should be developed for future space environmental studies in Martian or Venusian atmosphere.
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1. Introduction

Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is a reliable method to fabricate oxide thin films, with the major advantage of the material being stoichiometry transferred from a multi-component ablation target to a growing thin film [1]. However, it is well known that such favourable results do not occur under all experimental conditions [2]. Therefore different deposition parameters for each kind of material need to be optimized to get the films with the desired properties. Parameters that may play a role are the ambient atmosphere, substrate temperature, laser pulse energy density and pulse repetition rate. $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3:\text{Bi}^{3+}$ thin films have been deposited at 300 °C on Si (100) substrates using the PLD technique with an energy density of 38 mJ/cm$^2$ pulse energy density and pulse repetition rate. $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3:\text{Bi}^{3+}$ thin films were investigated.

2. Results

Cubic and monoclinic phases of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ were observed, with X-ray diffraction (XRD), that have preferential orientations of (222) and (003) respectively. The brightest emission was observed from the film which was deposited in the O$_2$ ambient pressure, fig. 1 (a), indicating that O$_2$ was the best ambient atmosphere for growing the $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3:\text{Bi}^{3+}$ thin films. The photoluminescence (PL) of cubic $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$:Bi$^{3+}$ phosphor shows broad spectra that range from 375 nm to 650 nm with a maximum at 495 nm. This peak consisted of three emission bands in the blue and green regions. All peaks are related to the $^3\text{P}_1 \rightarrow ^1\text{S}_0$ transition of the Bi$^{3+}$ ion in the form of a monatomic cluster placed on the two sites with $S_0$ and $S_2$ symmetry of the $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ matrix [3]. But the interesting observation was the emission spectra of the $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$: Bi$^{3+}$ thin film phosphor. A shift of the green emission from 495 nm to ~ 460 nm as well as the variation of the intensities of the PL spectra was recorded. It is well known, that Bi$^{3+}$ ions are commonly used to probe host characteristics due to their luminescence that is highly sensitive to the coordination of the activator site [4]. Therefore, these observations may be linked with the change in the structure that was observed with XRD measurements. The existence of two crystal phases of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$ (cubic and monoclinic), caused a change in the environment around the Bi$^{3+}$ ion which has an impact on the luminescence emission position of Bi$^{3+}$. The surface roughness, grain shape and size were influenced by the deposition environment. Fig. 2 shows an example of the Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) image of one of the O$_2$ samples.

![Fig. 1. (a) PL spectra upon a 325 nm He-Cd laser excitation of $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3:\text{Bi}^{3+}$ of (1) powder, and (2), (3) and (4) for the thin film deposited in O$_2$, base and Ar pressure. (b) AFM image of the O$_2$ sample.](image)

3. References


Flexible and transparent electronic devices such as an electric circuit and a display have been attracting much attention recent years. In these electronic devices, thin film transistors (TFTs) are very important part for controlling the flow of electric current. Amorphous oxide semiconductors are focused as a material to a development of a transparent and flexible devices. Zinc-oxide (ZnO) based devices have been reported by our groups so far [1] because it is a transparent electrode material of low cost and having extremely low toxicity. We reported fully transparent ZnO-TFTs by using Al-doped ZnO (AZO) low resistivity electrodes on glass substrates and a transconductance ($g_m$) of 150 $\mu$S/mm and ON/OFF ratio of $6.6\times10^6$ were obtained [2]. In this work, we report the fabrication and characterization of transparent ZnO-TFTs on flexible plastic substrates by pulsed laser deposition (PLD).

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of a fabricated ZnO-TFT. SiO$_2$ thin-films as a buffer layer between ZnO-TFTs and polyethylene naphthalate (PEN) substrates were grown by electron beam physical vapor deposition. 40 nm thick ZnO channel layers and 100 nm thick HfO$_2$ gate insulators, 100 nm thick AZO electrodes of ZnO-TFTs were grown by PLD. A Nd:YAG laser (4$^{th}$ harmonic, 266 nm) was used for ablation of the oxide material ceramic at room temperature. All fabrication process were under 100 °C. Figure 2 shows the photomicrograph of fabricated ZnO-TFTs and the devices are hard to identify visually by eyes. We characterized the fabricated transparent ZnO-TFTs. Figure 3 shows the typical output characteristics of a 3 $\mu$m length gate ($L_G$) device. The device had a $g_m$ of 252 $\mu$S/mm and an ON/OFF ratio of $5.6\times10^5$. From these results, we succeeded in fabricating the fully transparent ZnO-TFTs on PEN substrates and the characteristics can be comparable with the ZnO-TFTs on glass substrates. The ZnO-TFTs were also characterized in bending states. Figure 4 shows the characteristics of a bending ZnO-TFT. We started the measurement with the flat state, then the radius of a curvature is changed to 5 mm, and finally returned to the flat state again. The $g_m$ and ON/OFF ratio decreased after bending, however the $g_m$ recovered after returning the state.

Atomistic simulation of surface modification by laser pulse: comparison of models with various scales
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Over the past years, the experimental works focus on nonlocal character of the surface modification by laser pulse. Now it is clear that all irradiated surface is involved in the modification process. The complete description of the experimental data may be given by the full-scale atomistic simulation of such process with micrometer-length scales in all three dimensions (3D-simulation). In this work the femtosecond laser pulse modification of surface is studied for aluminium (Al) and gold (Au) by use of two-temperature atomistic simulation [1-3]. The results are obtained for various atomistic models with different scales: from pseudo-one-dimensional to full-scale three-dimensional atomistic simulation. The surface modification after laser irradiation can be caused by ablation and melting. At low energy of laser pulse, the nanoscale ripples on surface may be induced by the melting without laser ablation. In this case the nanoscale changes of the surface are due to the splash of molten metal under temperature gradient. The laser ablation occurs at a higher pulse energy when a crater is formed on the surface. There are essential differences between Al ablation and Au ablation. The swelling and voids formation as the first step at the shock-wave-induced ablation are obtained for both metals. However, the simulation of ablation in gold shows existence of additional nonthermal type of ablation which is associated with electron pressure relaxation. This type of ablation takes place at surface layer, at a depth of several nanometers and does not induce swelling.


Growth of Sr$_{x}$Ba$_{1-x}$Nb$_2$O$_6$ and Ca-doped Sr$_{x}$Ba$_{1-x}$Nb$_2$O$_6$ thin films on MgO and Nb: SrTiO$_3$ substrates by PLD and RF-PLD technique
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Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) and radio-frequency assisted pulsed laser deposition (RF-PLD) have been used to growth highly textured ferroelectric SBN thin films with different Sr/Ba ratio, undoped and Ca-doped. Pure SBN and Ca-doped ceramic targets were first prepared by solid-state reaction method using pure reagent SrCO$_3$, BaCO$_3$, CaCO$_3$ and Nb$_2$O$_5$ powders as starting materials. (001) MgO and Nb: SrTiO$_3$ have been used as substrates for films deposition. Morphological and structural properties characterization of SBN/SCBN layers were performed by Atomic Force Microscopy and X-ray diffraction while the optical properties (refractive index and extinction coefficient) were measured by spectroellipsometry. Studies on the influence of Ca dopant and of Sr/Ba ratio on ferroelectric characteristics were carried out.
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Picosecond pulsed laser deposition process of porous ceramic coating for Li-ion battery separator film
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Pulsed laser deposition (PLD) is well-known for its versatility and ability to produce thin-film coatings of high-quality and with tailored properties. The process enables deposition of a wide variety of materials, is able to preserve stoichiometry in material transfer, provides good adhesion between the coating and the substrate, and can be done at room temperature. Furthermore, the properties of the coating can be adjusted by controlling the laser parameters affecting the ablation process, by controlling the environment in the deposition chamber affecting the material transfer from target to substrate, and by controlling the substrate conditions affecting the growth of the material layer on the substrate. With these advantageous features of the process, it is possible to produce coatings for many different applications. However, PLD technology has not really expanded from laboratory-scale materials research and has not yet been utilized in large scale industrial production.

Picodeon Coldab® PLD platform with special scanning technology enables production rates and scalability which are required for high volume industrial production. In addition to the general advantages of conventional PLD, Coldab® ultra-short PLD process offers continuous material flow and low thermal budget processing through high pulse repetition rate and ultra-short (<10 ps) laser pulses.

Because of the ever-growing need for energy storage, there is a demand for solutions to improve the performance and safety of batteries. Separator film used in lithium-ion batteries is a high-volume product where the specific features of Coldab® coating process can be applied to produce a coating which improves the properties and performance of the product. The separator film is a porous polymer membrane separating the anode and the cathode in lithium-ion batteries at the same time allowing the Li-ions pass through. In order to improve the safety, stability, and longevity of the batteries, the separator film needs to be coated with a porous ceramic layer which provides additional mechanical support and thermal stability but does not affect the passage of ions through the separator. In Picodeon’s process, a microporous AlOx layer, specifically designed for the separator-film application, is deposited on the polymer membrane with good adhesion. The microstructure of the AlOx is shown in Fig. 1.

![Fig. 1. Surface SEM images of the porous AlOx coating for a separator film of a Li-ion battery show that the layer consists of flakes with diameter of the order of 1 µm. In the image on the left-hand side, the magnification is 10k, and on the right-hand side, the same coating is shown with 50k magnification.](image)

Thanks to the low thermal budget of the process, the coating can be applied without damaging the polymer membrane. Analysis results show that the properties of the coated membrane (ionic resistivity, permeability, and thermal and mechanical performance) are able to give the batteries the expected improvement in performance. In addition, roll-to-roll compatibility and high production rate of Picodeon’s Coldab® process enable straightforward scaling of the process to industrial production.
Pulsed Laser Deposition of absorber and buffer layer for thin-film earth-abundant solar cells
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Abstract

Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS) is a promising absorber layer for thin-film solar cells with a direct bandgap at 1.5 eV, a high absorption coefficient >10^5 cm^-1 and an estimated efficiency of about 27 % [2]. Its structure is very similar to that of CuInxGa1-xSe2 (CIGS), which is now a mature material for thin-film solar cells with an efficiency of 21 %. However, In and Ga in the CIGS solar cells are rare elements, and in addition, Ga can be considered as a toxic material. Therefore, earth-abundant and non-toxic alternative materials are needed such as CZTS, for which the current record solar cell efficiency is 8.4 % when combined with a CdS buffer layer [2]. Why the achieved efficiency is so much lower than the expected maximum, is not clear [1]. One likely reason is recombination at the interface between absorber and buffer layer, namely the heterojunction between the CZTS and CdS layer. Here we investigate the use of ZnS as alternative buffer layer to CdS. The ZnS layer (60 nm thick) and the CZTS layer (600 nm thick) are deposited in the same run with sequential Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD). An advantage of using PLD is the possibility of depositing both CZTS and ZnS at a substrate temperature of 300 °C, which is the optimum temperature for depositing the CZTS layer. (By using evaporation techniques the sticking coefficient of ZnS at 300 °C is very low). Moreover, ZnS is very stable at high temperatures compared to CdS, so an annealing treatment in a sulfurized atmosphere can be subsequently performed to improve both the crystallinity of the CZTS layer and the electrical contact at the interface. We will compare the electrical properites of the CZTS/ZnS heterojunction made with sequential PLD with a similar structure where ZnS is deposited with a standard chemical solution process. The films produced with PLD are deposited under high vacuum (p < 10^-6 mbar) using a KrF excimer laser at 248 nm with 26 ns pulse width. The targets are made of sintered powder with the Cu2ZnSnS4 stoichiometry. Subsequently the films will be annealed in sulfurized atmosphere at 550 °C after deposition. The preparation of the films can be handled easily, since the Cu2ZnSnS4 layer requires 1 hour deposition at 10 Hz (500 – 600 nm) and the ZnS layer 5 minutes deposition at 10 Hz (50 – 100 nm). The j-V curve of the full solar cells made on Mo-coated SLG will also be presented.

Small band-gap thin film of doped and pure BiFeO3 obtained by pulsed laser deposition for photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications.
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The perovskite materials with a small band gap value such as bismuth ferrite (BiFeO3- BFO) have become very attractive for photovoltaic and photocatalytic applications. BFO exhibit both ferroelectric and ferromagnetic properties with a high remnant ferroelectric polarization (95 μC/cm2) and Curie temperature (Tc~1103 K). The band gap value of BiFeO3 (Eg~2.71 eV) corresponds to the maximum absorptivity at visible wavelengths and, if doped with Yttrium or Lanthanum, the band gap value can be decreased even more. In this work, BFO and La, Y-doped BFO thin films were deposited using pulsed laser deposition method (PLD) on various substrates. The purpose of this study was to obtain thin films of La, Y- doped BFO with small values of the band gap and to evaluate their photocatalytic applications. A parametric study on the influence of the substrate and substrate temperature during deposition on the properties of the La, Y- doped BFO thin layer was carried out. The band gap values (Eg) of the films were determined by spectroscopic ellipsometry (SE) and the structural features by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM). The local piezoelectric response, multiferroic and photocatalytic properties of the BFO and La, Y-doped BFO thin films have been studied using PFM, magnetoresistive and dielectric/ferroelectric spectroscopy.
Dielectric properties enhancement in epitaxial BCZT thin films with nanoscale strain domains.
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Lead-free (Ba$_{1-x}$Ca$_x$)(Zr$_y$Ti$_{1-y}$)O$_3$ (BCZT) bulk materials exhibit similar piezoelectric and ferroelectric properties with lead-based materials such as Pb(Zr$_x$Ti$_{1-x}$)O$_3$ (PZT). These superior properties are due to the existence of a triple point of morphotropic phase boundary (MPB) where the enhancement of electrical or mechanical responses appears. We report on the electrical and structural properties of epitaxially strained thin films of BCTZ with composition around MPB. The BCTZ thin films were deposited using pulsed laser deposition method (PLD) on SrTiO$_3$, LaAlO$_3$ and GdScO$_3$ substrates. The thin films structural features and induced microstrain due to the lattice misfit between the pseudocubic lattice parameter of BCTZ and the used substrates were studied by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM). The dielectric properties (relative permittivity of about 2200 and tangent loss ~ 1-1.5% at frequency of 10 KHz) have been obtained by dielectric spectroscopy. The local piezoelectric properties (d$_{33}$~280 pm/V), polarization dynamics and switching characteristics of the samples were investigated by piezoresponse force microscopy technique (PFM).
Spectrum of laser light scattered by nanoparticles in ablation-induced cavitation bubble
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1. Introduction
In a previous work, we carried out an experiment of laser light scattering around a cavitation bubble induced by laser ablation in water [1]. As a result, we detected the scattered laser light from the region corresponding to the inside of the cavitation bubble. This experimental result indicates that the inside of the cavitation bubble is the reaction field for the growth of nanoparticles in liquid-phase laser ablation. In addition, it was observed that nanoparticles were stored inside the cavitation bubble until its collapse. Since the cavitation bubble had a high temperature and a high pressure at the collapse [2], the structure of nanoparticles was affected by the dynamics of the cavitation bubble [3,4]. In this work, we measured the spectrum of scattered laser light to examine “the qualitative evolution” of nanoparticles in liquid-phase laser ablation.

2. Experiment
A titanium target was installed in a vessel which was filled with distilled water. The target was irradiated by the focused beam of an Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) from the normal direction. Another Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) was used for the light scattering experiment. The YAG laser beams for scattering were injected into the ablation area from the parallel direction to the target surface at various delay times after the irradiation of the YAG laser pulse for ablation. The distance between the target surface and the YAG laser beam for scattering was roughly 1 mm. The scattered laser light was focused onto the entrance slit of a triple-grating spectrograph. The triple-grating spectrograph was composed of three diffractive gratings with 1800 grooves/mm, a Rayleigh block, an intermediate slit, and a charge-coupled device camera with an image intensifier (an ICCD camera). The Rayleigh block worked as a sharp notch filter at the laser wavelength, so that the intense light at the laser wavelength, which was caused by Rayleigh/Mie scattering and unexpected scattering on optical components, was eliminated efficiently. The spectrum of the scattered laser light around the laser wavelength was measured with the help of the triple-grating spectrograph. The ablation space was also illuminated by an expanded cw laser beam at 532 nm from the opposite direction to the optical path which connected the ablation point and the triple-grating spectrograph. The triple-grating spectrograph with widely opened slits connected the cw laser and the ICCD camera, and we captured the shadowgraph image of the cavitation bubble by using the same optical alignment as that in the laser light scattering experiment. The image of the scattered laser light was also captured using the ICCD camera of the triple-grating spectrograph by removing the Rayleigh block and by opening the slits widely.

3. Results and discussion
When the target was not irradiated by the YAG laser beam for ablation, the spectrum of the scattered laser light coincided well with the spectrum of Raman scattering of liquid water. When the target was irradiated by the YAG laser pulse for ablation, we detected the image of the scattered laser light in the region corresponding to the cavitation bubble. This means that the experimental result reported in the previous paper [1] was reproduced in the present experimental apparatus. We measured the spectrum of the scattered laser light by placing the Rayleigh block and by narrowing the slits of the triple-grating spectrograph. At a short delay time of 100 μs after the irradiation of the ablation laser pulse, we observed the disappearance of the Raman spectrum of liquid water in the region corresponding to the cavitation bubble, and detected no scattered laser light in the shifted wavelength region from the laser wavelength. The disappearance of the Raman spectrum of liquid water is reasonable since liquid water is kicked out by the cavitation bubble. On the other hand, the negligible scattered laser light in the shifted wavelength region indicates that the laser light scattered by nanoparticles in the cavitation bubble had a negligible Raman shift. This suggests that nanoparticles at this delay time are metallic. We detected scattered laser light in the shifted wavelength region from the laser wavelength at a delay time of 200 μs, suggesting the oxidation of nanoparticles. However, we observed no clear peaks in the spectrum of the scattered laser light, which suggested the amorphous structure of oxidized nanoparticles. Although nanoparticles collected after this experiment showed Raman peaks of TiO2, we could not identify the delay time for the change in the structure from amorphous to crystalline in the present experiment.

Crystalline insulating thin films are promising substrates to support nanostructures when it is necessary to reduce charging effects with the support. For example, this kind of materials can be used in systems where the ultra-thin film acts as a tunnel barrier improving the performance of a device [1]. Moreover, crystalline and insulating films have been also used to control the growth of oriented metal nanocrystals and nanoparticles [2]. Most of the materials used to support and electronically isolate nanostructures for technological applications are crystalline oxide and alkali halides thin films. However, crystalline oxide thin layers are usually oxygen deficient. Alkali halides thin films have been deposited mainly by evaporation in Knudsen effusion cells since this technique allows growing ultra thin films crystalline oriented [3].

There are few previous reports of alkali halides films grown by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique even though this method has been used successfully for deposition of other cubic materials. Arieta et al. [4] deposited polycrystalline films by PLD on glass and silicon substrates founding that the crystalline orientation strongly depends on the substrate. However to our knowledge, there are no other studies of the effect of the background pressure on the crystallinity of NaCl films and the formation of the film increasing the number of laser pulses. We report the epitaxial growth of NaCl films on silicon and glass substrates by PLD. The structure of the films was characterized by X-ray diffraction and their morphology was studied by scanning electron microscopy. The effects of Ar background pressure on the crystallinity of the films have been investigated. The evolution of the film growth was also studied. Our results prove that PLD is suitable to grow oriented crystalline NaCl layers of micrometer dimensions.
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Laser ablation in liquids has received much attention as a novel nanoparticle-production technique due to its procedural simplicity and its potential applications. However this technique has some important drawbacks due to the dynamical nature of the process, in which the concentration and size of the nanoparticles (NPs) change with the number of pulses during the ablation. In this work a pulsed photoacoustic (PA) technique has been used to study the synthesis by laser ablation of silver nanoparticles (Ag-NPs) in a glass cuvette filled with 10 mL of ethanol. For the PA analysis two piezoelectric sensors were attached to the cuvette and target, respectively. Samples were produced by using a pulsed Nd:YAG laser with 1064 nm of wavelength and 7 ns of pulse duration; the laser pulse energy was varied from 10 to 100 mJ. Higher concentrations of Ag-NPs were obtained for higher laser energies. Transmission electron microscopy micrographs show that the obtained NPs were spherical in shape with an average size of around 10 nm; they show a plasmon absorption peak around 400 nm. The root mean square (RMS) value of the PA signal was found to be proportional to the fluence of the laser ablation pulses. The absorption and scattering of the laser pulse by the increasing number of NPs appearing in the colloidal solution leads to a rapid decrease in the RMS value of the PA signal reducing the fluence of the laser shots impacting on the target. After approximately 100 laser pulses, the different colloidal solution produced exhibited a similar PA response, regardless of the values of input energy of the laser pulses. The repetition rate increment of the laser pulses, in the range from 1 to 10 Hz, leads to the increment of the transmittance and therefore of the production rate of nanoparticles. The fast photography technique, which was used to study the evolution of ablation bubbles, confirmed that PA technique allows determining the precise moment of the first implosion of the bubble. Thus, using PA signal we studied the dependence on the number, energy and frequency of the laser pulses of the moment of the bubble's implosion. Our results show that the PA technique can be used to follow and analyze in-situ and in real time the formation of Ag-NPs by laser ablation in ethanol.
Synthesis of submicrometer-sized spherical particles by laser irradiation in liquid with different laser pulse width
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Recently, Ishikawa et al reported that submicrometer-sized spherical particles are fabricated by pulsed laser irradiation to colloidal nanoparticles dispersed in liquid [1]. By this method, the synthesis of submicrometer-sized spherical particles of various materials is possible [2]. The particle heating-melting-evaporation model well explains this process [3]. Nanoparticles dispersed in liquid medium absorb pulse energy from laser light, are heated, and finally melted. These melted and fused particles maintain their spherical shape by surface tension and are solidified in the same shape. Therefore, spherical particle fabrication is influenced by several laser parameters, such as wavelength, pulse width, pulse frequency, and laser fluence. Here, we investigate the effect of laser pulse width on fabricated particles.

Fig. 1. SEM images of ZnO particles obtained by KrF excimer laser irradiation at the laser fluence of 67 mJ pulse \(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) with (a) original laser pulse (pulse width: 50 ns), (b) stretched laser pulse (pulse width: 70 ns) and those obtained at 150 mJ pulse \(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) with (c) original laser pulse and (d) stretched laser pulse.

ZnO submicrometer-sized spherical particles were already reported to be obtained using the third harmonic of Nd:YAG laser (wavelength: 355nm, pulse width: 10 ns, pulse frequency: 30 Hz) [4]. In our experiment, we used KrF excimer laser (wavelength: 248 nm, pulse width: 50 ns, pulse frequency: 100 Hz) and irradiated onto ZnO nanoparticles (< 100 nm, Aldrich) dispersed in de-ionized water for 8 min. We also used a pulse stretcher equipped with the KrF excimer laser to have a longer pulse width of 70 ns by delaying a part of pulsed laser light. At the laser fluence of 67 mJ pulse \(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\), spherical particles and shapeless raw nanoparticles were simultaneously observed (Fig. 1a). In contrast, no spherical particles were produced by laser irradiation with the stretched pulse (Fig. 1b). At 150 mJ pulse \(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\), submicrometer-sized spherical particles were well obtained (Fig. 1c) with 50-ns laser pulse. But, angulated particles appeared after laser irradiation with stretched pulse (Fig. 1d). This result suggests that large pulse width causes the loss of heating energy by heat transfer to liquid medium.
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Abstract
Thin films of rare-earth doped 1% Eu: Y$_2$O$_3$ have been grown on Gd$_2$O$_3$ buffered Si substrates using pulsed laser deposition. A KrF excimer laser at a wavelength of 248nm with energy 200mJ and repetition rate of 1-5 Hz was used to ablate the Y$_2$O$_3$ ceramic target. Y$_2$O$_3$ thin films were grown at different substrate temperatures (700°C, 800°C & 900°C) at an oxygen pressure of 4.5pa [3]. The thin films have been characterized using X-ray (Cu $K_{\alpha1}$ radiation, $\lambda = 0.15405$ nm) diffraction measurements. $\theta$-2$\theta$ scans revealed that the films were grown in the Y$_2$O$_3$(2 2 2) direction at $2\theta = 29.10^\circ$, FWHM 0.15°. X-ray pole figure analysis along (2 2 2), $2\theta = 29.159^\circ$ showed three symmetrical diffraction dots at an angular separation of 120 ° with a minimum FWHM 1.4 °, exhibiting higher order of crystallographic orientation of the c-axis normal to the substrate and the films were epitaxial and single-crystalline [1]. The FWHM increases when the substrate temperature in increased further. The films were further investigated using Raman spectroscopy and the corresponding peak shifts were identified as compared to the target and substrate. The PL spectra [4] show the emissions from Eu$^{3+}$ incorporated in Y$_2$O$_3$ corresponding to the transitions $^5$D$_0$ – $^7$F$_2$ & $^5$D$_0$ – $^7$F$_1$.
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Ultrafast laser micromachining as a materials processing technique offers promising advantages to a wide range of fields, from the dicing of chips in the semiconductor industry [1] to the surgical treatment of hard tissues like teeth and bone [2,3]. Ultrafast pulses can produce cuts whose widths are just a few hundred nanometres and the locally affected area can be less than a micron [4]. Despite these advantages, ablation rates remain too slow for widespread industrial adoption. As part of a large, systematic study of the parameters hypothesized to influence the efficiency of laser ablation, we have constructed a custom-built laser micromachining stage that allows us to, among other things, alter the spatial and temporal pulse characteristics of our 100 fs, 800 nm laser pulses.

The custom matching system has inspection and machining turrets (Fig. 1). Samples are manipulated by a 5-axis stage that includes two N-661 Miniature Linear Stages with NEXACT(R) drives. These provide motion in the horizontal x and y directions. Movement in the vertical (z) direction is controlled by a Thorlabs PT1-Z8 motorized translation stage. Samples can be aligned relative to the incident beam via a Thorlabs GNL20/M dual-axis goniometer. Samples are moved between the inspection and machining turrets via a Thorlabs 300 mm linear translation stage with integrated controller and stepper motor.

Fig. 1. Custom-built femtosecond laser micromachining system, with spatial beam shaping.

Machined features are inspected using a custom microscope consisting of Edmond Optics 2.0x TV Tube, manual upper zoom with iris, mitutoyo coaxial focusable lower module VIS 7X Zoom and illuminated by a Dolan-Jenner MI-150 fiber optic illuminator. The magnified image is captured by a Thorlabs DCCL645C camera. Incident pulses are arbitrarily captured by a 5046ER Laser Metrics pulse picker with custom synchronization circuit and attenuated by a 2-EWP-T-7882-M ultrafast watt pilot motorized attenuator. The pulses are spatially shaped using a Hamamatsu X10468 LCOS Spatial Light Modulator. Low precision pulse control is via a Thorlabs SH05 optical beam shutter and SC10 controller.

The user operates the system via custom software, programmed in C# and using the WinForms framework. The Thorlabs stages are controlled using the publically available FTDI wrapper class and the communication to the other elements is by the Microsoft SerialPort class. Image capture and display is performed via the open source AForge.net library. Buttons enable direct control of each element; users can program complex motion using simple macro commands. Custom computer generated holograms and pre-computed CGH images can be implemented. To facilitate usability, hardware–computer communication and CGH computations are performed asynchronously, leaving the main UI thread clear for user interaction. Using this system, we compare the ultrafast laser micromachining efficiencies of conventional Gaussian beams with Bessel and vortex beams.
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Laser reduction of graphene oxide to reduced graphene oxide: an experimental and simulated comparison between methods
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The rapid development of graphene-based technologies over the past decade has been explosive. A major focus of this field is finding methods for the mass production of high quality graphene for use in fabrication of electronic devices. Laser reduction to produce reduced graphene oxide has been performed with Lightscribe® DVD drives [1] and a range of pulsed lasers [2, 3]. Despite the presence of defects induced by the laser reduction process, reduced graphene oxide shows promise; this approach has been used to create supercapacitors [1], sensors [4] and battery anode materials [5]. The readily scalable nature of the process, the one-step reduction and patterning of devices, and the ability to tune the conductivity by varying laser parameters makes this method very attractive. Therefore, insight into the ultrafast mechanism of ablation is crucial to develop improved methods to produce reduced graphene oxide - despite a number of studies, there is still uncertainty as to the exact mechanism of this process [6].

In this study, we present a direct comparison between three different laser-induced reduction methods for producing reduced graphene oxide – Lightscribe® laser reduction (780nm wavelength, Lightscribe DVD drive, Hewlett-Packard Inc., USA), nanosecond UV laser reduction (248nm wavelength, 5ns pulse duration, Xantos XS, Coherent Inc., USA), and femtosecond laser reduction (800nm wavelength, 110fs pulse duration, Legend Elite, Coherent Inc., USA).

Characterisation of the reduced graphene oxide was carried out using Raman spectroscopy (alpha300 R, WiTEC GmbH, Germany), X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy (Axis UltraDLD, Kratos Ltd., UK.) and X-ray Diffraction (Empyrean, PANalytical B.V., Netherlands). Using these techniques, the optimal laser processing conditions for reduction were determined. The quality of these reduced graphene films was also compared to that of the Lightscribe® reduced films.

Reactive force field simulations using ReaxFF have previously been applied to the thermal reduction of graphene oxide [7]. Here we couple the experimental work with simulations to investigate the effects of different amounts and types of oxygen species on graphene on the subsequent thermal annealing and quality of graphene produced. Simulations were performed to model the reduction caused by ultrashort and long laser pulses, corresponding to the lasers that were used to reduce the graphene oxide films. The subsequent structure and dynamics of the graphene/graphene oxide system was studied. Further comparisons to the characterisation data collected from the reduced graphene oxide film were made to validate the model.

The combination of experimental data and molecular dynamics simulations used in this study provide valuable insight into the reduction processes occurring during laser reduction of graphene oxide.
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Optimisation of femtosecond laser ablation parameters for efficient cutting of sintered alumina wafers
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In this study, we explore the femtosecond laser ablation method for cutting of sintered alumina wafers, which have a variety of commercial uses. Our goal is to increase cutting speed, reduce kerf width and minimize the heat affected zone.

Femtosecond laser ablation was carried out using an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Mantis (oscillator) and Legend Elite (amplifier), Coherent Inc., USA), which provides 110 fs pulses at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, and a maximum pulse energy of 3.5 mJ. The alumina used was polycrystalline sintered Al₂O₃, AD-96R (CoorsTek, USA.).

To optimise the laser processing technique, a range of different parameters were trialled: focal length, focal position, incident laser power and processing speed. Lenses with focal lengths ranging from 50 to 300 mm were tested. A longer focal length increases the Rayleigh length allowing deeper ablation, but also widens the beam waist, decreasing the peak intensity. The position of the focal point within the sample was also varied, to position a greater portion of the beam intensity within the sample and thereby increase machining depth. Additionally the laser power applied relative to shot density (processing speed) was investigated to determine how the ablation response changed. For all ablation conditions the kerf width, cut quality and heat affected zone were measured.

A clear positive correlation was found between ablation depth and focal length (Fig. 1) across powers of 210 to 900 mW. Positioning the focal point of the laser beam within the sample was found to provide the maximum ablated depth; the optimal depth varied with incident laser power. The effect of processing speed was also investigated (Fig. 1). As expected, we observe a decrease in ablation depth with increasing processing speed, though this effect is very gradual. We can increase processing speed up to 250x from 10 to 2500 µm/s, while suffering a depth reduction of only ~33% - this is an extremely useful result for increasing processing efficiencies for industrial applications.

Fig. 1. (Left) Effect of lens focal length on the ablation depth for various laser powers. (Right) Effects of power on ablation depth for different processing speeds.

From the range of tests carried out, we demonstrate the optimal conditions for cutting of alumina using femtosecond laser ablation, including the preferred focal length, focal position, power, and speed settings. These tests represent a thorough investigation of the parameter space with promising applications for improving machining efficiencies.
Femtosecond laser cutting speed optimization for single crystal quartz wafers
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Single crystal quartz is a widely used material in the microelectronics industry, with applications such as quartz crystal resonators being a key component in many integrated circuits. These resonators must have high structural and edge quality to ensure accurate resonance properties. Current mechanical dicing methods used to cut these components utilise diamond saw blades, which are expensive and wear down rapidly [1]. This issue, coupled with the material wastage from the width of the saw blade and damage zone from the mechanical friction, represents a significant cost to the industry. If laser micromachining could be applied here, significant improvements could be made including reductions in cut widths and increased flexibility of cut shapes.

Femtosecond laser micromachining is an excellent candidate for application in this area. The ultrashort pulse duration allows materials transparent to the laser wavelength, such as quartz, to be laser machined, and provides high cut quality with little or no heat affected zone [2]. The major drawback to this method is the slow processing time - currently femtosecond laser cutting takes too long to be used in this setting.

In this work we explore the available laser machining parameter space to determine optimal machining conditions for different types of laser micromachined features. We measure the effectiveness of the available laser power as a function of modifying the focal length, focal point position and laser wavelength. The effect of focal length was studied using uncoated BK7 lenses with focal lengths in the range of 50 to 300mm. We applied pulses from an amplified Ti:Sapphire laser (Coherent Legend Elite) with 110 fs duration at a 1kHz repetition rate. The maximum pulse energy available was approximately 3mJ. The beam was also directed through an optical parametric system (TOPAS, Light Conversions) to alter the wavelength of the output pulse to between 270 and 2600 nm. Quartz wafers were single crystal quartz, 100 mm diameter, 500 µm thick.
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Mass spectrometry is one of indispensable tools in the field of material sciences and technologies for analyzing characteristics of molecules and ions. The so-called rotating electric field ion mass spectrograph (REFIMS) is of such a mass spectroscopic technique which, in principle, allows one to measure with very high dynamic range as well as high resolution [1]. Recently, the two rotating electric fields mass analyzer employing the REFIMS technology is invented [2]. In a cylindrical coordinate system, when the charged particles are entered along the z-axis in the rotating electric field which rotates around z-axis temporally, they leave the z-axis. In this mass spectrometer, after traveling the charged particles through the first rotating electric field, the particles is entered in the second rotating electric field which rotates in the opposite direction to the first. Thereby, it is possible to return to the z-axis only the particles having specific charge and mass corresponding to the angular velocity of the rotating electric fields. If this technique is applied to Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD), there is a possibility to realize an element selective PLD with high ion selectivity. In order to realize this combined use of PLD with ion selective mechanism, it is necessary to have the directivity of the ablation plume generated in a vacuum by PLD.

In this study, we investigated the plume induction in the DC Electric field Assisted Pulsed Laser Deposition (DEA-PLD) which induces the ablation plume by applied DC electric field. The DEA-PLD is a method that enable us to separate the charged particles from ablation plume by applied DC electric field and the charge of the particles.

In this paper, we report on the applied voltage dependence of the number of charged particles in DEA-PLD. We focused on the BaO of ionic bonding crystal. Ablation plume generated in a vacuum (pressure: 0.01 Pa) by Nd:YAG laser (wavelength: 355 nm, pulse width: 20 ns, laser fluence: 2.8 J/cm²) was induced and separated by DC electric field between cathode and anode. The cathode voltage was set to 500 V, and the anode voltage was varied by 100 V from -200 V to -500 V. The cathode current was measured during the PLD process. The number of charged particles was determined as Ba⁺ from this current. As a result, the number of charged particles estimated from the measured current was 0.9×10¹² at -200 V, and the number increased to 2.98×10¹³ at -500 V.

Numerical Simulation of Laser Processing of Carbon Fiber Reinforced Plastics Including Combustion Effect
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1. Introduction
A carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) consists of carbon fiber and binding polymer and it has higher specific strength compared with metal materials and chemical resistance and dimensional stability. Although laser cutting method is applied to many materials to process these materials, CFRP generates heat affected zone (HAZ) because of differences in thermal properties of carbon fiber and binding polymer. Although many experiments were performed to apply laser cutting technique to CFRP, not enough theoretical or numerical studies are performed about HAZ generation and there is no research considering heat generation of oxidization of materials in the air condition. In this study, heat of combustion was included into calculation model to simulate laser processing of CFRP and validate this model qualitatively.

2. TG-DTA analysis and conditions of our simulation
To develop the new calculation model to consider the effect of combustion and decomposition of each element of CFRP, thermo gravity analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) was performed about CFRP in the air condition. The result of TG-DTA experiment is shown in Fig. 1. A two-dimensional model was adopted in this study to calculate the temperature inside the CFRP. A schematic figure of the geometry is shown in Error! Reference source not found.. Only the rectangular area surrounding the white dashed line was calculated, and its boundaries were symmetric because the purpose of this study was to clarify what occurs inside the CFRP, not at the surface.

3. Results of experiment and numerical simulation
A SEM image of experimental result is shown in Fig. 3. Considering heat generation and absorption from the result of TG-DTA, we calculated heat transfer inside CFRP. Results of calculation are shown in Fig. 4. Comparing with experimental result of Fig. 3, this new model succeeded in simulating HAZ formation in air condition.
The properties of rare-earth doped zinc oxide/phthalocyanine structures for optoelectronics
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Zinc oxide (ZnO) is considered as one of the most important material for transparent electronics because of its attractive properties such as a direct wide band gap, nontoxicity, and high stability. It has been envisaged that functionality of the devices can be enhanced substantially by combining two different types of organic and inorganic semiconducting materials. Devices based on p-organic/n-ZnO heterojunction promise a great potential for future applications since p-type organic semiconductors are abundant. The phthalocyanine (Pc) compounds as p-type organics possess good light absorption extending down to the red and near-IR regions, and efficient electron transfer to ZnO. Pcs are known as indispensable components as the donor for the high efficiency bulk-heterojunction organic photovoltaic devices and light emitting diodes. In such devices the electronic properties of the D−A interface play a key role by affecting both the optical absorption induced by solar light and the electron injection to the substrate. ZnO optoelectronics properties can be tuned by appropriate dopants, such as rare earth ions.

Undoped and doped ZnO thin films were grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition (Nd:YAG, λ= 266 nm, τ = 6 ns) from ZnO, Eu₂O₃:ZnO, Pr₂O₃:ZnO, Sm₂O₃:ZnO, and Gd₂O₃:ZnO targets in oxygen ambient at pressure of 10 Pa at substrate temperature of 300°C and room temperature. Fused silica, sapphire and ITO were used as transparent substrates. Metal phthalocyanine thin films were fabricated by organic molecular evaporation (OME).

The structure and morphology of the films were characterized by x-ray diffraction, atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Chemical composition and structural properties were examined by NanoESCA. The optical properties were analyzed by spectrophotometry, spectral ellipsometry and photoluminescence. The electrical properties were analyzed by van der Pauw method.

We observed variation of Q band position in Pc absorption spectra as well as its intensity enhancement when doped ZnO is involved. We demonstrated that choice of dopant in ZnO nanostructured films allows to tune optoelectrical properties of ZnO/Pc structures.
Formation of Diamond-Like Carbon Thin Films by Femtosecond Laser Ablation of a Frozen Cyclohexane Target
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1. Introduction
The formation of diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin films with excellent optical and mechanical properties and high content of tetrahedral (sp^3) bonding is expected by a pulsed laser deposition (PLD) technique using highly intense femtosecond laser pulses. However, the use of a solid target such as graphite in conventional PLD results in the generation of micrometer-sized droplets and fragments derived from the target itself, which are not preferable for the formation of high quality thin films. Instead of solid materials, liquid or frozen targets have a potential to effectively reduce the inclusion of large particulate in the thin film fabrication by PLD [1]. In this study, DLC films were prepared by PLD using a frozen cyclohexane (C_6H_{12}) target. Effect of preparation conditions during film formation on the structure of the DLC films was investigated.

2. Experiment
The film deposition using a frozen cyclohexane target was performed in a specially designed and built in-house vacuum chamber. Several mL of liquid cyclohexane was placed on a target holder, which is connected to a liquid nitrogen reservoir and frozen by thermal conduction in argon gas at atmospheric pressure, then the chamber was evacuated to 10^{-2} Pa subsequently. A femtosecond pulsed laser beam generated from a Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier system was introduced into the chamber through a quartz glass window and focused on the surface of a frozen target by a focusing lens with a focal length of 300 mm. The laser fluence on the target surface was set in a range of 5 to 500 J/cm^2. A single crystal silicon plate of 1 inch squares was used as a substrate and placed parallel to the target at a distance of 100 mm. Films were formed at room temperature for different irradiation times from 10 to 180 minutes. The characterization of fabricated DLC films was performed by scanning electron microscopy (SEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), Raman spectroscopy, X-ray reflectivity (XRR), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS).

3. Result
When the femtosecond laser pulses were irradiated on a frozen hexane target, violet-blue soft plume was observed at the surface of the target. All the prepared films with different irradiation conditions had a flat and smooth surface without any fragments (Fig. 1). Bimodal curves corresponding to D band (1350 cm^{-1}) and G band (1580 cm^{-1}), which are characteristic of disordered-carbon structure, were observed in the Raman spectra for all the films fabricated with different laser fluences (Fig. 2). The density of the prepared films was within 1.6-2.1 g/cm^3 indicating that the structure of the prepared films were a:C-H. From the results of the root mean square (RMS) of surface roughness, the low G band peak position and the low I(D)/I(G) value in the Raman spectra of the films, the optimum laser fluence was found to be 50 J/cm^2 for the fabrication of high quality DLC thin film with a flat and smooth surface and high content of sp^3 bonding (Fig. 3). Dominant difference was not observed for the films fabricated for the deposition time over 60 minutes even in the optimal condition for DLC. This result is attributed to the sputtering of the formed DLC film by successively produced high-energetic ablated species from the frozen hexane target.
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Light Induced Toxicity of Silver Nanoparticles Produced by Laser Ablation
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Abstract
Silver is one of the most studied metals in the biomedical field and has been used for centuries in various forms as an antimicrobial agent dating back to Chaldean dynasty c.a. 4,000 B.C.E. [1]. Silver nanoparticles (AgNP) are of particular interest due to their physical properties, which have been shown to strongly influence antimicrobial activity. Our lab used laser ablation in liquid to synthesize AgNPs, giving us the ability to make “bare” particles, free from precursors that are typically associated with chemical synthetic methods. [2] A Nd:YAG laser at the fundamental wavelength (λ=1064 nm) was used to ablate a pure silver target immersed in a 60 mM sodium dodecyl sulfate solution. As some pathogenic bacteria form resistances to antibiotics, understanding the mechanisms behind AgNPs antimicrobial activity is paramount. A major problem that is preventing the universal application of AgNPs is their possible toxicity to higher organisms. Our current work supports the hypothesis that colloidal suspensions of silver nanoparticles produced by laser ablation, when irradiated with visible light, release a higher concentration of silver ions. Currently the consensus is that AgNPs are toxic due to their ability to release Ag⁺ ions. Therefore, an increase in ion release will cause an increase in antimicrobial activity that may allow for lower levels of AgNPs required when treating bacterial infections, thus, limiting off-target toxicity. Our group showed that ablating a pure silver target immersed in a SDS solution produced very concentrated colloidal silver nanoparticle solutions, with hydrodynamic radii of approximately 40 nm. We also showed that this antimicrobial activity was greatly enhanced when the solutions were exposed to visible light at power of approximately 0.7 W. Using the optical properties of the DZ-Ag⁺ complex, it was shown that particles exposed to light release ions at a much higher rate relative to particles kept in the dark. The reduced antimicrobial activity of the AgNP in the presence of L-cysteine showed that ions play a major role in the antibacterial effectiveness of AgNPs. As stated above we hope that paired with light, these silver nanoparticles can be employed at a low enough concentration that no adverse effects to mammalian cells will occur, or at the very least the mammalian cell death will remain localized.
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Control of parameters such as plasma density and electron temperature during pulsed laser deposition (PLD) has a large influence over the characteristics of resultant deposited material [1]. This control can be achieved through laser parameters such as fluence, wavelength, pulse repetition frequency or number of laser shots [2]. Alternatively, process parameters such as target-to-substrate distance or ambient pressure conditions can be altered. For example, when conducted in vacuum or with a low-pressure background gas, stoichiometric thin films can be formed upon deposition. When the plume is confined spatially, the increased plasma density and period can allow for nanoparticle formation via nucleation to occur within the plume. This confinement can be achieved through the use of a sufficiently high pressure of background gas [3] or spatially confining the plasma by placing the substrate in close proximity to the target [4]. Alternatively, the application of ultrashort pulse laser irradiation can also generate nanoparticles within the plume, though the mechanism of nanoparticle formation is fragmentation and decomposition of the target material due to rapid heating [5].

Here we demonstrate confined atmospheric pulsed laser deposition of nanostructured ultrathin films utilising a picosecond pulsed Nd:YAG laser to deposit aluminium nanoparticles onto a cyclic olefin polymer (COP) substrate. These metallic nanostructured coatings are of interest for chemical sensing [6], which is the focus of the current study, but also have applications in areas such as solar power and display technology. This paper presents the potential for provision of such functionalised surface platforms via pulsed laser deposition.

Wettability is a very important property of solid surfaces and is governed by both the chemical composition and the surface topography. Superhydrophobic surfaces/coatings have gained great interest because of their significant potential applications in various fields such as self-cleaning, anti-icing, friction reduction, antifouling technologies, microfluidic devices, chemical reactors, biosensors. We report here on the production of hydrophobic composite films of fatty acids/layered double hydroxides by PLD (pulsed laser deposition) by laser light using three different wavelengths 266, 532 and 1064 nm respectively. Targets were pressed pellets from Mg-Al or Zn-Al LDH (layered double hydroxides) and intercalated fatty acids obtained by precipitation. Analysis of the films demonstrates that crystalline and hydrophobic films with contact angle up to 150° can be obtained, as a function of the deposition parameters and the fatty agent used (lauric acid or stearic acid). Chemical and thermal analysis, X-ray diffraction, IR spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy and contact angle measurements were the techniques used for the characterization of the deposited thin films.
Thin films of ferrocene derivatives for non-linear optical applications: laser processed thin films and printed pixels
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Thin films of ferrocene-based compounds have been deposited by matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE), to be further used in nonlinear applications and sensors. The fourth harmonic of a Nd:YAG pulsed laser (4ω / 266 nm, 7 ns pulsed duration) was used in processing the thin films, using typically low fluences (200-400 mJ/cm²) at a repetition rate of 10 Hz. The structure and the morphology of the films were investigated by Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and atomic force microscopy (AFM) techniques. The optical properties were analyzed by spectroscopic-ellipsometry (SE), while the second harmonic generation (SHG) capabilities were investigated by irradiating the films using a tunable Ti:sapphire laser with maximum emission centred in the near infra-red (~800 nm, 60-100 fs). The ‘as-deposited’ films were further used as donors in laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT) experiments and their morphological, structural and optical properties of the pixels are reported. The influence of the film thickness and the presence of a metallic dynamic release layer (DRL) are discussed.
1. Abstract

In this paper, a new fabrication method of micro polyimide (PI) spheres which were processed by Pulsed laser at 355 nm was suggested. A chamber with quartz allowing laser was filled with carbon dioxide (CO₂). Liquid polyimide in the chamber was irradiated by pulsed laser, and then shockwaves were generated over the liquid polyimide. The shockwaves made CO₂ forcibly penetrate into the liquid polyimide. Liquid polyimide baked in the oven at atmospheric pressure, micro-sized polyimide spheres were formed in a regular size. Micro polyimide spheres were studied using transmission electron microscopy (TEM) and scanning electron microscope (SEM). The effects of process parameters such as laser fluence, CO₂ pressure and baking conditions were investigated. This proposed method will be applied in the same way with other types of polymer and gas to make a variety of micro and nano polymer sphere.
Structural and morphological properties of metallic thin films grown by pulsed laser deposition for photocathode application
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In this work magnesium, yttrium and lead thin films have been deposited by pulsed laser ablation technique and characterized by different diagnostic methods. All the films revealed a polycrystalline structure; Mg and Y films were uniform while grain morphology characterized Pb films. Such metallic materials are studied because they are proposed as good alternative to copper and niobium photocathodes which are generally used in radiofrequency and superconducting radiofrequency guns, respectively [1, 2]. The relatively low work function and high quantum efficiency of Mg, Y and Pb make possible the employ of these devices as photocathodes improving the performances of the cathode installed in the gun [3]. In this way high brightness electron beam sources can be obtained which are demanded, for example, for the new generation of X-ray free electron lasers. The photoemission performances of the photocathodes based on Mg, Y, and Pb thin films have been also studied. Finally the role of the surface contaminations on the electron photoemission has been discussed for the different materials.
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In recent years, with the widely used of the plasma shock wave in laser deposition film coating, laser cleaning, laser propulsion and other related fields, researchers have paid more and more attentions to the dynamic characteristics of plasma shock wave. The laser plasma shock plays a unique role in those applications, and it is strongly dependent on the experimental conditions such as focusing conditions, laser incidence angle, laser wavelength and so on. Up to now, temporal evolution of an Al plasma shock under various experimental conditions has not been fully studied yet.

In this report, evolution of laser plasma shock wave from the Al target that is ablated with a nanosecond IR(1064 nm) and UV(355 nm) laser, under varied incidence angle (normal and with 30 degree to the target normal), and with different focusing conditions (focal point on, ahead of and after the target surface) in air is systematically studied using time-resolved shadowgraph imaging technique. Shadowgraphs of plasma shock evolution under various experimental conditions have been recorded, and correspondingly velocities and pressure of the plasma shock front have been obtained [1]. In the experiment, we have observed a series interesting phenomena (1) With both the normal and oblique laser incidence configurations, evolution of laser plasma shock is strongly influenced by air breakdown which occurs prior to the laser beam reaching the target with the IR and UV laser ablation. (2) An ionization channel is observed for both the laser incidence configurations under the 355 nm laser ablation if focal point is set in front of the target surface. (3) A clear straight boundary between the Al plasma shock and air plasma is observed with the both laser incident configurations. (4) A protrusion appears at the front tip of the shock wave in the shadowgraph with the plasma evolution time around 100 ns if the focal point is at the target surface. (5) Under the oblique incidence, the shock expansion with an ellipsoid-shaped front travelling mainly against the incoming laser beam at the initial stage of laser ablation, and then the shape of shock front turns into a sphere with both UV and IR ablation laser wavelengths. Also an additional spherical plasma shock front travelling normal to the target surface was observed, this parts unify with the one that is against the incoming laser beam, and finally the two form a spherical wave as time delay increases to around 100 ns. The underline physics of those observations are given.

The findings in this work can be utilized in the optimization of laser plasma shock and have the potential in many laser shock application cases such as in the laser film coating, cleaning and other related fields.

This project was supported by National Natural Science Foundation of China under Grant Nos. 61178022.
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In semiconductor device manufacturing, consumer electronics production, and many other industries that widely employ laser-processing technologies, there has been an ever-growing trend towards better processing quality and increasing process throughput. Specifically, this means cutting, drilling, scribing and marking of parts with smaller feature sizes, improved accuracy and at faster processing speed. On the other hand, experimental optimization of laser parameters (wavelength, pulse width, power, repetition rate, etc.) for achieving desired process quality and throughput could involve time-consuming trial-and-error procedures. By integrating different levels of computational approaches, we aim to increase effectiveness in developing process solutions through computer simulations, and help minimizing the time and cost for process development in industrial laser micromachining applications. To this end, a multiphysical nanosecond laser-material simulation package, based on a modified volume-of-fluid (VOF) approach, was developed through a collaborative project between TU-Wien and ESI [1]. The simulation model accounts for the propagation and the interaction of laser beam with work target, phase transformations (melting, evaporation, resolidification and condensation) involving different types of materials, as well as mass and energy transfer in both liquid and vapor phases. During high-power laser ablation, the coupling of laser beam with laser-induced plasma plume can occur and lead to shielding of laser pulse and reduction in the effective energy deposition within the work targets. We develop a hydrodynamic model capable of modeling the effects of plasma shielding and plume dynamics in nanosecond laser ablation of metals under different background gas environments. By leveraging our modeling capabilities of laser and materials interactions, we carry out numerical simulations to address various laser processing needs in industrial micromachining applications. In particular, we simulate nanosecond laser processing of metal targets and multi-layer light-emitting-diodes (LEDs) and show good agreements of the simulation results with experimental observation.

Laser ablation of CFRP by using picosecond laser and femtosecond laser
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Carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) has been used in various industries to fabricate automobile parts, sports equipment, medical parts, aerospace components, and building materials. CFRP has a high strength-to-weight ratio, does not corrode, and provides outstanding fatigue resistance compared with engineering metals. Therefore, it will likely be used for many more applications in the future.

However, cutting CFRP is known to be difficult because of the different matrix properties and fiber orientation as well as the high level of hardness of the carbon fiber along with the relative volume of the fiber [1]. Conventional mechanical cutting processes such as micro-cutters, milling/machining, or abrasive water-jet machining, can provide high-quality cutting, but when these processes are used to cut CFRP, they have many disadvantages such as considerable tool wear and costs, and limited processing time when [1]. Lasers have been proposed as an alternative technique for cutting CFRP. Laser cutting is a non-contact removal process that avoids the disadvantages of conventional machining methods, but it introduces thermal defects such as a wide heat-affected zone (HAZ). Thermally damaged regions are often reported as the main challenge to overcome in laser-cutting processes [2–4]. As reported in [5, 6], it is therefore challenging to obtain high-quality cuts in CFRP using a laser. Recently, researchers have used various types of lasers to cut CFRP, including a disk laser, single-mode fiber laser, and a picosecond laser. However, these techniques all produce heat effects and poor edge quality. A HAZ is caused when the material is changed from the solid phase to the vapor phase and then to plasma almost instantaneously.

However, unlike conventional laser machining, femtosecond laser and picosecond laser machining reduce collateral damage to the surroundings[7]. Therefore, the ablation properties of the CFRP were experimented by using a picosecond laser and femtosecond laser.

The Experiments results show that heat affected zone was 0 to 8 μm and cross section was 0 to 60μm. Heat affected zone and cross section area was extremely smaller than other lasers. The results of CFRP cutting with femtosecond laser exhibits a clean top and excellent sidewall quality along with a negligible heat affected zone.

In this paper, the characteristics of ultra-short pulsed laser micro-machining have been reviewed and experimentally demonstrated in laser cutting of CFRP.
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In this work, the effect of laser and ultrasonic irradiation induced particles motion in liquid phase was studied. If a certain volume with suspension is used as an object in the setup, it could be expected that particles of the suspension affect the formation of the light field and radiation that in turn will cause the motion of the particles. In our experiments it has been shown that erythrocytes chaotically distributed in the central zone of the suspension volume, migrated into the region of the central light spot. Cells at the center broke down and form conglomerates with the size five to ten times exceeding the size of individual cells. The motion of all particles in the illuminated area proved to be light-induced within 20 sec after the formation of conglomerates. The motion was strictly ordered and had a cyclic character. Under certain conditions, conglomerates accumulated near the surface of the object and colliding particles could not leave the central region. Conglomerates grew up to the size of the illuminated surface. The speed of erythrocytes movement has been estimated as 1 cm/sec. When a suspension with transparent particles was used, the following process was observed: particles distributed around the center of the suspension volume migrated into the region of the central light spot and were trapped there due to light pressure. The character of this specific light-dynamic effect apparently differs from a simple capture of particles into a light-induced trap. The special setup applied is based on the so-called shock-wave acceleration in the field of laser radiation. Particles with the size from 1 to 10 µm were used as strongly absorbing particles. At the power of 1-10 W and ultrasonic treatment with 20 kHz repeating pulses, intensive motion of particles along the beam was observed on the screen. The particles colliding with the quartz plate destroyed its surface layer and some of them penetrated at the depth of several µm. The configuration of the treated area corresponded to the shape of computer driving mask. If the penetration depth is known, we can calculate the initial speed. Thus, the speed was estimated as about 10 km/sec. In this case, the possibility of printing and surface patterning in liquids by laser and ultrasound ablations in form of alphabet letters or any like patterns with the special resolution of a few µm is achieved.
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Laser removal of a coating from glass slides of consolidant materials relevant to museum conservation practice
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1. Consolidants used on Australian Aboriginal bark paintings and in museum conservation

Arguably, the most serious conservation issue for Australian Aboriginal traditional bark paintings is de-adhesion of the bound pigments. Consolidation of the pigment (in combination with its original binder) to the bark has been and still is a significant conservation practice on the paintings [1,2]. Past practice has included consolidating the painting as a whole. This alters the texture and colour of the pigments from their as-painted state. There is interest to know if it might be possible to remove some of this consolidant from the surface of the paintings, if it is at least in part in the form of a coating. Paraloid B72, polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and gelatine are the consolidants included in the study. Paraloid B72 is a well regarded consolidant which is used broadly in conservation practice. PVB and gelatine have been used in the past but are not favoured currently. Some research on laser removal of these consolidants from technical samples of Aboriginal bark paintings have been reported [3].

2. Experiment

We report research trialing laser removal of paraloid B72, polyvinyl butyral (PVB) and gelatine from glass microscope slides in order to measure systematic laser ablation and removal rates as dependent on laser wavelength and pulse energy fluence. Both a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG (532 nm), and a frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG (266 nm) nanosecond pulse duration laser have been used in the study. The material removal is measured using optical surface profiling of the processed sample. An example of single spot processing using 1 to 15 pulses, 532 nm laser, at 6 different pulse fluences are shown in fig.1. The “x” and “y” profiles are quantified to measure the ablation depth and profile.

![Fig. 1. Array of single and multiple shot experiments with varying fluences for PVB on glass. The number of pulses increases from left to right from one pulse up to 15 pulses. The fluence decreases from top to bottom from 62.2 J/cm\(^2\) to 6.2 J/cm\(^2\).](image)

3. Results and discussion

The study shows that PVB and gelatine can be laser ablated in a controlled manner using the 266 nm wavelength and with pulse fluences between ~2-4 J/cm\(^2\). Paraloid B72 can not be systematically ablated. It bubbles and froths at low and modest pulse fluences and is completed removed with associated damage to the substrate at fluences above 8 J/cm\(^2\). Further outcomes which inform consolidant choice will be reported.
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Visible-light-responsive type titanium oxides (e.g., Ti$_2$O$_3$ and Ti$_4$O$_7$) compared with titanium dioxide (TiO$_2$) have many advantages to indicate the absorption in the visible region. It is considered an effective material using a photochemical reaction or photoelectron chemical reactions. Also, as compared with TiO$_2$ by utilizing the visible-light-responsive type titanium oxides, the electron conductivity is remarkably improved, and the application of the electrode material and a conductive material is expected. In fact, the visible-light-responsive type titanium oxides as high-efficiency electrode material of a solar cell has been reported so far [1]. In this paper, we report fabrication and characterization of visible-light-responsive microsphere titanium oxides by using a liquid-phase laser ablation method.

Fabrication procedure of microsphere titanium oxides is shown in Fig. 1. Titanium oxides with nanoparticles is contained to ethanol solution, which was irradiated with the forth harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser placed outside the glass cell. The wavelength of the laser radiation was 266 nm, the pulse duration was about 5 ns, and the repetition rate was 10 Hz. After the laser ablation of titanium oxides in liquid, the solution was dropped onto a glass substrate. SEM images of titanium oxides before and after the liquid phase laser ablation were shown in Fig. 2. We successfully fabricated microspheres of titanium oxides by liquid-phase laser ablation, the submicron-sized titanium oxides spheres had high sphericity and crystalline quality as well as good stability under ambient condition. The inset in Fig. 2 shows photograph comparing unmodified white and artificial black titanium oxides by laser ablation in liquid. These results indicate that successful in producing the visible-light-responsive titanium oxides. We also examined heat treatment effects in air of the visible-light-responsive titanium oxides. Figure 3 shows Raman spectra after the annealing of titanium oxides. From these results, we found that anatase-type titanium oxides is formed and visible-light-responsive titanium oxides are maintained at the annealing below 600 °C.

Bonds and bio-properties of hybrid laser Cr-doped DLC for implants
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Diamond-like carbon (DLC) thin films are frequently used for coating of implants. The problem of DLC layers lies in bad layer adhesion to metal implants. Chromium is used as a dopant for improvement of adhesion of DLC films. Cr-DLC layers were prepared by a hybrid technology using combination of pulsed laser deposition (PLD) from graphite target and magnetron sputtering (continuous stream of material from Cr target). Atomic concentrations of carbon, oxygen, and chromium were determined from C 1s, O 1s, and Cr 2p photoelectron peak areas. Carbon (sp2 and sp3 bonds) and concentration of trivalent and toxic hexavalent chromium bonds were also determined by XPS. The sp3/sp2 ratio is generally decreasing for higher chromium content and carbide content increasing. The Cr 6+ spectral signal was identified from the sample surface with the highest Cr contents. Depending on the deposition conditions (laser rep. rate and magnetron power), the concentration of Cr in DLC layers moved from zero to 8.4 at%. XRD revealed no chromium peaks. In all evaluated time intervals, the population density of Saos-2 cells was the highest on samples containing higher concentrations of chromium (7.1 and 8.4 at%). On day three after seeding, the most apparent focal adhesion plaques revealed by confocal microscopy were also found on samples with the higher concentrations of chromium. The intensity of fluorescence of vinculin, i.e. a protein participating in cell adhesion, was significantly higher on all DLC and Cr-DLC samples than on control microscopic glass slides. However, the expression of collagen type I and alkaline phosphatase was the highest on Cr-DLC samples with lower concentration of Cr (0-1.5 at%). This finding was further confirmed by measurement of the intensity of fluorescence of collagen type I.

We can conclude that higher concentrations of chromium supported cell adhesion and proliferation; however DLC and DLC doped with lower concentration of chromium supported cell differentiation.

Closer experimental details, comparison with contact angles and antibacterial properties [1] and differences in creation and properties of Cr-DLC layers by PLD+ magnetron or by double PLD [2] will be also discussed.

CoSb$_3$–based skutterudites has been attracting research interest mainly because of their low thermal conductivity, high Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity. The dopation with Yb could help to reduce lattice thermal conductivity without altering the power factor [1]. We studied Yb$_x$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ layers prepared by pulsed laser deposition method (PLD). A high power pulsed excimer KrF laser (COMPexProTM 205 F, laser $\lambda = 248$ nm, $\tau = 20$ ns) radiation was used as an external energy source to vaporize materials of the target and to deposit a thin film. Using PLD we prepared thin films on fused silica substrates and Si(100) substrates, dimension of 1 cm $\times$ 1 cm. The stoichiometric Yb$_{0.19}$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ target was prepared by hot pressing method. Target – substrate distance $D_{T-S}$ was 4 cm or 6 cm. For $D_{T-S} = 4$ cm distance we varied ambient argon deposition pressure from 0.5 Pa to 13 Pa, laser repetition rate from 3 Hz to 10 Hz. Substrate temperature was changed from 250 °C to 400 °C. We tested various laser fluencies from 0.8 J·cm$^{-2}$ to 5 J·cm$^{-2}$. Depends on deposition conditions the thickness of layers was from 90 nm to 600 nm. Growth rate moved from 0.06 A/pulse to 0.30 A/pulse. For lower fluencies the growth rate was lower. Films roughness was determined by Alpha-step IQ mechanical profilometer (KLA TENCOR Co.) and by Atomic force microscope (AFM). The lowest roughness (from of about 5 nm to 10 nm) was reached for low laser fluencies and low $D_{T-S}$, but mechanical quality of films was poor and growth rate low (about 0.1 A/pulse). The layer roughness and homogeneity were characterized also by the Atomic Force Microscope (AFM) Solver NEXT (NT-MDT) operating in dynamic regime with HA_NC tips. The layers surface parameters were calculated from a 50x50 $\mu$m area with software NOVA PX. AFM roughness measurements exhibited Ra about three times higher compared to mechanical profilimeter. We observed lack of Yb and overlap of Co. Sb was transferred from target to film roughly stochiometrically. Films created at 0.8 Jcm$^{-2}$ exhibited generally bad stoichiometry. For $D_{T-S} = 6$ cm distance the film deposited at $T_s = 270$ °C, 4 Jcm$^{-2}$, were studied using AFM, WDX and XRD. Films were crystallografically homogeneous with structure CoSb$_3$. The quality of thermoelectric layers is expressed by dimensionless figure of merit (thermoelectric efficiency) formula:

$$ZT = \left( \frac{S^2 \sigma T}{\lambda} \right),$$

where S, $\sigma$, T and $\lambda$ are the Seebeck coefficient, the electrical conductivity, the ambient temperature, and the thermal conductivity, respectively. The electrical conductivity and Seebeck was measured in region from 20 oC to 200 °C. ZT was measured using Harman method. The room temperature ZT was found to be 0.04 resp. 0.05. We calculated thermal conductivity 1.6 - 3.0 WK$^{-1}$m$^{-1}$. The layers exhibited N- type properties. Obtained results will be discussed in details.

Scanning thermal microscopy: Characterization of PLD films
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Thermal conductivity of thermoelectric nano-layers was studied by a scanning thermal microscope working in AC and DC current mode. The microscope’s cantilever is being heated by an electrical current and when there is a physical contact or at a very short distance between the measured sample and the cantilever, the probe temperature decreases due to power dissipation into the sample. The temperature change leads to resistance change in the probe which is evaluated using a Wheatstone bridge. The probe’s resistivity versus temperature dependency is well known, so the temperature change can be evaluated. For this purpose a simple and reliable method has been developed. The sensitivity of the method is demonstrated on the steep Si substrate-layer boundaries made by a Ga+ Focused Ion Beam technique.

The thermal conductivity experiments were conducted on the single thin layers of different thickness in the range from about 110 nm to 860 nm, prepared by pulsed laser deposition from different hot pressed targets of thermoelectric materials like Bi$_2$Te$_3$ and Yb$_{0.19}$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ on Si (100) substrates 10x10 mm in dimension. We choose Bi$_2$Te$_3$ because it has been well established thermoelectric material for more than decade and the bulk Yb$_{0.19}$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ skutterudite turned out to be material with a possibly high thermoelectric figure of merit. The low thermal conductivity of skutterudite in general is obtained by filling the voids in the structure with small diameter, large-mass interstitials such as for example Yb, Ce etc. The both chosen materials were in a form of thin layer successfully prepared by several deposition methods including Pulsed Laser Deposition in the past.

Deposition took place in Ar atmosphere of 13 Pa, the target to substrate distance was set 40 mm or 60 mm and the base vacuum of the coating system was 5 × 10$^{-7}$ Pa. The layers were prepared using a high power pulsed excimer KrF laser (COMPexProTM 205 F, laser $\lambda = 248$ nm, $\tau = 20$ ns) with repetition rate of 10 Hz and laser spot 2 x 1 mm$^2$. For the smoothest Bi$_2$Te$_3$ layers were prepared at temperature of 200 °C with the laser fluency of 3 Jcm$^{-2}$. The Yb$_{0.19}$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ layers were prepared at 270 °C with 4 Jcm$^{-2}$. The deposition conditions were chosen based on results of study of influence of the conditions on the layer surface quality which had been done with the objective to prepare smooth i.e. low roughness and homogeneous layers. The increased surface roughness could cause inaccuracy and create difficulties such as artefacts, when using any scanning probe microscope measurement technique, including thermal microscope.

The layers transport and thermoelectric properties such as the in-plain electrical resistivity and the Seebeck coefficient were studied in temperature range from room temperature up to 200 °C. A conventional DC van der Pauw’s method was used for the electrical resistivity measurement and the Seebeck coefficient was determined from the variation of the electromotive force for different temperature gradients across the layer. The room temperature thermometric figure of merit was measured by the Harman technique, in which parameters related to electrical conductivity, the Seebeck coefficient and thermal conductivity (that make up thermoelectric figure of merit ZT) are measured at the same place and at the same time with electrical current flowing through the layer. From the ZT value the room temperature thermal conductivity of the layers was estimated. For Yb$_{0.19}$Co$_4$Sb$_{12}$ and Bi$_2$Te$_3$ layers we got room temperature electrical resistivity of about 7 m$\Omega$cm and 1 m$\Omega$cm, the Seebeck coefficient of -112 $\mu$VK$^{-1}$ and -61 $\mu$VK$^{-1}$, thermoelectric figure of merit about 0.04 and 0.13 and we estimated thermal conductivity of 1.3 WK$^{-1}$m$^{-1}$ and 0.9 WK$^{-1}$m$^{-1}$, respectively.

We also present the X-ray Diffraction patterns, the Wavelength Dispersive analysis composition and the Atomic Force Microscope surface morphology of prepared films.
Synthesis of Rod-Shaped Iron Nanocrystals
Using Blue Laser-Assisted Pulsed-Laser Ablation in Liquid Ethanol
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Recently, pulsed-laser ablation in liquid (PLAL) is attracted attention for nanoscale crystal growth. In particular, external field assistant during crystal growth is the key to growth control from the perspective of nanostructure forming. In this study, we investigated the nanosize crystal growth of an iron by the combination of blue continuous-wave (CW) laser irradiation and PLAL. The PLAL was using Nd: YAG laser, growth of nanocrystals were using an Fe bulk target immersed in ethanol solution at room temperature. The laser pulse duration at PLAL was millisecond order. The blue CW laser was irradiated during PLAL for assistance of crystal growth. The obtained nanocrystals showed rod-shaped structure observed by transmission electron microscope images. Additionally, those crystals were maghemite or magnetite with an fcc structure surmised by electron diffraction. This direction in crystal growth has an axial direction of <110>. On this conference, we report the synthesis and structure with shape changing of nanocrystals in CW laser assisted PLAL.
Planar Square-spiral Inductor Generated from the ITO Film Removal by Using UV Laser Ablation
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Inductive efficiency is the major parameter to induce current for wireless charging module and it would be affected by the electric properties and shape of inductances. In general, the inductances can be made of the Cu coils or the copper (Cu) ring coated on the glass substrate. The quality of the copper (Cu) ring such as the oxidation degree [1] could affect the inductive efficiency. Therein, the planar square-spiral inductances (PSSIs) were designed on a copper-coated glass substrate and employed in the wireless charging module [2-4], and the results in one of studies showed the PSSIs with the Cu thickness of 200 nm and the ratio of 0.75 between line width and pitch has higher efficiency than other PSSIs and the highest induction capacity was 11.34 % [4].

In the study, the indium-tin oxide (ITO) with a thickness of 30 nm was coated on glass for the fabrication of PSSIs, and the patterns were ablated using the UV laser system with the laser of 355 nm. The processing parameters including the pulsed frequencies (80, 100 and 120 kHz) and the scanning speed (500, 1000 and 1500 mm/s) were adjusted to develop the oxidation degree at the edge of patterns, and the patterns with different dimensions and shapes were designed to investigate the variation of the inductive efficiency. The dimension of PSSIs on ITO glass was reduced from 3 × 3 cm² to 0.5 × 0.5 cm² in the experiments, and the oxidation and contour at the ablated edge were discussed. The efficiency of the inductance from Cu-coated substrate and ITO glass were compared and the ratio between the line width and pitch of patterns was varied to enhance the inductive efficiency up to 5 - 10 % . In addition, the inductances of matrix pattern were designed to discuss the enhanced efficiency compared to the single pattern. The results can provide the information of the relationship between the inductive efficiency and ratio of the patterns, and the designed inductances can be applied in micro wireless charging module in future.

![Figure 1: Schematic of the (a) UV laser system (b) inductive efficiency measuring module, and (c) the designed patterns of inductance.](image)
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Recent results in organic/inorganic composite nanostructured layers synthesized by PLD, MAPLE and LDW are reviewed. The optimum deposition regime was reached based upon the results of investigations by SEM, TEM, SAED, XTEM, AFM, XRD, XPS or FTIR methods. Biocompatibility, bioactivity and biodegradation were assessed by dedicated in-vitro tests [1-3].

The coating of metallic implants with composite alendronate-HA or Sr-HA layers by MAPLE and PLD, respectively, was demonstrated to enhance human osteoblasts proliferation and differentiation, while inhibiting osteoclasts growth, with benefic effects for the treatment of bone diseases. Magnesium or strontium substituted OCP deposited by MAPLE on Ti substrates efficiently boost osteoblast activity and differentiation [4].

Urease immobilized by MAPLE in form of thin films was shown to preserve its activity in breaking down and diagnose of urea content in blood.

The application of MAPLE was extended to the transfer and immobilization of IgG molecules. We studied the effect of the lipid addition in the initial solution upon the protein thin films adhesion to substrate.

We showed that the composite PMMA-bioglass films deposited by MAPLE efficiently protects metal implants against the action of human fluids.

The antifungal efficiency of the nano-sized HA and Ag:HA layers obtained by PLD was tested against the Candida albicans and Aspergillus niger strains. The Ti substrates modified with TiO₂ nanotubes covered with Ag:HA thin films demonstrated the highest antifungal activity [5].

The MAPLE obtained nanocomposites Ag:HA-organosolv lignin proved noncytotoxic, supporting the normal development and promoting the proliferation of the adhered human mesenchymal cells. The lignin addition potentiated the anti-microbial activity of HA doped with silver ions against either bacterial or fungal biofilms [6].

Mesotetraphenylporphyrin clean and liquid-free micropatterns on Si substrates were fabricated by LDW. The propulsor metal film thickness was found to be a key parameter, which determines the laser fluence range allowing the clean transfer, predominant mechanism of the blister formation and laser-induced heating of the transferred material.

We conclude that the thin films prepared by PLD, MAPLE and LDW techniques were identical in chemical composition, structure, morphology, and most likely functionality resembling the base material, as proved by physical-chemical characterization and in-vitro assays.

Combinatorial Matrix - Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation for fabrication of maps of biomaterials
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We introduce a new method, Combinatorial Matrix-Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation (C-MAPLE) for the fabrication of organic biopolymer thin films (Fig. 1) [1]. Structures with compositional gradient are obtained by the simultaneous laser vaporization of two distinct targets. Synchronized matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation of levan and oxidized levan cryogenic targets was applied in order to transfer under protection and assemble a two-compound biopolymer film structure. FTIR micro-spectroscopy confirmed the existence of a composition gradient along the length of the sample. Modification of chemical composition from L to OL and the physical texture stayed at the origin of the improved accumulation of cells on discrete film regions (different from the two ends) as compared with all other film areas, which in turn was most probably connected to the appropriate degree of oxidation. In-vitro cell culture assays illustrated characteristic responses of cells to specific surface regions [2]. The cell response induced by the compositional gradient using imaging of early osteoblast attachment and analysis of signaling phosphoprotein expression was investigated. Cells attached along the gradient in direct proportion with oxidized levan concentration. Cell signalling response to the surface composition gradient and roughness has shown that combinations of OL and L (OL-L and L-OL) increase ERK activation as compared to OL or L alone. The analyses revealed a structure-function relationship and beneficial design guidelines. This basically refers to the existence of an optimum mixture between OL and L constituents, and more or less hydrophilic areas. Once identified, the optimum region could be recognized by rapid fluorescence microscopy scanning. The generation of smart discrete materials with desired properties such as the rate of coating dissolution is a prospective, challenging task.

We demonstrated the use of C-MAPLE to the in-situ synthesis of Poly-dl-lactide (PDLLA) and fibronectin (FN) [3]. Confocal and FTIR microscopy evidenced FN packages embedded in the polymeric matrix. The composition of PDLLA and FN was preserved after C-MAPLE as supported by protein staining and FTIR.

C-MAPLE was applied to synthesize crystalline gradient thin films with variable composition of Sr-substituted hydroxyapatite (SrHA) and Zolendronate modified hydroxyapatite (ZOLHA) on Titanium substrates [4]. The inhibitory action of ZOL on osteoclast viability and activity is more efficient than that of Sr, which plays a greater beneficial role on osteoblast proliferation and viability. The deposition method allows to modulate the composition of the thin films and hence the promotion of bone growth and the inhibition of bone resorption. C-MAPLE opens the possibility to both combine and immobilize two or more organic materials on a solid substrate in a well defined manner by laser evaporation under protection.

Laser cleaning is being used extensively at the V&A museum, the Natural History Museum, and the City and Guilds College with each institution now owning its own laser(s), and in this talk I will describe some recent success stories. In a series of collaborative programs various analytical techniques operating at different length and energy scales have been used to assess the effectiveness of the laser cleaning and the rate of recontamination of the surface after cleaning. These include optical intereferometry, white light interferometry, atomic force microscopy (AFM), Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Focused Ion beam Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (FIB-SIMS) and Secondary Ion Mass Spectrometry (SIMS).

The main case study will involve plastics from the V&A museum. There are a large number of plastic artefacts in museum, and many of the objects are suffering from serious degradation that has arisen from year of storage and display (Fig. 1). Mechanical and solvent based cleaning methods induce some damage or chemical alteration to the plastic’s surface and so it seems appropriate to study the potential of laser cleaning. The use of lasers in other areas of conservation has proved highly successful, particularly as it is non-contact and can be performed in-situ. So this preliminary investigation considers the effect of Nd:YAG 1064nm laser light on polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) surfaces from a materials science perspective. Because polymers have much lower transition temperatures than stone and ceramic and so a higher sensitivity to the laser’s energy, the intricacies of the hand held near-infrared laser source are also inspected as control. Theoretical models are developed from previous conservation and non-conservation research to explain results from the experimental irradiation of clean and soiled PMMA samples. It is shown that there is a damage threshold for PMMA at achievable fluences. Above this threshold self-limiting cleaning is assessed. It is also shown that some ring time cracks appear under excessive irradiation.

This work is presented as initial research to aid conservation science in its future challenges of cleaning and maintaining plastic artefacts.

![Fig. 1 V&A collection. Degradation of a plastic handbag](image1)

![Fig. 2 Typical ring cracks seen on the PMMA surface with a single laser pulse incurring a fluence of 7 Jcm⁻².](image2)
We created multifunctional metal surfaces by producing a hierarchical nano- and micro-structures with femtosecond laser pulses on titanium, platinum and brass. The multifunctional surfaces exhibit excellent broadband light absorption, superhydrophobicity, and self-cleaning effects. The creation of these multifunctional surfaces is inspired by biological surfaces of Lotus leaves and blue Morpho butterfly wings. The enhanced absorption is useful whenever light collection is needed, such as in sensors and solar energy absorbers. The self-cleaning effect will improve the performance of the devices and minimize the maintenance. This surface should also possess other highly desirable functionalities such as anti-corrosion, anti-icing, anti-biofouling, and self-sanitation, since these properties are directly related to superhydrophobicity.
MAPLE deposition of polymer multilayer structures: overcoming the limitation of solvent-based techniques
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Polymer multilayer deposition represents a serious challenge for solvent-based techniques like spin coating and drop casting since the deposition of even the second layer profoundly affects the first one. To overcome this problem, orthogonal solvents are generally used. However, this strategy, when applicable, limits the deposition to only two layers. The potentialities of the matrix-assisted pulsed laser evaporation (MAPLE) technique have been already demonstrated in the case of bilayer deposition for solar cell application and nanocomposite films. However, in many cases, the high surface roughness of the films deposited by MAPLE could inhibit the possibility to use it for particular applications, like for example in optoelectronics.

In this paper we report the deposition of a trilayer structure consisting of three light emitting conjugated polymers in a well-defined sequence:

- a first spin-coating deposited layer of the blue emitting polymer Poly[9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl] (PFO),
- a second MAPLE-deposited layer of the red emitting polymer Poly[2-methoxy-5-(2-ethylhexyloxy)-1,4-phenylene-vinylene](ADS100RE) and an
thesystematical deposition of the green emitting polymer Poly[(9,9-dioctylfluorenyl-2,7-diyl)-co-(1,4-diphenylene-vinyl-
ene-2-methoxy-5-{2-ethylhexyloxy}-benzene)] (ADS125GE).

The bottom most layer has been deposited by spin coating because of geometrical constraints of the target holder.

The properties of each single layer are reported in terms of surface roughness values and optical/emission properties, investigated by atomic force microscopy (AFM), UV–VIS absorption and photoluminescence (PL) spectroscopy, respectively, together with the behavior of the bi and tri-layer realization. The absorption and photo-emission properties, together with the efficiencies and decay times, of the MAPLE deposited single layers have been compared with that of the films deposited by spin coating obtaining comparable results.

By carefully controlling the laser deposition parameters, layers with roughness values compatible with optoelectronic devices have been obtained. In particular, roughness values less than 7 nm have been obtained for the MAPLE-deposited red (ADS100RE) and green (ADS125GE) single layers and for the bilayer PFO/ADS100RE. In the case of the tri-layer structure a mean roughness value of about 10 nm has been recorded over a scan area of 5×5 µm\(^2\) and photoluminescence spectrum exhibiting emission by all the layers (Fig. 1).

Our results are very promising for the realization of a white light polymer-based emitting device.

Fig. 1. Photoluminescence spectrum of the MAPLE deposited multilayer.
Formation of laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) has been observed on polymers upon irradiation with a linearly polarized laser beam, at wavelengths efficiently absorbed and within a narrow fluence range well below the ablation threshold. LIPSS are the result of the interference between the incoming and the surface-scattered waves, so that an inhomogeneous intensity distribution, together with a feedback mechanism, results in the enhancement of the modulation depth [1]. The use of X-ray scattering techniques with synchrotron radiation can be very useful for LIPSS analysis as they can provide kinetic information in the millisecond range and structural information statistically averaged over a large area of several hundreds of microns.

Poly(trimethylene terephthalate) (PTT) films with a thickness ca. 150 nm and roughness below 1 nm were prepared by spin-coating on silicon wafers. For LIPSS formation we used a Nd:YAG laser (266 nm, 8 ns pulses, 1-10 Hz) at a fluence of 7 mJ/cm². The in situ monitoring of LIPSS formation was performed at the DUBBLE beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF, Grenoble, France).

An example of the in situ monitoring of LIPSS formation is shown in Fig. 1 for a laser repetition rate of 5 Hz. The first pattern taken after 25 pulses (5s) is the characteristic one for a spin-coated film in absence of relevant structure. After 200 pulses (40 s), the GISAXS pattern starts exhibiting clear vertical diffraction maxima and for higher number of pulses the diffraction maxima increase both in number and in intensity.

![Fig. 1. Real time GISAXS patterns as a function of time and number of pulses for a PTT film irradiated with a laser repetition rate of 5 Hz.](image)

The dynamics of LIPSS formation depends on the laser repetition rate. For 10 Hz the period increases with the number of pulses and reaches a plateau at a value close to the laser wavelength while for lower repetition rates the period remains constant, and significantly smaller, independently of the number of pulses. Both the half time and the induction time for LIPSS formation decrease logarithmically with the repetition rate.

When a laser pulse reaches the polymer it heats its surface above the glass transition temperature. Subsequently, the material cools down so that surface inhomogeneities are expected to be enhanced. Then, the next pulse will find a rougher surface thus facilitating the feedback mechanism. For a pulse separation longer than 0.1 s (10 Hz) the feedback effect is reduced although it is still present at times as long as 1 s (1 Hz).

The number of maxima appearing in the GISAXS patterns increases with irradiation time and depends on the laser repetition rate. GISAXS patterns obtained for LIPSS can be considered as a one dimensional paracrystalline lattice, where the long range order disappears gradually in a probabilistic way. Modelling provides information about the lattice order. A progressive order improvement of LIPSS is observed as the number of pulses increases, being 10 Hz the repetition rate at which the more ordered structure is found.
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Diffraction before destruction: Imaging molecules and materials with high-intensity X-ray FEL pulses
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The pulses from X-ray free-electron lasers are a billion times brighter than the brightest synchrotron beams available today. When focused to micron dimensions, such a pulse destroys any material, but the pulse terminates before significant atomic motion can take place [1,2]. This mode of “diffraction before destruction” yields structural information at resolutions better than 2 Å, from proteins that cannot be grown into large enough crystals or are too radiation sensitive for high-resolution crystallography [3-5]. Using femtosecond X-ray FEL pulses, doses to the sample can exceed many GGy (1 Gy = 1J/kg), which is thousands of times higher than biological materials can usually tolerate for conventional analysis using synchrotron radiation [6]. The quality of the recovered electron density of protein structures is usually superior to that which is recovered by conventional methods at much lower doses, and samples can be measured at room temperature and physiological conditions rather than at cryogenic temperatures [7]. The ability to obtain high-resolution diffraction data from micron or sub-micron crystals may help to overcome the crystallization bottleneck of structural biology.

A consequence of vaporizing the sample in a single shot is that diffraction data must be collected from many samples (of reproducible structure) in order to build up three-dimensional information [8]. This is the essence of the methodology of serial femtosecond diffraction, and in particular serial femtosecond nanocrystallography (see Fig. 1). The method relies upon key technological advances: the X-ray FEL providing intense pulses that give rise to measurable diffraction patterns from weakly scattering samples; particle injectors that can replenish the sample at the rate of the FEL pulses and which only contribute weakly to background; pixelated X-ray diffraction detectors that can also operate at that frame rate; and software that can process the many millions of data frames that are collected in a typical experiment. At the Linac Coherent Light Source (LCLS), where the repetition rate is 120 Hz, crystalline samples are typically flowed across the path of the focused X-ray beam using a gas-focused liquid jet [9], or a slower extrusion of viscous material [10]. In both cases crystals are hit by chance, usually at a random orientation. Data is processed first by finding the diffraction “hits” [11], followed by indexing and merging of Bragg intensities into a set of three-dimensional structure factors [12]. Phasing of the diffraction to determine the structure then proceeds using conventional protein crystallographic methods, including the possibility of experimental phasing [13].

The approach has opened up new possibilities for structure determination. The short pulses obviously open up the possibility of time-resolved measurements. This includes the measurement of optically induced reactions [14], such as involved in photosynthesis [15], and photoreceptors [16]. Irreversible reactions can be studied, since the sample is constantly replenished. The fact that samples are at room temperature and consist of micron or sub-micron sized crystals also means that microsecond time resolution can be reached in mixing experiments (where the resolution depends on the diffusion time of a chemical into the crystal) [17]. Other benefits of the approach are that it opens new opportunities for phasing diffraction data, which are sorely needed.

Fig. 1. A serial femtosecond diffraction experiment is carried out by flowing a sample of reproducible particles or crystals across the focused X-ray pulses from a free-electron laser (see left). Here the sample is delivered in a liquid jet [8]. Diffraction data is collected at the repetition rate of the FEL on a pixelated detector. A typical experiment may record more than 50,000 diffraction patterns which are then aggregated to be used to solve the molecular structure. At right is shown the structure of pro-cathepsin B from the Trypanosoma brucei parasite, determined from over 190,000 measured patterns of crystals (from [5]).
in protein crystallography when experimental phasing approaches are not applicable or there are no closely related structures on which to base a starting model. The intensity of the X-ray pulse can be high enough to saturate photoabsorption, particularly of heavier elements. This effect could be used for phasing by observing the specific bleaching of atoms [18]. A difference between data collected at high intensity and low intensity can reveal the substructure of those atoms, akin to isomorphic replacement. Since experiments are carried out in vacuum, data can be collected at relatively low photon energy, allowing such a procedure to be applied to sulfur atoms, which are prevalent in proteins. Another idea is to take advantage of the small crystal size, which gives vacuum, data can be collected at relatively low photon energy, allowing such a procedure to be applied to sulfur atoms, which are prevalent in proteins. Another idea is to take advantage of the small crystal size, which gives

The field of protein structure determination using X-ray FELs is still very young, and there are many other developments taking place. We have yet to reach the limit of the smallest samples that can be studied this way, and many innovations indicate the feasibility of reducing the size of crystals all the way to single molecules.
Laser ablation is well suited for material structuring due to the achievable high resolution, good controllability which allow realizing well-defined micropatterns on solid targets. Among many solutions, the interferferometric (holographic) etching method is one of the most flexible way to produce surface relief sinusoidal gratings by laser ablation. Here we study the time evolution of grating structures created into polycarbonate (PC) and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) by (direct) laser ablation to understand the relevant phenomena during the laser ablation.

The periodic structures were fabricated by a frequency quadrupled nanosecond, Q-switched Nd:YAG pump laser (λ=266 nm, τ=8 ns). The spatially filtered, linearly s-polarized UV pulses were steered to the target in two-beam interferometric arrangement, having negligible optical path difference at incident angle of 7.6° and 3°, which corresponds to spatial modulation of ≈1 µm and ≈2.5 µm in the target plane, respectively. The polymer samples were irradiated in the fluence range of 10-800 mJ/cm².

The etching setup was completed by an offset-free pumpe-probe system, which consists of a continuous wave HeNe probe laser (λ=632 nm) and amplified photodiode-oscilloscope system. Special care was taken to get distortion- and background-free monitoring of surface evolution. The CW probe beam illuminated the etching area from the backside of the targets. To separate the effect of phase and amplitude grating, the arising reflected +1st (belongs to the both amplitude and phase grating) and +2nd (corresponds only to the phase grating) diffraction order was monitored by individual photodiodes. Colour filters, prisms and irises were used to realize the undisturbed detection of HeNe intensity; the etching UV photons and the flashing scattered 2nd harmonic of Nd:YAG green pulses were completely filtered. Similar system was used for structuring of metals by picosecond pulses [1].

The rise time of the recorded first and second order signals is ≈3 µs, and this section followed by a relatively constant part (see diagrams on Fig.1). This means that the grooves reach their final depth in the first microseconds: the material removal mostly finishes by 3µs. Moreover, in many cases in first diffraction order a transient peak was observed in the first order diffracted beam 1-2 µs after the ablating pulse (Fig.1b). The presence and the parameters of this peak depend on the UV laser fluence and also on the type of the material: this peak is detectable in the low (<170 mJ/cm²) and high fluence range (>500 mJ/cm²) at PMMA, while it can be observed in the whole studied fluence region at PC target.

The morphology of the gratings was studied by atomic force microscope (AFM). Melted and resolidified structures were observed on those gratings, where the additional peak was detectable (Fig.1b). In case of PC the additional peak was not detected in the medium fluence range, while in these cases the grating quality is high, the grooves are perfectly regular.

However, the transient peak was never observed in the 2nd diffraction order, independently from the UV fluence and type of material. Generally, an amplitude grating does not give rise to diffracted signal in 2nd order. Consequently, the detected 1st order peak can be attributed to a transient amplitude grating, which is due to the different absorption of periodically melted and solid polymer.

On the basis of our experiments the time resolved monitoring of the diffracted signals in the cases of polycarbonate could be a suited method to determine the quality of the ablated gratings, without time consuming ex-situ surface characterization.
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Abstract
We use an ultrafast laser to cut dendritic trees of mammalian neurons in the cortex. We show that the cut seals and normal transmembrane ion exchange is restored after ~5 minutes. Subsequently the neurons are functional and able to fire action potentials.

1. Introduction
Focused laser light has found use in cellular surgery as an ultra-sharp scalpel [1-2]. It has been demonstrated in femtosecond (fs) laser surgery that focusing low-energy NIR light on a small volume for a very short duration (fs scale) allows for cutting of neuronal structures such as axons, which have submicron diameters [3]. The working mechanism of fs-laser surgery was initially studied by Vogel et al [4] who observed that ultra-short laser pulses initiate 2P ionization, which induces plasma formation and results in a dramatic, transient, and local increase of the absorption coefficient to a level significantly higher than the linear absorption coefficient. The nonlinear nature of two-photon ionization localizes the cutting energy within the focus thereby minimising damage to surrounding regions. This provides a non-invasive method for precise surgery at the nanoscale.

Here, we use such technique to study how mammalian neurons process its synaptic inputs to arrive at an output. The neurons in the somatosensory cortex processes sensory inputs and generates motor commands among other functions. Such processing and generation of outputs are theorised to be dependent on the neuron’s dendritic morphology. Hence, dynamic pruning of dendritic trees could be used to verify theories on neuronal function [5].

2. Results
We used a custom-built two-photon scanning microscope to image neurons in 300 µm thick brain slices from 19 day-old Wistar rats. The slices were cut in ice-cold oxygenated artificial cerebro-spinal fluid and then incubated at 34 °C for 30 min prior to performing the experiments. Whole-cell voltage-clamp recordings of the cells were done with a Multiclamp 700B. We filled the neuron through the recording electrode which contained 20 µM Alexa fluor 488. Current injections of variable amplitudes served to analyse the neuron’s firing properties. Fig. 1a shows the 2P fluorescence image of a cortical pyramidal neuron (magnified in 1b and 1c made before and after the cut respectively). The red line indicates the section at which a cut was targeted. As a consequence of cutting, the cell becomes depolarised and recovers. If the applied energy for cutting exceeds a certain range, the cell fails to recover. Within the cutting parameters, we plot the firing frequency versus the applied injection current (Fig. 1d) and observe differences in the response before and after the cut.

3. Conclusion
We have demonstrated the use of fs Ti:S laser surgery to dynamically prune the neuron’s dendritic arbor. The neuron is functional after dendrotomy and the neuron is able to fire action potentials but with an increased firing rate. Such increase is consistent with existing theories that dendritic morphology determines the output response.
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Substrate mediated laser ablation and droplet capture for biomolecules analysis by mass spectrometry
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Since the early 2000s, ambient mass spectrometry (MS) is becoming a powerful tool for direct analysis of samples with minimal preparation. Numerous applications have been demonstrated including the spatially resolved analysis of different regions of biological material. This has promoted the developments of various microsampling techniques like Laser Ablation/ Droplet Capture (LADC) 1,2. LADC is characterized by the collection into solvent droplets of molecules removed from the sample by laser ablation. The ionization and the mass separation of the captured molecules can then be achieved using conventional MS techniques like Matrix-Assisted Laser Desoption/Ionization (MALDI) or electrospray ionization (ESI).

Laser wavelengths in the UV 1 and IR 2 ranges have already been successfully tested on various biological materials. In this work, LADC approach was investigated on standards from different families of biomolecules (lipid, peptide, protein) and biological tissue sections using nanosecond pulses of a frequency-doubled Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) in conventional reflection geometry. The droplets containing captured materials were collected and analyzed by MALDI MS. At first sight, visible light is not a good candidate to initiate efficient ablation because of the low absorption coefficient of biomolecules in this wavelength range. The addition of dye molecules could overcome this limitation but it complicates the sample preparation. However studies on various parameters of the set-up (including the sample-droplet distance, the laser energy, the sample preparation, the nature of the substrate on which the sample is placed) have demonstrated under certain conditions the efficiency of this approach even in the absence of dye molecules in the samples. This has been attributed to indirect ablation mechanism promoted by the substrate which can advantageously be used for LADC of intact biomolecules from thin tissue sections. First practical application, a spatially resolved proteomic study on rat brain tissue section, is also presented.


Skin ablation for efficient drug delivery via the laser-induced microjet injector
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A handheld-type Er:YAG laser with 2940 nm wavelength and 150 µs pulse duration was built for the purpose of transdermal drug delivery via the laser-induced microjet that is ejected at ~100 m/s in air. A single source of laser beam is split into two: one beam ablates a targeted spot on a skin and another beam drives the injector for fast microjet ejection into a pre-ablated spot (Fig. 1). This combined ablation and microjet injection scheme using a beam splitter utilizes 1:4 laser energy sharing between generation of the micro hole via ablation and the microjet which is generated using the Er:YAG laser. Analysis of the injection mechanism is carried out by studying the response of the elastic membrane that separates a driving water unit for bubble expansion from a drug unit for a microjet ejection. The efficiency of the present delivery scheme is evaluated by the abdominal porcine skin test using the FITC (fluorescein isothiocyanate) staining and the confocal microscopy for quantitative delivery confirmation.

Fig. 1. Schematic of penetration process with combination of skin ablation and microjet ejection via beam splitter
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Oral presentations
The interaction of ultrashort laser pulses with transparent optical materials has proven to be a powerful technique of modification of material properties for technological applications based on 3D photonic structures. The physics behind laser-induced modification phenomenon is extremely rich and still far from complete understanding. Even at single pulse irradiation, it involves the multiplicity of physical processes initiated by light absorption and extending to microsecond timescales when a final structure becomes “frozen” in the glass matrix. When ultrashort laser pulses interact with matter, material properties can swiftly start to change already at fs time scale, exhibiting variations of optical response. Modification features can be localized at nanometer scales (e.g., nanogratings and nanovoids, see [1] and references therein). There are no experimental methods with enough resolution to follow the complexity of the processes at such temporal and spatial scales. Consequently, computer modeling plays an increasingly important role in describing dynamics of material evolution and predicting modification structures.

Generally, sophisticated models describing complex phenomena such as laser-induced material modification must be able to demonstrate links between involved processes and predict how the excited matter evolves. Ideally, such models would give scientists new ideas how to control matter evolution in a desired way. In this work, the models will be reported which have been developed to describe the processes excited in the bulk glass during the laser beam propagation with following material evolution up to microsecond time scale. The most sophisticated model to the date consists of two parts. The first part solves Maxwell’s equations [2,3] supplemented by the rate and hydrodynamics equations for generated free electrons. The model resolves spatiotemporal dynamics of free-electron population. Its output in the form of the absorbed energy map serves as the initial condition for the second part, the thermoelastoplastic model which models material redistribution. The simulations performed for a wide range of irradiation conditions have allowed to clarify the timescales at which modification occurs after single laser pulses. We demonstrate the ability of the model to quantitatively predict the levels of laser-induced material heating and deformations. The results of simulations of pump-probe experiments have revealed appearance and development of defect-assisted screening of laser light (Fig. 1, left), which must also emerge in multi-pulse irradiation regimes. For the linearly polarized laser beam, the effect of light absorption asymmetry is demonstrated (Fig. 1, middle and right). Finally, a new model will be reported for multi-pulse irradiation regimes that takes into account laser beam scanning. Being simplified, this model, however, enables gaining insight into the roles of defects and heat accumulation.

Fig. 1. Absorbed energy maps for pump-probe irradiation regime with several ps separation time between pulses (left). The beam parameters are the following: pulse energy 0.5 μJ, duration 150 fs, NA = 0.4, geometrical focus at 70 μJ from the sample surface. In the middle and right pictures, cross sections of the absorbed energy distribution are given for the 2nd pulse demonstrating absorption asymmetry. Laser light is polarized along x direction. Note that color scales and dimensions are different for the maps to better highlight the features.
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1. Introduction
Surface modification by the formation of (ultrafast) laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS, ripples) has been widely studied during the last few years, and is promising, meanwhile, an increasing number of functional applications, such as controlled wettability, new tribologic properties, or colouring [1]. Nevertheless, the physical mechanisms are still strongly disputed between mainly two models: a static, lithography-like process of structured ablation by interference-modulated irradiation [2], and, on the other hand, self-organized structure formation from a laser induced thermodynamic instability of the material's surface region [3]. It is the intention of the present work to shed more light on this discrepancy by choosing a complex, multilayer thin film target and comparing broadband irradiation by an ultrafast white light continuum [4] and by monochromatic laser light.

2. Experimental outline
The complex target was a piece of a used magnetic 40-Gb hard disk: on a glass substrate covered with a thin titanium buffer layer, the magnetic Co-Pt-Cr magnetic layer is about 100 nm thick, followed by polymer protecting film of about 5 nm thickness.

The irradiation was delivered either by an amplified ti:sapphire laser (800 nm, 100 fs, bandwidth ≈10 nm) or by a white light continuum produced by that laser in an Al2O3 crystal (500 ... 700 nm, ≈100 fs) at a high number of pulses (mostly 1,000).

3. Results
For white-light irradiation, the first action was, obviously, the complete removal of the polymeric protective layer. Then, several types of regular nanostructures can be observed. At the spot edge, i.e. relatively modest irradiation dose, arrays of isolated long, parallel ripples-like lines have developed, parallel to the laser polarization. They are about 400 nm wide with a separation of about 500 nm. They are between 1.5 and 7 µm long. They extend above the surrounding surface by about 20 nm. Closer inspection reveals an even finer internal ripples-structure of these lines, longitudinally divided into about 200-nm long and 1-nm high segments.

In contrast, most of the central part of the spot is densely covered by close-packed round nanoparticles, ranging in diameter from 200 nm in the centre to almost 1µm closer to the edge and extending between 50 and 150 nm above the unaffected target surface outside the spot. On the other hand, however, other regions of the spot, adjacent to the nanoparticles, appear to be completely stripped of the film, down to the bare glass substrate. For irradiation with monochromatic laser light, similar results are obtained.

From the substantial extension of the nanostructures above the original target surface as well as from the complete film removal in the vicinity of – in particular the larger – nanoparticles we conclude that the new film morphology is not the result of mere selective local ablation, as would be inherent in the lithographic model. More likely, we suggest a material reorganization and rearrangement to be responsible for the nano-structure formation. In good agreement with the self-organization model, the irradiation transforms the film into a soft, nearly liquid state which rapidly re-organizes into a new morphology, including de-wetting of the substrate and aggregation in almost spherical nanoparticles, much thicker than the original film. These different “film” morphologies could be compared to different types of thin film formation, e.g. Volmer-Weber (columnar) vs. Frank-van-der-Merwe (layer-by-layer) growth, depending on the competition between material adhesion and cohesion in dependence on the material kinematic energy.
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Intense laser beams can produce higher harmonic generation and other useful nonlinear optical effects when incident upon a suitable medium [1]. However, these same strong optical fields have the potential to damage the sample material. For example, figure 1 shows the observed sample ablation when an intense TEM\textsubscript{00} laser beam is incident on a ZnO-Au composite structure. To overcome this limitation there is an increasing interest to develop methods which allow nonlinear effects to be observed and measured but without damaging the sample. This requires creating an optical field where the beam’s peak intensity remains below the sample damage threshold whilst not limiting other beam attributes that dictate the medium’s nonlinear response. For example, in the popular Z scan nonlinear measurement technique [2], the Rayleigh range is an important parameter.

In this paper we propose using higher order TEM transverse modes as fields for undertaking nonlinear optical measurements of samples using the Z scan technique. For the same beam power, these higher order modes have the same Rayleigh range but a much lower peak intensity than the fundamental mode. For example, the TEM\textsubscript{01}\textast sign mode peak intensity is nearly 5 times lower than an equivalent fundamental TEM\textsubscript{00} mode with the same power. However, it is not known what impact to the nonlinear response that the higher order mode will have.

to date there are few theoretical models presented to investigate a medium’s nonlinear response to different beam intensity profiles. The work presented here targets to address this gap by providing a comprehensive theoretical model which enables a deeper understanding of the propagation of light with spatially varying intensity profiles in nonlinear media.

The proposed model investigates the effect of a TEM\textsubscript{01}\textast sign doughnut beam incident on a photorefractive (PR) medium and compares the response to that predicted for a TEM\textsubscript{00} mode. The PR media is assumed to possess both real and imaginary components of the intensity-dependent refractive index. Considerable amount of beam energy dissipates as beam travels through the medium due to absorption and scattering resulting in a drop in intensity which in turn impacts on the intensity dependent refractive index. To simulate this complex behaviour, the beam propagation method (BPM) is used [3]. In our approach we modify the intensity dependent refractive index term through a Taylor series approximation, which was proven to agree well with previous experimental observations [4]. This has simplified the calculation significantly and allows for the model to be verified by comparison with the known focusing behaviour of a GRIN lens, which also process quadratically varying transverse refractive index profile. To demonstrate this, a GRIN lens with a gradient index constant of 0.339 was placed at various distances from a TEM\textsubscript{00} mode with a beam waist of 0.1mm, and the final beam waist size determined with the exact analytical solution and with the model. As illustrated in Figure 2, there is good agreement between the exact solution and the model.

The model was then used to analyse various experimental scenarios using media with differing levels of intensity dependent real and imaginary refractive index components (ie. n\textsubscript{2} and \textbeta) which are then compared with experimental observations.
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Wavelength dependence of nanosecond IR laser-induced breakdown in water: evidence for multiphoton initiation via an intermediate state
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IR laser-induced breakdown in water and aqueous media is utilized for microsurgery in transparent tissues and cells as well as for producing spherical bubbles in basic investigations of cavitation bubble dynamics. Theoretical modeling of the breakdown process requires a clear picture on the fundamental mechanisms providing seed electrons for avalanche ionization, as well as a profound knowledge of the band structure of liquid water and the possible excitation pathways. We present a novel technique of optical breakdown threshold spectroscopy that addresses both issues by investigating the wavelength dependence of the breakdown threshold in water for nanosecond (ns) IR laser pulses.

Avalanche ionization is the most powerful mechanism driving IR ns laser-induced dielectric breakdown. It depends on the availability of seed electrons in the conduction band that can gain energy through inverse Bremsstrahlung absorption and multiply by impact ionization. For ns breakdown, it is still a matter of debate whether such seed electrons are available as background electrons, formed at impurities, or whether they are generated by multiphoton ionization (MPI) of the water itself. If breakdown initiation depends on MPI, the wavelength dependence of the breakdown threshold, \( I_{th}(\lambda) \), should exhibit a sharp rise whenever one photon more is needed to overcome the initiation energy \( E_{ini} \). By contrast, if it relies on background electrons or thermal ionization of impurities, the \( I_{th}(\lambda) \) curve should vary monotonously.

To date, optical breakdown models treat water as amorphous semiconductor and identify \( E_{ini} \) with the band gap energy. However, spectroscopic evidence collected in the past two decades suggests that this approach oversimplifies the band structure and that direct ionization occurs only at considerably higher excitation energies of \( \geq 9.5 \, \text{eV} \). The previously assumed “ionization energy” of 6.5 eV turned out to be the minimum energy needed for excitation of a valence band electron into a solvated state.

We investigated the optical breakdown threshold in water at 21 wavelengths between 725 nm and 1025 nm using bubble formation as threshold criterion. Measurements were performed using 2-ns IR single-longitudinal mode laser pulses providing a smooth, reproducible temporal pulse shape that is essential for a precise threshold determination. Figure 1 shows the existence of steps in the \( I_{th}(\lambda) \) spectrum verifying multiphoton-initiation of nanosecond IR breakdown. The steps in the \( I_{th}(\lambda) \) spectrum are consistent with an initiation energy of \( \approx 6.6 \, \text{eV} \) which is considerably smaller than the band gap energy of \( \approx 9.5 \, \text{eV} \).

We conclude that breakdown initiation likely occurs via excitation of a valence band electron into a solvated state, followed by rapid excitation into the conduction band. Therefore, an additional “initiation channel” involving an intermediate energy level must be introduced into breakdown models for water. Theoretical analysis of the measurement results corroborated our hypothesis on breakdown initiation.

Fitting of model predictions to \( I_{th}(\lambda) \) as shown in figure 1 revealed that the seed electron density required to initiate avalanche ionization drops from above \( 10^{15} \, \text{cm}^{-3} \) at 725 nm to below \( 10^{12} \, \text{cm}^{-3} \) at 1025 nm. Similar seed electron densities as in water will probably be needed also for plasma formation in transparent cells and tissues. However, in those media bio-molecules can provide additional sources for free-electron generation, and the breakdown threshold may be lowered.

**Figure 1** Wavelength dependence of the irradiance threshold for optical breakdown in water produced by 2-ns laser pulses, compared with model predictions (black line). The steps in the \( I_{th}(\lambda) \) spectrum indicate multiphoton initiation of breakdown.
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1. Introduction

Description of the thermodynamic properties of materials under intense laser influences is of both fundamental and practical interests. Equation-of-state models over a wide range from normal conditions to extremely high pressures and temperatures are required for hydrodynamic simulations of a laser–material interaction [1]. Accuracy of simulated results is determined mainly by adequacy of the equation-of-state model for materials in question.

In the work, a new thermodynamic approach to modelling of equation of state for metals with taking into account the polymorphic transformations, melting and evaporation effects is proposed.

2. Multiphase EOS model

The specific Helmholtz free energy $F$ of metals is considered as a sum of three components [2], $F(V, T) = F_s(V) + F_a(V, T) + F_e(V, T)$, describing interparticle interaction at $T = 0$ K ($F_s$) and thermal contributions by heavy particles (atoms, ions, nuclei) and electrons ($F_a$ and $F_e$, respectively). Here $T$ is the temperature, $V$ is the specific volume, $V = \rho^{-1}$, $\rho$ is the substance density. The first and second components have different forms for the solid and liquid phases, but the third is defined identically. As distinct from previously obtained multiphase equations of state for metals [3], new functional expressions for the thermodynamic potential are formulated. Those provide for a more correct thermal contribution of heavy particles in the solid and liquid phases.

Multiphase equations of state for iron, gold, tungsten and some other metals are obtained. Calculated results for these substances are given in comparison with experimental data at high temperatures and pressures.

3. Conclusion

The proposed multiphase equations of state provide for a reliable description of the metals properties in a wide range of thermodynamic parameters. That gives an opportunity for effective use of the equations of state in numerical simulations of hydrodynamic processes at intense laser–material interactions.
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Plasma effects in the laser-induced plume flows are known to be important for the laser processing of various material targets by high-power nanosecond pulsed lasers. In particular, the plasma plumes can efficiently absorb the incident laser radiation, thus substantially decreasing the amount of energy absorbed directly by the target, reducing the target temperature, and, finally, decreasing the amount of ablated material. Along with this major “shielding effect”, the plasma plume also induces a number of secondary effects like heating and etching of the target by adjacent high-temperature plasma. These plasma-related effects substantially limit the overall efficiency of industrial laser systems and reduce the accuracy of laser machining.

The present work is aimed at the numerical modeling of laser-induced plasma plume expansion. Although a number of diverse models of plasma flow in laser plumes were proposed in the literature, these models were not compared in a unified framework. The major goal of the present work is to accurately quantify the contribution of multiple non-equilibrium effects in laser plasma plume flows.

For this purpose, gas-dynamic and kinetic models of plasma plume expansion into a background gas were developed. The gas-dynamic model solves the one-dimensional continuum equations of the multi-components plume flow and incorporates both equilibrium, based on Saha-Langmuir equations, and non-equilibrium, based on kinetic rates of ionization and recombination, models of plasma. This model accounts for the absorption of the laser radiation in the inverse Bremsstrahlung, the diffusion and heat conduction of individual species, and the difference between temperatures of electrons and heavy particles. The kinetic model is designed for both one- and two-dimensional axisymmetric plume flows and is based on the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) method. This kinetic model is capable of taking into account the same plasma models as the gas-dynamic model. In order to account for the two-temperature effects, the kinetic model is coupled with the continuum equation for the electron temperature. Both gas-dynamic and kinetic models are coupled with the same thermal model of the target. Boundary conditions at the target surface account for the evaporation and condensation, thermionic emission, and back heating of the target by the high-temperature plume. The computational codes implementing these models are designed in order to allow for switching off non-equilibrium models of individual processes and analyzing the contributions of different sources of non-equilibrium. The comparison of results obtained with the gas-dynamic model allows one, in turn, to reveal the effects of translational non-equilibrium in the plume flows, which can be important in the near-surface Knudsen layer and in rarefied regions of the plume. The developed models are used in order to systematically investigate relative contributions of various sources of non-equilibrium in the plume flow for single-pulse nanosecond laser ablation of copper targets in broad ranges of laser fluence and background gas pressure. The background gas pressure varies in simulations from vacuum to atmospheric pressure. The obtained results are compared with simulation and experimental results known from literature. Based on the presented analysis, a series of “minimum” rational models of laser plasma plumes is suggested for different ranges of laser fluence and background gas pressure. These models are further utilized to study the interaction between plumes of two sequential laser pulses in the two-dimensional, axisymmetric framework.
1. Abstract

Ultrashort laser pulses have shown a huge potential for precise microstructuring. Especially the nonlinear interaction processes involved when processing transparent materials offer additional possibilities as e.g. internal structuring without affecting the surface. Applications include precise cutting, welding but also the realization of various photonic components like waveguides, artificial birefringent devices or Bragg gratings.

2. Introduction

Ultrashort laser pulses have a tremendous potential for precise microstructuring. Especially, the possibility to realize three-dimensionally localized modifications within the bulk of transparent materials has generated significant interest. When the pulses are tightly focused into the transparent material, the intensity in the focal volume can become high enough for nonlinear absorption processes. This localized energy deposition results in permanent structural changes inside the sample without affecting the surface. Depending on the processing parameters, either isotropic refractive index changes, self-organized sub-wavelength structures leading to form birefringence or microvoids can be generated in the focus [1]. In addition, for high repetition rates local heat accumulation can occur.

In this presentation a short overview on the fundamentals of femtosecond volume structuring will be given. Different applications including the fabrication of artificial birefringent devices, fiber (FBG) and volume Bragg gratings (VBG) as well as the welding of glasses will be highlighted.

3. Bragg gratings

The possibility to locally modify the refractive index is interesting for a variety of applications. Straightforward is the inscription of waveguiding structures in glasses [2] and crystals [3]. This can be extended to complex 3D waveguide arrangements allowing to mimic physics in other systems [4] or to provide an opportunity for reliable quantum computing [5]. From an application point of view the generation of periodic modifications inside fibers (fiber Bragg gratings - FBG) [6,7] is very attractive. Due to the underlying nonlinear absorption processes, there is no need for any photosensitivity of the material to be structured. Hence, FBG can be inscribed into passive as well as active doped fibers.

For obtaining a reliable periodic pattern, we apply the so-called phase-mask approach. By scanning the focus across the core even large-mode-area fibers can be structured with high homogeneity in order to avoid detrimental effects such as mode coupling. Apart from sensing, promising applications include narrow-bandwidth [8] as well as high-power laser applications.

Nevertheless, the modifications are not restricted to the fiber core or the fiber geometry. By applying the same technique to bulk material volume Bragg gratings (VBG) can be inscribed in different glasses (see Fig. 1) [9]. This provides attractive opportunities, e.g. for laser-diode stabilization (see Fig. 1, right) or beam combining.

![Fig. 1. Left: Two-dimensional VBG inscribed in fused silica. Right: Emission spectra of a diode laser stabilized by fs-written VBG in fused silica for different diode currents.](image)

4. Nanogratings

At slightly higher pulse energies than necessary for inducing homogeneous refractive index changes self-organized periodic nanostructures, so-called nanogratings, can be generated [10-13]. Emerging after several
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The ultrafast absorption of laser pulses in dielectrics is an intricate problem to analyse and it currently receives much attention. From a theoretical point of view, many fundamental physical processes must simultaneously be included in a description, e.g. strong field excitation, collisional excitation and the ultrafast changing of optical properties; for a recent review, see [1]. In the current presentation, the changes in the optical properties during the excitation are investigated experimentally in a pump-probe setup, combining time-resolved spectral interferometry and reflectance measurements. Atomic-force-microscopy images of the laser-formed holes are subsequently obtained [2].

The model applied for simulating and understanding the transient changes as well as the final hole depths is a multiple-rate equation model as originally proposed by Rethfeld [3], extended by us to include the propagation of light into the material [4] and in the present material, quartz, to also describe self-trapping of excitons (see also [5]).

Quartz is an interesting material in this context, since the time-resolved optical measurements reveal optical changes in the first picosecond after the pump pulse, consistent with a fast self-trapping of excitons with optical properties described by the Drude-Lorentz model. In materials where self-trapped excitons are known to be absent, e.g. sapphire, the optical properties reaches steady values in the first hundred femtoseconds after the pulse [6].

Figure 1 shows measured atomic-force-microscopy profiles of the holes produced by the laser pulses together with iso-density lines of the conduction-band electrons found in the simulations. The applied model, based on the underlying physical mechanism and containing one set of parameters, enables the explanation of both transient optical measurements and final ablation depths over a large range of intensities, from well below to well above the ablation threshold.

![AFM-profiles](image)

Figure 1: AFM-profiles (blue rugged lines) and simulated results of the spatial distribution of conduction-band-electron densities produced by pulse fluences: a) 7.8 J/cm², b) 9.2 J/cm², c) 10.7 J/cm² and d) 14.3 J/cm². The blue gradient colours in the figures represent the ratio between the density of conduction-band electrons and the initial valence-band electron density. Iso-density lines are plotted for 30%, 15% (thin blue) and 8% (thick red), the latter corresponding to the ablation criterion used in the simulations.

pulses, they are always oriented perpendicular to the laser polarization. By careful analysis we were able to show that the nanogratings consist of small sheet-like cavities arranged periodically [14]. Due to their anisotropy, nanogratings show strong form birefringence. This can be harvested for the fabrication of tailored waveplates with locally varying birefringence. Application examples include polarization converters [15] or structures for advanced microscopy.

4. Welding
A completely different process occurs, when high repetition rates in the order of 1 MHz or above are used. The localized absorption is still based on the nonlinear absorption processes. However, in this case heat from successive pulses accumulates since the pulse-to-pulse separation is shorter than the deposited laser energy needs to diffuse out of the focal volume. The train of ultrashort laser pulses acts here as a point heat source, which can be freely positioned inside the bulk volume.

In order to weld glasses together, the samples just have to be brought into contact and the focus is scanned along the interface. This allows to join the samples without any adhesives or additional layers for increasing the absorption [16]. Bonding strengths of up to the bulk material value can be obtained even for dissimilar glasses with significantly different thermal expansion coefficients, since only a small volume is heated [17,18].

4. Conclusions
Nonlinear processing of transparent materials with intense ultrashort laser pulses opens up various application fields. However, a requirement for a successful utilization is a fundamental understanding of the underlying processes. In this paper an overview of the fundamental processes is given and different applications are highlighted.
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1. Introduction
Liquid-phase laser ablation can be used to prepare pure nanoparticle dispersions without additives. Although it has been reported that nanoparticles are observed in the bubble produced by the laser ablation in water [1,2], the mechanism of the formation is not fully clarified. Emission spectroscopy of the laser ablation plasma gives information of the ablated species in the bubble. The lifetimes of the plasma emission and the bubble are several hundred nanoseconds and several hundred microseconds, respectively. To study the formation of the nanoparticles, it is essential to investigate the behavior of the ablated species in the bubble after the plasma quenching. It is expected that absorption spectroscopy gives information of non-emissive species in the bubble. However, it is difficult to transmit the probe light into the bubble since it is very small and the refractive index in the bubble is smaller than outside. In the present study, we perform the absorption spectroscopy of atoms in the ground state in the bubble by employing another laser ablation plasma in water as the probe light source. The plasma in water can be a small and intense continuous emission light source.

2. Experimental
A Q-switch Nd:YAG laser with the wavelength of 1064 nm, the pulse duration of 20 ns, the pulse energy of 12 mJ (laser 1) was focused onto an Al target in water or in a 100 mM NaCl aqueous solution. Another Q-switch Nd:YAG laser with the wavelength of 1064 nm, the pulse duration of 70 ns, the pulse energy of 12 mJ (laser 2) was focused onto a Cu target in water to produce the probe light. The probe light was focused into the bubble produced by the laser 1 in the direction parallel to the Al target surface. The transmitted light was magnified by a 10× objective lens and introduced to an optical fiber bundle connected to a spectrograph equipped with an ICCD camera. The image was measured simultaneously with the spectrum by putting a beam splitter in the light path and using another ICCD camera. By monitoring the image, we adjusted the position of the probe light to put it into the center of the bubble. The time-resolved measurement was performed by controlling the timing of the laser 1 and laser 2 using a delay generator.

3. Results and discussion
Absorption lines of Al atoms ablated from the target were observed at 394.4 and 396.2 nm from 3 to 5 μs after the laser irradiation. On the other hand, absorption lines of Na atoms originating in the solution were observed at 589.0 and 589.6 nm from 4 to 11 μs. By using the absorption coefficients obtained from the literature and the extinction coefficients obtained from the present experiments, we estimated the absolute population densities of the Al and Na atoms in the ground state, $N_{0,Al}$ and $N_{0,Na}$. Here, the diameter of the bubble was used as the length of the light path. Also, we assumed that the species in the bubble are homogeneous. The $N_{0,Al}$ relatively steeply decreased from $7.4 \times 10^{20} \text{ m}^{-3}$ at the delay time of 3 μs to $1.1 \times 10^{20} \text{ m}^{-3}$ at the delay time of 5 μs while the $N_{0,Na}$ relatively gradually decreased from $0.81 \times 10^{20} \text{ m}^{-3}$ at 4 μs to $0.22 \times 10^{20} \text{ m}^{-3}$ at 11 μs. The decrease in both of the densities is attributed to the formation of molecules, oxides, and clusters. The reason for the gradual decrease in the $N_{0,Na}$ may be that the boiling point of Na (1156 K) is significantly lower than that of Al (2792 K) and consequently the Na atoms remain in the atomic state for longer time in the bubble at low temperature.

In this work we report experimental studies of the laser ablation process in the low fsec regime (10-30 fsec). The questions addressed are: Can we establish a scenario, how particles are emitted (mass distribution, energy) for laser fluences at the threshold for ablation. How do they depend on the number of laser pulses? And finally, how do surface structures, in particular, how do High-Spatial-Frequency-Laser-Induced-Periodic-Surface Structures (HSFL), typical for this fluence regime, develop.

For this purpose, a TOF mass spectrometer with laser post-ionization was used to study the mass and velocity distribution of ions and neutrals. A velocity spectrum (actually the measured TOF spectrum) for singly and doubly charged, originally neutral Al atoms from an Al target is shown in Fig. 1. Contrary to the assumption that both should originate from neutral Al atoms, the differences in their velocities indicate a different origin. The relation between emitted neutrals and ions shows a very pronounced dependency on small fluence changes around the threshold. Also the pulse history is of considerable influence.

Simultaneously we have observed the development of periodic surface structures, which should help to obtain a better understanding of these complex processes. An example is shown in Fig.2.

This work was supported by the Österreichische Forschungsförderungsgesellschaft (FFG) (Project 834325).
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1. Introduction

On metals and semiconductors under irradiation of linear polarized femtosecond laser pulses, laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) were self-organized [1][2] and they were oriented perpendicular to the laser polarization direction. Laser produced LIPSS had an interspace of 0.5$\lambda_l$ - 0.85$\lambda_l$, which was shorter than the laser wavelength $\lambda_l$ and its interspases depended on laser fluence. This dependence was well explained by the parametric decay model [3][4]. An assumption in the model is that, as a consequence of the ultrafast interaction with the laser beam, the solid surface is initially covered by a pre-formed surface plasma with a density much lower than that of the solid. Surface plasma waves are then induced at the interface between free space and the laser-produced surface plasma by parametric decay process. Then, the LIPSS are self-organized. To study the time scale of preformed plasma formation, the double pulse irradiation experiment has been demonstrated. The experimental result suggested that the preformed plasma might be produced in the rising edge of the temporal profile of the laser pulse[5]. However, the detail of LIPSS orientation has not investigated yet and under debated. In this study, cross-polarized double pulses have been used for LIPSS formation to investigate the relation between the laser polarization direction and the LIPSS orientation self-organized on the metal surface.

2. Experiments and results

In the experiments, the Ti$^6$-laser system ($\lambda_l$=805 nm, $\tau$=40 fs, 10 Hz) was used. The double pulse beam was varied in the time delay from $\Delta \tau = 0$ to 40ps for the LIPSS formation on titanium. The first pulse fluence $F_1$ and the delayed pulse fluence $F_2$ were set to be 50mJ/cm$^2$ which was below the LIPSS formation threshold of $F_{TH}^{Ti}$ =65mJ/cm$^2$ for Ti. However, the sum fluence $F_1$ and $F_2$ was higher than the $F_{TH}^{Ti}$. The double pulse beam was collimated and focused to a spot size of 45 μm with flat-topped shape on the Ti target surface with a lens $f$ = 10 cm, at normal incidence in air. The polarization direction of the first pulse was set to be horizontal direction while the delayed pulse was perpendicular direction. The target of titanium was mechanically polished and its roughness was less than 2nm. The number of irradiated double pulse beam was $N$=50. Laser-produced LIPSS were examined by scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JSM-5560, JEOL). Figure 1 shows SEM images and the FFT power spectra of the surface structures produced by varying the delay time between two pulses.

![SEM images and the FFT power spectra of the surface structures produced by varying the delay time between two pulses.](image)

The polarization of first pulse and delayed pulse were horizontal direction $<->$ and vertical direction $\perp$, respectively.
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The possibility of using laser systems to form beams with special spatial configurations has been studied. The laser systems applied had a self-conjugate cavity based on the elements of copper vapor lasers (LT-5Cu, LT-10Cu, LT-30Cu) with an average power of 5, 10, or 30 W. The active elements were pumped by current pulses of duration 80-100 ns. The duration of laser generation pulses was up to 25 ns. The generator unit included an unstable cavity, where one reflector was a special mirror with a reflecting coating. Various original optical schemes used were capable to explore spatial configurations and energy characteristics of output laser beams in their interaction with micro- and nanoparticles fabricated from various materials. In these experiments, the beam dimensions of the obtained zones varied from 0.3 to 5 mkm, which is comparable with the minimum permissible dimensions determined by the optical elements applied. This method is useful in transforming a large amount of information at the laser pulse repetition rate of 10 – 30 kHz. It was possible to realize the high-precision micromachining and microfabrication of microscale details by direct writing, cutting and drilling (with the cutting width and through-hole diameters ranging from 3 µm to 100 µm) and produce microscale, deep, intricate and narrow grooves on substrate surfaces of metals and non-metal materials. This system is used for producing high-quality micro-scale details without moving the object under treatment. It can also be used for micro-cutting and micro-drilling in a variety of metals such as molybdenum, copper, and stainless steel, with a thickness of up to 300 µm, and in non-metals such as silicon, sapphire and diamond with a thickness ranging from 10 µm to 1 mm with different thermal parameters and specially designed laser beam.
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Nanoscale ablation and 3D structuring in porous glass: mechanism and applications
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The creation of complex three-dimensional (3D) fluidic systems composed of hollow micro- and nanostructures embedded in transparent substrates has attracted significant attention from both scientific and applied research communities. However, it is still a formidable challenge to build 3D micro- and nanofluidic structures with arbitrary configurations using conventional planar lithographic fabrication methods. As a direct and maskless fabrication technique, femtosecond laser micromachining provides a straightforward approach for high-precision, space-selective modification inside transparent materials through nonlinear optical absorption. Recently, we have developed a technique which has enabled rapid fabrication of high-aspect-ratio micro- and/or nanofluidic structures in porous glass with various 3D configurations [1-3].

Figure 1(a) shows a passive microfluidic mixer composed of geometrically complex 3D microchannels. The superior mixing efficiency of the 3D mixer has been confirmed by our numerical as well as experimental results, as evidenced by Figs. 1(b) and 1(c), respectively. Figure 1(d) schematically illustrates an integrated micro-nanofluidic structure which contains an array of nanochannels connected to two microfluidic channels. The transverse width of the nanochannels is only ~40 nm, as shown in Fig. 1(e). Creation of such nanochannels extraordinarily narrower than the laser wavelength is associated with in-volume nanograting formed by irradiating linearly polarized femtosecond laser pulses in dielectric materials. Figure 1(f) shows that the fluorescently stained λ-DNA molecules can be effectively stretched in the nanochannels.

To understand the mechanism of formation of nanochannel as well as in-volume nanograting which is also yet an understudied phenomenon [4], the porous glass is a superior material, since it can record the evolution of the nanograting in a 3D volume. Based on the high-fidelity snapshots obtained during the nanograting formation, we suggest that excitation of plasma waves at the interface between the areas modified and unmodified by femtosecond laser irradiation is responsible for the formation of initial periodic nanovoids, which further develop into nanogratings by local field enhancement [5].

![Figure 1](image_url)

Fig. 1 (a) Schematic of the passive microfluidic mixer; (b) Numerical simulation of mixing result; (c) Fluorescence microscopy image of mixing experiment; (d) Schematic diagram of an array of nanochannels to bridge two microchannels; (e) Cross-sectional SEM micrograph of the nanochannel embedded in consolidated glass; (f) Fluorescent image showing the stretching of λ-DNA in an array of nanochannels.
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Thin film compositional variations in three distinct pressure regimes during pulsed laser deposition
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Abstract

In pulsed laser deposition (PLD) the creation of thin films with complex stoichiometry from a bulk target with similar stoichiometry is presumably the main reason for its widespread application. However, the also widespread use of a background gas, either inert or oxidizing, has important effects in the final film composition as well as on its thickness [1]. Three distinct pressure regimes have been reported [2, 3]: a vacuum like regime, a transition regime in which plume splitting can be detected and a diffusion like regime at the highest deposition pressures. The exact pressure values at which such regimes take place have also been reported, but are not fixed as they depend on many process parameters, e.g. on the masses of the different elements (including the background gas), the laser fluence or the deposition temperature. Nevertheless it is fairly straightforward to identify in which regime the deposition is taking place by using e.g. an ion probe.

We investigate the influence of such regimes on the deposition of different multi-element targets (BaTiO₃, CaTiO₃, LiMn₂O₄ and La₀.4Ca₀.6MnO₃). These targets have been specifically selected based on their element mass ratios, as the masses of the participating elements are central in the transition from one regime to another [4]. A quantitative analysis of the composition at different angular locations and for different pressure regimes is performed. Furthermore, a semi-quantitative plasma analysis is also performed to gather insight into the chemical interactions with the background gas. In some targets ¹⁸O isotope is used as a tracer to elucidate the origin of the metal oxygen species.

The first results show a consistent picture on how each pressure regime influences the film thickness, composition and angular distribution (Fig.1), and how these variations depend on the specific mass ratios of the target material. For example, getting a homogeneous thickness is challenging at low pressures, while at 1x10⁻¹mbar a uniform thickness is achievable although the overall thickness is strongly decreased (Fig. 1a). In terms of composition, depositing films in the transition regime may not work (1x10⁻²mbar Ar in this particular case) and can result in compositional variations of up to 15% for BaTiO₃ (Fig.1b). Additionally, the plasma analyses using ¹⁸O as tracer show that the metal-oxygen ions (MO⁺ and MO⁻) are preferentially formed in the plasma through chemical interactions when using a background pressure of 1x10⁻³mbar or higher (Fig.1c), and that the oxygen background pressure is the most important source of oxygen for the as-grown thin films at 1x10⁻²mbar and above.

![Fig. 1. Angle-resolved film thickness (a) and composition (b) for three argon background-gas pressures using a BaTiO₃ target (the compositions and thicknesses were obtained by RBS). The horizontal lines represent the target composition which was also verified by RBS. Compositional variations of the films of up to 15% are seen.](image)

Despite the multitude of competing processes that may occur during the deposition and their specific element preference (i.e.: vaporization, diffusion, sputtering...) the goal of this research is to compile a list of simple rules to help the PLD user to optimize the experimental parameters during deposition of multi-element films.
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Laser-induced spalling of thin metal film from silica substrate followed by inflation of microbump
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Dynamics of a gold film of 40-100 nm thick on a silica substrate triggered by fast heating with the use of a subpicosecond laser pulse is studied. After several picoseconds of electron-ion relaxation the pressure waves generated by such heating may result in spalling of the film and its flying away from the substrate after an acoustic time defined by the film thickness and speed of sound in metal, see Fig. 1. Intensity of the heating laser beam has the spatial Gaussian distribution in a cross-section. Therefore, the heating of film surface is nonuniform along cylindrical radius measured from the beam axis. As a result of such heating the velocity distribution in material flying away from the substrate has a maximum at the beam axis [1,2]. Thus, the separated film has dome-like shape which inflates with time. Volume of an empty cavity between the separated film and the substrate increases during inflation. Typical flight velocities are in the range of 30-200 m/s. The inflation stage can last from few to several tens of nanoseconds [1,2] if the diffraction-limited micron-sized laser beams are used [3,4]. Capillary forces along the warped flying film decelerate the inflation of dome. There are three possible cases: (i) a low velocity film returns back to a substrate, (ii) a medium velocity film stops and freezes forming microbump [1-5], (iii) a high velocity film tears off from a substrate. Capillary deceleration of a bulging dome focuses mass flow along the dome shell in direction to its axis [1,2]. This results in formation of an axial jet and droplet like structures, see Fig. 1. Our new simulation results and comparisons with experiments are presented. They are important for laser induced forward transfer applications [3] and for nanoplasmonics devices [4]. Authors acknowledge Russian Science Foundation (Grant 14-19-01599).

Fig. 1 (Left) MD simulated evolution of a dome after finishing of inflation. Expansion of the dome stops at t~5 ns and it begins to move back to substrate. Between t=7.39 and 8.54 ns the shell breaks and a central droplet flies toward the substrate [1]. Film remains attached to substrate outside of R=300 nm which is a radius of the dome floor. (Right) An instant of maximum inflation and an instant when the dome moves back are shown. While the green-colored shell moves down, the red-colored axial jet moves up.

Tin oxide nanostructures prepared by laser ablation in water
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Tin oxide nanostructures have are widely used for a variety of applications, such as gas sensor materials, photocatalysts, transparent conductors, etc. [1-2]. Here, we fabricated tin oxide nanomaterials using laser ablation in liquid (LAL). Nanostructures with various sizes and shapes were prepared. Two types of Nd:YAG lasers (with ms and ns pulses and a wavelength of 1064 nm) were used. The pulse width and laser power were changed to control the product morphology. The products were characterized by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectroscopy, and UV-vis spectroscopy. Figures 1 (a,b) are TEM images of nanostructures prepared with ns- and ms-pulsed lasers. The particle shapes are seen in Figs.1 (a,b) to be cubic-like and spherical, respectively. In both cases, the particle size was not strongly affected by the pulse energy.

![TEM images of tin oxide nanostructures prepared by LAL with pulse width of (a) 7-9 ns and (b) 1.0 ms.](image)

Figure 2 compares XPS spectra of samples prepared using ns- and ms-pulsed lasers, panels (a) and (b) presenting O1s and Sn3d5 peaks, respectively. The chemical composition of the nanoparticles prepared by means of ns-long pulses is close to SnO2. Their surface was found to be slightly hydroxylated. Meanwhile, metallic Sn, along with tin oxide and hydroxide, was detected in the particles prepared by means of ms-pulsed laser. With increasing laser power, the fraction of tin oxide in products was found to increase.

![XPS spectra of tin oxide nanostructures: (a) O1s (b) Sn3d5 peaks.](image)

The Raman spectra (not shown here) of the products prepared by ns-pulsed laser confirmed different oxidation states, assuming coexistence of (SnO and SnO2). The Raman spectra of the samples prepared by ms-pulsed laser were shown to be power dependent, suggesting the core-shell structure of the particles (with metallic core and oxide shell). We concluded that tinoxide nanocubes and metallic tin nanospheres with oxide coating were generated by ns- and ms-pulsed laser ablation, respectively. Raman spectroscopy revealed different oxidation states in tin oxide nanocubes. Using ms-pulsed laser, the thickness of oxidized layer increased with increasing the laser power in ablation.
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Ultrashort pulsed laser ablation threshold dependence on incident wavelength in monocrystalline silicon
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Ultrashort pulsed laser micromachining is an advanced materials processing technique that allows “cold cutting” of almost any material [1]. This is especially of interest in the semiconductor industry, where mechanical cutting of wafers generates large amounts of waste – both in terms of the expensive blades and high purity silicon. Consequently, applying laser micromachining in this area has significant potential for increasing the efficiency and flexibility of semiconductor manufacturing. These industries have already adopted nanosecond pulsed micromachining for certain applications, however this technology is unsuited to silicon dicing due to the large heat affected zone [1]. Ultrashort pulsed laser micromachining avoids this problem, but faces limitations due to slow processing speeds – it is currently too slow to be realistically used in most industrial processes. By tailoring incident femtosecond pulse parameters like wavelength, we hypothesise that femtosecond laser micromachining speed can be increased.

The commonly used metric for evaluation of laser micromachining is the ablation threshold - the energy density required to cause material ablation. In this study, the effect of incident laser wavelength on the ablation threshold of silicon was investigated. Laser ablation was carried out using a Ti:Sapphire pumped optical parametric amplifier (TOPAS-C) producing femtosecond pulses ($\tau = 110$fs, repetition rate = 1 kHz) with wavelengths ranging from 400 nm – 1200 nm. Ablation thresholds were measured using the diagonal scan technique [2, 3], that allows fast and accurate measurement of ablation thresholds and incubation effects. The samples used for ablation testing were monocrystalline silicon, both undoped and with a range of known doping levels.

Ablation thresholds and incubation effects were measured at a range of wavelengths, with some examples shown in Fig. 1. Significant incubation effects are seen, which fit well to the defect accumulation model seen in Eqn. 1. [4]. Ablation threshold variation with incident wavelength was examined using the incubation curve parameters ($F_{th,1}$ and $F_{th,\infty}$) from Eqn. 1.

\[ F_{th,N} = F_{th,\infty} + (F_{th,1} - F_{th,\infty}) \cdot e^{-k(N-1)} \]

The variation in ablation threshold with incident wavelength was compared to calculated values from the Keldysh photoionisation model to explain the trends observed.
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Influence of Plume Parameters on Properties of Nanocrystalline ZnO Films Obtained by Pulsed Laser Deposition
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Nowadays nanocrystalline ZnO thin films, manufactured by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) method, are used extensively [1]. The fact that properties of ZnO thin films significantly depend on deposition conditions allows using them in various nanoelectronic devices. For instance, ZnO thin films with fractal structure and high resistance are necessary for manufacturing of sorption gas sensors. ZnO thin films with different type of conductivity and with high concentration and mobility of charge carriers are applied as transparent conductive coatings, functional layers of nanoelectronic diode and transistor structures, spintronic and piezoelectric devices [1–4].

Theory of laser ablation implies the impact of a laser beam on the surface of monatomic materials. However, laser ablation is a high temperature process, and it’s natural to expect that during the impact of laser beam on complex composition target, dissociation of the molecules of the target material is possible. So, the structure, composition and properties of thin films manufactured by PLD may differ from the structure, composition and properties of the target material. Nevertheless, conservation stoichiometry hasn’t received enough attention in the literature, as there is a widespread opinion that in case of laser beam impact on complex composition target, incongruence effect of evaporation does not have enough time to show itself.

The purpose of the paper is to conduct theoretical and experimental studies of the influence of the parameters of the laser plume during laser ablation on the properties of nanocrystalline ZnO thin films.

Based on thermal ablation theory it was shown that the temperature of ablation surface is very high, about 7000 °C. Therefore, it’s possible to assume that ZnO molecules will dissociate affect the composition and properties of the films. Using the gas-dynamic theory of laser ablation made it possible to obtain the ratio for assessing key parameters of plume: temperature of plume, pressure, and concentration of particles.

It was established, that the parameters of plume at different target-substrate distances influence the composition and properties of ZnO thin films. With the target-substrate distance less than 54 mm, the temperature in plume is higher than the dissociation temperature of ZnO (Fig. 1), resulting in the ZnO dissociation. With the target-substrate distance higher than 57 mm the temperature in plume is lower than the dissociation temperature of ZnO, resulting in the formation of thermal conditions conducive to condensation processes and reverse chemical reactions.

The dependencies of plume temperature, concentration and pressure of particle on target-substrate distance were established. The results show influence of the parameters of plume on properties of nanocrystalline ZnO thin films. Analytical relations determining the thermodynamic state of the laser plume applied to the laser ablation as a method of technology nanocrystalline materials for nanoelectronic device structures were also established.
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Often under ultrafast laser excitation, structuring of materials on submicron scales occurs via characteristic nanoscale periodic self-arrangement of matter on irradiated surfaces. Nanostructured features are strongly influenced by inhomogeneous light coupling on the local crystal orientation, the nascent topology and the complex material response as the surface material undergoes conditions of extreme nonequilibrium for several picoseconds. In that context, understanding the nature of spatial localization of the absorbed energy requires the knowledge of the transient variation of optical response during irradiation. To provide insights into the dynamics of optical response of a metallic surface, pump-probe ellipsometric measurements and \textit{ab initio} calculations of transport properties have been coupled, shining a new light on the recurring problem of yet unknown optical coupling during Laser-Induced Periodic Surface Structure (LIPSS) formation under ultrashort excitation. Calculations are carried out in the framework of the density functional theory associated to quantum molecular dynamics. The approach allows elucidating the influence of carrier nonequilibrium on optical properties. Simulation of the 3D energy deposition profiles on excited materials based on Finite Difference Time Domain method is then performed to depict the laser pulse interaction with an initially random distributed rough surface, revealing a competition between several periodic energy deposition patterns where light flux can be channeled depending on the nonequilibrium optical properties. Following such localized photoexcitation arrangements, the sub-surface region undergoes phase transformation and thermo-mechanical change at the nanoscale, depending on the surface crystal orientation. Dedicated electron backscatter diffraction experiments reveal that lattice defects are distributed inhomogeneously in the LIPSS profiles and the subsurface region, indicating that LIPSS formation is one of the different relaxation ways. A specific focus involving complex laser excitation mechanisms will be made to the interpretation of this inhomogeneous surface response.
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1. Abstract
The present work deals with the characterization and evidences novel phenomena in laser ablated rare-earth (RE) free nanocomposite magnets derived from the FePt and MnAl binary alloy system. Compared with either Nd-Fe-B or Sm-Co permanent magnets (PM), these PM exhibit superior corrosion resistance and can operate at significant higher temperatures due to their higher Curie point. The promising FePt and MnAl systems can provide nanocomposite magnets with good magnetic properties, especially in the high temperature and corrosion-resistant applications. The hard magnetic L1₀ FePt phase has high coercivity, high magnetocrystalline anisotropy and its Curie temperature is around 500°C. Equiatomic FePt is usually first obtained in its soft magnetic A1 fcc structure and until recently, high temperature annealing (600°C) was thought that is needed in order to promote formation of the hard magnetic ordered L1₀ phase. Our group has proven that it is even possible to achieve the hard magnetic phase without post-synthesis annealing. A major step forward is related to the addition of Mn. It has been shown that FeMnPt promotes easier than FePt the L1₀ hard magnetic phase. On the other hand MnAl system also exhibit formation of hard magnetic L1₀ phase via a two-step reaction process during annealing of as-cast samples. In this work, FeMnPt, and also binary MnAl and ternary FeMnAl are to be studied. These alloys are obtained in form of melt spun ribbons by rapid solidification (RS). Magnetic investigations hint to a possible AFM/FM magnetic transition in FeMnPt, induced by the laser ablation treatment, a transition that has not been reported before in granular alloys. The interplay of structure and magnetic properties is most finely characterized using transmission electron microscopy (TEM), synchrotron XRD, magnetic measurements and neutron diffraction studies.
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The influence of cavitation bubble dynamics and laser fluence on mean particle diameter in laser ablation of metal targets in liquids
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Recent work in the field of laser ablation of metal targets in liquids has focused on the role of the cavitation bubble dynamics in the formation of nanoparticles [1-3]. Generally, it has been found that bubble generation and collapse plays a strong role in the ejection mechanism for this process [3]. The primary tool for studying the bubble dynamics is the Rayleigh-Plesset Equation [2]:

\[
\frac{P_B(t) - P(t)}{\rho_L} = R(t) \left( \frac{d^2R(t)}{dt^2} + \frac{3}{2} \left( \frac{dR(t)}{dt} \right)^2 \right) + \frac{4\nu}{R(t)} \frac{dR(t)}{dt} + \frac{2S}{\rho_L R(t)}
\]  

Through plume shadowgraphy measurements as shown in Fig. 1, we have determined the cavitation bubble radius as a function of time and correlated it with the ablation yield. Our results are typically consistent with what others have seen [2], except for the fact that we obtain a better fit to the unmodified Rayleigh-Plesset equation. These differences may arise from our use of a \textit{ps} laser as opposed to the \textit{ns} lasers used in other studies, and this is an area of active interest for us.

In order to elucidate the influence of cavitation bubbles on the resulting nanoparticle dispersions, we have measured the average particle diameter and used the fitting routine given by Amendola [4] which assumes a log-normal distribution for the particles. We find that the particles that are produced by this process do not have a strong size dependence on bubble diameter. These results are interpreted within the latest computational work given by Itina et al [5], and the implications for the mechanism are discussed.
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1. Introduction
Zinc oxide (ZnO) has a direct wide band-gap of 3.37 eV and a large exciton binding energy of 60 meV, which is much larger than that of gallium nitride (28 meV) and the thermal energy at room temperature (26 meV). Therefore, ZnO is an excellent candidate material for ultraviolet (UV) emitting devices such as UV light emitting diodes and UV lasers. In addition, ZnO nano/microstructures have attracted considerable attention because of their high crystalline quality and unique structures such as ZnO nanowire[1] and ZnO nanowall[2]. We have succeeded in synthesizing micro-spherical ZnO crystals by a simple laser ablation method in air[3]. In this method, ZnO microspheres are produced by rapid cool down of ZnO droplets generated by laser ablation and crystallization into spherical shape by the surface tension. Thus, it is expected that this synthesizing method may accelerate the doping of impurities in ZnO microspheres. In this study, we succeeded in synthesizing Mg-doped ZnO microsphere using a ZnO sintered target containing of MgO, which is one of the prospective materials due to the large band-gap (7.30 eV) and an ability to increase the band-gap of the ZnO[4]. Interestingly, synthesized Mg-doped ZnO microspheres showed lasing properties with a whispering-gallery-mode (WGM) lasing by optical pumping, and the lasing peaks were blue-shifted compared with a non-doped ZnO microsphere. In this contribution, we report crystalline and emission characteristics of optically-pumped single Mg-doped ZnO microsphere.

2. Fabrication of Mg-doped ZnO microspheres
Mg-doped ZnO microspheres were synthesized by ablating a ZnO sintered target which contains MgO (5 Wt%) using Nd:YAG laser (λ = 1064 nm) in the air. Figure 1(a) shows the SEM image of the Mg-doped ZnO microsphere. Figure 1(b) shows the micro-Raman spectrum of the Mg-doped ZnO microsphere, which indicates that the synthesized Mg-doped ZnO microsphere has a wurtzite-structure.

3. Lasing characteristics Mg-doped ZnO microspheres
The microspheres on a Si substrate was excited by the third harmonics of a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (355 nm, 5 ns), and the emission from single microsphere was measured by the microscopic-spectroscopy system. Figure 1(c) shows the emission spectra from the Mg-doped and non-doped ZnO microspheres. The non-doped microsphere shows the WGM lasing in 394 nm UV region, which corresponds to the near band edge emission in ZnO, and modal peaks were observed. The mode spacing corresponds to the WGM theory. On the other hand, the spectrum of the Mg-doped microsphere was observed at shorter wavelength region compared with that of non-doped one, indicating an enlargement of the band-gap. Thus, we achieved 374 nm UV emission form the Mg-doped microsphere synthesized by simple laser ablation in air, and demonstrated a novel and simple doping technique in ZnO microsphere fabrication.

Fig. 1 (a) SEM image of the Mg-doped ZnO microsphere, (b) the micro-Raman spectra of the Mg-doped ZnO microsphere and non-doped ZnO microsphere, and (c) lasing spectra of Mg-doped ZnO microsphere and non-doped ZnO microsphere photoexcited by Nd:YAG laser (λ = 355 nm).
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Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Laser Ablation of Al-Ni alloys and Al-Ni layer systems
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1. Introduction: Simulation method, interaction, and parameters

We have studied laser ablation of Al-Ni alloys using molecular dynamics simulations (MD) [1] combined with the two-temperature model (TTM) [2] for the modeling of the electronic contribution to the ablation process.

Several obstacles had to be overcome: the combined MD+TTM program had to be extended to cope with alloys, embedded atom (EAM) interactions had to be tested for the Al-Ni alloys and compared with the experiment with respect to the reproduction of the correct crystal phases and melting temperatures.

The main challenge, however, was the generalization of the two-temperature model to alloys and the determination of the parameters electronic heat capacity, electronic heat conductivity and the electron-phonon-coupling. Several parameters were neither available from experiment nor from ab-initio-calculations and so reasonable averaging procedures had to be found and applied to calculate the parameter values from the data known for neighboring phases.

2. Validation

To test our model we have first simulated the pure metals Al and Ni and reproduced the known simulation results of melting and ablation depth and compared them to hydrodynamical simulations and experiment.

3. Results: Alloys

Next we have studied the alloys bcc-AlNi, fcc-AlNi₃, and oP-Al₃Ni. For AlNi we obtained melting depths and an ablation threshold of about 500 J/m², no data from experiment have been available. For AlNi₃ the ablation threshold is in the range of 400 to 700 J/m². In experiments the ablation threshold is considerably higher. But the experiments [3] were not carried out in vacuum and the absorption depth was not given. For Al₃Ni we find ablation thresholds of about 400 J/m². Here we observe a phase transition at high fluences to a L1₂ phase which is known from the determination of the EAM potential [4]. The melting threshold was 50 to 100 J/m² lower than the ablation threshold except for Al₃Ni, where it is considerably lower (about 30 J/m²). The reason is again the concurrent phase transition.

4. Results: Layers

Finally we have simulated Al layers on Ni substrates. If the Al layer is thin (8 nm), it melts at 40 J/m² already while the threshold for the Ni substrate is 250 J/m². The Al layer is ablated as a whole at about 480 J/m². A thicker Al layer (24 nm) absorbs a lot of laser energy and the Ni substrate melts through heat conduction. Thus the threshold for melting of Ni is 100 J/m² higher than in the previous case. At fluences low above the ablation threshold the Al layer is ablated as a whole as before, but at higher fluence (above 900 J/m²) the ablation depth is reduced and a part of the Al layer is left behind. The explanation is that the largest part of the Al layer vaporizes immediately and thus cools the rest of the sample.

In the case of the thick Al layer AlNi mixtures form at the interface between the two metals. It can be seen that they are molten on the front side and crystalline on the back side with a disordered fcc-AlNi structure.

[1] The simulation program IMD is available from: http://itapmd.github.io/imd/
Enhanced dielectric properties of Bismuth Zinc Niobate-Silver composite thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition
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Abstract:

High k dielectrics has been extensively studied in the past few years for the applications such as gate oxide in thin film transistors, capacitor dielectrics, electrostrictive materials and tunable microwave devices. Dielectric materials like BST, PZT etc in their ferroelectric phase are commonly used for these applications because of their large inherent dielectric constant. But dielectric materials in its ferroelectric phase with its intrinsic hysteresis generally shows a high dielectric loss and they suffer from high leakage current. Rapid development in these area demands dielectric materials with large dielectric constant and tunability together with low dielectric loss. Paraelectric materials with a high dielectric constant and comparatively low dielectric loss are preferred for these type of applications. In the last few years various Bi based pyrochlore structures with general formula $A_2B_2O_7$ has attracted much scientific interest because of their reasonably high dielectric constant (80 to 200) low dielectric loss and large dielectric tunability. Dielectric - metal composite thin films have been found to improve the dielectric properties of the thin films. In the present study we have prepared Ag-Bi$_{1.5}$Zn$_{1}$Nb$_{1.5}$O$_7$ (Ag-BZN) composite thin film by pulsed laser deposition. As the volume fraction of metals in these composites increase, the dielectric constant and conductivity increase gradually and when the volume fraction of the conductive powder reaches a critical value, the conductivity as well as dielectric constant of the composite increase by several orders of magnitude. The dependence of temperature and oxygen partial pressure on the structural, optical, and electrical properties of the Ag-BZN thin films were studied. The surface morphology and composition were analyzed by AFM and EDX measurements. The dielectric measurements on the thin films were carried out using impedance analyser in the Metal-Insulator-Metal (MIM) structure with Pt as the bottom electrode and Ti/Au as the top electrode. It is found that with low silver content in the film, the dielectric constant of the films has been increased more than 60 times, the leakage current has been reduced by 4 orders, the tunability has been increased up to 80% and FOM factor has been increased by more than 10 times. It makes Ag-BZN composite thin films, a promising material for tunable device applications as well as high k dielectric capacitor applications.
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Microfabrication of UV transparent fluoric polymer CYTOP using a conventional pulsed green laser
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We demonstrate microfabrication of UV transparent fluoric polymer CYTOP (Asahi glass Corp.) using a conventional pulsed green laser. A CYTOP has unique characteristics such as high transparency, chemical stability and low refractive index and is expected to overcome many problems which conventional transparent material has. For instance, CYTOP has more than 90% high transparency from ca. 200 nm in UV wavelength regions which is useful for thin film coating applications. Low refractive index helps clear microscopic observation in biochip applications. However, due to such unique characteristics, most fluoric polymers are, in general very difficult to microfabricate unless particle beams with high energy such as F₂ laser [1] or synchrotron radiation [2] is provided. For that reason, the fluoric polymer is not yet used for micro-industrial applications. Therefore, we developed crack-free surface microfabrication of CYTOP using a conventional ns pulsed green laser. At first, Nd:YAG laser (532 nm, 500 ps, 1 kHz) was irradiated on a CYTOP surface for ablation and then, fluoride solution was used to selectively etch the ablated regions. Figure 1 shows laser scanning microscopic (LSM) images of the CYTOP edge of the (a) ablated region and (b) wet etched region after ablation.

![LSM images of fabricated CYTOP using ns pulsed green laser. (a) after ablation and (b) after wet etching.](image)

From Fig. 1(a), After the green laser ablation, molten regions were produced in the bottom and the edge of the ablated regions and some cracks were also shown at the edge. However, these rough areas were selectively etched after the wet etching as shown in Fig.1(b). In addition, rough surface induced by the ablation and wet etching can be improved by successive annealing ramping up to the glass transition temperature. In this paper, further investigation of the fundamental characteristics of CYTOP microfabrication using a conventional green laser was carried out.
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Low temperature micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy on laser doped silicon with different surface condition
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Although there have been many studies on laser doping techniques and their applications, the fundamental impacts of the laser process and the resultant characteristics of the processed region are still not completely characterised and understood. In this paper we utilise low temperature micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy (µ-PLS) to investigate shallow layers of laser doped silicon, exploring the impacts of laser doping processes on electronic quality, and thus providing insights into the impacts on the underlying silicon crystal structure.

Micro-scale measurements (with resolution down to 3 µm) enable us to investigate effects of laser processing at specific positions such as boundary/edge of processed and unprocessed regions. In addition, low temperature PLS enables us to identify signals corresponding to laser induced defects or laser induced doping of silicon, which otherwise cannot be observed at room temperature. Samples were prepared with two different surface conditions, chemical mechanical polishing (CMP) and Tetramethyl Ammonium Hydroxide (TMAH) etching, to observe any effect of surface condition on laser doping process. Commercially available, boron-rich spin-on dopant was deposited on high-resistivity n-type float-zone crystalline silicon substrate as a dopant precursor. We employ a 248 nm nanosecond excimer laser, whose beam is homogeneous and rectangular, to melt a shallow layer, thus introducing dopants into the melt subsequent to recrystallisation. A variety of single or multiple repeat pulses is employed, using a range of fluences suitable for light to heavy doping. Neighbouring pulses are arranged such that clear ‘overlap’ boundaries are present as well as edges between doped and undoped regions. Figure 1 shows the resultant PLS signals, excited with 532nm laser at 79K, for three repeat pulses with fluence of about 4J/cm², measured at different positions on different wafer surface types.

![Normalized PL spectra, excited with 532nm laser at 79K](image)

It was observed that for the undoped surfaces, indistinguishable PL signals are observed from CMP and TMAH samples. However, as shown in fig. 1, significantly different PL signals are observed after laser irradiation. Evidence of heavy doping on both samples is indicated by the local PLS peak at around 1160nm due to band gap narrowing effect of heavy doping, though with different peak heights observed due to different depth of doping. Longer wavelength PLS peaks correspond to the signature emissions from dislocation defects, with the well-known D3 dislocation peak observed around 1280 nm. The defect PLS signal on the CMP sample is barely observed at the middle of the doped region, but appears as a ‘tail’ for the measurements at the boundary regions. On the other hand, the TMAH sample gives dominantly high defects signal in the range of 1200~1500nm, albeit more pronounced again for boundary measurements. Moreover, silicon band-band peak (~1130nm) is buried under the defect signal at the edge due to significantly deep defects. These observations suggest that dislocation defects can be strongly associated with the recrystallization interface at the boundaries of laser-induced melt zones.

By utilizing µPLS, we observed fundamental characteristic of laser doped regions, in particular the presence of both doping and dislocation defects. Notably, different PLS signals at the middle and boundaries of laser doped regions highlights the significant role that the edges of laser doped pulses play in terms of electronic quality and recombination properties. Moreover, different surface conditions or substrate properties appear to affect significantly the impact of laser doping processes on crystal quality and presence of dislocation defects, with a considerably greater level of induced defects observed on initially rougher surfaces than on polished surfaces.
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1. Introduction
Due to the high absorption of the 2.94 μm wavelength in water-containing tissues like skin [1], Er:YAG laser has the smaller depth of penetration into the skin tissue. Therefore, the laser skin perforators, which work like lancets for collecting capillary blood samples, reduce the patients’ pain significantly. Although a large number of studies have been made on the development of Er:YAG laser perforators and the ablation of tissue [1-6], few can satisfy both portability and perforation stability. We have developed the mini-size laser skin perforator which runs by a battery. To our knowledge, this is the world’s smallest laser lancet. We examined the power stability and the performance of the developed device. Also, blood sampling tests from human fingers were carried out to ensure feasibility.

2. Materials and Methods
The major problem for the miniaturization of laser perforators is maintaining proper emitting energy and stability while downsizing the elements. We could reduce the volume down to the dimension of 45×125×25 mm³ and still sustain output stability by improving both optical and electrical designs. The device mainly consists of a laser resonator, a focusing lens, a battery unit, and a controller unit. The single-pulse laser emission is used for skin perforation. The output energy can be adjusted to five levels in order to provide proper ablation energy for each individual patient. Evaluation of the output stability was carried out by measuring Er:YAG laser energy. A band-pass filter was set in front of an energy meter sensor excluding unwanted light from a xenon lamp used for pumping. In order to eliminate the effect of temperature, measurements were conducted under constant temperature condition. The developed perforator showed good pulse-to-pulse stability. For example, the device emitted the average energy of 22.6 mJ per pulse with the standard deviation of 0.8 mJ.

3. Results
The burn paper tests for the different energy levels were performed for the instant and indirect device performance evaluation since heat is the main ablation source [2]. The holes on the thermal paper had oval shapes and the physical size of holes increased with rise in emitting energy. The size varies approximately 160 to 280 μm according to the energy increase. Relatively clean edges were observed for the higher energy output. Actual blood sampling from human fingers was successfully carried out satisfying the minimum blood amount of 0.5 μL for blood glucose tests. Although many conventional laser perforators have maximum output energy of 500 mJ, several tens of mJ appeared to be enough to draw blood using the developed laser perforator. However, the experiments were conducted with a limited number of time and people. The relationship to skin thickness has to be revealed in the future.

4. Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, the developed Er:YAG laser skin perforator is the world’s smallest one. The output energy stability and burn paper test results ensured the feasibility of the developed device. Future studies will be required to ascertain the relationship between operating temperature of the perforator and output energy for a reliable blood sampling. Also, the pulse width optimization is needed to further confirm the effect of variable pulse width on skin perforation [3-5]. Furthermore, OCT (optical coherence tomography) observation of skin to measure the size of ablation craters should be performed to find correlation between burn paper test results and actual skin ablation performance.

Nd:YAG laser photodisruption with nanosecond laser pulses and energies of few millijoules is a well-established tool for intraocular surgery, such as treatment of posterior capsule opacification (PCO) or late-postoperative capsular bag distension syndrome (CBDS) [1]. The PCO and CBDS are post-operative complications of cataract surgery that affects the visual function. The PCO develops due to the lens epithelial cells remaining in the capsular bag after the cataract surgery [2]. Clinically, there are two basic morphological types of PCO, the fibrosis type and the pearl type, which have different cellular origins [3]. On the other hand, the visual function is affected by CBDS due to the accumulation of liquefied material in a closed space between the posterior capsule and the intraocular lens optic [4].

The most effective treatment for PCO and CBDS is a Nd:YAG laser capsulotomy, where the excitation pulse is focused just behind the posterior capsule (typically 100-200 μm). Here, a high-intensity laser pulse induces an optical breakdown resulting in a microexplosion initiated by plasma formation [5]. The plasma expansion is followed by different optodynamic phenomena, such as a shock wave and the cavitation bubble. When a cavitation bubble expands to its maximum volume, it starts to collapse due to the liquid pressure. Under suitable conditions [6, 7] the collapsing bubble develops a liquid jet responsible for the posterior capsule disruption. The procedure is repeated several times, e.g., in a cruciate pattern. In such a way, a central opening in the opacified posterior capsule clears the visual axis. On the other hand, the optodynamic phenomena are responsible also for unwanted collateral effects on many delicate structures which are located very close to the breakdown region.

The bubbles dynamics is determined by (i) the distance between the bubble’s center and the boundary; and the (ii) boundary conditions. In the case of the laser capsulotomy, the boundary conditions depend on the PCO types - fibrosis, pearl or mixed type – which differ by the mechanical properties as well by the distance between the posterior capsule (a thin membrane) and the intraocular lens (a solid boundary). In our previous in-vivo study [1], we have shown that both, the PCO type and the distance between the intraocular lens and the posterior capsule significantly affect the total-pulse energy needed to perform the capsulotomy. Understanding of the physical mechanisms that are responsible for these effects is important, since lower total-pulse energy means fewer side effects. However, in our previous in-vivo study [1] we have found that an ex-vivo experiment under more reproducible and controllable conditions should be performed to clarify the main mechanisms that are responsible for the posterior capsule opening.

In this contribution we will use a high-speed shadowgraphy and a laser-beam-transmission probe [8] to study the laser-induced cavitation bubble dynamics near a solid boundary with a thin elastic membrane. As an excitation source we use a Nd:YAG laser with pulse duration of 6 ns and energy up to 12 mJ, designed for intraocular photodisruption. Our study includes the investigation of membrane and solid boundary photodisruption at different distances between the boundary and the membrane. In such a way we designed an ex-vivo model of an intraocular laser surgery, where the distance between the posterior capsule (a thin membrane) and an intraocular lens (a solid boundary) varies from few micrometers (as in the case of the fibrosis PCO type) to several hundreds of micrometers as in the case of CBDS [1]. On the other hand, the perforation of the membrane simulates the wanted effect of the posterior capsule opening, while the damages of the solid boundary represent the side effects that should be avoided during the laser capsulotomy.

Blister-based nanosecond-laser-induced forward transfer of large molecules and nanoparticles for gas-phase analysis
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The detection and characterization of large organic molecules and isolated nanoparticles in the gas phase is an extremely challenging problem but of considerable importance for situations ranging from environmental monitoring to experiments that probe the foundations of physics. A number of analytical techniques, such as mass spectrometry and electron spectroscopy, require intact particles to be introduced into a region of high vacuum. Conventional laser-based methods of nanoparticle transfer like MAPLE, MALDI, and Laser-Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) use a matrix as a solvent for the particles which is also transferred toward a detector that is often unacceptable for analytical purposes.

Recently, a new matrix-free modification of the LIFT technique for nanoparticle transfer without destruction of the supporting film was proposed [1,2]. In this method, the nanoparticles are spread over a metal film deposited on a transparent substrate and the interaction of a laser pulse with the metal-substrate interface causes, under certain conditions, transient blistering of the film, resulting in gentle transfer of the particles. The efficiency of the method to deliver nanoparticles for mass spectrometry analysis has been demonstrated [3]. In this work, we have performed a detailed study of the blister-based LIFT process to get insight into the mechanisms of particle transfer. As test species, we studied 150-nm-diam gold-coated silica nanoparticles and fullerene C_{60} molecules spread over thin metal films (titanium or nickel) deposited on glass. The films were back-irradiated by ns-laser pulses in high vacuum and transfer process was investigated using a combination of mass spectrometry, time-of-flight measurements, film deposition technique, atomic force microscopy of the irradiated substrates, and theoretical considerations of temperatures and stress in the irradiated film.

The most efficient blister-induced particle ejection is found to occur near, but below, the damage threshold of the film when its deformation is still elastic. The irradiated spot produced under such near-threshold conditions consists of two regions: a central zone completely clean of particles and an external zone where up to 85% of the particles are removed from the surface (Fig. 1). Such a spot structure is assumed to be due to transient melting of the central zone where Marangoni convection is developed. The average velocities of blister-ejected species are found to be ~ 50 m/s for silica nanoparticles and ~ 100 m/s for C_{60} molecules. The nanoparticle velocity distribution is fairly narrow while that of C_{60} is bimodal with a fast population (typical velocity ~ 300 m/s) originated due to thermal evaporation of the molecules. The mechanisms involved into the particle transfer process are discussed. The developed blister-based LIFT method can be widely used in a variety of instruments for gas-phase analysis of different species such as carbon nanostructures, aerosol particles, and biological objects.

![AFM image and surface height profile of the LIFT-produced spot on a 250-nm Ti film with gold-silica nanoparticles.](image)

Fig. 1. (Left) AFM image and (right) surface height profile of the LIFT-produced spot on a 250-nm Ti film with gold-silica nanoparticles.
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Due to a rising demand for dental and orthopedic implants, new technologies are being developed to increase their chemical stability and body acceptance. Among others, some thin films deposition techniques have been applied for coating metals with bioactive ceramics, mainly calcium phosphates (CaP) [1,2] - natural component of human bone, in order to increase the implant’s bioactivity as bone substitutes [2,3]. The most widely used commercial method of bioceramic coatings is Plasma Spray (PS) [4]. Nevertheless, some PS disadvantages leads to the research of other techniques like radio frequency magnetron sputtering (RFMS) and pulsed laser deposition (PLD). PLD has shown to be a promising bioceramic coating technique due to its good results as high adhesion to the substrates, stoichiometry, crystallinity and surface roughness.

In this work, the 2nd harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser (532 nm) operating in the range of 50 to 350mJ and repetition rate of 10Hz was used to produce crystalline hydroxyapatite (HAp) coatings over silicon and titanium substrates at room temperature and vacuum environment. No further heat treatment was necessary to produce the crystalline coatings, but to verify the material stability and the possible presence of other hidden phases; in-situ heating was performed during PLD for some coatings.

The structure, composition and morphology of those coatings were analyzed by synchrotron radiation grazing angle x-ray diffraction (GAXRD), Fourier transformed infrared spectroscopy (FTIR), scanning electron microscope (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM).

The produced coatings were all hydroxyapatite free of other CaP phases, mainly crystalline and copyng the HAp target stoichiometry (Ca/P=1.67). The morphology of all coatings showed a high roughness of some micrometric particles splashed over a dense nanometer layer.

In addition, optical emission spectroscopy (OES) [5] was applied to investigate the plasma composition.

Fig1. (a) SEM image (b) and GAXRD patterns for the HAp coatings produced by Nd:YAG 532nm.
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Abstract

We report a processing route to produce large scale textured few-layer (fl) graphene at low temperature based on the catalytic conversion of thin Diamond-Like Carbon films grown by Pulsed Laser Deposition, and highlight its potential applications as a surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) platform. The formation of fl-graphene film was confirmed by Raman spectroscopy, and surface morphology was inspected by scanning electron microscopy. We have shown that the diffusion of Ni atoms through a Si substrate and the concomitant formation of nickel silicides compounds offer a good template to design simply the surface properties of graphene with nanoscale roughness. The textured fl-graphene films decorated with gold nanoparticles are introduced as new hybrids materials that can be used as highly efficient SERS devices to detect various molecules. The detection at very low concentration aminothiophenol and methyl parathion, which are active molecules of commercial insecticides, was further demonstrated. This robust device, without any need of graphene transfer, presents a stable detection for up to one year under ambient conditions.

Figure 1: (a) Raman spectra at 633 nm of pATP($10^{-5}$M) on Si, pATP($10^{-4}$M) on AuNPs deposited on Si, fl-graphene, AuNPs/fl-G, and pATP on AuNPs/fl-G at different pATP concentration ($10^{-6}$M, $10^{-5}$M, $10^{-4}$M, $10^{-3}$M). The arrows indicate the peak signature of pATP used for Raman mapping. (b) SERS Raman at 488 and 633 nm of R6G ($10^{4}$M) on AuNPs/fl-G freshly obtained and after 1-year.
Laser ablation of ZnS nanoparticles in liquids
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Abstract
We have prepared ZnS nanoparticles using pulsed laser ablation in liquid media with an aim to produce ZnS nanoparticles with controllable ideal structural and physical properties. The particle size, structure and physical properties have been systematically investigated by X-ray diffraction (XRD), Raman spectra, high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM), selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS). The ZnS nanoparticles were confirmed to possess the sphalerite structure from XRD and SAED patterns. Chemical composition of the nanoparticles was found to be stoichiometric ZnS as shown in the EDS results. HRTEM images exhibited well-arranged lattices with two space of 0.274nm for [200] and 0.317nm for [111]. Furthermore, we observed clear shift of Raman peaks in Raman spectra of the nanoparticles with different size which can be due to the size confinement effect in phonon modes. The present results demonstrated that, pulsed laser ablation in liquids is effective and promising to nanoparticles with controllable size in large scales.
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1. Abstract

YVO₄:Eu thin film is a special material phosphor with many potential applications. YVO₄:Eu thin films phosphor has high resolution devices such as cathode ray tubes and flat panel display device [1]. YVO₄:Eu has the strong red emission line (⁵D₀-⁷F₂ emission transition at 614 and 619 nm), by the energy transfer to Eu³⁺ ion following absorption of UV light into VO₄³⁻ group [2]. YVO₄:Eu thin films can be prepared by different methods, like sol-gel, pulse laser deposition, vacuum deposition, etc. YVO₄:Eu phosphor thin films were grown using a pulse laser deposition (PLD) technique on silicon substrate. One of the most important things in the deposition of a phosphor thin film is the stoichiometric transfer of the target material to the substrate. In this report the films were grown at the various substrate temperatures and oxygen pressure. The substrate temperatures were varying from 200 to 400 °C and the oxygen pressure from 20 to 80 mTorr. YVO₄:Eu phosphor thin films were characterized using various techniques like X-ray diffraction (XRD), photoluminescence (PL), scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). The structure of YVO₄:Eu thin films matched well with tetragonal phase (JCPDS Card 17-341) and no second phase was detected. The results of PL showed that the emission spectra is consisted of peaks at 594 nm, 618 nm, 651 nm and 699 nm which correspond to the magnetic transition of ⁵D₀-⁷F₁ and electric dipole transition of ⁵D₀-⁷F₂,3,4 respectively. The major peaks at around 594 nm (⁵D₀-⁷F₁) and 618 nm (⁵D₀-⁷F₂) correspond to the orange and red colours, respectively. The crystal field splitting of the of ⁵D₀-⁷F₂,3,4 transition indicate that the film is well crystalline. AFM showed that the average grain size and the roughness of the YVO₄:Eu thin films were found to increase with an increasing substrate temperature.

2. References


The interest in rare earth elements and their influence on the microstructure and magnetic properties of substituted ferrite is related to the occupancy of the 4f electron shell (from 0 (La) to 14 (Lu)) and magnetic moments (from 0 (La) to 10.6 µB (Dy)). Due to their moderate elastic constants and the large orbital component in their moments, the lanthanide metals display the largest known magnetostrictions [1]. The RE elements present large ionic radii which, when substituting cations with smaller ionic radii in other types of structures, can determine a change in cell symmetry and thus generate internal stress. As a consequence, not only the structural properties of the material are changed (e.g. increased cell parameter, decreased average crystallite and grain dimensions) but also the magnetic and dielectric properties of substituted materials [2,3].

Motivated by the mentioned characteristics of rare earth (RE) elements and by the magnetic and magnetostrictive response of cobalt ferrite, our work was focused on the investigation of RE induced changes in structural and magnetic properties of CoFe$_{1.8}$RE$_{0.2}$O$_4$ films deposited by laser ablation in different conditions.

The varied experimental parameters were target-substrate distance, laser fluence, pressure, deposition time and substrate temperature. The structural properties were analysed using profilometry, SEM/EDX, XRD and Raman spectroscopy. The magnetic and magneto-optic characteristics were studied by means of VSM and MOKE techniques.

The presence of the RE with large ionic radii determined a distortion of the spinel structure. The Raman vibrational mode of the octahedral sublattice (Figure 1) presented a shift to lower frequencies indicating an increase in cation-oxygen length. This result was further confirmed by XRD measurements were an increase in cell parameter was observed. The VSM results revealed that the magnetic response of the samples depends on the magnetic moment of the rare earth element.
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Tailoring the physical properties of plasma mirrors antireflection coatings
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Due to the increasing number of facilities based on ultra-short high power lasers systems, the interest for producing highly-resistant optical components, particularly mirrors, to be used in the beam transfer become very current. Solutions for these mirrors are based on heterostructures consisting in combinations of dielectric materials with different refractive indices. Starting from targets of Ta$_2$O$_5$, Al$_2$O$_3$, SiO$_2$, and HfO$_2$ in a controllable oxygen atmosphere, thin layers were grown by pulsed laser deposition and radio-frequency assisted pulsed laser deposition. The experimental parameters for obtaining single layer and layers combination were established after their careful characterization by specific techniques as AFM, XRD, spectroellipsometry, SIMS, SEM, HR-TEM and electrical measurements for the dielectric properties characterization. Then, optical components – demonstrators with controlled antireflection characteristics were obtained, based on dielectric layers with optimized properties and deposition architecture, compatible with plasma mirror generation, capable to withstand high energies ultra-short laser pulses. Simultaneously, computer simulation studies regarding the phenomena that rise when a high energy ultra-short laser beam hits a material were performed using Particle in Cell-Finite Difference Time Domain method.

This work was supported by a grant from MEN-UEFISCDI, project PN-PCCA 38/2014.
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Abstract

The versatility of the laser ablation technique allows the possibility of implementing different variants in order to improve some characteristics of the deposits, as well as to obtain new materials. In this work, the application of an hybrid deposition configuration to deposit vanadium oxide thin films modified with different amounts of silver is reported. The samples were synthesized combining a vanadium plasma, produced by laser ablation, with a flux of vapor of silver, produced by thermal evaporation. In order to control the amount of Ag incorporated in the film, the Ag deposition rate was varied. In this way, films with different properties were prepared ablating a high purity vanadium target. A Nd:YAG laser with emission at the third harmonic (355 nm) and 10 ns pulse duration was used as energy source. The structural, morphological, compositional and optical properties were studied in detail by Raman spectroscopy, Scanning Electron Microscopy, Atomic Force Microscopy, X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy, Elastic Forward Analysis and UV-Vis spectroscopy. The obtained results reveal that films with variable Ag content from 3.0 to 26 at.% were obtained. The as-deposited films, consist of a mixture of vanadium oxide and metallic vanadium according with the X-ray Photoelectron spectroscopy results. Raman spectra reveal amorphous films with very smooth surfaces. In order to promote crystallization and oxidation of the remaining vanadium, the films were subjected to thermal treatments at different temperatures: 250, 350 and 450°C. At 450°C the samples show V$_2$O$_5$ thin films with good crystalline quality and depending on the silver content the samples show very different surface morphologies (Figure 1). Optical characterization indicate that as the Ag content increases the optical bang gap increases from 3.2 to 3.4 eV.

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of vanadium oxide thin films modified with different silver content: a) 3 at. %, b) 6 at. %, c) 26 at. %.
Characterization of structural and luminescence properties of blue-green SrAl$_x$O$_y$:Eu$^{2+}$, Dy$^{3+}$ thin films deposited by PLD system.
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Abstract

Aluminates are in general large band gap oxides. They are being investigated with increasing interest for application as phosphors in cathode ray tubes, fluorescent lamps and Hg-free discharges with VUV output. Because of their large optical gap, they are suitable hosts for investigating transitions from higher excited states of rare earth ions, and other non-linear luminescent processes. In this work, Europium ion doped strontium aluminates (SrAl$_x$O$_y$:Eu$^{2+}$;Dy$^{3+}$) blue-green phosphors have been prepared by pulse laser deposition method on quartz and/or silicon substrate. The synthesized thin films were characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), electron diffraction spectroscopy (EDX), excitation, emission and lifetime measurements. The dependence of various structural, optical and morphological properties of the prepared thin films on growth conditions has been discussed and the results are compared with those reported in earlier literature. In addition, the effects of annealing temperature, time and Eu$^{2+}$/Eu$^{3+}$ ion doping concentration on PL were investigated in detail. The SrAl$_x$O$_y$:Eu$^{2+}$;Dy$^{3+}$ films exhibited blue-green emission at 500 nm and strong red emission at 614 nm, which were, respectively ascribed to the ($^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_1$) and ($^5D_0 \rightarrow ^7F_2$) transitions of Eu$^{3+}$.

Keywords: SrAl$_x$O$_y$:Eu$^{2+}$;Dy$^{3+}$, Pulsed laser Deposition, Growth parameter, Molar ratios, Structure, Luminescence
Structural and luminescence properties of yellow Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$:Ce$^{3+}$, thin film phosphors prepared by Pulsed Laser Deposition.
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Recently oxide phosphors have gained much attention because of the variety of materials available and chemical stability as compared to sulfide phosphors. Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ Eu$^{2+}$ (YAG) crystal is an excellent host material which is able to compatibly accept divalent and/or trivalent activators from both rare earth and transition metal groups. It is well known that YAG is a highly efficient yellow phosphor. However, these phosphors in the form of thin films have not yet been fully realized due to technical difficulties. We prepared thin film type YAG phosphors on silicon (110) substrate using a pulsed laser deposition technique. The luminescent and structural properties of thin film phosphors were monitored as a function of key processing parameters such as oxygen partial pressure inside the deposition chamber, deposition time, laser energy density and the type of post deposition treatments used. The surface morphology of the as grown thin films was strongly affected by the growth process. EDS (electron diffraction spectroscopy) confirm the presence of the Y, Al, O, Ce and Si. Even though we could not obtain homogenous phases, by optimizing these processing parameters, thin films with large homogenous areas and a high photoluminescence could be produced. XRD measurements revealed Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ structure when grown at low temperature from 500°C to 1000°C, however, other phases such as YAIO$_3$ and Y$_4$Al$_2$O$_9$ are observed as impurities. The PL results, which are in good agreement with the XRD data, showed that Y$_3$Al$_5$O$_{12}$ phase was relatively dominant in the film deposited in a vacuum, so emission spectra is strong at around 580 nm.
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Cobalt ferrite, (Fe$^{3+}$)$_A$(Co$^{2+}$Fe$^{3+}$)$_B$O$_4$, where A and B refer to tetrahedral and octahedral lattice sites, is the ferrite with the highest magnetocrystalline anisotropy. It presents antiferromagnetic order, a reduced magnetic moment, when compared with magnetite, and a high Curie temperature. These singular properties have attracted the interest for magnetic applications of this material. In particular, thin single crystal films of cobalt ferrite are being explored to engineer the magnetic easy axis through the manipulation of the strain state of the film by the choice of the substrate and other deposition parameters.

In this work we have grown single crystalline films of cobalt ferrite by pulsed laser deposition using an IR laser under conditions similar to those used to fabricate magnetite films [1,2]. Pulses of 15 ns at 1064 nm, delivered by a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (repetition rate of 10 Hz), served for ablating cobalt ferrite sintered targets in a deposition chamber at 10$^{-5}$ Torr. We used fluences of 4 J/cm$^2$ and typically 1.5 $10^{5}$ pulses to grow deposits on SrTiO$_3$(100) (STO) substrates, both undoped and doped with 0.1% Nb, heated to 780 K. Under these conditions the thickness of deposits was measured by atomic force microscopy (AFM) to be around 250 nm. A multi-analytical approach was used to characterize the films and included, in addition to AFM, the use of X-ray diffraction, Rutherford Backscattering spectroscopy, micro-Raman spectroscopy, Integral Conversion Electron Mössbauer Spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and low energy electron diffraction. X-ray absorption and circular dichroism measurements were also performed at the CIRCE beamline of the Alba Synchrotron Light Facility.

The grown films have three main distinctive characteristics. First, diffraction experiments indicate a single crystal growth with relaxed lattice spacing. Second, their morphology consists of small rectangular and larger square islands with well-defined sizes (Fig. 1). The rectangles are oriented along either the [100] or the [010] substrate directions, while the squares, with around two orders of magnitude lower density, are oriented along the [110] and [1-10] directions. Third, Mössbauer spectra of the films differ from those of the target and indicate that they are composed of a mixture of magnetite (or Co-poor) and Co-enriched cobalt ferrite. Collected data support a segregated two-phase composition for the films, consisting in rectangular islands of cobalt ferrite and square islands of magnetite. The origin of these two components is discussed to arise in the poor oxidizing conditions of the growth process, that are insufficient to maintain all the Fe in a 3+ valence state. Given that the film is single crystal and both phases are well lattice-matched, we expect that the present films represent a novel avenue for the formation of magnetite-cobalt ferrite composites of tunable properties.

Fig. 1. AFM height image of a cobalt ferrite film grown by IR-PLD on STO:Nb at 780 K. The rectangle and squares in the upper right corner have the typical dimension of the two types of nanostructures observed on the deposits.
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The production of metallic nanoparticles (NPs), specially Au NPs, is a subject that attracts a great interest for the fabrication of sensors for biological and chemical applications, and also in the field of Surface Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy. These NPs, once deposited on 1-dimensional structures, such as silica nanowires (NWs), can be chemically functionalized with biological receptors and tested by exploiting DNA/DNA or antigen/antibody reactions, monitoring in real time the variation of the Au NPs surface Plasmon resonance (SPR). However, the deposition of Au NPs on complex substrates like silica NWs forests is a very challenging goal. In order to overcome such a difficulty, the Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) technique is an excellent alternative to chemical based approaches, due to the nature of the process, which involves very energetic particles and high fluxes of ablated materials and offers a good adhesion on different substrates even at room temperature. Thus, the PLD allows obtaining uniform coverage of bi-dimensional and tri-dimensional substrates with high density NPs layers and as an additional advantage of the process there is no need of NPs functionalization.

In this work we report the deposition of Au NPs directly grown on silica NWs forests through PLD analyzing the influence of the number of laser shots used for the deposition on their morphology and optical properties. The Au NPs were deposited in an high vacuum chamber with a pulsed Ar Fexcimer laser (20 ns, 193 nm), at an energy density of 2.5 J/cm² and a repetition rate of 10 Hz, on two different sets of substrates: the silica NWs forests and also on quartz substrates for comparison.

The morphological analysis of the samples deposited on quartz substrates shows a uniform coverage of the substrate surface with the NPs, increasing its size with the number of laser pulses used for the deposition. Similar behavior can be found in the silica NWs that appear uniformly covered by the NPs, as shown in figure 1 where the Au NPs are effectively distributed along the whole NWs surface. The optical characterization of the Au NPs on both substrates shows the typical localized plasmonic resonance peak.

Fig. 1. SEM image of Au NPs decorating the silica NWs.
Nitrogen plasma assisted Femtosecond Pulsed Laser Deposition of a-C:N films for environmental analytical microsystems and in situ plume analysis
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Within the field of carbon based materials generation and characterization, nitrogen doped amorphous carbon (a-C:N) thin films have demonstrated a wide potential range of applications, in particular as active elements of electrodes and sensors in the chemical and biomedical fields. Nitrogen containing amorphous carbon (a-C:N) thin films have been elaborated by femtosecond Pulsed Laser Deposition (fs-PLD), coupled with a DC plasma assistance. Various nitrogen pressures (0-10 Pa) and Direct Current (DC:0-400V) bias were used to introduce nitrogen on a wide range of concentration, extending up to N content of 28 % at.

The ablation plume expansion has been studied with intensified CCD (ICCD) gating through both optical emission spectroscopy (OES) and direct 2D spectral-resolved imaging. The ICCD time resolution (5ns) allows for a precise determination of the arising time of the different species observed via OES, such as C+, C, C2 and CN. The use of 10 nm wide interferential filters for 2D imaging of the plasma allows us to gain spectral resolution when imaging the plume dynamics. This has been exploited to address the kinetic and spatial behavior of C-N and C-C bonding during plume expansion in nitrogen pressure or nitrogen plasma. Comparative studies were carried in argon atmosphere and argon plasma, as well as in vacuum, to determine the precise influence of the DC plasma on the dynamics of the ablation plume and on the bonding nature of the various species. The results of those studies are correlated with the properties of the deposited films.

The structure and chemical composition of the thin films have been studied through Multi-wavelength (MW) Raman spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS), Electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS) and Reflection electron energy loss spectroscopy (REELS). Cyclic Voltammetry (CV) has been performed in order to characterize electrochemical properties. During deposition, the intensity of the reactive activated species in the plasma plume is increased owing to the DC biased assistance when compared to the inert N2 atmosphere. These deposition conditions induce an overall increase of nitrogen contents in the films and the formation of sp2 rich graphitic-like structures.

The a-C:N films are shown to exhibit better electrochemical properties than pure a-C films, representing thus promising electrode material for electrochemical detection of biopathogen molecules and pollutant traces.
The request of thermoelectric thin films is involving increasingly several research groups for their attractive low-power applications and the possibility to fabricate flexible and efficient devices. Among the thermoelectric materials, ZnSb represents a promising candidate in the temperature range 400-600 K since it is a cheap, non-toxic and potentially high-performing material.

The feasibility of Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) as a powerful deposition technique for nanostructuring thermoelectric films has been demonstrated in [1, 2]. The deposition of p-type and n-type doped ZnSb thin films has been performed by fs-PLD and by a fs-PLD/DC sputtering co-deposition system in order to compare the dopant inclusion within the ZnSb matrix, aimed at finding the recipe able to maximize the films thermoelectric performance.

Structural, compositional and thermal characterizations have been carried out to study and to demonstrate thermal and chemical stability of the samples. Electronic performance has been analysed by carrier concentration, mobility, electrical resistivity and the Seebeck coefficient, thus obtaining the evaluation of the power factor as a function of the doping. Finally, preliminary measurements of thermal conductivity by TDTR (Time-Domain ThermoReflectance), obtained by a fs-laser pump-and-probe setup, are discussed.
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1. Introduction

Y$_2$O$_2$S nanocrystals doped with trivalent RE ions have particularly attracted considerable interest in terms of high chemical durability and thermal stability [1]. It has been widely investigated as the host for RE ions for optical application. It has a broad transparency range (0.2-8μm) with a band gap of between 5.6-5.8 eV, a high refractive index, better thermal conductivity, and low photon energy that makes it an attractive choice as host materials[2]. Synthesis of rare earth doped Y$_2$O$_2$S based nanophosphor has been accomplished through a variety of techniques such as sol gel method, co-precipitation etc. Among various methods, combustion method has been studied extensively due to its simplicity and easiness to control the particle size of the products. In this study Y$_2$O$_2$S: Eu$^{3+}$ thin films have been deposited with the pulsed laser deposition technique under different species of gases and the material properties dependence of Y$_2$O$_2$S:Eu$^{3+}$ were reported. The deposition was carried out under vacuum, argon and oxygen atmosphere.

2. Results

The synthesis and characterization of Eu$^{3+}$ doped yttrium oxysulfide (Y$_2$O$_2$S) nanophosphors were undertaken in the current work. Trivalent europium doped Y$_2$O$_2$S nanophosphors were prepared by combustion synthesis method using thiourea as an oxidizing fuel. As-prepared powders were deposited on a Si (100) substrate by pulsed laser deposition method. The structural and morphological properties of Y$_2$O$_2$S: Eu$^{3+}$ nanophosphors were characterized with X-ray diffraction (XRD), Atomic force microscopy (AFM), Scanning electron microscopy (SEM), UV-vis and Photoluminescence (PL) measurements. X-ray diffraction patterns show mixed phases of cubic and hexagonal. Photoluminescence measurement indicates intense red emission around 619 nm due to $^5$D$_0\rightarrow^7$F$_2$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) show agglomerates of crystalline particles with spherical shapes. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) further confirmed the crystallinity of the films. UV measurement gave a band gap of about 4.7 eV. This phosphor may be good promising material for applications in the flat panel displays.
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1. Introduction

Trivalent europium-doped yttrium oxide (Y$_2$O$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$) is an important phosphor system extensively applied in colour-television pictures tubes owing to higher luminescent efficiency and the saturation degree in color and of late, in field-emission display devices[1]. Among the metal oxides, Y$_2$O$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ have found various useful technological applications due to their thermal, optical and chemical stability and excellent mechanical properties such as high strength and fracture toughness [2]. Physical and chemical techniques including chemical precipitation [8–10], alkalide reduction, sol-gel, combustion, pyrolysis, solvothermal and hydrothermal synthesis have been employed for the synthesis of nanoparticles, nanotubes, nanorods, nanowires, nest-like structures of Y$_2$O$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ and the related compounds. In this study Y$_2$O$_3$: Eu$^{3+}$ powder was synthesized by sol-combustion technique. As-prepared powder was deposited on Si (100) substrate using pulsed laser deposition technique. The thin films were annealed at temperatures between 600 and 900°C. Temperature dependence characteristics of Y$_2$O$_3$:Eu$^{3+}$ were reported.

2. Results

X-ray diffraction patterns shows pure cubic phase. It was observed that high temperature annealing improved the crystallinity of the films. Photoluminescence measurement indicates intense red emission around 626 nm due to $^5D_0$$\rightarrow$$^7F_2$ transition of Eu$^{3+}$. Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) show agglomerates of crystalline particles with spherical shapes for as-prepared films. After annealing at high temperature, SEM also confirms that the crystallinity of the films improved. Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) further confirmed the crystallinity of the films at higher annealing temperatures. UV measurement gave a band gap in the range of 4.6-4.8eV. It was concluded that the annealing temperature plays an important role in the luminescence intensity and crystallinity of these films. This phosphor may be good promising material for applications in the flat panel displays.

Fig. 1. The excitation and emission spectra of Y$_2$O$_3$: Eu$^{3+}$ thin films annealed at (a) J1=600 (b) J2=700 (c) J3=800 (d) J4=900°C
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We report our latest results on development of a $K_{\alpha}$ x-ray source produced by high intensity femtosecond laser solid interaction. The control and optimization of such a source is subject of high current interest in regard with a very dynamic growth and diagnostic demand of novel diagnostics at ultrafast science domain [1]. Such laser plasma source is characterized by a micrometric size (comparable to the size of a laser focal spot) and sub-picosecond duration. It exhibits an isotropic emission with a characteristic line spectrum (dominantly $K_{\alpha}$ line at photon energy determined by target material) superimposed on a weak bremsstrahlung continuum.

Several techniques are being developed to produce intense femtosecond x-ray sources. In accelerator community, large scale free electron laser facilities (LCLS, FLASH ...) [2] can now deliver brightest and shortest x-ray beams ever. In parallel, alternative and complementary methods based on laser produced plasma have been developed to produce compact radiation sources such as secondary x-ray sources of $K_{\alpha}$ radiation or Betatron radiation based on the emission of electrons accelerated in laser wake field. Indeed, the intense activity on the production of such radiation is motivated by countless applications in fundamental science, industry, biology and medicine. While the micrometric source size allows high spatial resolution coupled with phase contrast technique, favorable for bio-medical imaging [3], the combination of sub-Angstrom structural resolution of x-rays with ~100fs temporal resolution allows for studying ultrafast changes of crystal lattice structure under optical excitation [2].

Being focused on the target surface, an intense fs laser pulse creates plasma, where electrons are accelerated by the laser field via different absorption mechanisms. We consider the regime of intense non-relativistic interaction ($10^{16}$ - $10^{18}$ W/cm$^2$) and high-contrast p-polarized fs pulses. It results in the vacuum heating (Brunel effect) as dominant mechanism of plasma absorption, leading to characteristic energies of accelerated “hot” (suprathermal) electrons of tens keV and higher. Coming in collisions with atoms of the target material, the hot electrons are scattered producing spectrally-continuous bremsstrahlung radiation and create vacancies in the atom inner shells, resulting in the characteristic line emission. The $K_{\alpha}$ emission is dominant due to the highest rate of the K-shell population. At hot electron energies of several times the K-shell ionization threshold, the K-shell ionization cross-section reaches its maximum resulting in higher efficiencies [4]. Owing to a fast energetic relaxation of hot electrons in the target material, the produced x-ray pulse has sub-picosecond duration.

Photon fluxes of $K_{\alpha}$ emission of up to $10^{10}$ photons/s have been attained using laser system delivering few mJ per pulse with 1-kHz repetition rate [5]. In the present work our goal is to deliver higher $K_{\alpha}$ photon fluxes (up to $10^{12}$ photons/s) using a new and unique high-contrast ($10^7$ @ns and $10^8$ @10ps) Ti:Sa (800nm) laser system delivering 10TW/250ml/25fs at 100 Hz repetition rate. With such high contrast and energetic pulses, we expect to obtain a source size of $≤ 10\mu$m thanks to a deformable optical mirror and attain energy conversion efficiency into $K_{\alpha}$ photons higher than $10^{-5}$.

An optimization of the x-ray source size, brightness and efficiency as a function of laser intensity, temporal contrast ratio and incidence angle will be presented with a particular emphasis on the temporal contrast ratio since the role of this parameter in producing $K_{\alpha}$ X-rays with high efficiency is still controversial. Beside this unique laser source, the experimental setup includes a vacuum interaction chamber with a silver-coated off-axis parabolic mirror (metal-substrate,90°, f=150mm, f/3.5) which focuses the intense fs laser into a ~ limited diffraction spot size (owing to the aberration correction with the help of a large ellipsoidal deformable mirror working at 45 ° angle of incidence) at the surface of a motorized rotating disk Mo target (17keV) or Cu target (8keV). This setup allows to work at a repetition rate of 100 Hz and to deliver more than $10^{8}$ pulses with the same target disk. X-ray diagnostics for the parametric study include Xray-PMTs, X-ray-spectrometers, direct and indirect X-ray-CCDs.
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Intense ultrafast laser pulses tightly focused in the bulk well below the surface of transparent material interact with matter in the condition where the conservation of mass is fulfilled. Plasma produced by the laser pulses in confined geometry generates strong shock waves with the pressure at the shock wave front exceeding several times the Young modulus of solid material. Irreversible structural changes, often considered as damage, occur at an intensity level above the optical breakdown threshold. The essential distinctive feature of laser-driven microexplosion is that the modified material remains compressed and confined in a strongly localized region inside a bulk, and can be investigated later by Raman spectroscopy, electron beam, x-ray, and other structural diagnostics techniques. The extreme conditions produced in the ultrafast laser driven micro-explosion can serve as a novel microscopic laboratory for high-pressure studies above 10\textsuperscript{12} Pa (10 Mbar), well beyond the pressure levels achieved in diamond anvil cell.

Here we expand the confined microexplosion method into the domain of non-transparent materials such as Silicon [1,2]. In this presentation we report the observation of two new pressure-induced tetragonal metastable polymorphs of Si formed via these highly non-equilibrium conditions of a confined microexplosion. Electron diffraction analysis of laser-modified Si clearly reveals the presence of crystal structures currently not assigned to any known phases of silicon. Silicon polymorphs, which are metastable in ambient conditions, under pressure demonstrate a wide range of characteristics, from semiconducting to metal, and even predicted to form superconducting phases, signifying their scientific and technological importance. In addition to some diffraction spots that we can not identify, three tetragonal phases are observed, two of which BT8 and ST12 have been predicted theoretically [4,5] but have previously never been observed experimentally, and one (Si-VIII) has only been observed in a single experimental study under very rapid unloading [6]. The formation of these tetragonal polymorphs, reliably repeatable in several microexplosion experiments, is evidence that Si has undergone pressure-induced transitions into the realm of the metallic high-pressure phases that are formed above 11 GPa [7]. The ability of ultrafast lasers to locally modify the electronic properties of silicon with sub-micron precision via non-equilibrium pressure/temperature processes with repetition rates up to and above 10\textsuperscript{5} shots per second opens up novel opportunities for nanoelectronics through the incorporation of such nanostructures into semiconductor devices.
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A handheld-type Er:YAG laser with 2940 nm wavelength and 150 µs pulse duration was built for the purpose of generating the laser-induced microjet that is ejected at ~100 m/s in air. The strength of the microjet depends on the bubble dynamics from beam-water interaction within the driving chamber as well as the discharging of the drug solution underneath the elastic membrane that separates the drug from the driving liquid. The confinement pressure within the chamber depends on the volumetric growth of the bubble, which determines the extent of membrane deflection, thereby accelerating the microjet through a nozzle. Figures 1 and 2 show rough bubble surface and maximum bubble volume at 87 °C, suggesting that the thermal effects play instrumental role in the performance of a microjet injector.

The enhancements in jet volume (dosage) and repeated jet generation are achieved which are aimed at making the injector suitable for general clinical use as well as for tattooing.

Fig. 1 Laser-induced vapor bubbles in the water of different temperatures (36 °C, 50 °C, 75 °C, 87 °C)
Fig. 2 Bubble growth in different water temperatures
Fig. 3 SNU logo tattooed on the porcine skin
Biodegradable polymers have attracted considerable interest as a high biocompatible biomaterial, since they degrade into non-toxic materials in the body. In applications to drug delivery system, biodegradable polymers could achieve a precisely controlled rate of drug release by degrading carriers, if the biodegradation profiles could be controlled. In applications for tissue scaffolds, the scaffold should have demanded degradability to exist until tissue regenerates sufficiently, and to degrade after tissue regeneration completes. Several methods to modify the biodegradability of polymers including copolymerization and microporous structure formation have been reported. Laser processing is a high-throughput method which enables us to process desired spot even after molding. Remarkably, femtosecond laser realizes precise processing of polymers via multiphoton absorption. In this paper, we investigate the effect of femtosecond laser irradiation on biodegradability of poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), a widely used biodegradable polymer. Femtosecond laser pulses (τ = 100 fs) at 800 nm or 400 nm central wavelengths were focused onto a surface of PLGA with spot size of 100 μm at normal incidence using plano-convex lens. The repetition rate was 1 kHz. Each sample was placed in a vial after laser irradiation and fully immersed in a 5 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Vials were placed in a water bath at 37°C. The ablated area of sample was observed with digital microscope after immersion for 0-24 hours. With 800 nm in wavelength, the ablated area formed under irradiation conditions of 1.0 J/cm² with 15000 pulses did not expand dramatically after 24 hours immersion [Fig. 1]. It is notable that the ablated area formed with 400 nm in wavelength under irradiation conditions of 0.15 J/cm² with 15000 pulses shows expansion with elapse of time [Fig. 2]. To discuss the difference, the modification of chemical structure of the surface of PLGA before and after laser irradiation was analyzed by using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). The result shows that more dissociation of C-O bond and C=O bond occurred after laser irradiation with 400 nm wavelength than the irradiation with 800 nm. For comparison, the ablated area formed mechanically using a milling machine, was also evaluated and we found no significant change even after 24 hours immersion. These results show the potential of femtosecond laser processing to fabricate degradability controlled scaffolds.
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The protein lysozyme is used as a model system for film deposition of complex organic molecules [1]. Its properties are well-known, it has a significant signal for the mass analysis by MALDI (Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization) and an activity test which is not too complicated. We have recently demonstrated that such films can be produced by laser irradiation without an external matrix, but by utilizing the residual water in lysozyme powder as a matrix [2]. Thin film production of an organic material without an external matrix, e.g. toluene or water ice, reduces the background pressure considerably and facilitates the deposition of organic molecules without compounds between the film molecules and the matrix molecules. Uniform thin films of proteins in a dry environment are difficult to produce in the thickness range of 10-100 nm, and typically these films can be used for sensors and for patterning of organic systems, as well as for other biotechnical and pharmaceutical applications.

In contrast to most inorganic powders, lysozyme powder can be prepared to a target with a pressure that varies by more than one order of magnitude, i.e. from 10 to 130 bar. A standard deposition at 2 J/cm² with laser light at 355 nm and a target preparation pressure of 60 bar leads to a deposition of about 6 ng/cm² per pulse. The pressed target density at 60 bar is about 0.6 of the crystalline lysozyme density. The target preparation was carried out by pressing the lysozyme powder with a calibrated piston.

The increase of target preparation pressure leads to a considerable enhancement of the deposition rate, which varies by a factor of 3 from the lowest pressure at 10 bar up to the highest at 130 bar. However, the number of intact molecules transferred to the film on a substrate falls off by almost two orders of magnitude in the same pressure interval, as determined by quantitative MALDI and described in ref. [2]. The lysozyme molecules are presumably destroyed by the high preparation pressure already in the target or early in the ablation process. It means that the high deposition rate at high target pressure just reflects the high number of lysozyme fragments rather than intact molecules in the film. Films deposited at high target pressure are thus of limited quality, even though they are faster to produce.

A surprising observation, which could not be quantified, was that a target prepared with low pressure (< 30 bar) mounted with a perpendicular surface fell out of the holder after few laser shots. The thermal impact of the laser pulses was apparently sufficient to eject material at low internal adhesion. At low pressure a target holder mounted with an inclination of 45° to the horizontal plane had to be used, such that the expanding lysozyme did not fall out. At such low pressure a substantial part (up to 0.5) of the ablated lysozyme was ejected in chunks, which could be collected on a horizontally placed plate below the target.

Most of the films as well as those studied in ref. [1,2] were thus prepared at the optimum target pressure at 60 bar. The influence of the target pressure on these ablation phenomena will be discussed in great detail.
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1. Introduction

Periodic nanostructures were formed on a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) film surface with a femtosecond laser. The PET is clinically applied for biomaterials such as an artificial blood vessel, an artificial ligament, and soft tissue material because of having weather resistance, chemical resistance and bio inert property. When the PET was implanted in human body, proteins and cells were adhered randomly to grow from living body tissues. If the cell adherence is controlled by the material itself, it is possible to enhance the proliferation of living body tissue.

In our previous study, the periodic nanostructures were formed on a TiO2 film by femtosecond laser irradiation. In cell cultivated test on the treated TiO2 film, cells elongations along the grooves of the periodic nanostructures were observed. From the results, it was indicated that the periodic structure could control the direction of cell elongations (1). It was important for control of cells elongation to form tissue orientation and 3D cell cultivation. However, only limited research has been reported to form the periodic structure on plastic surface with an excimer laser or ion beam.

In this study, a new method of periodic nanostructure formation on PET surface was developed with femtosecond laser at wavelength of 1045 nm. In order to evaluate the surface morphology, atomic force microscopy (AFM) analysis was conducted on treated and un-treated PET surface. A cell (MG-63) cultivated test were carried out on the treated and un-treated PET surface.

2. Experimental procedure and results

A commercial femtosecond laser system was used for this experiment. The wavelength, pulse duration, repetition rate and beam diameter of the femtosecond laser were 1035 nm, 400 fs, 100 kHz, and 5 mm, respectively. The PET film was put on between a fused silica glass and a silicon wafer, and then the femtosecond laser was scanned on the silicon wafer passing the PET film at the scanning speed of 27 mm/s. The periodic nanostructure were created the backside of PET film and Si wafer surface. AFM images of the Si wafer surface and backside surface of PET are shown in Fig.1 (a) and (b) for laser fluence of 45 mJ/cm2, (c) and (d) for laser fluence of 50 mJ/cm2, respectively. From the results, the period and height of periodic nanostructures formed on PET 50 mJ/cm2 were about 650 nm and 80 nm, respectively.

![Fig.1 Periodic nanostructure on Si and PET surface with femtosecond laser](image_url)
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Formation of laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) has been observed on polymers upon irradiation with a linearly polarized laser beam as the result of the interference between the incoming and the surface-scattered waves [1]. Alternatively, irradiation through a mask induces the formation of a diffraction pattern so that the patterning effects depend on the mask size and its distance to the sample [2].

Poly(bisphenol A carbonate) (PBAC) films with a thickness ca. 150 nm and roughness below 1 nm were prepared by spin-coating on silicon wafers. Samples were irradiated through TEM grids with squared holes of 90 and 420 μm size using a Nd:YAG laser (266 nm, 8 ns pulses, 10 Hz). The morphology of the polymer films was characterized by atomic force microscopy (AFM) and surface properties were studied by water contact angle, colloidal probe technique and peak force quantitative nanomechanical mapping (PF-QNM).

Fig. 1 shows an example of the structures obtained on the surface of a PBAC film irradiated through a TEM grid using laser parameters for optimal LIPSS formation. The square diffraction pattern produced by the grid hole is easily noticeable. Circular areas containing LIPSS with several periodicities are formed at the corners of the square, while at the centre we observe LIPSS with periods close to the laser wavelength and parallel to the laser polarization.

Fig. 1. AFM height image of a PBAC film irradiated with 1200 pulses of 266 nm at 7 mJ/cm² through a TEM grid (hole size: 90 μm).

When irradiation takes place either at fluences or with number of pulses lower than those required for optimal LIPSS formation, only the diffraction pattern of the mask is imprinted on the film. The water contact angle of samples endowed with only LIPSS (no diffraction mask applied) decreases in comparison to the pristine PBAC sample. However, for diffraction patterned films or with combination of diffraction pattern and LIPSS, the water contact angle increases. The adhesion force measured by the colloidal probe technique is very similar for pristine samples and for samples with only LIPSS. In the case of films with both kinds of structures, a significant increase of the adhesion force is observed close to the edge of the irradiated square for a distance to the edge of ca. 15 μm, where micro- and nanostructures are present. At the nanoscale, no significant differences are observed in the adhesion force.

In conclusion, we have shown that it is possible to simultaneously induce both micro- and nanopatterning of polymer surfaces using a diffraction mask and irradiation conditions optimal for LIPSS formation. Additionally, significant changes of surface properties are observed for areas with micro- and nanostructures.
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Ultrashort laser pulses have proved to be a successful tool in many medical applications, however they have yet to experience widespread use for hard tissue ablation. Several studies have been performed to study ultrashort pulsed laser ablation properties of bone tissue and have yielded promising results especially for applications in microsurgical procedures such as in the ear, spine, sinus and skull. Lasers can overcome several problems associated with mechanical tools such as drill bit wander [1] and excessive temperature rise (and tissue death) as a result of friction at the tool-tissue interface [2].

Laser pulses in the micro- and nanosecond regime have been found to produce thermally generated defects in bone tissue [3] that result in carbonization around the ablation site and lead to increased healing times paired with a higher risk of infection and bone necrosis [4, 5]. Femtosecond lasers are an excellent candidate for bone cutting and machining due to their ‘cold cutting’ mechanism; ablation of hard dielectric materials can occur with minimal thermal or mechanical side effects. One of the most important parameters for characterizing laser ablation is the ablation threshold, the minimum amount of energy per unit area required to remove material. Investigations have been conducted in order to determine this parameter in cortical bone and report range of values from ~3.3 Jcm⁻² to 0.6 Jcm⁻² [7-9]. However, few studies have been performed comparing the ablation parameters between cortical bone in load bearing and skull structures.

Our previous studies in ex vivo bovine and ovine cortical bone samples in load bearing structures identified the ablation threshold, incubation parameters and optimal factors that affect the laser cutting rate. These results have shown promise with increased accuracy, precision and no heat damaged to the surrounding structures whilst achieving comparable material removal to conventional microsurgical tools. These results on cortical bone are not necessarily representative for femtosecond laser surgery of all types of bone; the structural characteristics of bones depend upon their location and function within the animal. This study identifies and compares the ultrashort pulsed laser ablation properties of load bearing bone and skull bone using a Ti:Sapphire (Coherent Legend Elite) femtosecond laser (τ = 110 fs, Repetition Rate = 1 kHz, λ = 800 nm). Using the diameter regression technique, the ablation threshold of cortical load bearing and skull bone is determined and incubation effects characterized. 1 mm ablation cut lines have been utilized to characterize the ablation rates and achievable depths as a function of incident laser power. Ablation features dimensions, volumes and quality of cut and collateral tissue damage were measured using several methods, optical profilometry, scanning electron microscopy and optical microscopy.
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1. Introduction
Solid rather than liquid active media are used in pulsed laser plasmatrons despite sophisticated transportation and dosing system need for a long-term operation. Liquid media could be more preferable due to transportation and dosing (down to $10^{-14}$ l) being well developed, but plasma generation of those results in intensive droplet formation and kinetic energy losses. Combination of liquids transportation advantages and solids plasma generation efficiency might resolve this trade-off. Liquid-to-solid transition can be induced by cooling down to sublimation temperature, thermo-, photo- or electron induced polymerization (curing). Light cured polymers seem to be very useful as active media for plasma generators, since they can be solidified very fast (ca. 30 ms) just before impact.

2. Experimental conditions and results
For the first time we have investigated mass flow rates, momentum coupling coefficient, specific impulse and energy efficiency (at 30 J/cm²) of both liquid and solid phase of acrylic UV-ink ca. 0.5 µl droplets cured by 405 nm laser diode under 213, 266, 355, 532 and 1064 nm nanosecond (12-17 ns) laser irradiation at ambient conditions. Except mechanical performance, curing could be identified from photoluminescence and Raman spectra.

At 1064 nm irradiation either glass substrate or even underlying PVDF force sensor, not polymer were damaged due to low spectral absorption. At second harmonic efficiency performance the lowest of obtained. At 266 nm irradiation solid and liquid phases of investigated UV-inks have demonstrated about similar characteristics relation known for water and ice: liquid phase had greater ablation threshold (4.67 vs. 1.02 J/cm² – the lowest of obtained), mass flow rate (6.77 vs. 0.35 mg/J) and momentum coupling coefficient (0.933 vs. 0.167 mN/W), solid phase had greater specific impulse (476 vs. 138 s), and energy efficiency was about equal, data obtained for cured ink match well those known for PMMA. At 213 nm an unexpected ablation threshold increase was observed, that could be explained by intensive luminescence energy losses – it’s 5 times more intensive for liquid ink and results in about same ratio of ablation thresholds of liquid to cured states the highest of obtained.

The most interesting results were obtained at 355 nm irradiation that matches curing optimum specified for this ink (365±15 nm). Data on specific ablated mass and recoil momentum show that high-power pulsed radiation induces curing (its rate is proportional to square root of radiation intensity) at nanosecond scale, so irradiation performance became about equal for initially solid and cured medium for fluence over 40 J/cm² (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. The dependence of characteristics of the laser ablation efficiency of a PPC on the energy density of radiation at λ3 ~ 355 nm](image-url)

3. Conclusions
The obtained results demonstrate that light cured polymers can be used as a working media for laser plasmatrons. In case of high-power irradiation with a wavelength close to an optimal one for photopolymerization, no preliminary curing illumination is needed, and laser-to-plasma kinetic energy efficiency can be even greater than for initially cured medium. Use of light curing polymers makes special active media (incl. heterogeneous and homogenous mixes) preparation, transportation and dosing much easier.

The results have been obtained at “Beam-M” (RFMEFI59014X0001) facility at BMSTU.
Titanium (Ti) is one of the most used biomaterials in metals, because of its high corrosion resistance and strength. However, Ti has problems for bioinert, so it is necessary to add new function to Ti substrates. Recently, it is known that microstructures formation on material was one of the useful method for controlling the cell spreading.[1] Previously, we reported that the periodic nanostructures lying perpendicular to the laser electric field polarization can be formed on TiO₂ film with a femtosecond laser using the fundamental wavelength of 775 nm.[2] Cell tests indicated that cell spreading occurs along the grooves of the periodic nanostructures.[2] However, control of cell spreading on periodic nanostructure of Ti substrates has not yet been investigated. We also focused on the direction of grooves of periodic nanostructures. The grooves of periodic nanostructures might be changed by controlling the laser electric field polarization vector $E$. If periodic nanostructures with multi directional grooves were formed on Ti substrates, the direction of cell spreading might be controlled in multi direction. The control of cell spreading in multi direction on Ti substrates would contribute to the creation of new functional biomaterials.

In this study, we try to create periodic nanostructures with multi directional grooves on Ti surface by scanning of the femtosecond laser spot while the laser electric field polarization $E$ was controlled. We also examined cell spreading on the Ti substrates by using the periodic nanostructures with multi directional grooves. Commercial femtosecond Ti: sapphire laser system was used in the experiment. The wavelength, repetition rate and pulse duration of the femtosecond laser were 775 nm, 1 kHz and 150 fs, respectively. SEM images of the Ti substrates after scanning of the femtosecond laser spot was shown in Fig. 1. As Fig. 1 shows, periodic nanostructures, lying perpendicular to the laser electric field polarization vector $E$, were clearly formed on the irradiated Ti substrates. The groove directions of the periodic nanostructures were changed by controlling the laser electric field polarization vector $E$, were clearly formed on the irradiated Ti substrates. Periodic nanostructures with multi directional grooves on the Ti substrates were formed. Cell testing revealed that cells spread along the grooves of the periodic nanostructure. Then, cell spreading in multi direction was also observed. These results suggested that the direction of cell spreading on Ti was controlled by formation of periodic nanostructure with the multi directional grooves.

![Fig. 1.](image)

Fig. 1. (a)SEM image of Ti substrate after scanning of the femtosecond laser spot. High magnification SEM images of (a1),(a2),(a3),(a4) and (a5) in (a) are shown in (b),(c),(d),(e) and (f), respectively. $E$ is laser electric field polarization vector.
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1. Introduction
Titanium and its alloys are the most preferred materials in dental implantology due to their biocompatible feature. Dental implants are more and more used in dentistry to replace lost teeth. Mechanical roughness of the implant surface plays a significant role in osseointegration. Increased contact area can strengthen the connection between the implant and the bone. To determine the nano- and microscale roughness for achieving a better attachment of bone forming cells is an up-to-date demand.

Surface structuring by lasers is widely investigated from the viewpoint of dental applications e.g. [1]. The underlying mechanisms of structure formation are extensively studied, especially in the case of subpicosecond laser – matter interaction. In our previous works [2-4] surface morphologies induced on silicon by different lasers were investigated. It is still under discussion how structure evolution is influenced by interference phenomena and capillary wave effects.

The aim of this work is to find those parameters, which have remarkable influence on the nano- and micro-scale roughness of titanium surfaces and finally control the surface structures by tuning the appropriate process parameters.

2. Materials and Methods
Structure formation by titanium-sapphire and KrF excimer laser irradiation on silicon and titanium samples are studied under the same conditions. For the investigation of structure forming effects the pulse duration and the fluence are varied. Titanium-sapphire laser provides pulses in the near infrared region (central wavelength: 780 nm) with a tuneable pulse duration from 30 fs to 30 ps. The other applied laser source is a frequency doubled distributed-feedback dye-laser, which pulses are amplified by a KrF excimer laser delivering pulses at 248 nm from 200 fs to 20 ps. Structured surfaces have been investigated by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). SEM images were analysed with fast Fourier transformation (FFT) and based on this the periodicities (the characteristic sizes) are evaluated.

3. Results
Interference effects have been clearly observed when using 2-5 laser pulses. Below ablation threshold linear patterns appear while slightly above ablation threshold circular waves surround the forming splashes. In both cases the scale length is approximately the same as the wavelength of the applied laser. Therefore the characteristic size of the resulting morphology strongly depends on the wavelength. The scale length slightly decreases and its amplitude increases with increasing pulse number below ablation threshold. Illuminating by five laser pulses and exceeding the ablation threshold the surface becomes irregularly rough. Pulse durations influence the contrast and the amplitude of the forming periodic surface structures. In the future cell-culture experiments will be done to test the biocompatibility of these samples.
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Patterning of organic semiconductors for photovoltaic applications by LIFT technology
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Laser Induced Forward Transfer (LIFT) is a widely used technique for elegant deposition and patterning of various materials (eg. Metals, oxides, organic substances and even biological material). The most typical attribute of LIFT technique (as presented by many authors) is utilization of short laser pulses with duration from ps to tens of ns with very high energy per pulse. Such approach requires of usage of expensive laser sources. Our work is focused to alternative instrumentation of LIFT - possibilities of usage of continuous wave (CW) lasers for local deposition and patterning of organic semiconductors.

The source substrates were prepared as follows: Thin glass slides with sputtered metal layer (gold, platinum, copper, silver - thickness ~ 100 nm) were cleaned and dried. Side with sputtered metal was then covered with a thin layer of purified organic semiconductor s - Perylene, Perylene anhydride, Zn and Sm Phthalocyanines, AlQ3 and Fullerene C60, deposited by organic molecular evaporation in high vacuum chamber (10-5 Pa, dep. Rate ~ 0.1-3nm/min, substrate temp. 20 – 300 °C). The temperature of deposition source and substrate was selected for each substance so as to achieve optimal growth rate and to avoid thermal decomposition of materials. In the next step CW laser depositions were carried out from these substrates. The deposition apparatus include micro CNC machine (minimal step adjustable to 300 nm) equipped with the semiconductor laser (405 nm, 10 - 50 mW, spot 6 microns) in continual mode and focusing optics. The distance between source substrate and target (i.e. glass, silicon or alumina sensor substrates) was varied between 1-100 micrometers. Deposition process was held in an inert gas (Argon, Nitrogen) at atmospheric pressure. Morphology and microstructure were studied by optical, electron microscopy and AFM. Chemical composition of deposited structures was studied by FTIR and compared with that of source substances. It was proved that chemical structure of all chosen substances is not affected by this deposition technique. The best lateral resolution of prepared structures was obtained for source layer thickness of 100-150 nm. Employing our CW-LIFT technique we are able to achieve precise and reproducible laser transfer of organic semiconductors to the target substrate with lateral structural resolution of 14 microns.

Selected substances are widely used in the form of thin film for novel organic photovoltaic devices. CW-LIFT deposition and patterning could improve conversion efficiency and other properties of these devices. We can make an assumption that CW-LIFT technique could be used also for other organic semiconductors used in organic photovoltaics which can be deposited by organic molecular evaporation.
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Human mesenchymal stem cells interaction with nano and microtextured surfaces
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Abstract

Cell anatomy and function can be regulated by various physical stimuli, such as the architecture/topography of the substrates used for cell cultures. In this work, various nano- and micro-scale peaks and troughs topographies were obtained by femtosecond laser direct texturing. The obtained structures were analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, atomic force microscopy, X-ray diffraction. The contact angle measurements revealed a change in the hydrophilic character of the unstructured area towards hydrophobic character when texturing was applied. The contact guidance and morphological parameters of human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSCs) adhering to with either steep or curved edges was quantified. Analysis by fluorescence and scanning electron microscopy showed that on peaks and troughs microtopographies, cells were aligned and contacted intimately the underlying granulated structures. The minimum depth to induce cell alignment response was 0.5 µm. The efficacy of cell nuclei alignment along the troughs was significantly higher on curved than on steep topographies. Between the more restrictive straight edges a decrease in nuclei width was evidenced. Our results indicate that substrate micropattern features play a key role in hMSCs spreading response and more importantly that even smoother patterns than grooves and ridges are able to provide contact guidance. Our results demonstrate potential use of laser micropatterned Zirconia to modulate cell fate during bone implantation.
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Sericin-tethered graphene artificial composite matrix obtained by MAPLE for MC3T3-E1 pre-osteoblasts studies
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Abstract
An artificial matrix consisting of graphene and sericin was obtained on titanium based alloy substrates via Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser Evaporation technique. The morphology and topography of the artificial matrix from atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) analysis was characterized by porous micro and nano cavities, having an average roughness of 388 nm. FTIR spectra showed no significant distortions of the functional bands of the deposited matrices when compared with control surfaces. The degradability of the samples was quantified by AFM and ellipsometry measurements. The biocompatibility, and cellular behaviour of the osteoblasts on the graphene-sericin matrix were compared to those of cells cultured on Ti based alloys and sericin alone. Focal adhesion molecule (vinculin) expression was analyzed from the fluorescence images showing highly activated areas at when cultured on the artificial matrix. The release of lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) and LIVE/DEAD assay showed no cytotoxic effect and a sustained cell survival on the analyzed surfaces. To this end, in this work, a biocompatible artificial composite matrix with potential in bone tissue engineering applications was engineered.
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In direct laser surgery, one employs the laser radiation for direct processing of a tissue. In indirect laser surgery, the laser radiation is employed to modify the tissue not directly, for instance, by heating the strongly absorbing tip at the end of the optical fiber using this heated tip for the tissue resection.

In the present communication, we show that the absorbing tip allows the decrease in the power of effective cutting of the laser scalpel at the wavelength of 0.97 μm. It changes the resection speed as well as the characteristics of the damage of the tissues adjacent to the incision in experiments on model media and experimental animals.

The performed research demonstrates that a laser scalpel with a fiber tip having a strongly absorbing coating operating with the output power of 3 W proves to be most efficient for making contact incisions. It provides maximum tissue cutting speed and small coagulation area and, consequently, less thermal damage of the surrounding tissues. The morphological study of the laser incision area shows that the depth of thermally damaged region in the center of the exposure area decreases from 901 μm with the use of a clear fiber tip to 417 μm in the case of a resin and carbon coating.

We investigate the acoustic phenomena accompanying the heating of the tip immersed into a water medium. We analyze the spectrum of acoustical noise in the frequency band of several MHz. This noise can relay on the generation of the small bubbles that can be useful for some surgery processes.

This work was supported by the RSF grant No. 14-15-00840.
Hybrid subtractive and additive 3D microprocessing using femtosecond laser for functional biochip fabrication
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Extremely high peak intensity achieved by femtosecond laser allows nonlinear multiphoton absorption to be induced in transparent materials, which provides versatility in terms of the materials that can be processed. More interestingly, irradiation with tightly focused femtosecond laser pulses inside transparent materials makes three-dimensional (3D) micro- and nanofabrication possible due to efficient confinement of the nonlinear interactions within the focal volume. Using this feature, both types of subtractive and additive 3D manufacturing are available. Specifically, the former process involves femtosecond laser internal modification followed by wet chemical etching (Femtosecond Laser Assisted Wet Etching: FLAE) which directly fabricate 3D microfluidic structures inside glass, while the latter one is two-photon polymerization (TPP) of photocurable resin to create 3D polymer micro and nanostructures even with complicated geometries. In this paper, we propose to conjugate these two processes to further enhance performance of femtosecond laser processing for fabrication of highly functional biochips [1-3].

The hybrid process consists of two main steps. The first step is to fabricate 3D microfluidic structure by FLAE of photosensitive Foturan glass. The second step is to integrate functional microcomponents into the resulting glass 3D microfluidic structure for device functionalization by the TPP procedure.

This technique was applied to fabricate functional biochips to demonstrate efficient mixing of different kinds of fluids, on-chip synthesis of nanomaterials, and parallel cell detection and counting. Figure 1 (a) shows a center-pass optofluidic microlens array consisting of seven microlenses and an M-shaped confining wall with 9 µm-diameter apertures fabricated by TPP for the cell counting. The center-pass optofluidic microlens array is integrated in the closed Y-shaped glass microfluidic channel fabricated by FLAE as shown in Fig. 1 (b). Each microlens produces approximately the same intensity at the focal positions (within ±5%) under white-light illumination, while the confining wall restricts 6~8 µm-width cells to passing through the edges of two adjacent microlenses resulting in great enhancement of the probability in cell detection. The device demonstrates coupling-free parallel cell counting with a 100% success rate by monitoring the optical intensity variations at each spot. As a result, this method features both easy operation and high performance. Furthermore, the confining wall can filter deformed cells having larger width.

Fig. 1. (a) SEM image of a center-pass optofluidic microlens array consisting of seven microlenses and an M-shaped confining wall with 9 µm-diameter apertures fabricated on glass surface by TPP. (b) Optical microscope image of 3D glass microfluidics integrated with the center-pass optofluidic microlens array for coupling-free parallel cell counting.
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Development of a real time mass spectrometry instrument for non-invasive ex-vivo and in-vivo analysis based on IR laser ablation
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Since the past decade there has been an increasing interest for the development of various ambient mass spectrometry (MS) techniques allowing for ex-vivo tissue analysis by microsampling\textsuperscript{1-4}. However, most of these techniques are incompatible with in-vivo conditions. Currently, only Rapid Evaporative Ionization MS (REIMS) using standard electrosurgical tools for ionization was demonstrated as solution for in-vivo medical conditions\textsuperscript{5}.

Here, we want to explore the potential of another solution based on the laser ablation of tissues, using a ns-pulsed IR Optical Parametric Oscillator (OPO) tuned at 2.94 µm. The ablated material is collected by suction and transferred to the MS instrument through a PTFE tubing connected to the inlet of a 3D ion trap MS instrument just directly in front of the transfer capillary.

The effect of various parameters including laser energy, irradiation time, aspiration flow rate or MS tuning was studied using model bovine liver tissue samples. The instrument was then tested for real-time in-vivo analysis by studying skin molecular profiles from fingers of different people.

The obtained results show the feasibility of the technology as well as its low invasiveness (damages and pain) character which clearly demonstrates its interest for clinical applications.
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Adhesion is one of the most important parameters which influence the development of thermal spray coatings and interfacial indentation test (IIT) was used to evaluate adhesion of coatings. The effect of spraying parameters on the coatings adhesion of laser surface modification of H13 tool steel as well as its toughness was investigated. The investigation deals with the application of a continuous CO2 laser to laser surface modified H13 tool steel surface and consequently deposited by Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS). Different laser power and scanning speed were investigated in order to improve the overall mechanical property of H13 tool steel surface. The changes in mechanical properties were investigated in terms of its' micro hardness and microstructure using Micro Hardness Tester Machine and optical microscope. Improvements in micro hardness is performed at higher laser power and moderate scanning speed. Too much increase in power density can be detrimental to the final property of H13 surface and too slow scanning speed increase overlap percentage causes decrease in mechanical properties i.e. micro hardness. Further, the experiment continues with the deposition of thermal barrier coatings (TBC) of bond coat and top coat using Atmospheric Plasma Spray (APS) technique. Three controlled factors of input current, powder feed rate and stand-off-distance were investigated to coat the TBC layer. The coating thickness and percentage of porosity were measured using IM7000 inverted optical microscope while fracture toughness of between coatings were measured using MMT-X7 Matsuzawa Hardness Tester Machine with Vickers Indenter. The microscopy findings indicated variations of Fracture Toughness, K with coating porosity and coating thickness at different parameters settings. The obtained results revealed that the adhesion increase with the decrease in porosity and increase in coating thickness of bond coat and top coat. These findings are significant to enhance surface properties of semi-solid forming H13 tool steel die and prolong its' lifecycle.

Index Terms— Atmospheric plasma spray, Fracture Toughness, K, yttria stabilized zirconia, laser surface modification, surface roughness
Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy for in situ elemental analysis of deep sea minerals

1. Introduction
A few countries that possess manned deep sea submarines thrives to explore and develop marine resources including manganese pavements, nodules and hydrothermal crust deposits. Those precious mineral resources are developed on a small scale and sparsely distributed on the ocean floor. Thus, the detailed mineral survey is needed, obtaining mineral specimens by using a robotic arm for further elemental analysis before determining the mining localities. Considering that the allowed time for underwater navigation is extremely limited and the mineral sampling process using a robotic arm is time-consuming, a technology for real-time, in situ elemental analysis of deep sea mineral is becoming a necessity. Laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been widely used for real-time elemental analysis of various kinds of materials in solid, liquid and gaseous state [1]. In this study, we developed a LIBS system for preliminary study on the in situ analysis of deep sea minerals.

2. Experiment
A 1064 nm Nd:YAG Q-switched laser with the pulse energy of up to 400 mJ and the pulse duration of 8 ns was used to generate up to 50 MW for effective plasma formation and evolution on the sample surfaces. The pulsed laser beam is focused (100 mm focal length) to the surface of deep sea mineral samples including manganese pavements and hydrothermal deposits. The light emitted from the plasma generated right above the surface is collected and delivered through the two plano-convex lenses to the optical fiber which is then connected to the spectrometer of a spectral resolution of 0.1 nm. A double pulse Nd:YAG laser at 532 nm was also used to enhance the emission signal. The plasma temperature, volume and ion density is increased as well as the decay time of line intensities when double pulse LIBS is applied [2]. The first pulse is mainly used for ablating the material, while the second pulse is irradiated to the plume of the first pulse producing finer aerosol [3]. A delay generator of a 10 ns resolution is coupled to the double pulse laser to control the delay time between the two pulses.

3. Results
The temporal evolution of laser induced plasma and its decay on the target surface is examined using a high speed camera. When using the double pulse laser of 532 nm wavelength, the time interval between the initial and the latter pulse was optimized for maximum SNR of the plasma emission signal. We successfully detected several key elements, including Mn, Fe, Co, Ni and Cu from the several deep sea mineral samples including manganese pavements and hydrothermal deposits. One of the measured emission spectra of manganese pavements using a 200 mJ pulse with 8 ns pulse duration is described in Fig. 1.

4. Summary
We utilized the LIBS technique to unveil the possibility of real-time, in situ elemental analysis of deep sea minerals including manganese pavements and hydrothermal deposits using a single pulse and double pulse Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm and 532 nm respectively. Our preliminary results strongly support the potential of LIBS application for in situ analysis of deep sea minerals.
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The quest for non-invasive and real-time monitoring tools is a characteristic of the modern medicine. The technique that is developed in this research complies with this requirement, ensuring the advantages of health state assessment by monitoring the evolution of gaseous biomarkers in human body. We chose to characterize by breath air the assessment of ammonia and ethylene in mental disorders, but the techniques can be easily extended to other pathological issues [1-3].

The first objective of the present study was to analyze the oxidative stress marker in breath samples of patients with mental disorder before and after the treatment.

The second objective was to analyze the deficiency of amino acids marker in breath samples of patients with mental disorder before and after the treatment; subsequently, laser spectroscopy was used to assess the exhaled breath compounds of the study peoples.

The breath gases in the exhalation of patients exhibited significant differences from the breath gases in the exhalation of healthy controls.

In conclusion, the data from this study support the hypothesis of the oxidant/antioxidant balance as a key component that may contribute to mental disorder pathology.

Based on a non-invasive sampling method, stable in biological materials, and easy to measure, we conclude that laser spectroscopy analyses of breath ethylene/ammonia in alveolar air appeared to distinguish patients with mental disorder from healthy controls [4-6].

Although laser spectroscopy is a sensitive, non-invasive and real time method to accurately analyze breathing gas concentrations, finding a sensitive, specific and non invasive biomarker of mental disorder, which could be measured in alveolar air, still remains an important task.
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Analysis of copper sulfide contaminant in solid transformer insulation using vacuum ultraviolet laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
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Time integrated spatially resolved Vacuum-Ultraviolet Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (VUV-LIBS) is proposed and demonstrated for the detection of trace copper and sulfur contaminants in the transformer insulation. It has been reported that copper sulphide (Cu$_2$S) diffusion in transformer insulation media is a major threat to the effective functional life of transformers [1,2]. In the present work, a methodology using VUV-LIBS was identified to study the diffusion of Cu$_2$S into the solid insulation, the oil impregnated pressboard (OIP).

A Q switched Nd$^{3+}$: YAG laser (wavelength 1064 nm and pulse duration 20 ns FWHM) was used for the VUV-LIBS experiment. The emission spectra were spatially resolved using a foreshot of width 50 µm located between the plasma and the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The wavelength range of the spectrometer was optimized for 50 to 90 nm where there is minimum interference from the emission lines of virgin pressboard. Emission lines of SIII (68.3 nm), SIV (66.6 nm) in the OIP were indicative of the presence of the diffused sulfur contaminant. The results were correlated with the LIBS studies based on the emission line of sulfur (S III 279.73 nm) in the visible region. For enhancing further the emission signal intensity of sulfur lines, a Helium gas ambience was used and was optimized for maximum signal detection. A calibration of sulfur emission intensity was attempted using samples of known sulfur concentration. The emission lines of copper were also analyzed in the vacuum ultraviolet region of the spectrum.

Keywords: vacuum ultraviolet laser induced breakdown spectroscopy (VUV-LIBS), copper sulfide, oil impregnated pressboard (OIP)


Selective laser ablation of thin layers means subliming or vaporising a thin (i.e., under 100 µm) layer without damaging the substrate or the intermediate underlying layer. This is especially important in several applications, such as rapid prototyping of printed circuit boards. In this case it is essential that the copper is removed from an engraved track without damaging the substrate under the copper, while the damaged substrate may carbonize and therefore cause the unwanted altering of its electrical properties [1]. Since the laser-engraved track depth significantly varies with different parameters, such as copper layer thickness, surface conditions, and processing-laser parameters, an adaptation of the laser-processing parameters is needed to achieve optimal results. However, the current laser engraving systems lack of an on-line monitoring method that would enable selective layer removal of changing surface properties during the laser processing.

Several methods of detecting the acoustic waves and plasma spectrum during the thin layer removal have been investigated [1, 2, 3]. Here, the acoustic waves have been measured by a microphone and a laser-beam-deflection probe [4, 5]. The main idea behind these methods is to detect the time-of-flight of the shock wave, which is generated during the laser ablation. Since the shock wave’s velocity varies with the optodynamic energy-conversion efficiency [6], this results in different time-of-flights at a constant distance between the probe or microphone and the laser-material interaction site. Here, the main idea is that the optodynamic energy-conversion efficiency changes when the ablated material changes, e.g., since a thin layer is already removed and the ablation of the substrate takes place. The second type of the method for monitoring the removal of thin layers is laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) that enables the spectrum analysis of the plasma emission generated during the laser-material interaction. In such a way, the identification of the elemental composition of the material being ablated is possible [7].

In the presented study we simultaneously use two monitoring methods, the shadowgraphy [6] and LIBS [8] for the analysis of laser ablation of copper from a printed circuits board. Here, a laser pulse of 5 ns having the energy of 16 mJ at 1064 nm was used to ablate an 18-µm-thin copper layer from the substrate. On the basis of shadowgraphs of the shock wave induced by a laser ablation, we measured the optodynamic energy-conversion efficiency. Our results show that this efficiency, defined as the ratio between the mechanical energy of the shock wave and the excitation-pulse energy, is significantly higher for the laser-pulse-copper interaction than for the interaction between the excitation pulse and the substrate. The presented shadowgraphic results enable a better insight into the shock wave dynamics that is important to understand and optimize measurements with other optodynamic methods, such as a laser-beam-deflection probe and microphone measurements. LIBS was simultaneously employed in our experimental setup. Thus, the optical emission from plasma plume was collected by using a spectrograph and recorded with a streak camera. Here, the time-resolved streak images enable monitoring of temporal evolution of the ionic and atomic emission lines. We will show that advancing of laser ablation through the copper layer and reaching of the substrate can be estimated by tracking the intensity ratio of doublet Copper lines (515.3 nm and 521.8 nm) and doublet Aluminium lines (394 nm and 396 nm). Therefore, our results confirm that LIBS method enables an on-line monitoring needed for selective thin-layers laser removal.
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Abstract

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is a well-known analytical technique for elemental detection entailing spectral analysis of plasma formed through laser ablation. Among numerous advantages, LIBS is practical for robust, in-situ and remote analysis of various single- or multi-element materials, namely metals and dielectrics. Although the standard technique suffers from low sensitivity, alternative methods exist which bode signal enhancement over the standard. Double-pulse LIBS (DPLIBS) involves optimization of spatial and temporal coupling for two laser pulses in order to improve spectral emissions from plasma formed via laser ablation. However, signal improvement varies often significantly between targets of different properties. The objective of this study is to compare signal sensitivity between conventional single-pulse LIBS (SPLIBS) and DPLIBS techniques for pure element samples of varying properties. The study investigates laser-material interaction for Nd:YAG SPLIBS and near-collinear Nd:YAG-CO$_2$ DPLIBS schemes. Analysis involves correlation of such material properties as atomic weight, melting and boiling point, thermal parameters, optical reflectivity and ionization potential to observed signals and plasma characteristics. Target samples chosen for varying properties include metals of varying Z: Al, Mg, Co, Fe, Sn, Cu, Cr, Ta, and W. Signal intensity, signal-to-noise and signal-to-background as well as plasma persistence, excitation temperature and electron density constitute parameters of merit for signal as well as plasma analyses, respectively. Results suggest thermal properties parallel intensity variation while signal (including background of spectra) varies largely with the atomic mass of the target element between proposed SPLIBS and DPLIBS techniques. Ultimately, mechanisms involved for signal enhancement in DPLIBS are discussed in context of laser-material interaction and material physical properties.
Abstract

Pulsed excimer lasers are the most powerful 193 nm laser processing tools on the market and have a history of success in demanding industrial laser markets such as refractive surgery, microelectronics manufacturing or laser engraving. High pulse energies of some 10 to several 100 mJ are available already from compact, stand-alone excimer lasers which are easily integrated into laser ablation systems for LA-ICP-MS solid sample analysis. This is because their 6.4 eV photons are generated directly without the need for frequency conversion. The high pulse energy is usually transformed into high fluence levels favourable in the case of optically transparent specimens or when analysing a variety of geological samples. Today, homogenized 193 nm laser optical systems for LA-ICP-MS analysis such as the GeoLasPro provide nanosecond pulsed output for ablation with better than 1% rms shot-to-shot stability and on-sample fluence levels as high as 45 J/cm2. LA-ICP-MS has come a long way since its introduction over 25 years ago. Whereas the first generation of laser systems started out with infrared lasers, today’s most advanced solid sampling systems are predominantly using UV excimer lasers driving accuracy and precision achieved in analysing soils and sediments, gemstones, quartz samples, calcite, fluorite and other materials. Ultra-precise excimer lasers at 193 nm ensure optimum ablation quality and get the most out of the resolution and signal processing capabilities of the attached ICP-MS instrumentation.
Nanoparticles Enhanced Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy: applying nanoparticle to LIBS
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Many approaches have been proposed in the last decade to improve LIBS performances, like Multi-pulse LIBS, Resonance LIBS and various hyphenated techniques. Although these techniques have been successful applied, they require complex experimental set-up and additional costs that decrease the LIBS’ appeal for users, who generally use compact commercial systems and are not interested in developing deep expertise in laser techniques.

On the other hand development of knowledge on nanotechnoety is having a great impact in analytical chemistry like in mass spectrometric techniques, high resolution microscopy and gas sensors. Starting from these considerations we have recently proposed Nanoparticle Enhanced LIBS (NELIBS) [1,2] in order to strongly improve the efficiency of the laser-matter interaction by exploiting the physical features of noble metal nanoparticles (NP) for what concerns their electrical, optical and thermal properties. NELIBS is based on the deposition of a colloidal solution of noble metal NP on the sample surface and does not require any change in the LIBS set-up and so can be directly applied to traditional LIBS commercial system achieving an emission intensity 1-2 orders of magnitude higher than LIBS. In this work the fundamental aspects of NELIBS is be discussed in correlation with quantitative analysis of conductor samples (metals and alloys), high refractive index samples (glasses) and biological samples. In the case of conductor the NELIBS enhancement is ascribed to the coupling effect of the laser field with the surface plasmonic field inducing instantaneous electron field emission and a more efficient breakdown ignition. On the other hand NPs on transparent medium can be applied in order to tune the surface refraction index of the sample and optimize the breakdown and plasma induction. Finally the lower ablation threshold of sample covered with NPs allows to apply LIBS to fresh leaves, where conventional LIBS does not work efficiently. Although huge difference in laser breakdown process and in the emission signal observed during NELIBS and LIBS, it has been observed that the plasma features are very similar in both the techniques, confirming the possibility of applying the same analytical methodologies.

Spectroscopic analysis of the breath from subjects with type 2 diabetes
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Concerning the complications associated with type 2 diabetes, the emission of ethylene from the human breath as a consequence of oxidative stress determination by lipid peroxidation was monitored using laser photoacoustic spectroscopy (LPAS) [1,2]. Lipid peroxidation (LP) is the oxidative degradation of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) induced by free radicals (reactive molecules that possess an unpaired electron). The cell damage started by free radicals action on biomolecules plays a very important role in the pathogenesis of some diseases, such as cancer, cardiopulmonary bypass, Alzheimer, atherosclerosis and inflammation. Under stress conditions (e.g. ionising radiation, toxic chemical substances, chronic or acute diseases, etc), the free radical production is significantly increased.

Breath analysis has long been recognized as a potentially powerful tool for the diagnosis and study of medical diseases [3,4]. The molecular profile of breath will be the product of the composition of the inspiratory air and the volatile molecules that are present in the blood. The bulk matrix of breath is a mixture of nitrogen, oxygen, carbon dioxide, water vapors and the inert gases. Over 1,000 compounds have been identified to be present in exhaled human breath with concentrations range from ppb to ppt levels. Approximately, 35 of the identified compounds in the exhaled breath have been established as biomarkers for particular diseases and metabolic disorders [3–7]. Diabetes mellitus is a group of metabolic diseases characterized by hyperglycemia resulting from effects of insulin action, insulin secretion or both [5,6]. Diabetes has taken place as one of the most important diseases worldwide, reaching epidemic proportions. Diabetes is a major source of morbidity, mortality, and economic cost to the society. In addition to this, diabetics are also at risk of experiencing chronic complications such as coronary heart diseases, retinopathy, nephropathy and neuropathy, and foot ulceration. Oxidative stress plays an important role in the pathogenesis and the complications of diabetes. Hyperglycemia results in overproduction of oxygen free radicals, which contributes to the progression of diabetes.

Ethylene as biomarkers for lipid peroxidation in humans can be detected in the exhaled breath by means of very sensitive gas sensors based on high resolution molecular spectroscopy. To this purpose, a CO₂ laser photoacoustic spectroscopy system (CO₂LPAS) for online ethylene monitoring in subjects with type 2 diabetes. The high resolution laser spectroscopy is able to detect trace gases in human breath with high sensitivity and can help medicine and science in understanding the life processes and designing sensors useful for non-invasive clinical diagnostic procedures. The method was applied in a study of the correlation between the exhaled ethylene and the complication related with type 2 diabetes. The results seems to indicate an increase in ethylene concentrations at subjects with different complications due to diabetes. Additional work is needed to confirm the reported results and to take same advantage from them, and in general from the possibility offered by the LPAS facility.

Suitability of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy in screening potential additives to mitigate fouling deposits
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Abstract: Condensable alkali vapors present in the flue gas play a vital role in promoting the formation of fouling deposits and their growth. A decrease in alkali vapors in flue gas suppresses the growth rate of fouling deposits, and increases the thermal efficiency of a coal-fired thermal power plant. An increase in alkali content in ash - generated by burning a coal with an additive -compared to ash generated by combusting the coal without an additive indicates a decrease in alkali vapors in flue gas. Elemental composition of coals is one of the key parameters to measure in order to assess coal quality and its behavior during combustion. In this study, the suitability of laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) in detecting and quantifying alkali elements in coals was investigated [1,2]. In the experiment, a pulsed Nd³⁺:YAG laser at a wavelength of 1064 nm with a pulse interval of 10 ns and pulse repetition rate of 10 Hz was used. Five additives – kaolinite, alumina, silica, magnesia, and pumice – were tested on four Indian coals for their capability to confine alkali elements to ash during coal combustion. Two additive concentrations and two combustion temperatures were employed to study the effect of concentration and combustion temperature, respectively, on retention of alkali elements to ashes. The technique was used to identify additives to trap both sodium and potassium to ash.

Keywords: Fouling; Mitigating ash deposition; Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy; Additive technique; Alkalis retention.
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Fast atomic diffusion in solid state amorphous thin films irradiated with low fluence laser pulse in UV
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Thin amorphous films were irradiated with 266 nm radiation of the Nd-YAG laser. Experiments were performed on SiGe amorphous films [1] and TiGeO amorphous films obtained by RF magnetron sputtering deposition [2]. Low value laser fluence well below the ablation or melting threshold was used.

Before and after laser irradiation, the films structure was studied by SEM, AFM and TEM methods. The TEM specimens were prepared by cross section technique. This method allows the study of structural modifications, induced by the laser pulse action in the thin surface layer corresponding to the radiation absorption depth in the film. The modifications of the surface layer atomic composition, effect which is directly related with the atomic diffusion induced by the laser pulse action, were studied using the HAADF-STEM imaging and the EDX line scan analyze technique.

The SiGe amorphous films with 170 nm thickness were obtained by RF magnetron sputtering using Si:Ge ratio of 45:55. After laser pulse irradiation with 30 mJ/cm² fluence, which is well below the experimental 50 mJ/cm² value, which is the experimental threshold value for melting, the surface layer show a gradual crystallization which develop in depth to about 50 nm after 10 laser pulse irradiation. In the same time with the crystallization process, the Ge atoms concentration grows in the 10 nm film surface layer and the region under this layer is depleted in Ge, as revealed by the EDX line scan analyze. This diffusion effect takes place in solid state phase in the time of laser pulse action. Considering that the normal values of Ge diffusivities is solid state at 1000 K are of the order of magnitude of $10^{-16}$ cm²/s, the diffusion length is of the order of several pm. However, the redistribution of Ge in the surface layer shows a real diffusion coefficient of the order of $10^{-4}$ cm²/s, which is characteristic for liquid state.

A similar fast diffusion effect takes place in the case of laser pulse irradiation of TiGeO amorphous films. These films with 350 nm thickness were deposited with the Ge:TiO₂ ratio of 50:50, and their annealing at 900 K leads to formation of a nanostructured crystalline film containing Ge(Ti)O₂ rutile, Ti(Ge)O₂ anatase and Ge cubic phases [2]. The laser irradiation of the as deposited TiGeO amorphous film was performed perpendicular to the film surface using 100 laser pulses and a fluence of 15 mJ/cm². After the laser irradiation the film structure remains amorphous. A wave like relief with a quasi-period of 200 nm was produced on the film surface and the surface layer nanostructure was modified in a depth of 50 nm. An interesting effect of Ge atoms segregation in nanometric amorphous spheres takes place under the film surface. These Ge spheres have size from 5 to 20 nm and are embedded in the TiGeO amorphous matrix depleted in Ge. The surface temperature estimations lead to a maximum temperature of about 700 K, which is well below the Ge or Ge and Ti oxides melting temperature. However, the laser pulse action probably can trigger the glass transition effect, which produces a softening of the amorphous matrix and give the possibility to the surface relief appearance. Even so, the fast diffusion of Ge atoms forming the Ge amorphous nanospheres, cannot be explained only with this softening.

In conclusion, the experimental facts reveal that in the case of UV pulse laser irradiation of Ge content amorphous films, using fluence values less than the melting threshold, a fast atomic diffusion effect takes place. This effect takes place in solid state phase and show diffusivity values like in the liquid state phase.
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The relaxation between initially cold lattice and femtosecond laser heated electrons is in a focus of the experimental and computational studies during last decade [1]. A detailed knowledge of 3d electron band structure in copper is crucial to determine electron temperature in a two-temperature (2T) state from X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) measurements.

An advanced model of 2T state based on the simple model [2] was developed for d-metals including copper and gold. The model includes an equation of state (EoS), electron heat conductivity and electron-ion coupling as functions of density and both ion and electron temperatures. Contribution of hot electrons to the 2T EoS is derived from DFT calculations with the use of VASP code. Cold energy and ion contribution to the 2T EoS are taken from a semi-empirical EoS for copper in electron-ion equilibrium [www.ihed.ras.ru/rusbank].

Electron heat conductivity was calculated using either QMD simulation performed with ABINIT code or an analytical method [2] based on the Boltzmann kinetic equation, which was extended in this work. The change of 3d electron density of state (DoS), shown in Fig. 1 (left panel), caused by compression or electron heating was taken into account in calculation of electron transport coefficients using the analytical method [2]. Electron-ion coupling, which guides the electron-ion relaxation in metals, was obtained with an approach [2] utilizing Kaganov-Lifshitz-Tanatarov theory. The coupling was calculated to be significantly dependent on both electron temperature and density (Fig. 1, right panel), and yet it is in good agreement with the experimental data obtained at the temperature 2200 K and zero-pressure equilibrium density [3].

The model developed for two-temperature hydrodynamic (2T-HD) simulation of electron-ion relaxation allowed us to obtain distributions of electron and ion temperatures across a submicron foil during the electron-ion relaxation timescale in the range of 1-10 ps. We demonstrate that the electron temperature distribution is not spatially uniform in such thin foils within picoseconds after laser irradiation. The calculated rates of thermal transfer from electron to ion subsystem were used in combined 2T-HD and MD simulations to study effect of 2T electron-ion relaxation on foil expansion. This work was partially supported by RFBR (grant No. 13-02-1078).
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Cross-sectional image of femtosecond laser-induced periodic surface structures on yttria-stabilized zirconia
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Formation of laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) by ultrashort pulse lasers has been investigated for variety of materials. The low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL) is explained by the interaction of the incident light and the scattered light on the surface \cite{1}. For metals and semiconductors, the direction of the periodic line structure of LSFL is generally perpendicular to the polarization direction. For some dielectrics, LSFL parallel to the polarization have been reported \cite{2}. The $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$-stabilized tetragonal $\text{ZrO}_2$ polycrystal (3-mol $\%$ $\text{Y}_2\text{O}_3$-doped $\text{ZrO}_2$, 3Y-TZP), which is one of fine engineering ceramics, offers advantages in application for mechanical components and medical implants due to its high resistance to fracture and flexural strength. Femtosecond laser ablation can be a suitable method to modify the surface roughness of 3Y-TZP \cite{3}, however, there has been no report on LIPSS for 3Y-TZP. In this paper, we report the formation of LIPSS and cross-sectional image of LIPSS on 3Y-TZP for the first time, which can be utilized to modify the surface characteristics of fine ceramics.

A laboratory made Ti:Sapphire laser system was employed for experiment. It generates 800nm-centered 80-fs FWHM pulses at 560Hz repetition rate. The beam was focused by lenses to the sample with controlling polarization by using waveplates. The shot number was controlled by a mechanical shutter. The 3Y-TZP samples are made from a fine powder (TZ-3YB-E, Tosoh) with sintering temperature at 1350 $^\circ$C. The surface was wet-polished to mirror quality (Ra<0.05 $\mu$m) by a manufacturer. The ablated surfaces were observed by a laser scanning microscope and scanning electron microscopes (SEM). In order to take cross-sectional images of LIPSS, a focused ion beam (FIB) etching was employed (FIB-SEM, XVision 200DB, Hitachi High-tech). Before FIB etching, the surface was coated by 100nm-thick Pt as a conduction layer and by 500-nm thick W as a guard layer for FIB.

![Cross section of LIPSS on 3Y-TZP](image)

Figure 1 shows SEM picture of the W-coated surface and the cross-section of LIPSS on 3Y-TZP. The LIPSS was generated with 40-shots irradiation of the laser pulses at a fluence of 4 J/cm$^2$. The LIPSS is grating like structure with a period of 700-900nm/cycle for linearly polarized light with the lines parallel to the polarization direction. From the cross-sectional image obtained with different electron detectors for SEM and scanning ion microscope (SIM), we could clearly observe grains of polycrystal and some modified layers with < 100-nm thickness on the LIPSS on 3Y-TZP.

Metal films on dielectric substrates are widely used in laser experiments and technologies (LIFT, LIBT, nanoparticles production, microelectronics, etc.) [1-3]. Dynamics of films on substrate differs from dynamics of free-standing foils due to mechanical response of substrate, see Fig. 1. Also motion of the films is significantly different from dynamics of bulk targets if the film thickness is of the order of or less than thermal depth heated by a laser pulse [3-6], which is typically ~40-150 nm in metals. The same absorbed laser energy makes a thin film hotter than a bulk target since the thermal conductance of dielectric is low. From the other hand, an ultrashort laser pulse generates tensile stress in a film. An amplitude of stress increases as an absorbed fluence increases. Above the separation threshold, the stretching action of tensile stress separates the film from substrate because usually the metal – substrate contact is the weakest (for stretching) plane in the metal – substrate system, see Fig. 1. Combination of higher heating and the weak plane together with interaction of two rarefaction waves decreases the threshold for separation of film from substrate relative to the ablation threshold for a bulk target.

We present the new theoretical and simulation results concerning two-temperature thermophysics and hydrodynamics of irradiated silver and gold films for various conditions, in which the influence of absorbed fluence, thickness, and cohesion strength are discussed. Behavior of film below and above the separation threshold is analyzed. Evolution of optical properties is investigated. Dynamics of separation is studied. Hydrodynamic interaction between a film and substrate plays a significant role in the separation of a film and its fly out from substrate. The separation threshold is defined. Simulation results are compared with experimental studies. Support from Russian Science Foundation 14-19-01599 is acknowledged.

Fig. 1 (Left) The rise of total pressure (electron + ion contributions) is due to laser heating (at early stage a main contribution is from electrons) in the beginning and next because of energy transfer from electrons to ions. Ion Gruneisen parameter is higher than electron one, therefore the same energy results in higher pressure. Two rarefaction waves propagate one from the vacuum boundary at the left side and another from the gold/glass contact initially located at 60 nm. The arrows mark current positions of contact and shock in glass. (Right) Separation of film from glass. Two instants, one just before separation, and another just after, are shown. The pressure increase toward zero indicates beginning of separation. Laser pulse duration is 100 fs. Pulse comes from the left side. Rarefaction from vacuum boundary creates tensile stress, that comes to the contact and stretches it. Film separates from glass when tensile stress overcomes the cohesive strength, which is assumed to be equal 1 GPa in this simulation.

Case study on the ultrafast laser ablation of thin aluminium films: dependence on laser parameters and film thickness

High-quality micro-structuring of thin metallic films, e.g. no debris, no burr and no damage of the substrate is of increasing interest for thin film electronics, like organic electronics [1]. Laser ablation using ultra-short pulsed laser radiation allows removing thin film with very high spatial resolution and working with high repetition rate as well with high throughput. In this work the ultrafast ablation of thin films of aluminium on BK7 glass is investigated as function of wavelength (1026 nm and 257 nm), pulse duration (200 fs to 10 ps), number of pulses per point (1 to 10), temporal separation of pulses (10 ps to 1 ms), and film thickness (10 nm to 300 nm). The ablation $F_{Thr, abl}$ and melting threshold peak fluences $F_{Thr,melt}$ are determined. The experimental data are compared with numerical simulations. The model combines the simulation of the beam propagation by using Finite Differences Time Domain (FDTD) method with Yee-algorithm and the calculation of the temperature distribution by solving the coupled heat transfer equation of the Two Temperature Model (TTM). All simulations were performed two-dimensionally with axial symmetry and by using Graphic Processor Units (GPU). The optical properties of the thin Al-films were determined experimentally by ellipsometry and the thermo-physical properties were taken from literature [2] including the dependence of the electron temperature. The change of the optical properties due to the rising electron temperature caused by the the laser pulse is taking into account by the Lorentz-Drude model [3]. The removal of the molten material is considered by a simplified approach applying the recoil pressure [4].

The peak threshold fluence determined by focused IR femtosecond laser radiation ($\lambda = 1026$ nm, $t_p = 280$ fs, $d_f = 26.8$ µm) feature an incubation dependence on the number of pulses (Fig. 1 left). After irradiating the surface with single laser pulses below $F_{Thr, abl}$ the thin Al-film is not removed completely, but its density is changed and a porous layer of re-solidified aluminium with a well confined external border is detectable by SEM, light microscopy and laser scanning microscopy (Fig. 1 right). Due to the Gaussian intensity distribution of the laser radiation at fluences above $F_{Thr, abl}$ the layer is removed in the central region completely and a bumpy border is detectable around the removed area.

Fig. 1. Ablation of a thin Al-film ($d = 85$ nm) on BK7 glass with IR femtosecond laser radiation ($\lambda = 1026$ nm, $t_p = 280$ fs). Left: Ablation and melting threshold fluences as function of number of pulses and temporal separation of pulses (double-Log-plot, lines to guide the eye); Right: Ablated features by single pulse ablation at fluences below $F_{Thr, abl}$ (upper structures) and above $F_{Thr, abl}$ (middle structures; SEM, light microscopy). A porous structure of the re-solidified layer is also detectable for fluences above $F_{Thr, abl}$ by laser scanning microscopy (lower structure).
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Recently, in our group a new synthetic pathway has been developed for getting a donor-acceptor $\pi$-conjugated fullerene-oligothiophene-fullerene triad compound in which the three constituents are linked covalently by two ethynyl bridges [1].

Starting from this potentially interesting compound we performed photophysical steady-state and transient pump-probe measurements in solution in order to study the electron dynamics processes involved after the photoexcitation. In parallel, electronic structure calculations have been performed on some related donor-acceptor systems with different electron acceptor groups (e.g., -Br, –CHO and -ethynyl). The results of exploratory quantum chemical methods were used to evaluate the energetics of excited electronic states and the absorption spectra as well as the nature of the excitations. In this work the agreement between experimental and TD-DFT data will be reported and discussion about the role of solvents during the charge transfer process will be presented.

Hydrodynamic simulation of aluminum target surface irradiated by a femtosecond laser pulse
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Studying the surface motion of a metal sample during and after a sub-picosecond laser heating presents a great interest to understand the structural evolution along with the phase transition dynamics. An accurate description of the surface dynamics is essential to understand the interplay between energy absorption and relaxation processes.

The surface dynamics of aluminum sample irradiated by a femtosecond laser pulse was measured at CELIA using the Aurore Ti:sapphire laser facility (800 nm, 30 fs, up to 6 mJ at 1 kHz repetition rate) [1]. The laser beam was split into two beams. The pump beam was focused on a 300 nm thick aluminum layer deposited on optical quality glass. The probe beam was used to set up a Frequency Domain Interferometry diagnostic. The position evolution of the aluminum surface was measured with a sub-picosecond time resolution and a 1 nm accuracy. The results show that the surface sample remains sharp during the time of observation. This over dense expansion of the surface is due to a nanometer oxide layer present on the aluminum target surface. This layer plays the role of a plug which inhibits the plasma ejection and keeps the surface in a condensed phase.

To investigate the influence of the oxide layer on the surface relaxation, simulations were performed with 1D Lagrangian hydrodynamic code ESTHER [2]. In the calculations, the sample was composed of an aluminum target surrounded by a Al₂O₃ layer. The oxide layer is assumed to be transparent to the laser with a constant optical index of 1.76. The pump laser energy is absorbed by the aluminum electrons behind the oxide layer. The deposited laser energy is transferred to the aluminum lattice after the end of pump irradiation. A two-temperature equation of state based on the multiphase equilibrium equation of state Bushman, Lomonosov and Fortov [3] is used for aluminum, and aluminum oxide is described by the SESAME table 7411. To include the oxide mechanical resistance in our 1D simulation, the oxide layer is assumed to behave as a membrane – i.e., a thin plate subject to large external stretching forces applied at its circumference.

The calculated and measured Al-Al₂O₃ interface motions are presented in Fig. 1 for a 300 nm aluminum target surrounded by a 10 nm thick oxide film, and irradiated with fluences of 0.5 and 1 J/cm². A good agreement is observed between the calculated and experimental results. The simulation exhibits a sharp aluminum boundary as in the experiment. During the first five picoseconds, the oxide layer retains the aluminum expansion without mechanical resistance. After, the oxide layer induces a mechanical resistance which slows down the surface expansion. Finally, the oxide layer breaks, and the expansion velocity of the aluminum surface becomes roughly constant.

Fig. 1. Calculated and measured evolution of Al target surface irradiated by 0.5 J/cm² (blue triangles for experiment, and dashed line for simulation) and 1 J/cm² (red square for experiment, and line for simulation).

The calculated and measured Al-Al₂O₃ interface motions are presented in Fig. 1 for a 300 nm aluminum target surrounded by a 10 nm thick oxide film, and irradiated with fluences of 0.5 and 1 J/cm². A good agreement is observed between the calculated and experimental results. The simulation exhibits a sharp aluminum boundary as in the experiment. During the first five picoseconds, the oxide layer retains the aluminum expansion without mechanical resistance. After, the oxide layer induces a mechanical resistance which slows down the surface expansion. Finally, the oxide layer breaks, and the expansion velocity of the aluminum surface becomes roughly constant.

We studied the molecular dynamics in a strong laser field by investigating the dissociative double ionization of acetylene which is one of the symmetric organic and important polyatomic molecules for understanding the photo-initiated process. Using the COLTRIMS technique [1] in combination with pump probe technique we mapped different dissociation pathways. Two body fragment channels are dominated. Pump and probe pulses were produced with Mach-zehnder interferometer. The pump and probe pulses were overlapped in space and time at zero delay and directed into the COLTRIMS main chamber. Inside the chamber the laser beams were tightly focused by a silver coated spherical mirror of focal length 75mm onto the supersonic jet. The laser pulse had duration of 6 fs with a central wavelength of 800 nm. The Pump power was 15mW and probe power was 6mW. The Probe power was set in such a way that no $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2^{2+}$ ions could be created by probe pulse. The ions were extracted onto a time-and position-sensitive channel plate detector by a uniform electric field 15 V/cm. The ionic products such as $\text{H}^+$, $\text{CH}^+$, $\text{C}^+$, $\text{CH}_2^+$, $\text{C}_2\text{H}^+$, $\text{C}_2\text{H}_2^+$ were detected. To analyse the correlated ion pairs, we only selected the pairs of fragments with total momentum close to zero and they are separated by the PIPICO (Photo ion photo ion coincidence) method.

Following two body breakup channels were selected for the double ionization of acetylene

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{C}_2\text{H}_2^{2+} &\rightarrow \text{H}^+ + \text{C}_2\text{H}^+ & \text{P channel} \\
\text{C}_2\text{H}_2^{2+} &\rightarrow \text{CH}^+ + \text{CH}^+ & \text{A Channel} \\
\text{C}_2\text{H}_2^{2+} &\rightarrow \text{C}^+ + \text{CH}_2^+ & \text{V Channel}
\end{align*}
\]

KER spectra for three breakup channels are presented in the figure 1.

The deprotonation channel shows the largest yield as compared to the other channels. These spectra reveal time dependent features that reflect the behaviour of dissociation of molecule which we will discuss in our paper.
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High-resolution ultrafast laser ablation-based chemical imaging of energy materials
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One of the main objectives in laser ablation-based chemical analysis is increasing spatial and depth resolution. In this work we use ultrafast laser ablation in the optical far- and near- fields to identify the spatial resolution limitations in laser-ablation based chemical analysis, and to reduce limits of detection down to the attogram scale. These all-optical femtosecond laser technologies are implemented in a number of energy applications, and in particular in the analysis of interfacial layers in Li-ion battery systems, as well as for 3D chemical imaging of different components of the battery cell. The chemical distributions of these systems are correlated to their electrochemical performance, and serve to develop strategies for enabling next-generation high-energy density Li-ion technologies. These results demonstrate the flexibility of laser ablation-based chemical analysis for high-resolution and high-sensitivity elemental imaging of complex energy systems, in real-time and at atmospheric pressure conditions.
LIBS spectroscopy meets the ocean. Chemical analysis of archeological materials in Mediterranean waters

Javier Laserna
Departamento de Química Analítica, Universidad de Málaga, Spain

After decades of development in laboratories and land operations, chemical analysis of submerged objects is starting to become a reality. While the analysis of water at variable depth has been demonstrated in the past using florescence spectroscopy and Raman spectroscopy, determination of the atomic composition of submerged objects is much a more complex task. Technology based on laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) has been recently developed for such sub-sea operations. This paper will discuss the operating parameters of a marine LIBS analyzer. Metals, alloys, rocks, marble, concrete, can be analyzed at a depth of up to 50 m. The system has been tested in several coastal surveys in Mediterranean waters.
Two-Step Laser Mass Spectrometry (L2MS) analysis of soot particles surface composition: new developments on the VUV single photon ionization
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Accurate analyses of soot particle surface composition are aimed at a better understanding of various topics such as their growth processes in flames, their hazardous effect on health and their hydroscopic properties or their potential role as ice condensation nuclei in the atmosphere. In our laboratory, we characterize the species adsorbed on soot particles at low-trace level by Laser Desorption – Laser Ionization – Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometry (L2MS). Besides the dominating polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) component, we search for other classes of molecules which could modify the physical and chemical properties of soot particles. We developed original laser-based approaches on the one hand to control the ionic / neutral content of the desorbed species and on the other hand to selectively identify the aliphatic component from the aromatic one during the ionization step of the neutrals. Various samples have been analyzed including pure aromatic and aliphatic samples, mixtures, synthetic soot, and model laboratory flame soot.

The soot surface is probed either with the second (532 nm) or fourth (266 nm) harmonic of a nanosecond Nd:YAG laser. While mostly neutral species are produced at 532 nm, the production of ion or neutral can be controlled by the laser fluence of the 266 nm beam. The ionization of the desorbed neutral species is performed by the collimated 266 nm beam from a second Nd:YAG laser or by the focused 118 nm beam generated in a home-made Xe-cell by tripling the third harmonic (355 nm) of the Nd:YAG laser [1]. In the former configuration, only species exhibiting absorption band around 266 nm and ionization energies lower than 9.3 eV, including especially π stabilized polyaromatic species, can be selectively detected by resonant two-photon ionization (R2PI). In the latter case, most of the condensed-phase species can be single-photon ionized (SPI) since their ionization energies are lower than 10.5 eV. The successive use of both ionization wavelengths allows us to distinguish thus the aromatic component from the aliphatic one. The species in the desorption plume are finally mass-analyzed using a Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer.

As a preliminary work, we tested the effects of the available wavelengths in both desorption and ionization steps on PAH pellets and various aliphatic compounds and mixtures. We report the effect of the fluence on the desorption pattern. In a second step, we produced and analyzed synthetic soot samples with a controlled-concentration coverage in standard PAH and aliphatic mixtures. In this manner, we can estimate a limit of detection of our apparatus and compare it in the various configurations. Finally, the method has been applied to soot collected from a laboratory turbulent flame.

Decoration of silicon nanowires with laser ablated silver nanoparticles for surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy
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To detect specific molecules at very low concentration is of particular interest in many areas including biology, analytical chemistry, cultural heritage. Raman spectroscopy provides a clear fingerprint to identify a chemical species, but it is a second order, inefficient process with scattering cross-sections of the order of 10⁻²⁰ cm² per molecule, preventing detection and recognition of molecular species at very low concentrations. Nanostructured metallic surfaces, mainly gold and silver, lead to giant amplifications of the Raman scattering cross sections. The enhancements strongly depend on the morphologies of the metallic substrates: nanoparticle (NP) size, shape and mutual arrangement on the surface i.e. NP spatial density and interparticle spacing. Many efforts have been made to improve Raman enhancement by controlling the optical and morphological properties of the substrates. In this respect, a three-dimensional SERS active structure can be more effective with respect to a planar substrate since the number density of metallic NPs and the volume probed by the laser spot are both increased. In this work, we present a method to decorate silicon nanowires (Si NWs) with silver NPs deposited by pulsed laser ablation. Si NWs were prepared as follows: a n-doped (10¹⁵ cm⁻²) crystalline silicon substrate was soaked at room temperature in an aqueous solution containing silver nitrate (AgNO₃) 0.02 M, as metal precursor and fluoridric acid (HF) 5 M as etching agent. The silver salts dissociate in the solution, thus realizing a precipitation of silver NPs that randomly distribute on the silicon surface. Locally, just underneath the region covered by metal NPs silicon oxide forms that is subsequently removed by the HF. So silver NPs sink into the silicon bulk, leading to the formation of Si NWs during the etching. Depending on the adopted etching time Si NWs with different lengths (L=1.8 µm and 3.5 µm) were grown. Decoration of the Si NWs with silver NPs was achieved by pulsed laser ablation (PLA). In previous works [1-3] we have shown that effective SERS substrates can be grown by PLA of silver target in presence of an inert (Ar) controlled atmosphere. Different morphologies, ranging from isolated spherical NPs to nearly percolated structures, result by changing two parameters: laser shot number and Ar pressure, keeping fixed all the other relevant deposition parameters. Here silver NPs were grown on the surface of Si NWs using laser pulse numbers ranging between 30000 and 60000. Laser fluence was kept fixed at about 2.0 J/cm² and Ar pressure at 70 Pa. The evolution of NP morphology on the surface of Si NWs was investigated by SEM microscopy. SEM cross-section images of the Si NWs show that NPs and their distribution not only depend on the laser pulse number but also on NP position along the Si NW surface. We observe that NPs on top of the Si NWs are larger and less spaced than NPs lying at NW bottom, near the substrate.

Fig. 1 SEM cross-section of shows Si NWs decorated by silver NPs acquired at half height of the Si NWs (L=1.8 µm): typical NP size, 7.5 nm. In the inset is shown the cross-section image acquired at the top where NP size was estimated to be about 8.4 nm. Even if a deep optimization of the SERS activity was not performed, rhodamine 6G was detected at concentration level of 10⁻⁶ M (see Fig.2).

In Fig.1 SEM cross-section of shows Si NWs decorated by silver NPs acquired at half height of the Si NWs (L=1.8 µm): typical NP size, 7.5 nm. In the inset is shown the cross-section image acquired at the top where NP size was estimated to be about 8.4 nm. Even if a deep optimization of the SERS activity was not performed, rhodamine 6G was detected at concentration level of 10⁻⁶ M (see Fig.2).

Comparison of fs and ns lasers for Blister-Based Laser-Induced Forward-Transfer


1. Introduction
Blister-Based Laser-Induced Forward-Transfer (BB-LIFT) is a recent technique [1,2] which has shown the potential to project neutral nanoparticles into the gas phase without inducing damage. The technique potentially has considerable advantages over alternative methods of producing gas phase targets of nanoparticles or large molecules such as Laser-Induced Acoustic Desorption (LIAD) or MALDI. When using nanosecond lasers for BB-LIFT the underlying substrate can undergo significant heating [3] which may then also lead to thermally-induced fragmentation of thermally-desorbed molecules. In order to avoid this, we are investigating the use of fs laser pulses to induce blister formation and impulsive molecular transfer to the gas phase to provide relatively dense gas phase targets for advanced spectroscopy studies.

2. Methodology and Results
Direct comparisons of ns and fs BB-LIFT of gold-coated silicon nanoparticles (150 nm diameter) and fullerene molecules (1nm diameter) were carried out to determine the blister formation mechanism, the collimation of the desorbed particle beams and the velocity distributions for the two different laser conditions. Angular distributions were determined by depositing the desorbed particles on a substrate and analysing the particle distribution using a combination of optical and atomic force microscopy. Velocity distributions were determined by using laser ionisation time-of-flight mass spectrometry. Blister formation was investigated by SEM and AFM studies as a function of laser fluence and by in situ optical imaging.

We will present a detailed comparison of the ns and fs results, discuss the potential of the technique as a practical source for spectroscopy experiments and describe the mechanisms leading to particle emission in both cases.

Fig. 1. Shows an optical microscope image of deposited gold coated silicon nanoparticles (main picture) with an optical image of the blister which caused the deposit (top right) alongside an SEM image of the deposited nanoparticles (top left).

Oxygen vacancies, a crucial role playing on structural, magnetic, and electrical properties of epitaxial manganite thin films
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Mixed-valence manganites gain increasing significance due to their attractive properties of half-metallic character and colossal magnetoresistive response rendering them as the ideal materials for applications in oxide spintronics devices and for the study of fundamental physical properties. On the other hand, the rich array of phenomena found in oxides is largely due to oxygen, since oxygen tends to pull electrons away from other atoms resulting in strong electronical fields at the interatomic scale. To gain a deep insight in the effects of oxygen vacancies on the electronic structure of mixed-valence manganites, two epitaxial manganite La2/3Sr1/3MnO3 (LSMO) thin films were epitaxially grown at high and low oxygen pressures, which are referred as HP and LP, respectively. The degraded transport properties of LP can be attributed to the effects of the oxygen vacancies. We are known that the oxygen vacancies will be formatted when the LSMO thin films grown below 26 Pa, inducing a charge transition disproportionation of the Mn4+ → Mn3+. The enhanced Mn3+ concentration may segregate into inhomogeneous patches, resulting in patches where the magnetic ordering varies from antiferromagnetic (Mn3+-O-Mn3+) and ferromagnetic (Mn3+-O-Mn4+) interactions. On the other hand, depletion of oxygen from the Mn-O-Mn chain reduces the coordination of Mn cations, destroying the Mn3+-O-Mn4+ interactions. These would cause the degraded the magnetic and transport properties in LP.

To characterize the crystalline structures of the LSMO thin films, state-of-the-art sophisticated aberration-corrected scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) techniques of the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) and annular-bright-field (ABF) micrographs were utilized. From the line profiles in of ABF images it is worth noting that the profile in HP is almost identical, and exhibits ordering, indicating HP is high structural quality with proper oxygen stoichiometry. However, the height of the profile in LP is randomly distributed, indicating that the LP sample is oxygen-deficient. The evolution of electron correlation in LSMO thin films with oxygen vacancies has been studied employing a combination of Mn 2p resonant photoemission spectroscopy, x-ray photoemission, and band structure calculations. Our findings highlight the key role of the oxygen vacancies on the structural and electrical properties and demonstrate an approach to tune the properties by controlling the oxygen vacancies in oxide thin films.
Ultrafast lasers on a chip: Progress towards making the femtosecond world mainstream
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1. Introduction
Ultrafast mode locked lasers have revolutionised many areas of science and industry since their inception, and continue to drive scientific research and select new industrial applications. They have to date however failed to penetrate into more mainstream applications despite a plethora of potential uses. The main reasons for this are the relatively high costs of suitable devices and the lack of small form factor platforms integrated with other functionality. This is of course exactly the domain of planar integrated devices, which in electronic form have wrought massive changes in society over the last 30 years. The question is then raised of whether suitable fully chip based ultrafast lasers are possible with the necessary performance levels for a broad range of applications?

2. Requirements
Performance requirements vary by application, for the low end of the scale (integrated sensors, metrology devices, instrumentation, etc) peak powers of a few KW in 1-200fs pulses at GHz to ~50MHz repetition rates are adequate. For material processing, sub 100fs pulses with >10MW peak power and tens of MHz rates (ie 10-100W average power) are desirable. These requirements dictate several parameters for planar technology. Firstly a high gain amplifier is required for GHz rates where the cavity could be as short as 1cm. Secondly, a low loss dispersion tailored passive waveguide is needed in lengths to ~1m for lower repetition rate applications. Thirdly high saturated power outputs are required. In addition all the other components for a laser must be integratable (pump coupling, frequency selective mirrors, mode locking mechanism). To date, existing chip scale mode locked results, [1-4] representing the best to date in several technologies, have not met these.

3. Current status and prospects
We propose the use of rare earth doped glass waveguides to attain the necessary parameters. It is clear a MOPA architecture will be required and for long cavity lengths a relatively high index waveguide system is needed to enable the cavity to be coiled. The recent demonstration of TeO₂ based ultra-low loss waveguides, high gain amplifiers, and waveguide lasers [5-7] provides a strong foundation, the main barrier to fully integrated devices now being the mode locker. To this end we are currently researching waveguide based graphene saturable absorbers, Figure 1 showing the first integration of a graphene monolayer on a TeO₂ waveguide. More results and further discussion on planar laser technology illustrating a path to obtaining the performance requirements outlined above will be presented at the conference.

Fig. 1. Micrograph showing Tellurium dioxide waveguide with graphene sheet transferred for saturable absorber tests.

Plasma-Enhanced Pulsed Laser Deposition of metal-oxide films: studying the plasma physics for enhanced process control
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1. Introduction

Metal-oxide thin films such as ZnO, Al_2O_3, MgO, and TiO_2 are widely used in industry and academia, e.g. in microelectronics, photonics, catalysts and as possible indium-free transparent conductors. Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) is a plasma-based deposition technique for metal-oxide films that is highly versatile, but suffers, like most alternative thin-film deposition techniques, from limitations in control and predictability of film quality because of a lack of fundamental understanding of the underlying physical processes. The aim of the presented research is twofold. First, to combine experiments and modelling to provide a fundamental understanding of the underlying physics of the different phases of the PLD process. Second to enhance the control options for the PLD process by introducing Plasma-Enhanced PLD (PE-PLD): a combination of traditional PLD with an electrically-produced plasma as a source for reactive oxygen species. The ultimate goal is to develop a predictive computer model that enables us to design thin-film deposition processes for specific applications rather than finding them empirically.

2. Understanding the physics of different phases of the PLD process

The PLD process can be described as three phases with interconnected, but distinctly different physics involved: laser ablation, plasma plume expansion and interactions, and thin-film formation. In this paper we present experimental and modelling studies of the laser ablation and plume expansion phases.

The 2D hydrodynamic code POLLUX [1] is used to model the laser-solid interaction and plasma formation of a Zn ablation with a Nd:YAG nanosecond-pulsed laser. The POLLUX simulations show the interaction of the leading edge of the laser pulse with the solid target, creating a high-density plasma in front of the surface. Subsequently, the laser does no longer reach the solid surface, it is primarily absorbed in the plasma via inverse Bremsstrahlung. In this early phase of PLD, the plasma plume has temperatures of about 10 eV, is highly ionised, and travels with a velocity of roughly 10-100 km/sec away from the target.

After the 10 ns laser pulse has finished there is no more energy input into the plasma. However, the plume has only travelled a few mm from the target surface and has not yet reached the substrate, which is typically a few tens of mm away. The plasma therefore enters the plume expansion phase. Inside the plasma plume, the plasma cools down and expands and collision chemistry changes the composition of the plume via e.g. electron impact ionisation and 3-body electron-ion recombination. Time-integrated optical emission spectroscopy shows that Zn I and Zn II emission lines dominate light emission in the visible range. Since the measurements are time-integrated they are dominated by the plume expansion phase (µs time scales) instead of the ablation phase (10 ns). Comparison with the Los Alamos plasma kinetics code ATOMIC [2] reveals an average temperature around 1 eV, confirming a significant drop in plasma temperature during the expansion phase.

3. Plasma-Enhanced PLD

Finally, a new form of PLD is introduced, plasma-enhanced PLD. In PE-PLD we combine the laser-produced metal ablation plasma with an electrically-produced oxygen plasma to provide separately controllable sources of species for the deposition of metal-oxide films. With this method a Zn target is ablated which subsequently expands into an oxygen plasma rather than neutral oxygen gas. This oxygen plasma contains well-characterised and controllable, reactive oxygen species such as atomic oxygen, ozone and singlet delta oxygen. This method offers additional control of the Zn and O interactions and concentrations in the depositing ZnO plasma.

Resonance effect of the secondary vapor-bubble’s oscillations induced by a synchronized delivery of Er:YAG-laser pulses
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Effective irrigation, including debriding, cleaning and the decontamination of anatomical cavities, is one of the most important challenges in different areas of dentistry, such as endodontics, implantology, periodontics and bone surgery [1]. For example, one of the main goals in nonsurgical endodontic treatment is the efficient cleaning and decontamination of the smear layer, bacteria and dentine debris within the root canal system [2]. Recent studies [2, 3] have proven that the usage of a free-running erbium:yttrium aluminium garnet (Er:YAG) laser that radiates low-energy pulses (20-60 mJ) with durations of 50 µs is a very promising technique for endodontic treatment of the root canal. In these treatments, the Er:YAG-laser pulse with a wavelength of 2.94 µm is delivered through a fiber tip into the coronal portion of the pulpa chamber, filled with a liquid, such as water or sodium hypochlorite. Due to the very high absorption coefficient (μ = 1.247×10⁶ m⁻¹) of Er:YAG light in water more than 70% of all the pulse’s light is absorbed within an only 1-µm-thick water layer. Thus, the water is locally and instantly heated over its boiling point and a vapor bubble starts to expand at the fiber tip’s end [4, 5].

After the explosive boiling, the vapor bubble starts to expand. When it reaches its maximum volume, it is nearly empty and starts to collapse due to the pressure of the surrounding liquid. This collapse, in turn, initiates the secondary bubble’s growth and collapse. The process repeats itself, resulting in the so-called secondary vapor-bubble’s oscillations. Here, each oscillation has less energy and therefore reaches smaller volume due to the energy dissipation during each oscillation [5, 6]. The ratio between the mechanical energy of two successive oscillations can be defined as the oscillation energy-conversion efficiency.

In this contribution we will present our recent results of a synchronized delivery of multiple Er:YAG-laser pulses [7]. Here, the first pulse induces a vapor bubble, while the role of the subsequent pulses is to increase the oscillation energy-conversion efficiency. To investigate this, we have developed a method called a laser-beam-transmission probe (LBTP) that enables online monitoring of the bubble’s oscillations. This LBTP method was calibrated by the simultaneously employed laser shadowgraphy. As an excitation laser for water ablation we employed a free-running Er:YAG laser, designed for laser dentistry. The laser was running in the sub-microsecond pulse regime at ultra-low-energy (less than 2 mJ) with frequencies up to 100 kHz.

In the experiments we measured the oscillation energy-conversion efficiency as a function of the delay between the primary and secondary laser pulse. We show that the variation of this delay results in a resonance effect of the oscillation energy-conversion efficiency. Here, the resonance effect is obtained when the second pulse is delivered at the end or slightly after the bubble’s first collapse. On the other hand, if the second pulse is delivered before the end of the bubble’s first oscillation, it decreases the energy-conversion efficiency of the laser treatment. The presented method, called Photo Acoustic Synchronized Transients (PHAST), has great potential to open new opportunities for further development of modern laser-based dental treatments and to further improve upon their safety and efficiency.

Dynamics of laser-induced cavitation bubble in liquid studied by high-speed stroboscopic videography: Effects of liquid viscosity
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Cavitation bubbles are generated when laser pulses are focused in liquid. Dynamics of cavitation bubbles attract much interest in fluid dynamics, materials processing in liquids, medical and biological applications and there are considerable numbers of researches on the subject [1-4]. In this paper, dynamics of the cavitation bubble induced by a focused laser pulse in liquid was investigated through the high-speed laser stroboscopic videography technique developed by authors group. In this imaging method [5, 6], a high-repetition rate, short pulse laser is combined to a high-speed video camera and successive 100 images can be obtained as fast as 1 μs interval. Using the system, videos of cavitation bubbles triggered by single laser pulse can be recorded with an effective shutter speed of as short as 35 ps, which is determined by pulse duration of the high-repetition rate laser, and thus very sharp images are recorded even at 1 MHz frame rate.

Pure water and silicon oil were used as liquid media. The silicon oils used have kinematic viscosities of 10, 100, 1000, 10000, and 100000 cSt, and consist of the same chemical composition, with only slightly different properties. Therefore, our observation can reveal effects of the viscosity on bubble dynamics.

A pulse from a nano-second Nd:YAG laser at 1064 nm with pulse energy of 50 mJ was focused at 10 mm below the liquid surface in a glass cell. Focusing lens was an objective lens of 50x. Laser-induced cavitation bubble was generated in all liquids. When the bubble was generated, the initial shape was elliptical, elongated along laser-incident axis, vertical direction in our case. The bubble expands and then collapses several times with the decrease in size and its shape and position are changed along its cycle as shown in lower row of Figure 1, where initial center position of the sphere was indicated by a dotted line. The center of the first bubble was at the focus position and did not move during its expanding and shrinking period. The center of the second bubble formed after the first bubble collapse was, however, moved downward continuously during its expansion and shrinkage. The shape of the second and the followed bubbles were asymmetric spheres with irregular shape boundaries. Maximum size of the bubble measured in horizontal direction varies little for pure water and silicon oils of viscosities less than 1000 cSt and was about 5 mm. For silicon oils with 10000 and 100000 cSt, the size becomes smaller and was about 3 mm. Details of differences in dynamics of the laser-induced bubbles due to the viscosity will be presented.

Figure 1. Selected images from the video showing the dynamics of the cavitation bubble generated by single nano-second laser pulse in pure water. Numbers in the pictures indicates the time from the laser irradiation. Gray dotted line shows the center position of the first bubble and yellow dotted line shows that of the second bubble formed after the first bubble collapse.

1. Introduction
This work is motivated by two previous works. One is the synthesis of TiN nanoparticles by laser ablation of a titanium target in liquid nitrogen [1]. The liquid nitrogen used in the previous work was at the boiling point (77 K). The other previous work is that we observed the growth of nanoparticles in a cavitation bubble induced by laser ablation in water [2]. Nanoparticles were stored inside the cavitation bubble until its collapse. Since the cavitation bubble had a high temperature and a high pressure at the collapse [3], the structure of nanoparticles was affected by the dynamics of the cavitation bubble [4,5]. In this work, we try to control the dynamics of ablation-induced bubbles in liquid nitrogen by controlling its temperature. We expect the control of the structure of nitride nanoparticles synthesized by laser ablation in liquid nitrogen.

2. Experiment
We developed a special chamber, which was composed of four shells, to realize laser ablation in liquid nitrogen at various temperatures. The outermost shell was a vacuum chamber which worked for the thermal isolation. The second shell was filled with liquid nitrogen. Although the liquid nitrogen in the second shell was always at the boiling point, the temperature was lower than 77 K by reducing its pressure using an oil rotary pump. The third shell was also filled with liquid nitrogen at pressures between 0.1 and 0.2 MPa. The liquid nitrogen in the third shell was cooled down by the liquid nitrogen in the second shell, so that we obtained liquid nitrogen at a lower temperature than the boiling point in the third shell. The inner most shell was used for collecting synthesized nanoparticles. The liquid nitrogen in the innermost shell was connected to the third shell. A titanium target was installed in the innermost shell, and it was irradiated by Nd:YAG laser pulses at 532 nm from the normal direction. A shadowgraph imaging system employing a high-speed camera and a white lamp was used to record the bubble dynamics.

3. Results and discussion
When the temperature of liquid nitrogen in the innermost shells was 77 K, which was the boiling temperature of liquid nitrogen at 0.1 MPa, the expansion of the bubble was not followed by the shrinkage. We observed the change in the bubble shape from a hemisphere to distorted one after the maximum size. After that, we observed that the bubble was shredded into small bubbles at a delay time longer than 1 ms. In contrast, we observed the shrinkage of the bubble at a temperature of 66 K. The shrinkage was followed by the collapse and the reformation of the secondary bubble. This behaviour is similar to the behaviour of a cavitation bubble induced by laser ablation in water at room temperature. When we pressurized the liquid nitrogen in the innermost shells up to 0.2 MPa with keeping the temperature at 66 K, the maximum bubble size became smaller and the collapse of the bubble became earlier. In addition, we observed the formation of the third cavitation bubble at 0.2 MPa and 66 K, which may be due to the fact that the boiling point at 0.2 MPa is higher than that at 0.1 MPa.

The aforementioned behaviours of laser-induced bubbles are understood by considering the cavitation parameter [6]. It is known that the bubble dynamics is dominated by the inertia when the cavitation parameter is greater than 10, and in this case we can obtain a cavitation bubble with the hard collapse. On the other hand, the energy dissipation via the heat transfer becomes serious when the cavitation parameter is smaller than 10/2, and in this case we cannot expect the collapse of the bubble. The cavitation parameter in the present experimental condition was approximately 0.2 at the maximum. This cavitation parameter is smaller than that in laser ablation in water (roughly 10); however, we obtained a bubble with the dynamics of the collapse and the reformation. Because of the relatively small cavitation parameter, there is a possibility that the temperature and the pressure at the collapse are lower than those in a cavitation bubble induced by laser ablation in water. We are now trying to evaluate the pressure and the temperature of the bubble at the collapse by solving the Rayleigh-Plesset equation.
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